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INTRODUCTION

The environment consists of a complex array of complicated systems. It
has only been fairly recently that citizens across the· nation have come to any
clear realization of the delicacy of this environmental balance and the impact
of man's activities on his surroundings.' Adverse environmental effects are 5een
increasingly as deleterious to the quality of life and a danger to the health
and well-being of the nation's citizens. It is obvious that a consistent and
logical means must be found to ensure that new projects, programs~ and other
actions enhance (or at least do not destroy) the quality of the environment.
Further, if man is to live in productive harmony with the natural and man-made
resources with which he is blessed, it is imperative that he understand the integral interrelationships and interdependencies of his existence with the ecological sy~tems he interfaces.
The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act of 1973 (MEPA) constitutes a strong
statement of the recognition of this need for environmental awareness, protection, and enhancement. The purpose of the present study is td evaluate the effectiveness of the system that has been· put together under MEPA to date and to
recommend a detailed program for implementation of the Act which would fully
exhaust its potentialities in an efficient way.· This report contains our recommendations in full detail.

\
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Ihe present report is best seen as divided into four basic parts. The first,
consisting of Sections I, II, and III and Appendix A, provides introductory and
background information including a surrmary of the methodology of the study and
the work completed to date and a summary of problems, concerns, and danqers relating to the implementation of MEPA. The present problems and the dangers relating to system change that are identified here provide the parameters for recommendations in the following sections.
The second part is Section IV, supported by Appendix B. This section presents our primary recommendations for change in the MEPA program. We have attempted to identify not only the changes that would make for a better proqram,
but the nature and costs of the actions required to implement them as well.
The third major part of this report encompasses Sections V and VI and
Appendices C, 0, E, F, and G. Section V details at considerable lenqth our
recommendation on the statewide environmental impact statement (EIS) process
which many of the primary recommendations in Section IV are designed to produce.
Appendix C presents forms recommended for consideration and/or use at various
points in the EIS process. Appendix D constitutes our detailed recommendation on
theformatof guidelines for decisions on the environmental significance of proposed projects. Some suggested tools and techniques for use i·n the review of
EISs are presented in Appendix E. And Appendices F and G offer examples of the
EIS process at work. Appendix F presents a hypothetical proposed project and
shows how it might be processed through the system recorrmended in Section V.

.
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Apµendix G provides examples of how local governments of varying sizes and

types might opt to implement the proposed system locally. Section VI of this
report consists of our recorrmendation on the handling of "non-project actions",
a particularly problematic aspect of MEPA's implementation .

.

The fourth and final major part of this report is Section VII. It has
long been recognized that an environmental policy act and its implementing
processes and tools should not only provide for specific site environmental
analysis and public disclosure with respect to the effects of projects on the
environment, but that it should also enhance, and be enhanced oy, the various
planning processes at work in local jurisdictions and state government. Section
VII has been designed to present specific details as to how the MEPA process
can evolve and be integrated into a comprehensive, environmentally sensitive
planning program. This section provides discussion on the interrelationship
between environmental analysis found in the EIS process and that which should
be found in the comprehensive planning process, presents a recommended planning
development program, and finally gives detailed planning tools the implementation
of which should mitigate the need for environmental impact statements as presently
conceived.
The present document is the culmination of an intensive work program not
only by the consultant, but by numerous public and private individuals alike,
who donated time and valuable experience in an effort to help make the study
worthwhile and the final recommendation strong. We gratefully acknowledge the
assistance of all who so diligently worked with this difficult subject matter.
It is our hope that this report will provide some explicit solutions to the complex problems caused by the way in which MEPA is currently implemented.
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II.

METHODOLOGY -OF --.THE PRESENT STUDY -AND SUMMARY -OF WORK
DATE
- -TO ....---

The Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (Minnesota Statutes Sectionll6D.Ol
et seq. (Supp. 1973)} was passed during the 1973 session of the Legislature
of the State of Minne~ota ahd became effective August l, 1973~ Rules and
regulations governing the EIS program establi~hed in MEPA were subsequently
promulgated by the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council (EQC} pursuant to
authority granted in Minn. Stat Section 1160.04, subdivision 2. The rules
and regulations were filed with the Secr~tary of State and Commissioner of
Administration on April 4, 1974. On July 24, 1974, the Minn~sota State Planning Agency, on behalf of the EQC contracted with th~ firm of Haworth and
Anderson, Inc., for some fairly techni ca 1 work directed primarily at the criteria for the requirement of environmental impact statements. More specifically~
we were originally retained by the State ·Planning Agency to .provide essentially
three services.
·
·
First, we were to give recommendations on exhaustive definitions of the
tenns 'major governmental action• and 'major private action of more tha·n lac.al
significance', which terms are currently es·sential in the triggering of MEPA's
environmental impact statement requirement. Such recommendations we·re proffered
in our first working report in September, 1974, which w's entitled 'Report to ·
the State of Minnesota - Definitional Recommendations'.
·

)

Second, the firm was to undertake a study of a methodology for the establishment of criteria for determining whether or not a proposed action i·s environmentally significant. Providing criteria for environmental significance
undoubtedly constitutes the single most problematic aspect of the implementation
of env·ironmental policy acts around the nation. A detailed methodology for
their establishment was presented in our second working report in October, 1974,
which was entitled 'Progress Rep~rt on Criteria for Environmental Significance Methodo log i-ca 1 Recommenda ti ans• .
•
The third work task was orginally designed to provide a brief overview
study of and recommendatfons on the Minnesota EIS administrative process. This
work task (as we 11 as· the first and second discussed above) was based on the
assumption that the present EIS system stemming from MEPA, EQC rules and regulations, and working experience was essentially sound. Unfortunately~ this
optimistic view did not turn out to be realistic. As work progressed on ·the
first two tasks, we di sco.vered that it would be very difficult indeed to handle
questions concerning maijor actio.n~" and "environmental significance" within
the framework of the present system, which is itself beset with significant
problems.
11

1The primary rErSults of tMs report have been updated, modified to reflect
n·ew working assumptions and critical evaluations, and included in the present
document.

\
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After numerous meetings and discussions. among several parties involved
with MEPA's implementation and quite well aware of the seriousness of the system's problems, it was concluded that an immediate and extensive investigation
was needed, potentially leading to radical system alteration including legislative changes and/or changes in EQC rules and regulations. A simple overview
statement on the system, including only a brief presentation of solutions without actually delving into ths problems in great detail (as was orginally envisioned), simply did not seem adequate to address a problem-filled situation.

.
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Consequently, the third work task was redesigned to consist of a comprehensive study of and recommendations on MEPA and its implementation. We had
already completed a substantial part of the general backgrounding :work necessary for this massive undertak.ing. Prevfous contract work with the states of
California and Washington on the implementation of the California'Environmental
Quality Act of 1970 and the (Washington) State Environmental Policy Act of
1971 had given us a detailed familiarity with two of the nation's strongest
MEPA-like systems. The work for the State of Washington had also led us to
complete a detailed analysis of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA) and of the systems in all the other states which had passed legislation
modeled on NEPA. Further, and more directly to the point, the research necessary for the completion of the first two work tasks for the State of Minnesota
had provided us with a strong backgrounding·not only in the state's current system implementing MEPA but in a wide variety of laws, programs, and structures
with which MEPA's implementation must be meided as well.
Still, the information and analysis that was n~eded for the completion o~
this-problem-solving task was immense. In order to provide a broad-based input
into the analytic and recommendatory processes, an Environmental Impact Statement System Work Committee was formed to provide a forum for a close look at
detailed alternatives for MEPA's implementation. As the Committee's name
suggests, the group's primary focus was the EIS process, which is clearly the
most problematic aspect of the present MEPA system, but other major issues
were broached as we 11 . The membership of the Committee was designed to include
representatives of all the potential groups of major actors in a MEPA system.
The Committee consisted of representatives of: (1) the League of Minnesota Municipalities; (2) the Association of Minnesota Counties; (3) regional development
commissions;
(4) the Metropolitan Council; (5) the Department of Natural Resources; (6) the Pollution Control Agency; (7) the Department of Highways; (8)
the Department of Health; (9) the State Planning Agency; (10) the Environmental
Quality Council; (11) the Minnesota Public Interest Research Group; (12) the
Sierra Club; (13) the Minnesota Land Use Commi"ttee; (14) the Minnesota Association of Commerce and Inqustry; and (15) Haworth and Anderson, Inc.
The Work Committee met weekly for five weeks for four hours each meeting.
The sessions were frequently exhausting. Committee members were asked to critically analyze an immense number of detailed alternatives for implementation
of various aspects of a MEPA system in the light of: (1) the goals and policies
sought for by the organizations represented; (2) the personal environmental and
administrative expertise of the Committee members; but primarily (3) what is
judged to be best for the State of Minnesota as a total body politic. The discussion forum was not designed to provide a consensus opinion on any point. The
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purpose was rather to get the alternatives, problems, and potential solutions
identified, discussed, and analyzerl from all the points of view represented.
The meetings were intended to be head-banging sessions and they frequently
were.
An outline of the Work Committee agenda is presented below. At each meeting a very detailed outline was given to Committee members breaking down the
main topics to be discussed at the following meeting.

\

)

A. MEPA (or Something Else?)
B. System Orientation: Centralization or Decentralization
C.. The Process Leading to the Requirement of Impact Statements
1. Determining the conceptual criteria
a. "major 11 action
b. significant environmental effect
2. Determination of actions to be examined
3. Procedures for identifying actions requiring EISs
a. form of submission
(1) petitions
(2) assessments
(3) adequate written support
(4) environmental clearance worksheets
(5) matrices
h. decision guide tools
(1) checklists
(2) absolute impact thresholds
(3) impact threshold ranges
(4) case precedent
(5) scenarios
(6) verbal statements
~n) etc.
4. Review of significance decisions
D. Who is Responsible for:
1. Requiring EISs?
2. Preparing EISs?
E. Environmental Impact Statements
1. Draft EIS
2. Review of and hearing on draft EIS
3. Final EIS
4. Final EIS disposition
F. Cost Allocation - Who Pays?
G. Form Requirements
H. Timing - Time Limits
I. Action Approval or Disapproval
J. Notice Requirements
K. Appeal Points in the Process (Statute of Limitations)
L. What Else Should Appear in an Environmental Policy Act?
1. MEPA Monitor?
2. Reporting on cost of implementation?
3. Ties to the planning process?

-'
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The ~Jork C,ornrnittee meetings were invaluable to us in the present study.
lhe lengthy di~cussions provided us with a wealth of information about the
structure~. processes, programs, capabilities, and idiosyncracies of the major
groups affected hy MEPA. They also served to apprise us of dangers, concerns,
problems, anrl potential solutions in reorgaAizing the state's MEPA program.
And finally, they made clear a wide variety of research tasks it would be necessary for us to undertake in the further course of the study. During the period
of the Committee meetings and after they were finished, we met with many key
people iridividually (including more than half of the Committee members) and in
g'roups and undertook the paper research necessary for a study of this nature.
While many contributed valuable information, analyses and suqgestions, the
uses of those contributions and the resulting recommendations contained herein
are solely the responsibility of Haworth and Anderson, Inc.
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III.

PROBLEMS, CONCERNS, AND DANGERS RELATING TO MEPA'S IMPLEMENTATION
A.

The Present System_ Implementing MEPA

One of the primary hard tools presented in MEPA to ensure that its
goals and policies will be adequately implemented is the environmental
impact statement (EIS). The existence of an EIS requirement demands the
specification of a process leading to and handling the document. Since
every other state which has passed a broad-based impact statement requirement into law has encountered significant problems in putting together
an efficient and effective EIS system, it is not surprising that the overriding problem relating to MEPA's present implementation is the environmental impact statement process.
·

)

Minnesota's current EIS process works in the following way. The
Environmental Quality Council (EQC) is the only body in the state that can
require that an EIS be prepared. In the case of an action proposed by a
private party or an agency of government which is not a political sub-division of Minnesota, an EIS is required when the EQC determines that it:
(1) is a major action; (2) has the potential to result in significant
environmental effects; and (3) is of more than local significance. In
the case of an action proposed by an qgency of Minnesota government, an
EIS is required when the EQC determines that it: (1) is a major action;
and (2) has the potential to result in significant ehvironmental effects.
Action proposals are b·rought before the Council for such a determination
if: (1) it is an action belonging to one of the classes of actions which
require mandatory assessments (see Minn. Reg. MEQC 25); (2) a oetition with
500 signatures requesting environmental review of the action is presented
to the EQC; (3) the action proposer voluntarily requests such determina·tion (which may include the voluntary submission of an environmental assessment); or (4) the Council on its own initiative detennines that an environmental assessment shall be prepared. In any such case, if there is some
evidence of the need -for environmental review, the EQC requires the preparation of an environmental assessment.
The assessment preparer (designated by the EQC) has 45 days in which
to complete the document and submit it to the Council, which then has 45
days in which to determine whether or not an EIS is necessary. The assessment is required to include a recommendation to the Council on whether or
not an EIS should be prepared, and if the Coun(·il does not act on the assessment in the 45-day period, the recommendation cuntained in the assessment
is automatically accepted. As an unofficial operating procedure, the Council
requires an assessment on every action brought to its attention by petition.
1What i;~upposed to happen according to law when a petition is submitted to the Council is very unclear. MEPA states: "Upon the f i 1i ng with
the Council of a petition of not less than 500 persons requesting an environmental impact statement on a particular action, the Council shall review
the petition and, where there is material evidence of the need for rtn environmental review, require the preparation of an environmental impact stat1:. rnent
in accordance with provisions of this section." [Minn. Stat. Section 1160.04,
7

If the EQC determines that an EIS is to be prepared. it designates
an agency or person responsible for the preparation of the document. A
draft EIS must be prepared within 120 days {though an extension may be
granted), the draft is reviewed {including the holding of public hearings
or meetings) over a period of at least 45 days, and the final EIS is prepared.
The Council may opt to review the final EIS for adequacy, and if the document
is found to be inadequate, the Council may remand it back to the preparing
agency for revision. Completed EISs are to "precede final decisions on
the proposed action a~d . . . accompany the p.-.oposal through an administrative review process."
[Minn. Stat. Section 1160.04, subdivision 4 {Supp.
1973)]
The first meeting of the Environmental Quality Council operating under
MEPA 2 was on August 14, 1973, though EIS procedures were not finally specified until the rules and regulations were filed with the Secretary of State
and the Commissioner of Administration on April 4, 1974. Between that first

------ --subdivision 3 (Supp. 1973)] Some have interpreted this to mean that an
EIS should be prepared in the ca.se of every petition, the petition itself
constituting "material evidenc;e 11 of the need for "environmental review".
Though we believe this to be a blatant misinterpretation, the issue may
need judicial clarification.
The problem is considerably compounded by the
language of the L~C's rules and regulations implementing MEPA, which state
that an environmental assessment shall be prepared when a petition is filed
and "there is material evidence that the action is a major private action
or more than local significance or a major governmental action and that the
action has the potential for significant environmental effects, provided
that the action is not exempt from an EIS under these Regulations." [Minn.
Reg. MEQC 25{b}{3)] The Council has apparently tacitly interpreted the
"materi.al evidence" requirement referred to in the Rules and Regulations
as satisfied by the presentation of a petition. But the Council {quite
properly in our estimation) does not accept a petition as "material evidence
of a need for an environmental review 11 , which according to MEPA, would
automatically require an im~act statement. The whole issue is extremely
confusing because of the language of the rules and regulations.
1since no specific "administrative review process" is given in MEPA
or the EQC's rules and regulations, we believe that this phrase should be
assumed to refer to existing agency review processes. The relationship
between the EIS process and "final decisions on the proposed action" is
unfortunately muddy 1n the rules and regulations. A proposed new action is
exempted from the EIS requirement if "[t]he last governmental permit has
been issued by a public agency on the private action," but if an EIS is
required on the action, "[t]he Final EIS shall precede final decisions on
the proposed action. {CF. Minn. Reg. MEQC 26{c){6){aa) and MEQC 26(.;)(4).)
One shudders at the image of a local government hurrying through its dooroval
processes in order to grant all final approvals in order to avoid doinq an
EIS while the EQC hurries through its decision making process before all
final approvals are given making the action exempt.
11

2There was an Environmental Quality Council in Minnesota prior to MEPA,
but the activities of that Council are irrelevant to our purposes here.
8
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meetinq <lnd the meeting on November 12, 1974, a total of 81 proposed actions
have been presented to the Council for a decision on whether or not an E1S
was to be required. (A brief summary of each of these EQC cases is presented
in Appendix A to this report.) Since the Council meets once a month, this
averages out to slightly over 5 cases per monthly meeting. In fact, however,
the figure is misleading. For one thing, cases usually come before the
Council at least twice. And for another, for the first several months of
the Council's existence under MEPA, very few cases were brought to its
attention, and the number of cases appears to be rising steadily as private
groups and individuals and public agencies become used to the system under
which the Council operates. At the meeting of November 12, 1974, the EQC
dealt with about 20 cases brought before it under the EIS process as well as
several non-EIS-related issues. The workload continues to increase. To
help make it possible to deal with such a large volume of business the
Technical Representatives Committee (TRC) was established, consisting of
representatives of the state agencies whose directors are members of the EQC.
The TRC has been meeting weekly and functions as an advisory body to the
Council.
This very brief overview of the present EIS process should be sufficient
here for an identification of the primary problems relating to that process.
( l) The Env i ronmenta l Quality Council has become so bogged down with the
hearing of individual action proposals for an EIS determination that it has
had increasinqly little time to direct its attention to the matters which
we believe werf intended to be its primary foci: issue~ of statewide
environmental policy, interagency coordination, administration of the
critical areas program, and power plant sitinq. While the tiqht centralization of the major decision point in the EIS process may be good theoretica"Jly (though see point (3)below), the resultinq workload is hecominq
unbearable and interfering with other work needs. Further, the Council
is decreasingly able to give adequate attention to each case individually.
The Council members are deserving of high praise for the diliqence and
conscientiousness with which they have undertaken this massive work task.
but something must be done to re-orient the Council's wor~ r.,1-i-.. ·,1ule i111P1ediately. And to whatever degree the Council is mis-oriented at the pre~ent
time, so, too, are the Council staff and the TRC.
(2) The petition process works poorly. It results in the hrinqinq
of many attion proposals before the Council which will clearly not require
an EIS and which only serve to waste the Council's time. More importantly,
it does not provide a good vehicle for citizen access to the proces~. Cit1zens
frequently petition the EQC because of what they feel are legitimate rnn.::erns
about the environmental consequences of proposed actions. They make their
carefully prepared presentation to the TRC. which recommends artion to the
EQC. In many cases, the matter petitioned takes a fairly obvious dt-cic.ion,
and because of the Council's work load it is netPssary to dispose quickly
of the simple cases. The result is that the pet1 tioning citizens may only
get ten minutes of the Council's time after a month or two of preparation
for their case. (See point ( 1) above . ) Further, the requirement of son
signatures for a pet1tion may make it extremely difficult for a single
aggrieved individual (without organizational ties and without a lot of time
on his hands) to present his grievance to the Council. Yet at the ~ame t1111e,
an individual with strong organizational backing and/or a good deal of t11ne
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could get 500 signatures 1 on almost any matter he chose to petition, whethe·r
or not it had anythinq to do with the environment. And because of the time
delay on a propo~ed action brought before the Council, an individual seeking
to stop a project miqht be successful in his endeavor simply by petitioning,
regardless of the disposition of the case. Finally, petitions often identify
quite legitiniatr environmental concerns relating to proposed actions which
will in fact affect the environment in a significant way, only to discover
that those concerns (however legitimate) cannot be addressed by the Council
under MEPA because they are _Q!!ly of local signHicance.
(3) The current system does very li-ttle to increase the env1ronmental
awareness of local units of government. One of the main reasons for the
need for an EIS process is the lack of environmental awarene~s and environmental safeguards on the local level of government. Yet the present process,
insofar as it affects locals at all, is set down on top of existing local
processes as another state requirement. The EIS process integrates very
poorly with present local decision-making processes. Actions of only local
significance (though they may be of very great environmental significance)
are not touched by MEPA except perhaps L1 being brought before the EQC for
out-of-hand dismissal. The vast majority of local actions can safely ignore
MEPA entirely, in spite of the statute's strong policy statements. The
only time locals get involved with the process is when they are required
to prepare an environmental assessment and/or an EIS or are brought before
the EQC (e.g., in connection with a petition). In almost every case it
is- a matter of a massive state process interfering with local decisionmaking processes. Such a system is unlikely to inspire an environmental
conscientiousness on the part of local government oi an increase in environmental integrity in local decision making.
(4) Some private developers whose projects have been examined in
detail by the EQC have responded with environmentally thoughtful proposals
and proposal modifications, but the vast majority of private project proposers
are completely unaffected by MEPA, and the Act as currently implemented is
.not spurring a widespread increase in environmental awareness among private
developers. Further, those private projects which are caught for scrutiny
by the environmental assessment and/or EIS processes are frequently subiected
to wasteful delays by the EQC's operating procedures. In the fifteen months
of Council operation under MEPA, only 81 actions (relating to both public
and private actions) have come before it in any way under the EIS process.
Of the 43 cases on which the EQC came to a decision as of the November 12,
1974 meeting, only 11 (26%) required EISs. (See Appendix A to this report.)
The EIS is a fairly rare phenomenon in Minnesota, and the requirement affects
very few act ions. When an EIS is required, the EIS process ~al ls for a
delay on action 11nplementation of some 300 days assuminq that everything
goes smoothly. It might take considerably longer. An action for which only
an environmental assessment is prepared will be delayed between 90 and 135
days unless the assessment is inadequate (in which case there is· further
delay). For the most part private developers are not touched by MEPA~ and
1The requirement of 500 signatures places no qeographical limit~ on the
people who may sign the petition. A petition containing 500 siqnatures of
people in Newark, New Jersey would be legitimate for presentation to the Council.
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those that are are subject to signit ·cant delays. Delay in pnvdte development translates directly into increa~ed project costs.
(5) MEPA is an environmental policy act, yet the conditions under
which its primary implementing tool (the EIS) is triggered tend to weaken
its ability to provide for the environmental monitoring that MEPA's policy
statements appear to mandate.· The Council has dealt with many action proposals which would have a significant.environmental effect but which are
essentially exempted from the EIS requirement because they are not major
actions or because they are not .of mo_re than local significance. Ifthe
Act was intended to provide for environmental protection and enhancement.
the _ille of action that endangers the environment and the level of government that should be most concerned about the effects should be irrelevant
to a program of statewide environmental monitoring·.

)
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B.

Dangers Facing System Change

It will be argued in Section IV of this report that the most fundamental immediate change that is needed in the MEPA program is the decentralization of the whole EIS process. The practicability of decentralization in Minnesota will depend on the details of the decentralized process. Decentralized EIS systems have been successfully put together in
the states of California ~nd Washington. Minnesota is in a good position
to profit from their experiences by designing in EIS process in full cognizance of the problems and dangers that rose to the surface over the
course of years in those two states. Many of the problems experienced
in Washington and Cal1fornia would not be potential problems for Minnesota decentralization , but a good many others would present difficulties
almost anywhere.
·
·
Based on our work in California and Washington and intensive study
of the State of Minnesota, we have attempt"~.d to identify a wide range of
significant dangers which decen~ralization of the EIS process in Minnesota should studiously address. Our detailed recommendations on the
EIS process in Section V of this report have been designed to avoid or
(where that is not possible) at .least minimize the potential problems ·
identified here.
(1) Potential State Agency Problems and Concerns

There are a handful of dangers unique to individual state agencies.
Of more crucial interest for present purposes are those potential problems
relating to the EIS process which are clearly common to more than one state
agency. A classification of relatively common potential problems is difficult to achieve because of the extreme variation in state agency structures
and functions. Non-etheless, the following dangers can be identified as appropriate subjects for general concern among state agencies.
(a) No state agency has had the in-house experience of deciding whether
or not an EIS is required on an action, sin_ce this function is currently centralized in the EQC. While the procedures of the EQC should provide a useful
model in this re5pect, the criteria for requiring an EIS that are used by the
1For example, the main problem experienced for three years in the State
of Washington was that the State Environmental Policy Act of 1971 qave no

authority to any governmental body to adopt rules artd regulations governing
the EIS process or to play any role in supervising that process. The Act was
passed and state agencies and local governments were directed to comply with
the EIS requirement without any direction on what it was all about. Minnesota
does not need to fear the massive headache occasioned by this legislative inaction.
2Many of the potential difficulties discussed below are problematic
whether or not decentralization occurs, though in most cases the dangers they
·constitute would be more pronounced under decentralization. Some are already
surfacing as actual problems.
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Council have not been written down and are not at all evident from the decisions it ha~ made. In fact, the Council itself has indicated a need for
d clearer understanding on its own part of the criteria to be used in deriding whether or not an EIS should be required. If this decision making
is decentr·alized to state agencies, every aqency will individually be faced
with the same problem, and there wi 11 be a further danger of gross inconsistency amonq agencies as well.

)
I

(b) It experience is any indication, ma-ny state agencies affected by
MEPA are likely to view themselves as special cases. Some may view their
own proqrams and activities as decidedly significant in a variety of ways,
but not in such a way as to require detailed environmental analysis under
MEPA. Others may feel that a variety of in-house mechanisms ar0 sufficient
to ensure that their actions will be environmentally sound and that rigorous
compliance with MEPA is therefore unnecessary in the fr case. While every
effort should be made to make MEPA's implementation responsive to the important idiosyncracies of individual state agencies, it must be remembered, too,
that the sweeping import of MEPA's policy declarations constitutes a considerably more comprehensive mandate than existed in previous state law.

(c) Most state agencies have had little or no experience in the actual
preparation of an environmen~al impact statement. Many agencies are not
currently staffed to prepare an EIS if one were required of them.
(d) It is all too likely that the individuals responsible for the review and/or the coordination of review of EISs for their agencies have
never prepared an EIS and consequently have little knowledge of what should
go into the document. Nor is it very clear what counts as an adequate fIS.

)

(e) Unless EIS revi~w is carefully attended to and planned for, it is
all too likely that this function will become a low priority item inadequately
undertaken. Since state agencies have much of the top environmental expertise in Minnesota's governmental structure and since EIS review provides one
of the primaryforums for interagency evaluation of significant environmental
effects, inadequate attention to EIS review by state agencies is a ser1ous
danger.
(f) It is extrem~ly difficult for state agencies to know what ~taffing
will be necessary to operate an in-house EIS proqram. Nor is it easy for
them to locate the individuals with the right environmental expertise.
(g) State agencies cannot staff adequately to operate an EIS oroqram
without the money to do it. This requires both carefully tailored budget
requests and a willingness on the part of the Legislature to grant reasonable
requests.
( 2) Potent i a 1 Prob 1ems and Concerns of Reg i ona 1 Deve 1opm~o.t. Cu11nni s s ion~
There is one overriding danger for decentralizing the EIS process with
respect to regional development commissions. Most of the thirteen reqional
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bodies 1 established pursuant to the Hegional Development Act of 1969 are
still in the formative stages and have negliqible or no staff capabilities.
While a few (e.q., the Metropolitan Council and Region 3) are currently able
to provide invaluable assistance to local governments, and while it is to
be hoped that all regional d~velopment commissions (RDCs) will provide increasing assistance over the course of the next decade, it is impracticable
at the present time to give RDCs in general any substantive role in a decentralized EIS process.
( 3) ~ote_!l_tj_tl_ Problems and Concerns of -Local Governments 2
Our experience with local g6vernments in California and Washington (both
work experience and extensive interviewing) during the first couple of years
of operation of their decentralized EIS processes suggests some· serious dangers relatin§ to local governments should the Minnesota EIS process be decentralized.
Such dangers are likely to be poignant, in fact, in view of
the large number of small municipalities in the state.
-------1The primary regional bodies in Minnesota at the present time are the
twelve regional development commissions (RDCs) and the Metropolitan Council.
Pursuant to the Regional Develo~ment Act .of 1969, the Governor h~s divided
the state up into thirteen development regions, providinq the geographical
jurisdictions for the twelve RDCs and the M~tropolitan Council. While the
Metro Council is unique in many respects and functions under legislation
·separate from that governing the RDCs, its technical jurisdiction is a de- ·
velopment region
Unless specifically noted other~ise in the text, the
Metro Council will be considered in this report to be a regional development
commission; but it should be noted that this grouping is a notational convenience here and is not intended to imply that there are not significant differences between the Metro Council and the RDCs proper.
2For the most part, the potential problems and concerns of political
townships and special purpose governments (e.g., P.U.D.s, school districts)
are the same as those of municipalities and counties, to which the present
sub-section is directly addressed. The major differences with respect to
all such governments reflect the distinction between small/rural (with little
or no planning staff)· and large/urban (with notable planning staff), rather
than distinctions among types of jurisdictional status. The 1780 political
townships in Minnesota present an unusual jurisdictional problem. Quite
generally speaking, townships have little staff capabilitiy but considerable
potential governmental authority as general purpose governments. Such authority in some cases overlaps geographically with similar authority vested in
municipalities and counties. While this general potential difficulty is
worth noting here, in terms of a decentralized EIS process the primary potential problems relating to townships should be roughly the same as those
~elating to municipalities and counties.
11

11

•

3

It should be noted at the outset that a good many of the local qovernment
problems experienced in the states of California and Washington have been
dealt with reasonably well over a period of years. In fact, these two
states currently offer quite decent models of decentralized EIS nroqrams.
Some of the difficulties discussed below, however, do not readily lend themselves to outright solutions, and the point in these cases is to provide
for mitigation as fully as possible.
14

In both California and Washington a basic feeling was apparent for a
couple of years that the legislation was simply another law forced down the
throatc::. of local government by the st~te. It was felt that this was done
with little or no consideration given to state/local coordinative administration or to the method of financing the additional burden which apparently
fell on local qovernment. It took two or three years for most local governments to see the EIS process as an integral part of local decision '.! dking,
and many still see it as an unnecessary state requirement set down on top
of local processes. This reluctance to implement the legislation on the
local level frequently surfaced in attempts to ayoid the work of formalizing a local EIS process and in the refus~l ever to require an EIS on
local government initiative.
0

In the early stages, local government concern was almost always expressed in California and Washington (esoecially the latter) ov~r the inadequacy of state guidelines on how to operate an EIS process. Concern
focused on such questions as: Under what snecific conditions is an EIS
to be required? How should an EIS be prepared? Who pays for it? And what
legal clout does a favorable or unfavorable EIS have ·m the execution of a
proposed action? Uncertainty was also often expressed with respect to which
governmental agency is the "responsible agency on a given action. f'.1any
questions were asked about the detail, style, and comprehensivene5s expected
in an EIS.
11

There was almost universal frustration with the additional "front-end
peri-0d'' for planninq which most agencies looked upon as a 50- to 120-day de.lay in the execution of an action. There was also much confusion relating
to how much data can be demanded of the project sponsor in the 1_ase of a
private project.
}

Nearly all local governments indicated a disappointment with review responses from most other agencies, particularly state aqencies. A number of
them felt that it was the duty of other agencies to "fill in the voids" in
their draft EISs. On the other hand, some agencies were reluctant to strongly
critize another agency's EIS for fear of disrupting a friendly working relationship.
Most local governments were not clear on who should·receive a copy of
draft EIS for review. Because of this uncertainty, they tended to
inundate every possible agency. This in itself was, of course, a major r·eason for limited response in the form of EIS review.
th~

There is one further set of potential problems worthy of special note.
In October of this year the federal Department of Housing and Urban Develo~
ment (HUD) published in the Federal Register its proposed ~egulations implementing section 104(h) of Title I of the Housing and Community ~evelooment
Act of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-383), "specifying the policies and proredure<; for tne
use of applicants under Title I in carrying out of environmental review
activities.'' The proposed regulations represent a dramatic chanqe rn the implementation by federal agencies of the National Environmental Pol icy Act of
1969 (NEPA). While NEPA appears to lodge full responsibility for the orepar-

/
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ation of environmental impact statements in the federal· agencies which are
taking action on proposals made to them, the HUD regulations would shift
the burden of responsibility for EIS preparation to local governments 1Pplying .to HUD for funds pursuant to the legislation referred to above.
Though the HUD program would make special money available to local governments for compliance with the EIS requirement (if a proposed action required an EIS), local governments would be left with the burden of harnessing
the expertise necessary to complete the EIS and fulfilling the substantive
and procedural requirements of NEPA; the fed~ral Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) guidelines which HUD uses, and specific HUD requirements. We
believe the federal EIS program delineated in the CEQ guidelines and the HUD
regulations to be fairly confusing. Further, if the HUD regulations are
adopted, many other federal agencies are likely to follow suit in requiring
local governments to prepare federal EISs. Confusion will multiply dramatically if this occurs.
But aside from special problems created for local governments by having
to fulfill NEPA requirements for HUD monies, the HUD regulations present
noteworthy dangers for decentralizing the Minnesota EIS process. First,
any substantial requirements placed by the Minnesota EIS process on projects
for which a HUD (or any federal) impact statement is required will add immensely to local government confusion: local governments would have to fulfi 11 two sets of requi rernents. And secondly, even if MEPA requirements are
not added to federal requirements for projects requir~ng a federal impact
statement, the local jurisdictions needing HUD monies would have to familiar. ize themselves with two processes, one for the state EIS system and one (or
more) for the federal EIS system.
(a) Small Municipalities and Rural Counties
The nature of small cities and towns and rural counties presents special
difficulties to a decentralization of the EIS process. State legislation
placing. requirements on local governments frequently seem to assume that all
basic tools of police power and land use controls available to a local government are in full operation, but the assumption is often erroneous. When a town
or county has limited or no zoning, subdivision regulations or building codes,
it is unrealistic to believe that the implementation of any substantial EIS
process would be easily achieved. Extremely limited financing, small staffs,
occasionally strong local development pressure, other state laws, all combined
with a taxpayer revolt and an ever-present desire to continue life in the old
1The Federal Highway Administration has already shifted the EIS burden
to applicants, but for th~ most part, the impact of this move has been absorbed by state highway departments.
2rt is difficult to project how many local jurisdictions would be affected
by the HUD program. Very few would be affe·cted in 1975 and most \>Jould never
be affected. It should be added, further, that it is very likely that the
HUD regulations will be challenged in court, and the issue of local jurisdictions doing HUD impact statements may not be finally settled for two or
three years.
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would make irnp lementation of an EIS process a very low-priority item.
A 'li111ple mandate from the state to comply with MEPA will not raise the revenue available to these qovernments. The lack of expertise to produce
ddequate EISs would be freely admitted in most cases.

v1cJy.

There is another basic characteristic of small towns and rural counties
which presents problems for decentralizing the EIS process. They are not
accustomed to paperwork on a scale accepted by more complicated governments.
Elected officials and administrative people are well known, and personal
contacts and word-of-mouth communication seem to be the by-word. They
tend to feel that a windy EIS may be necessary in a large city, but the
pros and cons of a proposed action in their jurisdictions are easily made
topics of common conversation. They are, therefore, unaccustomed to a lot
of paperwork and would find substantial written work under MEPA to be a complete "system overload" to the normal routine.
11

11

It appears to be the case generally that the closer a small town or
rural county is to an urban area, the more sophisticated (comparativ_ely
speaking) is the local governmental process. There is generally increasing
pressure from more sophisticated developers, and peer group associations
usually lead to greater governmental awareness. Many small towns and rural
counties at some distance from any urban area can be expected simply to lack
the political climate that is needed for the operation of a strong EIS program.
(b) Large Municipalities and Urban Counties
)

The circumstances in which large cities and urban counties find themselves have been brought about by a wide variety of socio-political forces
not normally present in a sophisticated, structured manner in a small town/
rural county atmosphere. Two of the forces of interest to us here are relatively recent arrivals on the scene. Both are usually associated with words
like 'ecology' and 'environment'. On the one hand. there are numerous sincere persons and groups with an action-oriented desire to be sure that a project will have a minimal effect on the environment or that a project will not
materialize because its adverse effects are substantial and cannot be effectively mitigated. On the other hand, therP may be forces opposing an action,
for any reason whatsoever, who will disguise themselves as environmentalists
and use methods and techniques properly available for environmental protection in their/efforts to delay and kill a proposed action. It i~ 1>ften difficult to distinguish the responsible environmentalist from others usino that
disguise. Generally speaking, both of these forces are present in numbers
relative to the overall population and general intensity of development. Their
presence and strength are also related to the actual presence of limited natural
resources and the general level of local sophistication, includinq attained
education, general community wealth and resources, and the availability of
legal counsel. Putting together an EIS system which has adequate publ ir safeguards to ensure environmental protection but which at the same ti;!!p does not
create a gold mine of non-environmental delay-and-kill tactics is d suuremely
difficult tas·k which is anticipated to be of particular concerr1 tu lctrqe cities
and urban counties.
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The relative sophistication of governmental structures and processes
among large cities and urban counties raises another more general point
of sensi·tivity as well. Because of variations in jurisdictional environments, populations served, and historical evolutions of these jurisdictions, the structures, styles, and functioning of these governmental units
vary a great deal from one another. Though such variation is by no means
unique to large cities and urban counties, the phenomenon is more noticeably
marked with increasing size and complexity of the governmental units in
question. Specific intrajurisdictional MEPA requirements would be difficult
to fit equally well with the existing governments of all large cities and
urban counties.
·
Another potential problem is the entire matter of citizen involvement.
This must be addressed in a small town situ~tion, too, b~t it is ~asier,
more natural and usually requires little structuring. In a populous area
it is rarely spontanebus and usually ineffective. Considerable time and manpower must be spent on citizen involvement in a populated area. Currently
environmental matters are at the heart of much of the clamor for citizen
involvement and providing for citizen participation that is both fruitful
and practicable is no eas.Y matter.
Specific questions re 1ating ·to cit i z~n partici pa ti on include: (a) How
can citizen input be efficiently and effectively assimilated into the preparation and/or review stage of the EIS? (b) Can citizens volunteer positive
information in addition to constructive negative reactions? (c) In the
effort to promote meaningful involvement, should a public airing of a project·
be automatically required when an EIS has been prep~red? (d) What constitutes sufficient pubHc notification of EIS preparation or filing? And (e)
how available, in what quantities and at what cost should EISs be?
(3)·Potential Problems and Concerns of Private Developers

~

An environmental policy act presents developers with essentially three
.potential proble.ms. The first and most readily identifiable is the felt necessity of frequently hiring a private consultant to fulfill their new environmental responsibilities. The result is an immediate substantial increase
in project costs, ultimately necessitating an increase in prices unlikely
to please the consumer. Consequently, the developers often feel that _they
art! appearing in the role of the villain as they attempt to implement the
state law-•a law which is often described as qrass roots" and "citizen initiated".
11

In addition to the possibility of increasing the outright front-end cost
to the developer, there .has been considerable complaint around the nation
about the time delay brought about by compliance with environmental policy
acts. In private busi·ness time delay is usually directly correlatable with
financial loss. For the most part, heavy ~inancial loss effected by a time
delay resulting from environmental policy act requirements could be minimized
by working environmental considerations into the very early stages of project
planning and by streamlining the governmental EIS process. It ~s obvious not
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only that time delay must be mtnimized, but that devel~pers must be better
informed with respect to MEPA requirements. The danger is that a developer's
first vis1t to a city hall may be for a building permit. Architectural design is done, contracts may be let, financial resources may be committed.
etc., and now, for the first time, the developer becomes aware of MEPA.
Finally, developers frequently complain that, because of increased project costs, the entire EIS process ts actually stifling development. However, the recent California and Washington experiences indicate that after
an adjustn~nt period, longer leads occur on projects and the consumer does
survive bearing the extra costs passed on to him. Many developers there
appear to be positioning themselves ahead of the controversy and making for
themselves a favorable public image by offering some kind of environmental
analysis as a part of their own planning processes. Nonetheless, ·the
stifling of development is a danger that must be taken seriously. The danger
is particularly poignant with respect to the small developer, who may be put
out of business by any noticeable incrPase in front-end development costs.
The potential stifling of development wi 11 be an actual prob 1em to whatever
extent MEPA requirements add new increments to existing processes.

)
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IV.

PBJM_ARY RECOMMENDATIONS

!L~

THE IMPLEMENT! ON_ OF MEPA

The present ~ection consists of an overview of our primary recommendations on the implementation of MEPA. It must be emphasized at the outset
that what fol lows here is for the most part a summary of the detailed
recommendations which comprise Sections V, VI, and VII of this report. The
reading of the present section will serve to make clear only the outline
of the program for the implementation of MEPA that we are recommending to
the State of Minnesota.
While we heartily recommend that the present report be read straight
through as it is written, every recommendation in the present section
which is more fully developed at some other point in the report will contain
a reference to the textual development. The reference will be given by
section or sub-section immediately following the recommendation referenced.
For example, 'V.F(l)' would refer to sub-section (1) of sub-section F of
Section V; 'III' would refer to Section III; and 'Appendix B.C' would refer
to sub-section C of Appendix B. References are provided as an aid to
those who would like to follow up a particular point immediately.
A.

Decentralization of-the
- -EIS
- Process
The key step in the reorientation strongly urged here is the complete
·decentralization of the EIS process. But it is important that the nature
of the decentralization intended not be misconstrued. Decentralization is
intended to include 16cal governmental units and state agencies (and regional
development commissions, to the degree they are able to provide input).
The point is not to saddle local governments and state agencies with the
whole burden of the EIS process now administered primarily by the EQC, but
rather to ensure that local governments making decisions on actions of local
significance will bring MEPA's poli~ies to bear on those decisions, and that
state agencies making decisions on actions of statewide concern will bring
MEPA's policies to bear on those decisions. The primary goal of the decentralization recommended here is to provide a mechanism to ensure that,
insofar as possible, the broad examination of environmental considerations
mandated by MEPA is undertaken by decision makers in the natural course of
the decision-making process. If this goal is to be fulfilled, it is evident
that the decentralized process would have to differ in significant ways
from the process currently operated by the EQC. Our pri~ary recommendations
relating to EIS process decentralization are as follows.
(1) The Environmental Quality Council should adopt
regulations providing for an orderly decentralization of
Though some legislative amendments to MEPA would also be
brunt of decentralization could be handled through rules

new rules and
the EIS process.
necessary, the
and regulations.

1The following recommendations serve to outline and set the
the detailed recommendations in Sections V and VI. A procedural
the recommended EIS process constitutes sub-section A of Section
Appendices F and G provide two different summary perspectives of
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stage for
summary of
V, and
the orocess.

)

The primary aspect of the process which would need to be changed is the
decision rnak~ng on whether or not an environmental impact statement is to
be required.

(2) We recommend that all municipalities and counties with more than
25,000 population
required. to adopt local ordinances implementing MEPA
on the local level. (Such ordinance adoption should be encouraged but
left optional for political townships and for municipalities and counties
with 25,000 population or less.) Local ordinance adoption should be
required within 180 days of adoption of the EQC rules and regulations. The
rules and regulations to be adopted by the EQC would set forth procedural
and substantive requirements relating to the EIS process which would apply
statewide, but there are several aspects of such a process which cannot be
set forth adequately in statewide rules and regul~tions. Most notable is
a breakdown of in-house responsibilities for compliance, which must be
tailored to each governmental unit. Further, because of a variety of potential variations in local governmental structures and in the environments
of local jurisdictions, it may well be that local governments will need
to supplement or modify the EQC rules and regulations in order to put
together an EIS system that fits well with local jurisdictions. Most important perhaps, until a program is actua 11.Y governed by 1oca1 ordinance,
it will not be completely accepted as a local program. The EQC should provide a model ordinance(s) to aid local governments in this undertaking.
We further recommend that a modest amount of money be made available to any
local unit adopting an ordinance implementing MEPA on the local level.
(Appendix B.D} Finally, in order to ensure that MEPA's implementation on
the local level is both uniform and adequate, we strongly recommend that all
local ordinances be required to be submitted to the EQC for ~ertification.
While no variation from the mandates of (amended) MEPA itself should be
allowed, the EQC's certification power should include the authority
to grant variances from the statewide guidelines. A certified ordinance

¥

)

1we believe that the decentralization of this decision makinq was
probably the legislative intent in the passage of MEPA, which states:
"The Minnesota environmental quality council shall, by January l. 1974,
prescribe by rule and regulation in conformity with provisions of
Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 15, guidelines and regulations setting forth
those instances in which environmental impact statements are required to be
prepared for new and existing actions, including the time and manner in which
such statements shall be prepared and acted upon, and to coordinatt· the
processing of such statements among l oca 1 , state and federal aqenc; \:s.
The council may require the preparation of an environmental imbact statement
for any action or project not referred to in its guidelines and requlations.
Further. the council may require the revision of an environmental impact
statement which is found to be inadequate." [Minn. Stat. Section 1160.04.
subdivision 2 (Supp. 1973)] The Council opted to respond to this lPgislative
mandate by establishing a process in which t~.P Council itself made all such
decisions, but the legislative directive is at least broad enouqh to encompass the decentralization of this decision makinq.
2This population level would require ordinances from 30 counties and 22
cities. We recommend that Ramsey and Hennepin Counties be exempted from the
requirement, however, which would bring the number of counties to 28.
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would essentially exempt a local government from compliance with the statewide rules and regulations, and cerfification should be withdrawable at any
point at the discretion of the EQC.
(3) We further recommend that all state agencies which ever have occasion
to deal with public or private projects (see point (4) below) be required
to adopt specific agency rules and regulations setting forth operating
procedures for the implementation of the EIS process. Such rules and regulations should be required to be adopted within 120 days of the adoption of
EQC rule~ and regulations of statewide application. State agency rules
and reguiations would be required to be certified by the EQC before they
could be used in lieu of the EQC rules and regulations. The certification
process would be the same as that described above for local government
ordinances. No special monies should attach to the adoption of state agency
rules and regulations. (But see Appendix B.A.)
(4) We recommend that the EIS proces.s apply only to projects. More
specifically, the EIS process should be triggered onl~ in the case of:
(1) the proposal by an agency of Minnesota government of actions which
themselves constitute manipulation of the environment (individually or
severally); and (2) the proposal to an agency of Minnesota government of
actions which themselves constitute manipulation of the environment (individually or severally) by a 'private group or individual or by an agency
of government which is not a political subdivision of the State of Minnesota .
.Once the EIS process is triggered, it should be required to run its full
course before any project approval is granted. We believe that actions
which are not projects and which do not directly authorize projects are
poorly and inappropriately handled by an EIS process and that a simpler
tool is needed for such 'lon-project actions". (V.B and VI)
11

(5) The EIS process we are recommending requires a detailed listing
of projects to be exempted from the environmental impact statement requirement of MEPA. A large number of projects can be identified which, it is
relatively safe to assume, will never have the potential to result in significant environmental effects, as long as they are not sited in an area of
peculiar environmental sensitivity. We estimate, based on our work in the
State of Washington, that approximately 90% of all project proposals can be
exempted in this way. The environmental sensitivity rider to the exemption

1rt is anticipated that the main point of controversy relating to
the certification of local ordinances will be local proposals for exemptions
for local application that are not contained in the statewide rules and
regulations. (See point (5) below.) For this reason, local governments
might find it advantageous to submit their proposed ordinances without
exemptions first and to submit their proposal on exemptions as a separate
document at a later date. In such a case, a local EIS process could be
certified which used the exemptions applicable statewide while specific
local exemptions were being prepared.
·
2The phrase 'an agency of Minnesota government' is intended to include
state agencies, regional development connnissions, counties, municipalities,
political townships, special purpose governments, and any other agencies,
departments, commissions, boards, or other units which are political subdivisions of the State of Minnesota.
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system is extremely important. In environmentally sensitive areas a seemingly minor environmental effect might be extremely significant. The
exemption system will not reach its full potential for administrative
efficiency until environmentally sensitive areas are mapped statewide,
but a definition of the term should be satisfactory as an interim measure.
(Environmentally sensitive areas should, of course, be mapped whether or not
it is needed for a MEPA exemption system.) Exemption classes should be
specified in detail in the rules and regulations adopted by the Environmental Quality Council for statewide application. Each state agency or
local government adopting agency rules and regulations or local ordinances
for jurisdictional implementation of MEPA should be able to modify the
statewide exemptions as appropriate, since there will probably be a variety
of project types which clearly will not have a significant environmental
effect for one or more jurisdictions but which cannot be exempted statewide.
(V.C)

)

(6) With respect to those projects which are not exempted, a decision
wi 11 be needed project-by-project on whether or not an EIS should be required.
A "responsible agency" under MEPA must be designated for the making of this
decision. We believe that for some kinds of projects some state agency
should automatically assume the rule of responsible agency, but for the most
part the local government (city, county, or political township) in whose
jurisdiction the project is proposed should be making the determination of
environmental significance as an integral part of its normal decisionmaking processes. We further recommend that in addition to the l1sting
of projects for which a state agency is automatically the responsible
agency, state agencies be empowered to request the role of responsible agency for a
project from any local government(s) in whose jurisdiction the project is
proposed. The responsible agency (whether a state agency or a local government) would be responsible for the significance decision and, when an EIS
is required, for the preparation of the EIS. (V.D)
(7) The determination of whether or not an EIS is to be required is
in many ways the key to the whole EIS process. It is not surprising that
the Environmental Quality Council opted to keep control of this turning
point for as long as it could. We recommend that a single criterion be
used for EIS decisions: whether or not the project in question has the
potential to result in significant environmental effects. We further
recommend that the term 'environment' be defined to refer chiefly to the
physical surroundings of man. We believe it to be important that the
Environmental Quality Council issue detailed guidelines on what counts as
a significant environmental effect, since the matter is a serious issue of
statewide environmental policy. (If the Council does not provide st.rang
guidance, significance criteria will be supplied piecemeal by an ad111inistrative appeals body and/or the courts.) If the significance decision is
decentralized and the attempt is made to integrate such decisions into
existing decision-making processes, the Environmental Assessment currently
used by the Council would have to be replaced by a simpler tool for thP
gathering of information. We recommend that each jurisdiction keep a
notebook recording its significance decisions that is available to the
public. Notification of significance decisions made should be given to dll
agencies of Minnesota which could be expected to have some interest in
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the projects to which they relate. Significance decisions should be
appealable to a statewide appeals board (see point (9) below), and optional
public notification of such decisions should trigger a statute of limitations on appeal. (V.E and Appendix D)
(8) We recommend that t~e current procedure of producing both a draft
and a final EIS be retained, though we believe that the subjects that are
required to be addressed in an impact statement should be changed substantially. (V.F(l)(a)) We believe that the cost of draft EIS preparation
(and certian other minor costs) should be borne by the project sponsor.
We also reconmend a general standardization of EIS format. (V.F(l)(b))
Public notification of the avatlability of both draft and final EISs
should be required, and notification of the availability of final EISs
should trigger a statute of limitations on appeal ·of EIS adequacy or of any
decision made or action taken under MEPA on the grounds of noncompliance
with MEPA. (V.F)
·
(9) There is currently no administrative appeals body to handle appeals
of decisions made and actions taken under MEPA, though some of the current
functions of the EQC are quasi-judicial in nature. The only appellate mechanism currently available is appeal to the courts, which is very time~con
suming and the cost of which precludes many aggrieved individuals from
being able to challenge decisions and actions. We strongly recommend that
the State of Minnesota establish an Environmental Management Appeals Board
.to hear challenges of actions taken and decisions made ~nder MEPA. The
Board should consist of three full-time citizen members appointed by the
Governor. All three members should be qualified by experience or training
in matters pertaining to the environment and/or law. Though all decisions
would be made by the .full Board, individual Board members should be empowered
to conduct hearings; the findings of fact stemming from such hearings would
be presented to the full Board for decision. The Board should also be empowered to hire hearing examiners as the need arises. It would not hear any
appeal of decisions on project approval or disapproval (e.g., permit issuance)
or of any decision made or action taken by the Environmental Quality Council.
(IV.B) The Board would hear appeals relating to exemption decisions, significance decisions, EIS adequacy, and all forms of procedural compliance with
MEPA and applicable rules and regulations, guidelines, and/or ordinances
adopted or issued under MEPA. (V.G) It would also (a) select a local government to fulfill the role of responsible agency with respect to a project for
which the 'local governments involved are unable to choose a responsible agency
by mutual agreement (V.D), and (b) decide on requests from responsible agencies
for.a time extensi~n on the preparation of final EISs in the case of private
proJects (V.F(4)). Any individual feeling dggrieved by a decision made or
1It might be well to begin with a Boa.rd of one full-time member (with
experience or training in matters pertaining to law) and two part-time members, with automatic expansion to three full-time members as the work load
demands. (Appendix B.B)
2It may turn out after the Board gets some experience operating that
it should be handling some additional issues as well (e.g., critical areas
appeals), but initially we recorrmend that the Board be limited to what is
set forth in the text.
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an actior1 taken under MEPA could challenge that decision or action before
the Boarrl, without the need to be represented by legal counsel. Court
appeal of decisions made by the Board should be strictly limited. We believe that the establishment of the Appeals Board described here would have
many advantages, including: (a) offering equal access to citizens equally
aggrieved (including ~roject proposers), since it would not be necessary
to employ an attorney ; (b) much more rapid decision making on appeals (a
matter of a month or two if similar experience in the State of Washington
is any indication) than can occur with respect to court appeals (which frequently require a year or two); (c) the development of environmental expertise in those hearing appeals (which happens haphazardly, if at all, in the
courts); and (d) a predicted washout at an administrative level of a high
percentage of challenges that might otherwise go to court. (V.G)
(10) We recommend that the staff of the Environmental Quality Council
publish a weekly newsletter providing information relating to the EIS process to yovernmental units in Minnesota and to any private group or indivi dua 1 who requests to be put on the ma iT i ng list. The "MEPA Monitor"
would include a listing of all significan~P decisions requiring the preparation of an EIS, all draft EISs available for review, and all final EISs
available for consumption. (The EQC staff would receive notification from
all governmental units operating a~ EIS process.) The MEPA Monitor should
also include a summary of the· appeal decisions rendered by the Environmental
Management Hearings Board and any MEPA-related court decisions. As time
.and information permit, the Monitor could also include a reporting of activities in other stat2s under state environmental policy acts and federal
activities under NEPA.
1we believe that this system would provide far fairer (and quicker) access than the petition process currently in effect.
2An independent study was recently completed for the EQC providing recommendations on an early notice system to implement the early notice requirement
of MEPA (see Minn. Stat. Section 116D.04, subdivision 8). The report submitted to the Council contains a good surrmary of two notice mechanisms currently
under consideration: "Chapter 344 of the Laws of 1974 directed the establishment of a new state publication to be called the 'Minnesota Register'. The
concept was derived from the Federal Register, a daily publication of the federal government. It is to be published by the Department of Administra+~on at
such intervals as the commissioner deems appropriate. Distribution is to be
through a subscription service with individual copies also available for
purchase. To be included in the Register are: notices for hearinqs concerning
rules or regulations; the full text of adopted or modified rules or regulations;
the texts of executive orders issued by the governor; and such other material
as the commissioner deems appropriate. Due to the ambiquities in the statutory
language and certain technical difficulties in tlie statutorilly prescribed publication procedure, the Department of Administration has delayed action on the new
publication until the 1975 legislature has had a chance to consider proposed
changes in the legislation. If the Register is published on a weekly basis
as is now envisioned, it would provide a useful vehicle for the early notice
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(11) We recommend that the State Planrii-ng Agency staff who are working
on the ~innesota Land Management Information System receive and library
copies of all final EISs done in the state and that a simple system of recall be established to make these documents available to future EIS preparers
and other individuals who may have an interest in impact statements done on
the same types of projects or on projects undertaken in the same area. (V. f ( 7)')
(12) The recently proposed rules and regulations of the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development, which would require local governments
to prepare impact statements under NEPA in connection with applicatirins for
HUD money, cause problems the seriousness of which is difficult to determine
at the present time. (III. 8(3)) In order to avoid placing an unbearable
burden on local governments in Minnesota, we recommend that any project for
which an EIS is prepared under the National Environmental Policy Act be completely exempted from the EIS requirement of MEPA and from all procedural
requirements of the MEPA-EIS process except one: when it i's determined that
a federal EIS is to be prepared, the agency that would be the responsible
agency under MEPA would be required to notify Minnesota governmental units
which 1could reasonably be expected to have an interest in the proposed project.
(V.C(3))
system." It might be conveni~nt to incorporate the MEPA Monitor as a part
of the Minnesota Register and/or the vehicle used for early notice when it
becomes clear what is to be contained in the publication(s) and to whom it
wi 11 be sent, but in the present report, we wi 11 assume that the ME.PA Moni tor would be best handled as a. weekly publication put out by the EQC staff .
. ,There has to come a time when state and federal governments are each
willing to accept the procedures -and programs established by the other.
Si.nee the State of Minnesota doe·s not have j uri sdicti on over the federal
government, the state's only option for avoiding immense confusion on the
part of local governments facing an EIS under both N.EPA and MEP.A is for the
State of Minnesota to essentially bow out in favor of federal procedures.
We believe, however, that it should work just the other way. The primary
responsibility for what occurs in a state is lodged in state government,
not federal governmeAt. we· strongly urge Minnesota's federal congressional
representatives to raise this point with the federal Council on Environmental
Quality and urge the Council to establish some ki-nd of procedure whereby
states with strong EIS programs would not have to comply with duplicative
federal procedures.

·""""·
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B.

Tl!_~ Environm~ntal

Qualit,y Council_

Subsection A of this section outlined a basic program for EIS system
decentralization. If this type of derPntralized program comes to fruition
in Minnesota, there will be the need for changes both in function and structure of the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council. The EQC currently consists of twelve individuals, four citizens appointed by the Governor and who
are also members of the Citizens' Advisory Committee (see below)., seven representatives of various state agencies, and a'representative of th~ r,overnor's
office. The state agencies which are represented include the Department of
Agriculture, the Enerqy Agency, the Department of Health, the Department of
Highways, the Department of Natural Resources, the Pollution Control Agency,
and the State Planning Agency. The state agencies are represented by their
respective corrmissioners and the head of the State Planning Aqency sits as
a voting chairman of the Council.

)'
!

Ostensibly, one of the primary objectives of the Council is to promote
and ensure cooperation and coordination among agencies on matters significantly affecting the environment. To implement this objective, the EQC is
to determine which environmental problems of interdepartmental concern it
should deal with. The EQC has the authority to lnitiate studies and hold
hearings on matters of statewide concern. The Council has also assigned
itself the practical duties of determining when a proposed project or action
has the poten~ial to result in significant environmental effects and of
requiring EISs. The problems associated with fulfilling such EIS-system
~esponsibilities were discussed in sub-section A of .Section III of this
report. Additional EQC duties include administration of the Critical Areas
planning program, power plant siting, the provision of state environmental
quality standards under the 1973 Subdivided Land Act. and the operation of
an early notice system required by MEPA (IV .A).
As mentioned previously, the Council meets once a month to conduct its
business. Because of the increasingly heavy work load, the state agencies
represented on the EQC have found it desirable to establish a Technical
Representatives ~ommittee (TRC). The TRC as a body has given advice and
assistance to the EQC primarily through recommending action on the matters to
come before the Council at its monthly meetings. The individual representatives ("tech reps 11 ) also provide advice and assistance to their agency
directors on Council matters.
Another body which has been established to assist the EQC is the Citizens Advisory Committee ·(CAC). The legislation creating the EQC established
the CAC as an eleven member citizen, body advisory to the EQC with the basic
objective of insuring citizen participation in the activities and decisions
of the Council. A11 el even members a re appointed by the Governor with each
of eight members representing one of the state's eight congres-,1onal districts
and three members appointed at large. The chairman of the CAC and three other
CAC members are members of the EQC.
One of the ooints of decentralizinq the EIS process is to provide for
the possibility of a reorientation of the EQC. We believe, further, that
this functional reorientation strongly suggests the need for revising the
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structure of the Council. First, we recommend that the EQC consist of
fifteen votinq members: eight citizer1 members and seven state agency commissioners or directors. 1 Each of the eight citizen members would be appointed by the Governor and would represent one of the eight conqressional
districts in Minnesota. 2 The seven state agencies whose directors or commissioner~ woul1 be voting members of the Council are:
the Department of
Agriculture, the Energy Agency, the Department of Health, the Departm~nt of
Highways. the Deµartment of Natural Resources, the Pollution Control ~gency,
and a newly appointed agency, the Department of Economic Development.
We
further recommend that the Director of the State Planning Agency be designated the non-voting chairman of the Council, and that the representative
of the Office of the Governor be designated the Council's non-voting vice
chairman. It would be the duty of these two individuals to facilitate discussion and preside over the EQC meetings.
1we recommend that the present Citizens

Advisory Committee be abolished
concurrent with the expansion of the citizen membership on the EQC. It is
felt that the CAC, though an intriguing concept, has not functioned as a
truly effective means of assuring citizen input to the EQC. The addition of
four more citizens to the actual policy body, the EQC, should directly
strengthen the citizen input and go a long way toward eliminating the need
for a body providing secondary input. Further, the overall system which we
·are recommending, including decentralization to the local governmental level.
and the creation of an Environmental Management Hearings Board, should orovide ·greater access and input for the individual citizen of Minnesota than
is now available. Finally, citizens can usually be most effective at the
lo£al level of government, and since most of the projects which have come
before the EQC through the petition process (the most effective method for
citizen input at present) have been projects of local significance only the
decentralization approach should provide for proper local resolution of most
issues.
2There are basically three ways to select citizen representatives for
the EQC. First, all members could be selected at large by the Governor.
Second, the members could be chosen to represent RDC areas or yroups of RDC
areas. Third, they could be selected according to population distribution,
which is probably most equitably accomplished in the breakdown of congressional districts. The last method is recommended here because it is felt to be
the best method for adequately representing the citizens of Minnesota.
3Economic development policy will surely have a strong influence on
environmental quality in Minnesota. Conversely, environmental control measures certainly affect economic development potential. Consequently, if
the Department of Economic Development becomes the agency in the State of
Minnesota which promulgates economic development policy and does research
into such policy, it should definitely become a part of the EQr.. if the
Department of Economic Development is not currently involved in developin4
economic policy, we strongly urge that it undertake this task as ~oon as
possible in order to provide balanced input in the decision-makinq µrocess
of the EQC.
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At the present time, the Environmental Quality Council supposedly
has a separate staff with the EQC Coordinator directing the work of EQC
staff reporting directly to the EQC. However, in actual operation, the
EQC staff is essentially commingled with the Env·ironmental Planning Division of the State Planning Agency. We recommend retention of a full-time
EQC Coordinator to be in charge of a11 staff functions for the EQC, but
we believe that all staff po~itions, including the Coordinator's position~
should become positions in the State Planning Agency. This would merely
serve to formalize a practice which is occu~ring at the present time anyway. This seems to be a relatively good route to follow, particularly if
the Chairman of the EQC continues to be the Directot of the State Planning
Agency.
If the EIS process is decentralized, the functions of the EQC would
automatically undergo considerable change. We believe that the EQC has
been relatively effective as an environmental policy body and as a facilitator of interagency discussion of matters relating to environmental policy.
However, both of these functions require more attention than they are currently receiving. Hopefully, decentralization would provide for the possibility of strengthening the EQC's role with respect to statewide environmental policy and interagency coordination. The primary ongoin functions
which we recommend for the EQC can be summarized in five points 1 (though
see Section VII in addition).

}

(1) The Council's primary focus should be on issues of statewide
environmental policy, and its deliberations should result in the proposal
of legislation and/or.program changes to the Governor and the Legislature
as deemed appropriate. Individual projects or actions should be raised
for discussion insofar as they raise issues of environmental policy. (See
point (4) below.)
(2) The EQC should direct its attention in a substantive way to facilitating interagency coordination, particularly among those agencies renresented on the Council. Environmental problems of statewide significance require extensive interaction on the part of and input from all par·ties which
have an interest in or are affected by those problems. Only throuq~ extensive cooperation and careful coordination can the proper interdiscinlinary
perspective be maintained with respect to significant problems.

11n addition to the functions listed in what follows, the Council would
also be responsible for: (1) construction of the early notice system; (2)
the establishment of state environmental quality standards under the 1973
Subdivided Land Act; (3) adopting new rules and regulations providing for
the decentralization of the EIS process; (4) drafting model ordinances for
use by local governments implementing MEPA. by ordinance; and (5) certifying
local ordinances and state agency rules and regulations providing for jurisdictional implementation of the EIS process. (Also, see Section VII.) None
of these responsibilities should require month-by-month supervision, however.
One current Council function that is conspicuously missing from the list of
ongoing functions is power plant siting. At present the Council sites power
plants and the Energy Agency makes a determination of need for µowe'r plants.
We recommend that the siting function be transferred to the Energy Agency.
The powe~ plant program would work much more smoothly if it were centralized
in a single agency.
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(3) The Council should devote itself to state agency program review.
Programs ultimately resulting in projects and other actions significantly
affecting the environment are quite frequently established which irreversibly commit state agencies to the actions program~ed. Yet little or no
analysis of the environmental effects of such actions may have been undertaken at the program implementation staqe. An after-the-fact EIS is a
poor tool to be used in such cases. (V.B) The EQC has taken a massive
step in the right direction in addressi.ng copper/nickel mining in Minnesota as a statewide program issue. A variety of other issues should be
dealt with in the same way, anticipating the proposal of specific projects
and other actions. To help implement this type of agency program review,
we recommend that the EQC exercise authority to appoint interagency task
forces as appropriate to provide advice and assistance to the Cquncil. Such
task forces should be composed of paid state agency staff employees representing the expertise necessary to research and formulate recommendations on specific program problems.
(4) The EQC should become involved wi:th. individual projects only under
one of the following conditions: (a) if the proposed project serves to
raise a significant issue of statewide environmental policy; (b) if the
proposed project serves to raise a significant issue of interagency coordination between two or more state agencies ; (c) if the proposed project
raises the need for program review; and (d) if the responsible agency under
MEPA for the proposed project is a state agency and at least one Council member proposed the use of the reversal or modificati~n powers granted to the ·
EQC in Minn. Stat. Section 1160.04, subdivision 9.
In any case the Council·
should only deal with .specific projects at the requ~st of a Council member.
(5) The Council should continue to administer the Critical Areas program.·
We have one further recommendation relating to EQC operation. Under its
current operating procedures, the EQC appears to rely more or less heavily
on the Technical Representatives Committee. Even though the TRC is not a
.legislatively recognized body, its meetings tend to take on an official tone
and result in formal recommendations to the Council. For the most part the
TRC meetings are devoted to the study of individual projects and other actiqns
that come before the Council under the EIS system. Under decentralization,
the primary role currently played by the TRC would be eliminated. The tech
reps have clearly contributed valuably to the functioning of the EQC. They
represent the working level at which the greatest strides have been taken in
1This would include the resolution of conflict relating to which state
agency is to be the responsible agency under MEPA in cases where two or more
state agencies are involved as potential responsible agencies and they are
unable to reach mutual agreement on the issue.
2we recommend that the authority given the Council in this subsection
of law not be exercised as a matter of Council policy in cases of projects
that are essentially of local significance. There are other mechanisms to
deal with such projects on the local level (and through the Environmental
Management Hearings Board), which is the level where responsibility for these
projects should be lodged.
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accomplishing the goal of interagency coordination and cooperation. Such
working le~el cooperation and coordination between agencies should continue
and grow, but we do not believe that the TRC is ·the best vehicle to provide
for such cooperation and coordination. Consequently, we recommend the abolishment of the TRC.
There are essentially two mechanisms which should satisfactorily provide
for interagency cooperation and coordination. First, as mentioned above.
the EQC should be appointing interagency task.forces consisting uf exoertise
related specifically to specific issues. And second, we are recommending
that a one-half time to full-time Environmental Coordinator position be
established in each agency represented on the Council. (Appendix B.A) The
specific duties of the individuals holding such positions would be to provide
staff assistance to their agency director or commissioner on matters involving the EQC and to coordinate the environmental impact statement program
for their aqencies. In some instances, it is anticipated that this agency
Environmental Coordinator would be the same individual who is now identified
as the ager1 y's tech rep. In any case, we suggest that the agency Environmental Coordinators meet as is needed to discuss matters of interagency work
which must be undertaken in order to provide backgroundinq to the Council
members, but that they not meet to make unified recommendations to the Council. These Coordinator~as a group and as individuals, should also make
themselves available to advise the citizen EQC members as may be needed or
upon request.

)
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C.

An Environmental Planning Program

One of the chief weaknesses in an environmental policy program which
uses as an implementing tool the environmental i~pact statement is the fact
that the impact statement tends to be a review document. Quite often the EIS
comes at a time in the develqpment of the project when all of the basic planning has been completed and monies have already been allocated for its implementation; sometimes contracts have ·ev.en been signed. Coming toward the end
of project planning, it may or may not be con~idered seriously as an input
into the decision on whether or.not to go ahead with the project. Essentially,
the impact statement process is an emergency measure that is needed to bolster·
a decision-making process which lacks the strategic measures to inculcate environmental considerations at ~n early point in the decision-makifig process.
An impact statement process would not be needed if the planning process had
adequate environmental protection mechanisms built into it. There is a clear
need for a transition from the (tactical) "emergency" impact statement to a
more strategic environmentally sensitive planning program. An environmental
planning program should become part of the day-to-day decision-making process.
This would strengthen immensely the overall capability of a governmenta1 body ·
to make all decisions based on sound environmental considerations.
The mechanism which we· recommend for developing this transitional program
is the optional modification of local and state agency planning programs. This
modification would result in the adoption of an environmental element in the
planning program of the juri~~ictions opting to implement such a program, and·.
the subsequent requirement that all planning implementation tools, such as
zoning ordinances and subdivision controls, be in consonance with the adopted
comprehensive plan, of which the environmental element would constitute a major
part. It is anticipated th~t by adopting such an "environmental element" in a
planning program, much information which is presently included in an EIS concerning a specific project site or alternative sites can be adequately covered
in the planning process itself. This would not obviate the need for a project
report of some type to enable the appropriate planning and decision-making
officials to ~orrelate a proposed project with a given site (or sites) for the
identification of potential problems. But it should make that reporting process
much shorter and simpler than the use of a document such as an EIS.
11

11

Before presenting our primary recommendations on an environmental ·planning
program for Minnesota, a number of assumption~ must be made clear. First, and
foremost, we are assuming that the decentralized EIS process recommended herein
will be implemented. (IV.A and V) Second, the planning program which we are
recommending for local governments would be optional, but it must be assumed
that those local units opting to .ilT)plement the program are dedicated to putting
together a strong planni'ng program. The effort that is required to do an adeo.:
quate job of environmental planning is considerable. And third, it is assumed
that governmental agencies will continue to be confronted with numerous projects
which will require some type of environmental review on a project-by-project
basis, and that these agencies will be interested in finding an alternative to
the massive and time-consuming EIS process.
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P.n environmental planning program is much more easily conceived for and
implemented by local governmental units than state agencies. Consequently,
the recommended planning program is presented primarily in terms of local
governmental unit implementation. (See Section VII.C(2) for a discussion
of state aqency implementation of an environmental planning program.) An
outline of the program for local governments that is detailed in Section
VII follows here.
·

(l) There are four basic procedural ste~s which local governmental
units must undertake in the development of their environmental planning program. First, after a governmental unit has dec1ded to undertake such an
effort, we recommend that it be required to file a "letter of intent"
to do so with the Environmental Quality Council. This letter should outline
the steps which will be taken in the development of the program, specifically identify the elements which will be included in the comprehensive plan,
and provide an indication that a statement of goals and policies will be developed including a methodology to integrate the environmentally sensitive
comprehensive plan into the basic decision~making process. (VII.B(l)).
Second, after EQC review and acceptance of the letter of intent, the iurisdiction must begin the work program, which will include data accumulation,
data analysis and interpretation, and the integration of the plan's elements
into the overall planning process. Third, once the comprehensive plan itself
is completed and a planning process has been established, the local government must submit the program to the appropriate regional development commission for an A-95 type of review and comment processing. After the plan
has been returned to the local government, it would be revised as necessarv
and officially adopted. Fourth, the adopted plan (whh the regional's review
comments attached) would be sent to the EQC for certification. If certified
by the EQC, the governmental jurisdiction could immediately substitute the
planning program for the EIS process as being the implementing tool for MEPA
in that jurisdict1un. The comprehensive ~lanning process would not end with
certification~ but would have to be constantly updated and revised.
(2) In developing the environmental planning program, we recommend the
use of two specific 11 tools 11 not currently part of most local government programs. These are (a) the environmentally sensitive comprehensive plan mentioned above, and (b) the "project report". If an environmental planning
program is undertaken, the development of the environmentally sensitive comprehensive plan should be mandatory. This planning document should include
the following elements: transportation element, community facilities element,
environmental element, an inventory of current land and water ust·~, and the
geographical identification of environmentally sensitive areas. The environmenta.l element is the key" element in the plan. We reconmend that it include
as a minimum eight mandatory sub-sections and three optional sub-sections.
The required sub-sections are: topographical features, sons, geological
substructure, hydrology, vegetative cover type, climatic factors, historic
and archaeological features, and unique natural and scenic areas. The three
optional ·sub-sections would include: water quality and pollution, air
quality and pollution, and noise. (See Section VII. B(2)(a) for in-depth
descriptions.)
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The second major tool would' be the "project report". It is apparent
that one aspect of the environmental impact statement process which it
seems desirable to retain in a much simpler form than the obtrusive EIS
is the mechanism for relating the details of a proposed project which may
significantly affect the environment to its proposed site location (or
alternative locations). At the same time, it is very important to ascertain
certain basic project facts which wi 11 be necessary for evaluating the project and the project's potential environmental effect. Briefly, we see the
project report as very similar to the Environmental Clearance Worksheet
proposed for use in the EIS prodess. {Appendix C.B) The main information
to be included in the project report is a basic description of the project
including its location and operating characteri~tics, and a specification
of the project's relationship to the comprehensive plan and its implementing
ordinances. If the planning process has been completed as recomm~nded in
Section VII, this information should suffice for envi.ronmentally sound evaluation of the project.
( 3) In its day-to-day process i_ng of project proposals the en vi ronmenta l
planning program would draw upon the experience gained from the operation of
In brief, we believe that there are five fundamental rethe EIS process.
quirements for the establishment of an ongoing planning process which puts
the tools mentioned above to optimal use and which adequately integrates the
planning program with existing decision-making processes.
. First, a system of exemptions is needed which would specify projects net
subject to mandatory review relative to the local comprehensive plan. No
project report would be required on exempted projects. The exemption system
used for this purpose may be similar to or the same as the exemption system
used in the EIS process. (V.C)
Second, careful state agency review should be required in the case of
a project of statewide concern. We suggest the list of projects of statewide
concern used in the EIS process for the purpose of triggering automatic
state agency project review. (V.D) In the case of automatic state agency
review, the project report prepared by the local unit of government would be
sent to the state agencies involved with the project. In any other case in
which a state agency has jurisdiction over or special interest in a project,
it could request the project report from the local government in whose jurisdiction the project was proposed.
Third, in the case of every project which requires a variance from the
local comprehensive plan or one of its implementing tools (e.g., zoning ordinance, subdivision regulations), public notice of the decision on the variance should be required to be given by the local governmental body. It is
recommended that public notice be given in the same manner as is provided for
public notice announcing the availability of final environmental impact statements. (V.F(5))
Fourth, we recommend that the Environmental Management Hearings Board
be authorized to hear appeals on the decisions on variances (but only for
those local governments which have implemented the planning program herein
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described). ·The administrative appellate mechanism would com~ into play
only when a variance is required from the adopted environmenrtally sensitive comprehensive plan cir one of its implementing ordinances. If no variance is required for a project, appeals of local decisions shoul~ go directly to court.
Finally, we recommend that the zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations, and whatever other official controls are adopted by local governments to implement comprehensive plans prepared under this program be required to be in conformance with the plans they implement. All too often
a good planning pro~ram is wasted because of inconsistencies between the
completed tomprehensive plan and the official controls which implement it.

..! .
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D.

Bu.Q_g_tl

_~ummary

for the Implementation of MEPA

Adequate implementation of an environmental' policy act, particularly
one which has as an implementing tool the environmental impact statement
process, is certainly not without cost. As has becom~ clear in the past
few years, environmental protection and enhancement can be expensive.
However, it has become equallY clear that the lack of environmental protection measures simply delays to the future the costs of today's deqradation. Someone at some point in time gets stwck with paying the price.
Even though there are numerous costs relating to environmental protection which cannot be quantified in monetary terms by available methodologies, it is possible to identify the monies needed for the implementation
of a specific program. A g·eneral breakdown of the costs which can arise in
an EIS program include the following: general administration; development
of information for determining environmental significance; development of
draft and final environmental impact statements; review of impact statements;
and all costs associated with administrative or court appeals. In the development of the detailed budget estimates for implementing MEPA, presented
in Appendix B to this report, we have attempted to set forth those costs
which will directly affect those governmental agencies which we recommended
be involved in the EIS 1process ~nd which will not be covered via some process of cost recovery.
Such· costs as general program administration, basic
impact statement review, analysis of information to determine environmental
significance, etc., are included tn the estimated budgets.
In the budget summary presented below we have indicated only three areas
where costs should be considered in addition to those incurred under t~e present
MEPA system. These additional costs relate to: (l) additional and more extensive involvement of local governmental units in a decentralized MEPA program; (2) the direct involvement in an advisory role of the regional development commissions and the Metropolitan Council; and (3) an entirely new cost
for establishing an administrative appellate mechanism. In the case of local
governmental involvement, it i~ assumed that after once setting up an EIS process the day-to-day operation can be integrated into the normal planning and
decision-making processes of the local unit of government. It should be the
duty of local governments to have an environmentally sensitive planninq and
decision-makinq program, and the cost for operating a responsible program
should be a general C.,Pst of good government. In actual operation, outside of
the costs of impact statement preparation, an operating MEPA proqram should
not be an overwhelming budget burden to local governments. In the case of the
RDCs and the Metro Council, it has been recommended that they provide ddvisory
services to local units of government and help coordinate EIS systems within
their jurisdictions. This will be a new duty and may take some staff time
away from other reyional coordinative and assi~tance functions.

- - - - - . ·-----.

1we have made the basic assumption that when an EIS is required, it
should be considered a part of the cost of the project which has caused
the need for the document. If the EIS cost is assumed to be part of the
cost of the project, monies spent on the preparation of EISs relating to
private projects should be recoverable with respert to the government agencies involved. The cost of EISs for most public projects should be absorbed
as a matter of course as part of the cost of the project. In some cases
this will not be possible. The Department of Natural Resources is the agency
most likely to be preparing EISs not covered in project budgets. (Appendix
B.A)
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The Environmental Management Hearings Board will appear to be a strai~ht
forward cost increase. Specifically relating to the function of administrative appeal, it is. However, it should be pointed out that there are a number of cost savings which would most likely be realized. Fir~t, the number
of appeals which might otherwise go to the courts should be cut substantially.
Second, an administrative appeals board does not require an appellant to
have legal representation. Consequently, numerous legal fees can be saved.
Finally', in an administrative appellate process it usually takes much less
time to get a decision than it does if an app~al must be made to the courts.
Consequently, project delays can be substantially cut saving indeterminable
amounts of carrying costs for private project proposers.
The cost estimates presented for the state agencies represent only our
best estimates as to what their total administrative involvement in th~ decentralized program should run. It should be stressed that all of these costs
would probably exist whether or not the EIS process is decentralized, although
some of them may well have been hidden costs. That is to say, many of the
costs may not currently be identified as being part of a MEPA implementation
program and thus not reflected in a budget estimate relating to MEPA. We have
attempted to identify all costs (again, with the exception of EIS preparation), and not leave any costs hidden for any agency which might beco111e involved.
In developing the budget estimates, a number of assumptions had to be
made. These assumptions are presented in detail in Appendix B, pages B-1
to B-3. In short summary, the more important assumptions are that: {l)
the recommendations made in Section V of this report will be implemented;
(2) all remaining EQC staff functions will be assumed by the State Planning
Agency; (3) new rules and regulations governing decentralization of the EIS
process will be adopted by July 1, 1975; {4) all direct costs for the preparation of draft EISs will be charged to the project for which the EIS is being
prepared; and (5) the cost for the preparation of Environmental Notes will be
minimal and absorbed as an administrative cost (VI).
Further, it should be
ncrted that the present EQC budget items involving critical areas and the
Citizens Advisory Conmittee are not reflected in the budget summaries which
fo 11 ow here. Power pl ant siting cos ts a re reflected in the suqqes ted Energy
Agency budget. The costs presented should be maximum amounts needed and may
well be reduced by the absorption of some administrative costs by monies collected for the preparation of impact statements. It should be remembered
that -the,, budget estimate~ are just that, estimates, and should be adjusted
as actual need becomes apparent.
Finally, before presenting a summary ~f the budget items which have
been developed, a few comments should be made about the cost of lmpact statements. It is extraordinarily difficult, if not impossible, to project any
given EIS cost {let alone an average cost) for impact statements which may
be required for projects of statewide concern. Depending upon the type of
project, the location, and the environmental complexity, a cost for an impact
statement may range from $10,000 to $1,000,000. However, the cost of impact
statement preparation for those projects which may be considered to be of pri-
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marily local significance is somewhat more predictable. Our experience in
the states of Washington and California have indicated that the cost for impact statements prepared by or for locally signfficant projects generally
ranges from $1,500 to $10,000. Specifically, our experience in California
with the preparation of numerous impact statements for cities and counties
indicates an average EIS preparation cost range of $4,000 to $5,000 per
statement. We hope that thes·e figures wi 11 provide some rough parameters
for figuring EIS costs in the State ·of Minnesota.
The estimated budgets for 1mplementation of the MEPA program presented
in this report are presented below in summary fashion for each governmental
level which would be involved in that program. (Appendix B)
State Agencies __
Agency

~~~~Y.~!~~) Fiscal

Environmental Quality Council/
State Planning Agency
Department of Natural Resources
Pollution Control Agency
Department of Agriculture
Department of Health
Energy Agency (including Power
Plant Siting)
Department of Economig Development
Department of Hi~hways
Governor's Office

13.5
12.5
14.0
7.0
2.25
2.0
4.0
0.75
2.5
0.75

76

Fiscal 77

Biennium

$262,960
$228,500
$119,063
$ 40,469
$ 37,738

$554,008
$457,QOO
$238,126
$ 80,938
$ 75,476

$291,048
$228,500
$119,063
$ 40,469
$ 37,738
$
$
$
$

70,775
14,256
42,313
14,256

$ 70,775

$141,550
$ 14,256 $ 28,512
$ 42,313 $ 84,626
$ 14,256 $ 28,512

TOTAL ALL AGENCIES:

$858,418

$830,330 $1,688,748

TOTAL NOT INCLUDING POWER
PLANT SITING AND DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS

$761,024

$732,936 $1,493,960

Environmental_ Management Hearings Board
Fiscal 77
Biennium
Man-Years
Fiscal 76
Man-Years
$159,675
$293,225
$133,5~0
6.0
' 5.0
Regional Development Commissions and Metro Council
Man-Years
Organization
(per year) Fiscal 76 Fiscal 77 Biennium
l
$ 59,943
Regional Development Commissions
3.752
$ 99,905 $159,848
6.25
$100,000
Metropolitan Council
3.0
$ 50,000 $ 50,000
TOTAL REGIONALS

$109,943
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$149,905

$259,848

NOTES:
----·---··

1This assumes l .25 man-years per RDC allocated for Fiscal Year
197S-76. A total of 3 RDCs would be funded. (Appendix B, C)
2Thi s assumes l. 25 man-years per RDC a 11 ocated for Fi seal Year

1976-77. A total of 5 ROCs, including the three above, would be
funded. Only direct staff salary and employee benefits are funded
for the RDCs. (Appendix B, C)
Local Governments

It is recommended that the Land Use Planning Grant Program for local
governments (a proposed legislative measure to be under consideration for
funding in 1975) provides a total of $400,000 fo~ allocation to local governments whi~h implement a MEPA system by local ordinance adoption. The details
of this program and the criteria to be used in providing funding to local
governments are presented on pages £-19 and B-20 of Appendix B.
If

\

}

Budget Summary, MEPA Implementation, all '1overnmental Units
Governmental Agency
Fiscal 76 Fiscal 77
Biennium
State Agencies 1
$762,024
$732,936
$1,493,960
2
EMHB
$133,550
$159,675
$ 293,225
$109,943
Regionals
$ 259,848
$149,905
3
$ 400,000
$200,000
$200,000
Locals
TOTAL ALL GOVERNMENTAL UNITS $1,204,517 $1,242,516

$2,447,033

NOTES:
1The total here does not include power plant siting and the Department of Highways budget.for MEPA implementation.
2EMHB: Environmental Management Hearings Board.
3The allocation of $200,000 per year is totally arbitrary. There
is no way to know at this time who will be applying for how much money
at what point in time. It i~ expected that all moni~s will be utilized
within the biennium budget period, however.
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V.

THE EIS PROCESS

A. Procedural Sunmary and Flow Chart
As argued in the previou~ section, the fundamental chanqe that is needed
immediately with respect to MEPA is the decentralization of the EIS process.
There are a great many dangers associated wit~ decentralization, as pointed
out in Section III of this report. Among the most serious is potential confusion on the part of state agencies and local governments on just exactly
what is being decentralized to whom. Insufficient direction from the state
has been a serious problem in other states which have put together decentralized EIS systems. The present section is· devoted to a very detailed
discussion of the EIS process which we recommend to the State ·of Minnesota.
Decentralization demands a variety of changes from the EIS process currently in effect and it creates the. opportunity for other benefi cia 1 changes.
Further, there are several substantial modific~tions of the EIS process which
we would strongly recommend whether the process were decentralized or not.
The result of these three considerations is a recommended EIS process which
varies significantly from the process now in operation. The primary point of
the system recommended here is the melding of the EIS process with existing
decision making processes, which the EIS process currently in effect does not
accomplish.
The following is .a step-by-step skeleton summary of the procedurpc; which
we recommend for procedural compliance with MEPA in the case of every oroject·
proposed by an agency of Minnesota government or proposed for approval to an
agency of Minnesota governme·nt. (The question of governmental actions which
are not projects and which do not directly authoriz~ projects is taken up in
sub-section B of the present section and in Section VI of this report.) The
flow chart on page 42 portrays graphically the verbal summary that follows.
Procedural Summary
(1) defore the first step in the physical implementation of a
project proposed by an agency of Minnesota government, and before any approval by an agency of Minnesota government of a
private project or a project proposed by a governmental a~ency
that is not a political subdivision of the State of ~innesota,
the Minnesota public official responsible for project implementation or project approval must determine whether or not
the project in question is exempted from the environmental
impact statement requirement of MEPA.
(2) If the project is not exempted, the agency desig-nated "the
responsible agency" under.MEPA must assess the project to determine whether or not it has the potential to result in significant environmental effects. (If it does not have such potential, a Negative Declaration must be filed and inter-agency
notification given as appropriate. Public notification triqgering a statute of limitations on appeal is optional.)
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(3) If the project has the potential to result in significant
environmental effects, a Positive Declaration is to be filed
and inter-agency notification given as appropriate. (Public
notification triggering a statute of limitations on appeal
is optional.)

)

(4) After filing and ~iving notification of filing of a Positive
Declaration, a draft environmental impact statement must be prepared.
·
(5) Upon completion of the draft environmental impact statement,
it must be circulated for review and its availability must be

widely publicized.
(6) At the end of the period for review of the draft environmental impact statement, the responsible agency must prepare
a final environmental impact statement.
(7) Upon completion of the final environmental impact statement,
a public notice is to be given of its availability, triggering
a statute of limitations on appeal, and the statement is to accompany the project proposal through the existing agency review
processes.

"'

(

I

(8) Using the information contained in the environmental impact
statement and balancing the environmental effects of the proposed project with all other considerations relating to that
project, public agencies required to approve or disapprove the
action in question will make their decisions.
(9) The project proposer, any publi~ aqency, and/or any private
citizen in the area to be affected by the proposed project may
appeal the decisions made and/or the actions taken under the
EIS process on grounds of noncompliance with MEPA. Appeals
must be made to the Environmental Management Hearings Board
within sixty days 1of public notification of the availability
of the final EIS.
1see Appendices F and G to the presPnt report for different summary
perspectives on the process to be described in detail in the present section.
Appendix F presents a det~iled example of processing a project proposal
through the EIS system recommended here. Appendix G offers three examples
of implementation of the recommended system on the local government level.
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THE EIS PRQCESS
PUBLIC OFFici;L· -~EVIEWS_PROJ~CT ~xe_m_T __ -·1
Non-exempt
I

1

ENVIRONMENTAL
CLEARANCE
~
WORKSHEET

·

RESPONSIBLE AGENCY ASSESSES _____..____. _- PROJECT FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
Non-signifi~~--~
__J
SIGN I FI CANCE
Significant

POSITIVE ·DECLARATION
FILED

,-----ATJVE DECLARATION
FILED

NOTIFICATION OF FILING

PUBLIC NOTIFICATIOfJ
TO TRIGf1ER
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL

PREPARATION OF
DRAFT EIS

PUBl..IC NOTIFICATION
OF AVAILABILITY OF
DRAFT. EIS

r

~VIEW OF DRAFT EIS
PREPARATION OF
FINAL EIS

r PUB-Ll-C-·NOTIFICATION
OF AVAILABILITY OF
FINAL EIS
I
i
I

KEY

------

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL

ACTION APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL
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OPTlONAL
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B.

)

}riggering the EIS Process

There are a qreat many different kinds of governmental activities which
miqht be subject to the EIS process, including: government-proposed projects;
governmental approval pertaining to applications submitted by private parties
including authorizations for .land use and land use changes; the adoption of
budqets; the adoption of rules and regulations and local ordinances and reso1utions; legislative proposals; the ·establishment of special purpose governments
and rates and tariffs; the adoption of plans ~nd programs; sales, leases and
rentals of public property; and.leases, rentals and purchases of property for
public use or control.
In terms of an EIS process all such activities break down ni.cely into
two fairly distinguishable ·classes: (1) those which themselves constitute
manipulation of the environment (like construction, demolition, and the
clearing of land) or governmental approval of private manipulation of the
environment; and (2) those which do not. For purposes of discussion here
we wi 11 speak of the acti vi ti es in ·the first cl ass as "projects 11 or "qovernmental approval pertaining to private projects'' and activities in the second
cl ass as non-project acti ans
11

\

I

)

11

•

·

Ever since the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act in 1969,
non-project actions have been a thorn in the side of those attempting to put
together and work with an EIS process, both under NEPA and under several state
environmental policy acts. The ideal of processing non-project actions under·
an EIS system is a good one, but the sum total of five years of exoerience ·
in trying to do it is a widespread frustration. On the one hand, while the
EIS process can be designed to fit well with the e~isting processes relating
to projects, it does not dovetail well with the existing processes relating to
non-project actions (e.g., the legislative process). And on the other hand,
when an EIS is required on a non-project action, the agency responsible for EIS
preparation is rarely able to produce a document with any substance to it. The
reason for this simple fa~t is obvious: projects constitute manipulation of a
usually well-defined site and their environmental effects are specifically
identifiable; but non-proje~t actions generally affect relatively broad geographic areas, and if they affect the environment, they do so indirectly. The
environmental effects of non-project actions are rarely identifiable in the
specific detail attairtable in the case of projects. EISs prepared on Ron-project
actions are almost always vague projections of the general effects of the action
proposal, and they are rarely useful as public disclosure documents or in decision making.
There is another interesting feature of non-project actions that is well
worth noting. Any kind of action which affects the environment at all is,
1There are some projects for which the site is not very well defined
(e.g., cloud seeding). In addition, there are project proposals for which
the site alt~rnatives may be included in the early stages of project approval
(e.g., highway siting). Further, it could be argued that many non-project
actions affect a definite, bounded "site" (e.g., municipal ordinances). For
all these reasons, we suggest that site-specificity should not be seen as a
defining characteristic of projects.
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somewhere along the line, going to have to affect the environment directly.
At some point it will have to result in something which actually constitutes
manipulation of the environment, or in other words, it will have to result in
a project. A couple of examples might be helpful here. The Department of
Highways includes in its budget proposal for the next biennium X million
dollars for new highway construction. Now it is obvious that this budget item
would result in a significant effect on the environment and that some environmental monitoring is needed. But there is no way that anything interesting
can be said about the environmental effects of X million dollars worth of new
highway construction unless it is clear where new highway is going to be built,
etc.; that is, until it is clear what specific highway projects are in the
offing. Further, if each such highway project is monitored for its environmental effects, adequate attention will have been given to the whple X million
dollar budget figure piecemeal. As a second example, consider the proposed
adoption of a county zoning ordinance. The kind of thing that can be said
about the environmental effects of the adoption of a zoning ordinance is fairly
obvious. For example, if a forested area is zoned for industrial use, it may
be assumed that it is intended that most of the trees will go. Of course, it
cannot be determined just what .the area will look like after industrial construction since no specific project has been proposed. And then, too, a rezone may be granted. There is very little of interest that an EIS cou·ld add
to the proposal of the ordinance itself. What will be of interest is the environmental impact of specific projects proposed for the land as zoned and
specific proposals for rezones for specific uses. In brief, if specific project proposals undergo examination through the EIS process, non-project actions
should receive an environment~l scrutiny in the end that it is impossible to ·
provide at the time of their proposal.
One further point is worth making here. Requiring environmental impact
statements on non-project actions tends to be a negative incentive to undertaking such actions. Most notably, local governments contemplating the construction and adoption of comprehensive plans will be discouraged from such
planning if they know they will have to do an impact statement on the plan
as well as the plan itself. General programs for phased development woJld
be similarly discouraged. If an impact statement process is necessary because of inadequate environ~ental planning in the first place, the last thing
such a process should accomplish is the discouragement of planning.
To sum up the discussion to this point, applying the impact statement
process to non-project actions: (1) is extraordinarily difficult to achieve
as a neat melding with existing non-project action processes (and in some
cases, it simply cannot be done); (2) results in EISs which only very rarely
contribute substantive information useful in evaluating the action; (3) re~ults in r~dundant coverage (at b~st) of the environmental impact of the proposed action, since that impact is covered (more thoroughly) with respect to
the projects proposed to implement the action; and (4) tends to discourage
general planning and the programming of phased development.
For all these reasons, we strongly reconunend to the State of Minnesota
that the state EIS process be applied only in the case of projects. More
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specifically, we recommend that the EIS process (to be described) be triggered
only in the case of: (1) the proposal of projects (individually or severally)
by an agency of Minnesota government; and (2) the proposal of projects (individually or severally) for approval to an agency of Minnesota government by
a private group or individual or by an agency of government which is not a
political subdivision of Mi·nnesota. 'Approval should be defined as "the
decision by a public body whi'ch commits that body to a definite course of
In conaction with respect to a proposal on which it is required to act. 11
nection with private projects and projects proposed by an agency of government which is not a political subdivision of Minnesota, approval occurs upon
the earliest commitment to issue or the issuance by the public body of a discretionary contraeit, grant, subsidy, loan or other form of financial assistance, lease, sale , permit, license, certificate, or other entitl~ment for
use of the project. Approval would specifically include authorizations for
land use and land use changes (e.g., rezones and subdivision approval). We
recommend that the EIS be required to run its full course before the beginning of the physical implementation of a pr~ject proposed by an agency of
Minnesota government or before any -approval of a private project or a project
proposed by an agency of government which is not a political subdivision of
Minnesota.

,)

1

1such things as leases and sales sometimes do and sometimes do not constitute authorization for specific uses of the property in question. When they
do not, they can be exempted from-the EIS requirement (see sub-section C of
this section), but they should be included in the triggering of the EIS process initially.
21t is important that the EIS process be required to run its course only
before project approvals, as opposed to final decisions on proposed projects.
Minn. Stat. Section 1160.04, subdivision l (Supp. 1973) might be said to be
ambiguous on this point, but Minn. Stat. Section 1160.04, subdivision 4 (Supp.
1973) currently reads as follows with respect to actions on which an EIS is
required: "The final detailed environmental impact statement and the commeAts
received thereon shall precede final decisions on the proposed action and shall
accompany the proposal through an administrative review process." The upshot
of this requirement is that the EIS process must run its course before project
disapproval as well as before project approval. The State of Washington has a
similar clause in its environmental policy act, and experience has shown it to
be a serious mistake. There are many proposed projects which will not be approved regardless of analysis of their environmental consequences. Some are
simply poorly designed and thought out. Others do not fit well with a local
comprehensive plan. Others do not meet pennit requirements. There are hundreds of reasons for project disapproval unrelated to the EIS process. To require that the EIS process run its course before either approva 1 or disapproval
results in the horrendous phenomenon of having to require an EIS Tlf the project is significant environmentally) before a project proposal can be disapproved,
even though the EIS will be irrelevant to the decision made. Notification of
impending disapproval to a private project proposer whose project requires an
EIS is more than tricky legally. The problem is more than academic. Responsible agencies in the State of Washington feel themselves caught in a serious
squeeze on this issue. It might be argued that an EIS should be written on
projects which appear to be unapprovable, since they may identify beneficial
\
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It might be suggested that restricting the EIS process to projects is.
getting the cart before the horse. For examp 1e, if the Department of Highways
asks for X million dollars in their budget proposal for new highway construction and no heed is paid to the environmental impact of such construction,
and if it is later found that no individual project expending those funds is
environmentally acceptable, then the Legislature will have allocated X million
dollars of unexpended funds-~a detailed environmental analysis at the time of
the budget request could have prevented tying up usable funds. The response,
of course, is that restricting the applicabili~y of the EIS process to projects need not mean that that is the only point where environmental considerations should be taken into account. Those who are in the position of approving
programs or budgets or legislation would be forced into the positi-0n of anticipating the effect of the EIS process on the individual projects. coming under
those programs, budgets, or legislation, to whatev.er degree and in whatever
way they could. This would mean more by way of coordination and less by way
of formal EIS system.
The point is not that environmental analysis (detailed, where possible)
should not be undertaken with respect to non-project actions, but rather that
the EIS process is not the right ktnd of tool to use for non-project actions.
A simpler, more flexible tool is needed here. Our recommendation for the
handling of non-project actions constitutes Section VI of the present report.
impacts of the project which would help its case. But one may rest assured
that a project proposer will be careful to present such beneficial environmental effects whether or not there is an EIS process.
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C.

~xe_~t ions

(1)

~ ~oBlprehensive

Set of Exemptions Applicable Statewide

A variety of actions (including projects) are currently effectively exempted from the EIS requirem~nt of MEPA. (See Minn. Reg. MEQC 21, subsection
(b), and MEQC 26, subsection (c).)· Much more importantly, through November
12, 1974, only 81 cases had been brauqht before the EQC under the EIS process
and almost every other project proposed in the state during the period of the
EQC's operation went completely untouched by MEPA's strong policy declarations.
We believe this very tight focus to have been a practical administrative ne~
cessity under the strongly centralized EIS program operated under MEPA to date,
but, as argued previously, we do not believe that such selective attention
fully implements the potentialities of MEPA.
Ideally, every project.should receive some environmental analysis as an
input into the decision making process relating to it. But practically
speaking, it would be impossible adm,nistratively to examine every project
on which some governmental action is necessary. Further, a great many projects can be identified by class which will predictably have no significant
environmental effects unless they are proposed to occur in a particularly sensitive environment. The administrative management of a decentralized EIS
process demands the immediate exclusion of all such projects from any case by
case environmental analysis under MEPA. We estimate from our experiences in
the State of Washington that roughly 90% of all proje£t pro~osals can be exempted from environmental analysis without serious risk of unevaluated environ~
mental damage.
\~e strongly recommend that the EQC adopt rules and regulations providing
a comprehensive set of exemptions to the EIS requirement of MEPA that are applicable statewide. The exemptions eventually proposed for adoption should.
be submitted to the scrutiny of all interested public bodies and private
citizens before and during the processe~ which lead to the adoption of rules
and re~ulations. Recognizing fully the need for broad, in-depth, detailed discussion, we recommend the following exemption system as a starting point fo·r
the EQC:

/

Any project which belongs to any of the following classes of projects
is exempted from the detailed statement requirement of Minn. Stat.
Section 1160.04, subdivision l; Provided, That no action belonging
to any of classes 4 through 12 i~ so exempted if ·it is to otcur in
an environmentally sensitive area :

l: Emergency Projects. Pro.fects undertaken as immediately necessary
to prevent or mitigate the effects rif an emergency as proclaimed by the Governor and/or the State Legislature and/or the Envi2onmental Quality Council
and/or locally elected (city or county) officials.
c·1 ass

1A discussion of the 11 environmentalJy.sensitive area" rider follows below.
2see sub-section (3) below for procedural requirements in the case of
emergency exemptions.
\
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£: Actions for_ Which an .EIS .!.?__Prepared ~nder NEPA. Actions for whi-ch
an environmental impact st,tement is prepared pursuant to the .National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
~_lass

Class _I:

Substantially Completed Projects.

Projects

(a) which are completed before January 1, 1974;
(b) which are substantially complet~d cir ~mplemented such that an
EIS would not be able to infl·uence remaining implementation or construction to minimize adve~se environmental consequences;
(c) the physical manipulation of the sites of wh.ich is commenced
before .January l , 197 4.; or
·
(d) for which the proposer has received all necessary governmental
approvals before January l, 1974, and commences construction or implementation before January 1,. 1975.
Class ..1_: Existing Facilities. The operation, repair, maintenance or
minor alteration of existing public or private structures, facilities,
mechanical equipment, or topogr~phical features, involving negligible
or no expansion of use beyond that previously existing, including but
not 1imited to:
(a) Interior or exterior alterations involving such things as interior
partitions, plumbing, and electrical conveyances.
{b.) Alterations involving existing facilities of both investor and
publicly owned utilities used to convey or distribute electric power,
natural gas, sewage, etc.

(c) Resurfacing or maintenance of existing highways or streets (with; n a1ready es tab 1i shed ri ghts--of.-way) , s i dew a1ks, pathways, gutters ,
shoulders, bicycle and pedestrian trails, and similar facilities, provided that in the case of highways and streets such resurfacing will
not result in the addition of a new lane or the removal of as much as
50% of existing vegetation.
(d) Restoration or rehabilitation of deteriorated or damaged structures,
facilities or mechanical equipment to meet current standards of public
health and safety, unless it is determined that the damage was substantial.
(e) Additions to existing structures provided that such additions will
not result in either an increase of more than 50% of the floor area of
the structure before the addition or alteration, or 2500 square feet,
whichever is less.
1see sub-section (3) below for procedural requirements in the case of
projects for which an EIS is prepared under NEPA.
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{f) Addition of safety or health protection devices for use during construction of or in conjunction with existing structures, facilities or
mechanical equipment, or topographical features (including navigational
devices).
(g) New copy on existing on- and off-premise signs.
(h) Maintenance of existing landscaping, native growth and water supply
reservoirs (excluding the use of poisons).,.
{i) Maintenance of fish screens, fish ladders, wildlife habitat areas,
arti f i ci a 1 wi 1dli fe waterway devices, s treamfl ows, springs and waterholes, and stream channels (clearing of debris) ·to protect fish and
wildlife resources.

{j) Fish stocking.
(k) Demolition and removal of buildings and related structures except
where they are of historical, ·archaPclooical or architectural consequence as officially designated by federal, state or local governmental
action.
·
(1) Roofing.
':·1

(m) Exterior pa i ntt_ng.
(n) Window modification.
\

(o) Replacement or construction of guard rails.
I

(p) Installation, maintenance, or alterations of air conditioning and
heating systems.
Class 5: Construction and Modification of Small Structures. Construction
and location ·of single, new facilities orstructures and installation of
new equipment and facilities, includfng but not limited to:
(a) Individual single-family residences.
(b) M0tels, apartments, and duplexes designed for not more than four
dwelling units.
(c) Stores, offices, and restaurants-if designed for an occupant load
of one hundred persons or less~
(d) Utility extensions as follows:
(i) Water service mains of five hundred feet or less and one and
one-half inch diameter or less.
(ii) Sewer tines of five hundred feet or less and six inch diameter
or less.

\
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(iii) Electrical service lines of five hundred feet or less and
two hundred forty volts or less.
(iv) Gas service mains of five hundred feet or less and one inch
diameter or less.
(v) Telephone service lines of five hundred feet or less.
(e) Accessory (appurtenant) structures including garages, carports,
patios, swimming pools and fences.
(f) Barns or similar agricultural structures, excluding feedlots.
(g) Grading or fi 11 ing· of seven hundred fifty cubic yards or less.
(h) Local bus stops and shelters, transit signs and traffic control
devices.
Class 6: Minor Alterations to Land.
Minor public or private alterations
in the-condition of land, water and/or vegetation, including but not limite11
to:
(a) New gardening or landscaping.
(b) Minor alterations in land, water and vegetation on exi~ting officially designated \Jildlife man~gement areas of fish production facilities which result in improvement of habitat for fish and wildlife
resources or greater fish production.
(c) Minor temporary uses of land having negligible or no permanent
effects on the environment, including such things as carnivals and
sales of Christmas trees.
(d) Variances based on special circumstances applicable to subject
property such as size, slope, topography, location or surroundings
and not resulting in any change in land use or density.
(e) Filling of earth into previously excavated land with materials
compatible with the natural features of the site.
Class 7: Alterations in Land Use Limitations.
use limitations including but not limited to:

Minor alterations in land

(a) Minor lot line adjustments, side yard and set back variances not
resulting in the creation of any new parcel or in any change in land
use or density.
(b) I ssua·nce of mi nor encroachment penni ts.
Class 8: Informatioo Collection. Basic data collection, training programs,
research, experimental management and resource evaluation activities which
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do not result in an extensive or permanent disturbance to an environmental
resource. These may be for strictly information gathering purposes, or as
part of a study leading to an action which a public agency has not yet approved, adopted, or funded, provided that the study does not constitute a
substantial commitment to any further course of action.
Class ..2_: Inspections and Enforcement._ Inspection activities to check for
the performance, quality, health or safety of an operation and enforcement
actions taken to obtain conformance wi ~h local and state law.
Class 10: Accessor Structures. Construction or placement of minor structures
accessory to appurtenant to) existing commercial, industrial, or institutional facilities, including accessory signs which are not regulated by
any agency of the State of Minnesota, traffic signals, lighting structores,
and governmentally installed directional signs.
·
Class Jl: Changes in Projects. Variations of proposed projects such that
the implementation of said variations will not significantly alter the environmental impact of the project as originally presented.
Class ]1: Sales, Leases or Rentals of Property. Sales, leases, or rentals
of government property and .rentals, leases or purchases of property for
government use, provided that such transactions do not constitute authori7ation for ·any specific use of said property.

)

The "environmentally sensitive area" rider to the above exemption system·
is extremely important. It is unfortunate that this provision is needed since
it adds a second, possibly complex step to the exemption process. But without_
such a qualification, it would be difficult to justify the exemption of any
class of actions except classes l, 2, and 3 since there is always the possibility that a minute change in an area of delicate environmental ba1ance will
have momentous impact on the environment) n question.
We recommend that 'environmentally sensitive area' be defined as any
area which:
(a) contains threats to the environment arising from earth
slides or othe~ geologic hazards, avalanches, or flooding
from a flood of a frequency expected to recur on the average
of once every one hundred years or a flood magnitude which
has a one percent chance of occurring in any given year;
(b) contains any special natural values such as a marshland
or other wetland or habitation place of substantial concentrations of flora or fauna or of rare or endangered species
of flora or fauna;
(c) is being given special attention because of a problem of
critically low or declining resource supply or quality; or
(d) contains elements having significant aesthetic, recreational, historic, prehistoric, or archaeological value.

>
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It is important to recognize that having to check every apparently
exemptable action against a definition of 'environmentally sensitive area'
before exemptinq it is an awkward procedure at best. Any definition of this
key term will be imprecise in terms of geographic coveraqe until a study i~
undertaken to map out the geographic areas to which the definition refers
We stronqly r1~rnmmend that such study be ~"-1dertaken throughout the state. In
view of the planning support role intended for the statP's regional development commis~ions, we believe that this task should (ideally) be given to the
RDCs and recommend that those RDCs currently t!quipped or to be equipped i.n
the near future t0 undertake such mapping be delegated the responsibility.
Several of the newer RDCs cannot be expected to gear up quickly for the
mapping of environmentally sensitive areas, however, and in these cases
the responsibility should be given to the cities and counties of the regions
with such (hopefully increasing) assistance as can be provided by the RDCs.
The geographic identification of environmentally sensitive areas is of importance not only for facilitating the exemption process, but more significantly, it should be given high priority in terms of long-range planning.
MEPA is a comprehensive environmental management statute, and the geographic
identification of environmentally sensitive areas will serve to isolate
those areas deserving of special environmental attention in terms of.land
use planning.

A primary requirement of the success of an exemption system is obviously
its modification over time. It is almost inconceivable that a set of exemption
classes e~tablished to launch an exemption system will successfully capture all
- and only those typec; of actions which, it is safe to say, will never have a ·
signi.ficant environmental effect. Some of the actions exempted by the initial
system may turn out to affect the environment significantly and may thus bring
about the need for the deletion of an exemption class or the refinement of the·
terminology of a class delineation. Further, there will undoubtedly be a
variety of insignificant action types which do not really fit into any of the
classes as initially presented, bringing about the need for additional exemption classes or the refinement of the terminology of class delineations. Watch~
ing the system in operation and monitoring the actual environmental effects of
actions undertaken will provi·de considerable information on the likelihood of
specific action types having significant environmental effects which is not
presently available. For all these reasons it is extremely important for the
success of the exemption system'that the exemption classes be fairly easily
amendable.

-----

.

·-·---··-

1Indeed, the State of California apparently felt so strongly about this

issue that written into -the Califofnia Guidelines for implementation of the
California Environmental Quality Act is the following exemption rider: "Class[es] 3, 4, 5, and [10] are qualified by considerations of where the pro.1ect is
to be located--a project that is ordinarily insignificant i~ its impact 0n the
environment may in a particularly sensitive environment be significant. Therefore, these classes are considered to apply in all instances, EXCEPT where the
project may impact Qn an environmental resource, or hazard of cr1tical concern
as may be hereafter desi nated, precisely mapp~d, and officially adopteq pursuant to the law."
Emphasis added} We feel that a definition will suffice
as an interim measure pending subsequent geographic designations.
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(2) Exemptions Applicable-to Specific Agencies an·d Local Governments
While a great many individual projects may be exempted statewide, thereby avoiding the necessity for environmental evaluation of many projects clear .. ··
ly environmentally non-significant, we strongly recommend a second kind of
exemption system as well.
The main problem to be encountered in attempting to construct exemptions
applicable statewide is that there are a grea~ many projects which are almost
exemptable, but not quite. It ~ay be, for example, that only a few projects
of a given project type by one or two state agencies are likely to be of environmental significance, while a.11 othe~ projects of that type are clearly
without such significance. It is tempting, i"n such cases, to exempt the entire class of projects statewide, yet it cannot be done in good envi"ronmental
conscience. More directly to the point, the problem here is <:>ne aspect of an
overriding prob 1em encountered throughout the present study·: how can a MEPA
system be constructed Which will provide ·a streamlined, consistent, and ri9orous implementation of MEPA and which will,·at the same time, be responsive
to the extreme variation in state agency and local governmental structure,
sophistication, and jurisdictional environment? In shbrt, it will undoubtedly
be the case that many kinds of -actions can quite appropriately be exempted for
a g.iven state agency or local jurisd'iction which cannot be exempted statewide.
In sub-section A of ·section IV a certification process was recornnended
whereby ordinances imp 1ernent i ng MEPA on the 1oca1 (city and county)~ level , and
any rules and regulations relating to MEPA to f}e adopted by sta·te agencies, .
would be certified by the EQC. It is anticipated that the most controversial
aspect of the certification of local ordinances and state agency regulations
will be the exemptions proposed for adoption. For this reason, public bodies
seeking certification of proposed systems might find it advantageous to propose
exemptions separate from the rest of their ordinances and gui"de lines. Public
bodies proposing no exemptions additional to those adopted by the EQC and pub1i c bodies whose exemption proposals remain uncertified, would, of course,
still be able to use the exemptions adopted by the EQC, which would be applicable to all jurisdictions in the State of Minnesota.

\

/

(3) The Exemption Process
The yxemption process is most easily explained with respect to private
projects. As some point in the planning process for almost every private
project, the project proposer will make contact with some public agency for
some kind of project appr6val. The public official handling the project proposal in question would check the list of statewide exemptions (and the list
o.f state agency or local government exemptions, if appropriatie) to see if the
1The process to be described applies to projects prop~sed by public
agencies as well. It is not quite so clearcut, however, for the reason that
in the case of many public actions, it is not so obvious who is in a position
to approve the proposed project. But for public projects, at least the dqency
proposing the project must decide on its exemptability in order to be sure that
the project in question does not _require an environmental impact statement.
\

>
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project is exempt from the envtronmental impact statement requirement of
MEPA. If the project belongs.to one of the exemption classes, the p~b1ic
official must determi'ne whether or not the project .will be located in an·
environmentally sensitiv~ area. If not, then the project is automatically
exempted and need receive no further consideration under MEPA. Each public
official in a position to grant approval to a given project should detide
on that project's exemptabili'ty. Exemption decisfons should be re·latively
unproblematic.
It is recommended that every dee is i.on that a project is exempt from
further consideration under MEPA be stated in writing in order to provide a
public record. The recording should be made as simple as possible, in most
cases as a brief addition to forms al ready us.ed for projects by tl:le exempting
agency. If no for~s are currently in use, a brief project description would
be needed as well.
We do not beHeve that a written record of exemptions
should be required statewide, however, because of the massive immediate overhaul in existing forms that this would result in urging. Such ~ecording should
be strongly recommended to state agencies and local ·governments, to be bui 1t
into existing forms when such fonns are rev1sed for otner reasons or reprinted.
Special procedural rules are appropriate in the case of projects that
are necessary in the case of ~merge.ncies (exemption class 1 above). The current Rules and Regulations of the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council
(Minn. Reg. MEQC 26, subdivision (c)(5)) provides for procedures to be followed
in· the case of emergency actions· with the potential for significant environ- ·
mental effects. With some relatively minor modifications, the current pro- ·
cedural requirement can be adjusted to fit the decentralized system recommended
here. The revised emergency procedure would read as follows:
When an emergency as proclaimed by the Governor and/or the State
Legislature and/or the EQC and/or locally elected (city or county)
officials makes it necessary to undertake or approve a project
that has the potential to result in significant environmental
effects, the responsible agency shall immediately notify t~~
Chairman of the EQC. As soon as practicable, but not more than
30 days thereafter, the responsible agency sha 11 notify the EQC
of the environmental consequences of the project.
As pointed out in Section IV of this report, we believe that, for the sake
of avoiding redundancy and eliminating confusion, projects for which an EIS is
prepared under NEPA should be exempted from the EIS requirement of MEPA. The
only MEPA procedural requirement which we recommend in such cases is that what~ver Minnesota agency would be th~ responsible agency under MEPA be required
to notify the EQC, the regional development commission in whose jurisdiction

1see page C-1 of Appendix C to this report for a recommendation on the
terminology of the recording of exemptions.
2There is an interesting error in the current rules and regulations which
read:
the proposer sha 11 , as s oon as practicable, but not 1ess than 30
days thereafter . . . " (emphasis added)
11

•

•

•
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the project is proposed to occur, and all other Minnesota agencies (including
local governments) which could reasonably be expected to have an interest in
the proposed project. Such notification should take place immediately upon
the determination that an EIS will be prepared.
·
We recommend that all exemption de~larations be made appealable to the
Environmental Management Hearings .Board , though no project declared exempt
due to an emergency should be delayed because of appeal. In any case. public
officials should be held liable for abuse of ~he exemption system.
It must be stated clearly, finally, that the fact· that a given project
proposal is not exempt does not mean that it must haye an environmental impact
statement prepared on its behalf. If a project is not exempt it must be evaluated for a determination as to whether or not it has the potentia'l to result
in significant environmental effects. There will be.many projects which do·
not have the potential to significantly affect the environment but which cannot be exempted because other projects of the same kind do occasionally affect
the environment in a significant way.

lFor further detail on the.Envfronmental Management Hearings Board and
the appeal of exemption Glaim~, see sub-section A of Section IV and sub-section
G of the present section~
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D.

Th~

Respo_nsi q_~ Agency.

(1) pesj_g_!lation of the Responsible Agency

The EIS process currently in effect in Minnesota centralizes all authority
for deciding whether or not an EIS is reriuired (the "siqnificance decision") in
the Environmental Quality Council. If an EIS isrequired in a given case, the
EQC selects a governmental agency to. be responsible for the preparation of the
document. As stated and argued for in sub-se~tion A of Section IV of this report, we strongly recommend that the responsibility for significance decisions
be decentralized to state agencies and local qovernments, along with the responsibility for EIS preparation. If significance decisions are decentralized,
a new mechanism must be provided for designating the responsible ~gency under
the EIS process.
In th, case of any public project proposed by an aqency of Minnesota
government , we strongly recommend that the proposing aqency be designated
the responsible agency u~der MEPA. The proposing agency would thus be responsible for: (a) making the significance decision on the project; (b)
·preparing the environmental impact statement on the project if it is determined that an EIS is required; and (c) satisfying the procedural requirements
of the EIS process. We believe it to be important that the proposing agency
be the responsible agency under MEPA. While choosing a different agency might
help to ensure objectivity in decis~on making, it will inevitably lead to
duplication of governmental effort, especially when an EIS is required. The .
proposing aqency will already have a great deal of information on file, in
notes, or in the heads of agenGY personnel with respect 'to the project in
ques.tion, and if a dif.ferent agency is designated the rec:;ponsible agency under
MEPA, it will have to learn everything about the project that the proposing
agency already knows. Further, the learning process will add considerably
to the time required for the EIS process to run its course. The question of
objectivity is not to be taken lightly, but we believe that there are other,
better mechanisms available to ensure it. {See especially sub-sections E and
.G of the present section.)
In the case of multi-jurisdictional public projects (i.e., orojects nroposed by more than a single agency of Minnesota government), we recommend that
(a) one of the proposing agencies be chosen by mutual agreement to act as the
responsible agency. or (b) in the event that mutual ag2eement cannot be reached
as in (a), the E.nvironmental Mana~ement Hearings Board select one of the pro1The· phrase 'an agency of Minnesota government' is intended to include
state agencies, regional development commissions, counties. municioalities,
political townships, special purpose governments. and any other agencies, departments, commissions, boards, or other units which are po·litical subdivisions
of the State of Minnesota.
2See sub-section G of the present section and sub-section A of Section
IV of this report for discussions of the Environmental Management Hearings
Board ..
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posing agencies to act in this capacity. 1 This does not mean that the agency
selected as the responsible agency would b~ left with the entire workload with
respect to the project. (See sub-section (2) below .. ) But we do believe it
to be important that a sfngle agency be given ·exclusive leg'al responsibility
for the requirements of the EIS process. (This is not always feasible, however--see sub-section (3) below.)
·

\

/

In the case .of·-any privat.e project- proposed fo'r approval to an agency
of Minnesota government by a private party or by an agency of government which
is not a political subdivision o_f the State of Minnesota, the agency of Minnesota government with the responsibility for approving the project should
be designated the responsible agency unde,r MEPA. If .more·than a single agency
of Minnesota government is in such a position. of responsibility with respect.
to a private project or a project proposed by a governmental agency that is
not a political subdivision of the State of Minnesota., we recommend that some
state agency be the responsible agency under MEPA for all .projects listed below. If only one state agency has approva-1 authority over one of the projects
listed, it would automatically be the responsible agency. If more than a
single state agency has such authority, we recommend that (a) one of the
agencies with approval responsibility be chosen by mutual agreement among the
involved state agencies to act a_s the responsible ag.ency, or (b) in the event
that mutual agreement cannot be reached a.s in (a), the Environmenta1 Q~ality ·
In
Council select one of ·the involved agencies to act in this capacity. 1 '
addition, on any private project or project proposed by a governmental agency
that is not a political subdivision of the State of Minnesota which requires ·
the. approval of a state agency, the state agency i nvp 1ved could request of the'
-Other governmental agencies involved (see below) that ii assume the role of
responsible agency for that project. The proiect for which some state agency
should automatically assume the role of responsible agency (to be called
"pr.ejects of statewi.de concern") are:
(a) construction of electric generating plants at a single site
designed for, or capable of, operation at a capacity of ·200 or
more megawatts (electrical);
(b) co~struction of electric transmission lines and associated
facilities designed for, or capable of, operation at a nominal
voltage of 200·ki1ovolts AC ~r more, or operation at a mominal
voltage of + 200 kilovolts DC or more, and are 50 miles or more
in length; (c) construction of a new oil refinery, or an expansion of an existing refinery that shall increase capacity by 10,000 barrels
per day or more;

)

1The general rule for the selection of the responsible agency under these
circumstances should be that the responsible agency is the agency with the most
comprehensive responsibility for the project as a whole. Since this consideration will not always be decisive, other factors including the promptness of
attention to the project in quest ion, staff capabilities, and agency overloads
may play an important role.
2see pages F-2 to F-4 of Appendix F to this report for a~ example of this
selection process at work.
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(d) construction of a new metallic mineral processing or metal
extraction facility, including, but not limited to, smeltipg
and hydrometallurgical operations;
(e) construction of a new airport that is within the key system, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 360.305, subdivision 3;
(f) construction of a new paper and pulp processing mill;

(g) construction of an underground storage facility for gases
and liquids that requires a permit, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Section 84.57;
(h) main roadway grading construction of a four-or-more lane,
divided highway with -at least partial control of access of ten
route miles or more in length and carrying 10,000 vehicles ADT
(Average Daily Traffic);
(i) construction of a pipeline greater than eight inches in diameter or 50 miles in leAgth used for the transportation of crude
petroleum or petroleum fu·e1s or oil or derivatives thereof, or
for the transportation ·of synthetic or natural gas under pressure;
(j) any new or additional impoundment of water creatinq a water
surface in excesses of 200 acres; and

(k) a project that will eliminate or significantly alter a wetland of Type 3, 4, or 5 (as defined in U.S. Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Circular 39, "Wetlands of
the U.S., 1956") of five or more acres in the seven-county metropolitan area, or of 50 or more acres outside the seven-county
metropolitan area, either singly or in a complex of two or more
wetlands.
1Except for point (i) these project types are taken verbatim from the
list of categories of actions which currently require an environmental assessment as set forth in the Rules and Regulations of the Minnesota Environmental
Quality Council, Minn. Reg. MEQC 25(b)(2). The categories listed there which
are not listed here appear to us, with two exceptions, to relate to projects
which could more appropriately be monitored on the local government level than
by a state agency. The two exceptions are the two categories which deal with
timber cutting (Minn. Reg. MEQC 26(b)(2}(uu} and (vv}J. While we believe that
these two types of projects may well be of statewide concern, there is currently
no Minnesota governmental approval authority over the cutting of timber on nonstate lands. We do not recommend that the EIS process be designed to apply to
private projects for which no approval of an agency of Minnesota government is
required. An EIS process is awkward at best if it does not attach to existing
approval processes, and the process should not be used as a quasi-permit procedure to catch odd project proposals for which there is currently no approval
required. If it is felt that the state should exercise regulatory control over
the cutting of timber on non-state lands a permit program should be estab!ished
giving DNR permit authority. We recommend that parallel action t)e taken in the
case of any other type of project over which the state wants requl atory control.
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If a private project or a project proposed by a governmental agency that
is not a political subdivision of Minnesota is not among those listed above,
and if n.o state agency with approval authority over the project requests the
role of responsible agency, then,we recommend that (a) one of the agencies
of Minnesota government (excluding state agencies) with approval authority
over the project be chosen by mutual agreement to act as the responsible
agency, or (b) in the event that mutual agreement cannot be reached as in
(a), the Environmental Management He.arings Board select one ~f the involved
agencies (excluding state agencies) to act in xhis capacity.
In the case of private proj'ects and projects proposed by a governmental
agency that is not a political subdivision of Minnesota, we stronq-ly recommend
that a special purpose government never be designated the responsible agency
unless it is the only agency with approval authority over a given'proJect.
We believe that the general responsibility for develqpment activities that ·
are not of statewide concern falls to the counties, municipalities, and
political townships (the general purpose governmental agencies) in whose
jur.isdictions such activities are proposed. Quite generally speaking, special
purpose governments have been established for purposes of a less comprehensive
nature.

\,

)

The overall import of the fairly technical recdmmendatton on the designatfon of the responsible agency that is offered here is that the ~overnmental
agency with the most comprehensive responsi"bility over a project as a whole
shpuld be the responsible agency ~nder MEPA. Such designation is one of the .
most important steps in integrating the environmental analysis mandated by
MEPA into the existing decision making processes. One of the greatest benefits to be derived from the EIS process (including the preparation of E.ISs
when they are required) is the learning experience of those char§ed with the
environmental analysis. The governmental agency which most clearly needs to
learn about the environmental effects of a proposed project is the agency with
the most comprehensive approval authority over that project.
{2)

C~rrying

Out the Practical Responsibilities

Carrying out the practical responsibilities delegated to the responsible
agency should be left completely to in-house specification. Whether th~ official (s) legally responsible·for the decisions and actions of the re~ponsible
agency chooses to do a 11 the detailed work with respect to a specific project
hims.elf or charges his .staff with some or all of it will .probably depend upon
the existing structural delegation of in-house functions. Some agencies already have a person or persons charged with the responsibility to evaluate
environmental concerns and/or propose projects or action on private projects
for final agency disposition. Such an environmental expert, with the technical expertise of the agency at his disposal, would be best qualified to assume the position of "practical" responsible official for EIS duties for his
agency. The delegation of in-house responsibilities is one of the primary
things that cannot usefully b~ spelled out in rules and regulations adopted by
the EQC for statewide application. The subject should be addressed in detail
1see footnote 1, page 57.

)
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in individual state agency rules and regulations and in city and county ordi.nances implementing the EIS process jurisdictionally. It is strongly recom- ,
mended that for local public projects the responsibilities under the EIS process be delegated to the ·proposing local agency or department and that a systematic breakdown of responsibilities be specified for local private projects
according to the details of. the local governmental structures and fonctions.
Under some circumstances, particularly when an environmental impact
statement is required, the responsible agency ~hould not be limited in the
carrying out of its duties to the resources of the agency itself. In the
case of multi-ju·risdictional public projects (i.e., projects proposed by
more than a single state agency, city, co_unty, township, and/or special purpose government) or private projects requiring approval from more .than one
state agency, city, county, and/or township, each i·nvo l ved agency should
contribute something to the environmental monitoring .required ·by MEPA. Minimally, each such agency should be required to provide a contact person to
work with the responsible agency. More to the point, every agency involved
with a given action should make ava.ilable to the responsible agency whatever
special environmental expertise it has available for evaluation of the
action's environmental impact.
·
.If an environmental impact ·statement is required on a project, the responsible agency should be clearly empowereq to contract out the preparation
of some or all of the preparation of the EIS to another governmenta 1 unit or
to· a private finn. It must be made clear, however, that if this option is
exercised, the responsible a~ericy must work suffici~ntly closely with the
contractee to be able .to vouch for the accuracy and comp~eteness of the statement or parts 'Of the statement completed under contract. The environmental
impa~t statement should irrevocably be the legal responsibility of the respon- ·
sible agency, ·regardless of the source of the information it contains.
Fi.na lly, in the case of a private proJect · requiring governmental approva 1 ,
the responsible agency should be clearly empowered to request from the private
ptJojec t propo~er whatever information is at his disposal that might be useful
in the making of the decision on the project's environmental significance or
in the preparation of an en vi ronmenta 1 impact statement. The responsible
agency should not be a11 ow·ed to re qui re that the private project proposer unde-rtake substantial new research to aid in the determination of significance or the
preparation of an EIS. Private project proposers should be allowed to submit
to the responsible agency whatever infonnation relating to the project they
choose to submit. (See sub-section V.B for further detail on the preparation
of impact statements in the·case of private projects.) We emphasize again that
the determination of significance and the preparation of an environmental imp.act statement (if required) should. be the responsibility of the responsible
agency. That agency must be in a position to vouch for whatever infonnation
is produced in response to the mandates of the EIS process, no matter how the
information was acquired.
·
(3) Multiple Reaponsible Agencies
While the above designation of responsible agency is intended to ensure
that there will be one and only one leqally responsible agency under MEPA for
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every project, thereby providing clear direction and eliminating redu:ndancy
in the environmental analysis required by the EIS process, in some special
cases a single responsible agency wi 11 not be adeq.uate.
A project proposa J may change ton? i derab 1y between the time it is or:f1g i nally presented and th~ time it is implemented, any such change might result
in significant changes in the· environmental effects -0f the action in question.
Similarly, the environment to be affectep by a given project might change in
such a .way as to s i gni fi ca·ntly change the im9aict of the project. In either
case, a significance decision ma.de at on~ point in an action's processing
might be rendered invalid at ~ l~ter point in the process~ and an environmental
impact statement prepared at one ti.me might be rendered inaccurate later. A
new analysis is needed, and the E1S proce~s must begin aqain with. the desig~
nation of a responsible agency.
·
To put the matter more technically: if a project is a public project,
or if it is a p-rivate project which has already been processed by a responsible agency under the EIS process and which requires subsequent approval
by a public agency; and if, since its original processing, there has occurred
either a change i°t'.l the environmental conditions to be affected by the project
proposed or a change ih the proj_ect proposal itself, either or both of which
wi l1 result in an environmental impact s i.gni fi cantly different from that projected ·by the original responsible agency; then a new environmental analv-:is
of.the same project proposal must be undertaken. In this case, the responsible agency for the new analysis is to be desiqnated in the same way as the
origin~l responsible agency, though the agency so de_signated might be different from the origin.al responsible agency. If an envfronmental impact state-·
ment was previously prepared, as much ·of it may be use.p as is still an accurate
statement of the project and its environmental impact. Again, what is needed ·
is nbt redundant environmental analysis, but rather a supplement to the original analysis reflective of the environmentally significant changes.

1The new. EIS should be allowed to consist of a supplement to the previous
EIS, if approprfate.

)
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The Significance Decis·ion

E.

The fact that a given project proposal is not .speci fi cal ly exempted
from the environmental impact statement requirement of Minn. Stat. Section
1160.04, subdivision l, does ~ot mean that. an environmental impa~t statement is automatically required. However, in ·every case of a non-exempt
project proposal, some attention to the projected environmental effects of
the project is necessary for the purpose. of determining whether or not. the
project satisfies the condition(s) under whic~an EIS is required. The
Environmental Quality· Council hqs introduced the tool called an Environmental Assessment for the purpose of pro vi ding the information necess·ary
for the making of the determination of whether or not to require a·n impact
statement. But under decentralization, a gre~t many more projects will
receive some kind of project-by-project analysis than are currently submitted to such examination and the Environmental Assessment is too much
to require in every case. ·It is essent·ial for the working of a decentralized system that the determination of whether or not to require an EIS
be integrated with existing local and state agency decision-making processes.
(1) fl Single Criterion for the Requirement of an EIS
MEPA currently requires that
[w]here there is potential for significant environmental effects
resulting from any major governmental action or from any major
private action of more.than local significance, such action shall
.be preceded by a detailed statement prepared by the responsible
agency or, where no governmenta 1 permit is required, by the res ponsi bl e person . . . [Minn. Stat. Section 1160.04, subdivision
l]

.

. The conditions under which an impact statement is to be required are spelled
out clearly in the EQC's rules and regulations implementing the EIS process.
~An EIS is currently required on a private action if:
(a) the action is a
major private action; (b) the action is of more than local significance; and
(c) the action has the potential for significant environmental effects. An
EIS is currently required on ~ governmental action if: (a) the action is a
major governmental action; and (b) the action has the potential for significant envi ronm'enta l effects. '(See Minn. Reg. MEQC 26(b)(1).)
It was argued in sub-section B of this section that ·the EIS process
should only be triggered in the case of projects. The term 'major project'
c.ould be defined in many ways to provide one of the criteria for the requirement of an impact statement. For example (ignoring for the moment the difference of treatment in MEPA of governmental and private acttons), major
action status could be determined by the cost of implementation or by the
quantity of land directly (and/or indirectly) affected by the number of people
directly (and/or indirectly) affected or by the project type or by the degree
of environmental effect or by some combination of these and other possible
standards. To define 'major project' i·n terms of the degree (or significance)
or environmental effect is a particularly intriguing notion. There is every
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reason to argue that any project which significantly affects the environment should be considered a major project under the terms of a law which
is expressly billed as an Envinonmental Policy Act. The clear danger in
defining 'major project' completely independently of environmental effects
is that there is no reason to.expect that a qood many projects that happen
to be classed as minor will npt significantly affect the environment unless
(a) it can be shown that the term 'major project' thus defined just happens
to pick out roughly the ~lass of projects which significantly affect the
environment (i.e., there is a rough extensionai equivalence), or (b) most
projects are classed as major projects. Providing a relatively selective
definition of 'major project' independent of environmental effects cannot
provide for the systematic protection and enhancement of the environment
that MEPA mandates--it would in fact turn MEPA into a Major Project Policy
Act.
The experience of the EQC over the past year shows that the danger of
conceiving· of the definition of 'major project' as independent of the environmenta l effects of a project is a genuine problem. Occasionally the Council
has dealt with a project which it believed had the potential to result in
significant environmental effects, but on which the Council members did not
require an EIS because the project was not "major". There is something peculiarly absurd about an Environmental Qua 1ity Council determining in its
operation under an Environmental Policy Act.that a project is likely to result in significant environmental effects and then dismissing the case because the project is not a major project. We strongly recommend that the
major or minor status o.f a proposed project not beiused as a criterion for
the requirement of an .impact statement under MEPA.
11

11

A parallel argument cou.ld be developed with respect to the current "of
more than lo.cal signific·ance 11 criterion used in the case of private projects,
though this criterion has more to recommend it. It is difficult to under.stand, though, why the Legislature would want to provide for careful environmental monitoring of all (major) governmental projects with the potential for
significant environmental effects ·but of only those (major) private projects
with the potential for signifkant environmental effects that are of more
than local significance. The environmental effects will be the same whether
a project is proposed by a unit o.f government or by a private party. The
Council's experience ~ith respect to this issue has been frustrating, too.
Man~ times a project is brought before the EQC which clearly has the potential
to result in significant environmental effects but which must be dismissed
because the project is ·not of more than local 'Significance. We believe that
the status of the governmental units (whether local or state) most clearly
a.ffected by a project with the poter.itial to result in significant environmental effects should be irrelevant to whether or not an EIS should be prepared. We strongly reconmend, particularly on the assumption that an EIS process will be decentralized, that the of more than local significance" cri-11

1rhe same result could be obtained by defining •major project' to mean
"any project which does not have the potential to result in significant environmental effects", but this definitional move is useless. The system
would be much cleaner if the major or minor status of a proposed pro.iect
simply be dropped as a criterion for the requi-rement of an EIS.
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terion currently used in determining whether or not an EIS is to be required on a private project be dropped.
This would leave the State of Minnesota with a single criterion for
the requirement of an impact statement: whether or not the project in
question has the potential t~ result in significant environmental effects.
(2)

~hat

Counts as! Significant Environmental Effect?
~

The significance decision is a turning point in the EIS process, since
a decision that a project has the potential for a significant environmental
effect triggers the preparation of an environmental impact statement. While
this key decision must be based on factual information, it is essentially a
judgment on the part of th~ responsible agency, ari estimate as to whether
or not the identified impacts of the project in question are significant.
For this reason, it is extremely important that the EQC rules and regulations
governing decentralization include some guidance on what counts as a signif ...
icant environmental effect. In fact, the point should be put more strongly:
it is critical to the uniform application of MEPA that such guidance be provided. Even more importantly, the norms which guide· significance decisions
will determine to a large extent the place of environmental protection among
other governmental responsibilities. In other words, guidance on significance
decisions is a policy matter of the highest.order.
Determining the significance ·of a project's environmental effects is a
two-step process: (a) the environmental effects of .a pr9ject must be identifi-ed; and (b) a judgment must be made on whether or not those effects are
significant. Each step raises a question that must be answered: (a) what
effects of an action are environmental effects?; and (b) what environmental
effects count as significant? The answer to the first question can be supplied with relative ease, but the answer to the second. clearly the more
c.rucial of the two, is extremely difficult to provide.
There are many dictionary definitions of the term 'environment', and combining all such definitions makes it extremely difficult to find anything
that is not a part of the environment. However comprehensive the intended
scope of MEPA, we believe th.at it w~s not intended to monitor every kind of
effect of every kind of project. We recommend that the term 'environment'
in MEPA be defined in the EQC rul's and regulations to refer primarily to
the physical surroundings of man. More specifically, we recommend the fol1we seriously doubt that the. provision of such a definition would require
specific legislative action. In fact, we believe that this was roughly the intent of the Legislature in pa~sing MEPA. There is considerable support for
this interpretation in the present language of MEPA. For example, in Minn.
Stat. Section 1160.02 the Legislature recognizes ''the profo~nd impact of man's
activity on the interrelations of all components of the natural environment,
particularly the profound influences of population growth, high density urbanization, industrial expansion, resources exploitation, and new and expanding
technological advances . . . 11 LEmphasis added] The statute here recognizes
such things as population growth, urbanization, and industrial expansion as
factors wh 1ch affect the envi ro-nment rather than as aspects of the environment
itself. Thus, it appears to be implied that factors such as economic develop64

lowing definition:
'Environment': (1) the physical surroundings of man, both
natural and man-made, including land (for· ex.ample, topography,
geomorphology, geology~ and s6ils), water (for example, hydrology, water quality and pollution), air {for example, regional climate, air quality. and pollution),. non-human biota
(flora and fauna), and physical s~ructures (for example,
buildings and transportation facilities~; (2) human beings
as physical entities, ·including their transportation and relocation; and (3) factor~ of speiial human significance, inclu~ing ~o~se, aesthetics, histori.c sites, and recreational
opportun1t1es. 1
· .
·.
·
·
'
Every set of guidelines for a MEPA-like law (including state laws and
NEPA itself) includes a series of considerations to be used as guides for
the making.of significance decisions. Such considerations can be of some
value, and we recommend the adoption in the rules and regulations of a set
of considerations very similar to those to be found elsewhere. The main
diff~rence is that we feel that the consiJerations off~red below serve
better than most to break down the environment into the categories which
are includ~d under the term 'en~ironment' as we are recommending it to be
defined under MEPA.

)

(a) Would the project result in any substantial changes in topography
or ground surface features?

)

(b) Would the project result in any major changes in geological substructure or instability conditions, or would geological instability result
in questionable solidity of the proposed construction?
(c) Would the project result in any notable disruptions, displacements
or over-covering of the soils, or grossly interfere with soil-forming processes; or would soil conditions resuH in questionably solidity of the proposed construction?

me·nt must be considered under MEPA to the extent that they influence the
natural environment. But it does not appea,.. that projects must have environmental impact statements prepared on their behalf merely because they influence such things as economit development. This interpretation is supported by Minn. Stat. Section 11£0.04, subdivision 1, which requires that
environmental impact statements must address ''[a]ny direct or indirect adverse environmental, economic, and employment effects that cannot be avoided
~hould the proposal be implemented.J' [Emphasis added] There is here a clear
separation of environmental from economic and employment effects.
1ro be excluded from this definition are psychological, economic, social,

and political factors not specifically included. This is not to say that such
factors should not be dealt w~th in an EIS. An EIS would be required on projects with the potential for significant environmental effects (where 'environment' is defined as above). When an EIS is· required, it should be required
that the document include some analysis of certain non-"environmental" asoects
of the project, in order to facilitate the balancing process leading to decision making. See sub-section F of this section for specific recommendations.

)
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(d) Would the project require a large portion of the local or regional.
water supply or alter or displace any surface or ground water or substantially affect natural drainage characteristics?
(e) Would the project result in any noticeable worsening of the surface
or ground water quality or in a substantial emission or discharge of water
po 11 utan ts?
(f) Would the Rroject result in any large.amounts of waste heat or water
vapor or interfere with the ability of sunlight to reach the earth's surface?
(g) Would the project cause ambient air quality to become noticeably
worse or result in a substantial emission or discharge of air pollutants?
(h) Would the project produce objectionable noise levels?
(i) Wquld the project result in extensive destruction or displacement
of plant life or gross intrusion in.to vegetation communities?

(j) Would the project cause displacement or death of large numbers of
animals (including man)?
(k) Would the action affect any rare or endangered species of plants
or animals?
(1) Would the project bring about radical changes in the present land
use patterns?
(m) Would the project cause the relocation or affect the movement of any
sizable numbers of the human population?
(n) Would the project seriously affect existing transportation systems
or add to major traffic congestion problems?
(o) Would the project require noticeable extension or expansion of any
utilities or public services?
(p) Would the project disturb, destroy, o~ interfere with historic, prehistoric, archaeological, or recreational sites?
·
(q) Would the project have any substantial aesthetic

~ffect?

(r) Would the project require the commitment of large amounts of irreplaceable resources or the use of. substantial amounts of energy?
We believe that the eighteen considerations offered above respond fairly
well to the question: what effects of a project are environmental effects?
But it must be noted that they do not respond at all well to the question:
what environmental effects count as significant? It is simply not he.lpful to
say that a significant effect is a substantial change or a major change or a
notable disruption, etc. What is really needed is a translation of the language of judgment (significance) into the language of fact (the production of
x pounds of particulates per day).
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Unfortunately, any direct translation is out of the question, due to
the complex variation in environmental conditions impacted and man s relation to those conditions. A given environmental impact !nder one set of
circumstances might have'much more serious secondary effects than the same
impact under a different set of circumstances.
1

1

)

The EQC is presently operating without clearcut criteri.a for what
counts as a significant environmental effect. It is determining the
significance of impact on a case by case basis-, attempting to establish
adequate precedent to judge fut~re cases. Defining significant environmental effect through consolidated case precedent would be an efficacious
approach if the issues could be control led. But recent activities by the
Council indicate clearly that it has very little if any control over the
kinds of decisions it must make. Further, th.ose i'ssues that do appear
before the Council are clouded by public and political pressures due to
the controversiality of the projects involved. What is needed is a
method for-establishing significance criteria in a relatively short time.
with the flexibility of case precedent, and without the emotional involvement currently experienced. We believe that we have constructed a methodology which ~Jlfills these needs and which would provide useful guidance
on environmental significance tq potential decision makers. We strongly
recommend a scenario method of providing significance criteria.

)

The scenario technique is actually a controlled method of case precede.nt setting. Instead of assessing real life cases, the EQC would judge
the environmental significance of hypothetical cases and situations. Using
contrived examples, the circumstances can be manipulated in such a way that
specific issues and problems can be identified and their siqnificance assessed. Thi-s can be done without the wasteful and confusing influence of
controversiality. Rational, well thought out decisions can be made in perha.ps twenty percent of the time currently spent making determinations of
significance on real cases. The necessary precedent could be established
relatively quickly and future cases would be far easier to handle.
We envision a case book put out .as guide 1i nes by the EQC, perhaps a
looseleaf type notebook that can be expanded and modified as new scenarios
reflecting policy changes, updated information,. or new trends in development
activities are added. As cases are ·brought before responsible agencies in
the State of Minnesota, comparisons could be made between them.and similar
cases in the scenario notebook. Based on that comparison, the potential
environmental significance of the project could be detennined. The potential
for discussion would still exist but its scope would be limited to a manageable leve 1.
In order to produce a p~ocess for establishing significance criteria.
the characteristics that influence environmental significance must be assessed.
There are essentially three factors that d~termine the significance of environmental impacts: (a) the nature of the project's impacts; (b) the size
or ~agnitude of the project's impacts; and (c) the location or site characteristics where the project will take place. Two complementary organizational
approaches to the construction of a scenario notebook should be developed to
ensu.re that a 11 three factors a re covered.

)
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The primary organizational framework should cover the site factors
through the provision of sho~t location descriptions. These descriptions,
perhaps·a paragraph or t~o long but no more than a half page of text, set
the stage for the case proposals that follow. Only a few location descriptions should be needed, perha~s six to ten, that generalize the environments
of the state but also provid~ an adequate representation of specifics. Caution must be exercised to avoid becoming too specific in both the location
descriptions and the hypothetical ca-ses that follow. Too much detail and
e.xcessive text would make ·this techryique very ..difficult to apply usefully.
Appendix D to this report contains a scenario test set in which four
location descriptions pre~ent general environmental situations. These four
locations include: (a) an environmentally sensitive natural location; (b)
a rural/agricultural at~a; ·(c) a suburban environment; and (d) an urban
location. There was no attempt to evaluate the importance to ·the state of
environmental types. The location descriptions found in Appendix Dare only
intended to demonstrate the use of this method. By providing a fictitious
map along with the location text, the detail of spatial organization car. :!e
provided without excessive verbiage. The location descriptions that appear
in Appendix D are narrowed in scope to meet the needs of the scenario test
set. Most of the descriptive text deals with tht area's water resources.
In the actual locaUon descriptions that should become part of the scenario
notebook for significance criteria, the other environmental conditions
should be descrfbed briefly in the text as well.
The secondary organizational framework should deal with various kinds
'Of environmental impacts. This is quite different from organization by
type of project although projects must be introduced to produce impacts.
A project oriented framework might be easier to handle administratively than
the proposed tmpact-centered approach. Comparison to similar identified
project types would be quite a simple matter. Identification and compari. so.r1 to ·similar types of environmental impacts would be slightly .more difficult
since this would be one step further in the environmental evaluation process
·than potential project proposals. But since it is the significance of environmental impacts that is to be determined, an impact oriented approach--:rsreal ly the only adequate ap~roach to significance criteria.
Further, there are two important administrative advantages to offset
the initial administrative inc.onvenience. First, since a wide variety of
different project types can produce similar environmental impacts, fewer
scenarios would be needed to cover all bases. Initial ti'me and money expenditures would be substantially reduced. Second, project proposers will
9.radual ly begin to think in terms of the potential impacts of their proposals since they will b~ forced to identify the environmental effects for
the review process. This should encourage a trerid toward environmentally
sound planning and aid in the establishment of a general environmental consciousness in developers, government bodie~, and citizens alike.
We have developed a prelimtnary environmental impact framework consisting of eight categories of physical impacts. This list should be ex-
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panded as necessary to ensure that all potential environmental effects are·
included. The preliminary impact framework developed by the consultant ·
includes: (a) impacts on the atmosphere; (b) impacts on water systems;
(c) impacts on the land; (d) impacts resulting from excessive noise; (e)
impacts resulting from the production and disposal of solid waste; (f) the
removal and consumption of major irretrievable resources; (g) impacts on
vegetation; (h) impacts on wfldlife; (i) impacts on physical structures
(e.g., building and transportation facilities); (j) impacts on people as
physical entities (e.g., population growth and relocation of human beings);
.
(k) impacts on recreational, histori~, prehistoric~ and archaeological
features; and (1) aesthetic impacts .. · ·
For each type of impact, a series of hypothetical project proposals
is to be prepared reflecting a variety of impact magnitudes. These project
proposals would be constructed using the ·location descriptions already
prepared as a frame "bf reference. Each scenario should be no more than two
short paragraphs, possibly one-third of a· p·age of text. They should avoid
detailed descriptions, which would -be quite restrictive in terms of future
comparison possibitities. Perhaps as few as three or four, or as many as .
ten or more, scenarios will be needed for each kind of.impact, depending on
the complexity_ of the impacts and the need for -detai.led guidance in the decision making involved.
·
The process of developing the necessary set of scenarios and the prefatory location descriptions would begin to establish detailed state policy
regarding .the preservation of Minnesota environments.. As the scenarios are
complet~d, the larger .policy task of determining significance on them must
begin. This procedure necessitates a case-by-case judgment on several ~un
dred· scenarios by the EQC. This is the .critical point in the process, .Of
course,· since ·actual signiffcance thresholds will begin to emerge.- The environmenta_l policy established2at that ttme would stand as guidelin~s for
.·future .sign.ificance decisions. .
1A deta~~ed expansion of points (a) through (h) will be found in our
second report to the State of Minnesota, pages 30-34.
2A scen~rio test· set was produ~ed in connection with this study during
the last week in.August and the first·week in·September of 1974. It consisted
of three 16cation descriptions and four action-p~oposals for each location.
This test set was evaluated informally by members of the ·State Planriing Agency
staff during the second w~ek in September. During that second week and extending into the third week of September, using the critical comments of the staff
members, the test set was expanded and modified. The new scenario test set included four location descriptions with eight ·cases for each location. Scenario
test set two was presented to a special meeting of the Technical Representatives Committee on September 20, 1974, for ·evaluation of the technique and
actua 1 determi nati ans of s i gni fi cance on the hypothetically proposed cases. The
tech reps attempted to judge significance on 32 proposed actions in less than
four hours. They addressed all 32 cases and were· able to reach majority decisions on all but one. The advantages of the technique became obvious, since

)
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We urge that guidance on significance decisions be recognized for the·
high-level policy matter that it is. Under the decentralized program recommended here, if the EQC does not provide strong guirlelines on what counts as
a significant environmental effect, the significance threshold will be established case-by-case by the Environmental Manaqement Hearings Board and
the courts. We believe that Minn. Stat. Section 1160.04, subdivision 2, constitutes a specific directiv~ to th~ Council to provide ~uch guidance:
The Minnesota environmental quality council shall . . . prescribe
by rule and regulation in conformity with provisions of Minnesota
Statutes, Chapter 15, guidelines ~nd regulations setting forth
those instances in which environmental. impact statements are required to be prepared for new and existing actions . . .
We have one further recommendation to make with·respect to significance. thresholds. No matter what.kind of guidelines are provided· for significance
decisions, ·they can at best be only a gobd guide. The application of a good
normative guide to specific cases cannot be provided~ priori. The significance decision remains a substantive decision requiring judgme·ntal integrity
of the responsible agency. Because of this need for interpretation, we recom~
mend th.at each governmental jurisdictiqn in a position to be a responsible
agency under MEPA begin keeping a notebook of actual case decisions if makes.
For each project proposal determined to be a project with the potential to
result ·in significant environmental effects, a brief summary should be pre- ·
pared including a descriptionof the environmental setting, a description of
the action proposed, a recording of the significance decision, and the rea- son(s) why the project was determi~ed to have the potential to result in
In terms of the future stability of the
s i gni fi cant environmental effects.
notebook ,it would also be wbrthwhile to record the kind of environment to be
affected (see ·below). A selection of projects determined not to have the potential to result in s·;gnificant environmental effects should also be sum.marized i~ ~he notebook. A non-significant ~roject should be included if
(a) there is some reason to have expected it to have a significant effect
~but it would not, or (b) its effects are roughly similar to the effects of
· a project declared to have a significant effect but there are relevant differences. In other words, any ~roposal determined non-significant which would illuminate significance decision rati6nale should be included. The reasons
for decisions should be as specific as possible to avoid setting the wrong
precedent.
·
at the present rate of significance decision making by the EQC, it would take
s.ix or· seven months .(assuming one six-hour meeting each month) to make the
same number of decisions on real cases. What is more, the TRC began referring back to previous decisions while judging significance on projects in
the later stages of th~ meeting. The use of case precedents as significance
guidelines is clearly fruitful. For further detail on this methodology, see
our· second tepbrt to the State of Minnesota. The second scenario test set
is included in Appendix D to the present report. _
1see sub-section (3) below for a discussion of a simple form that could
be used ·for recording the case summaries. Also see Appendix C to this report.
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As the number of decisions summarized in the notebook grows over time,.
how the.notebook is structured will become increasingly important. A notebook with one hundred decisions summarized in it would be very difficult to
use if the summaries were listed randomly or chron6logically. Since the
primary reason for the anticipated variation in significance threshold levels
is the differences in the environmental contexts for action proposals, we
recommend that the summaries be grouped according to some simple environmental typology. For example, summa.ries should be grouped together which
relate to .a.ctions affecting shorelines o·r which relate to rural/agricultural
land or which relate to an urban environment. The initial selection of categories is not too important since there will not be a large number of decision summaries in the notebook. But increasing attention should- be paid
to summary groupings over time to ensure that the notebook does not mislead
in setting forth the increasingly refined environmental significance standards in actual use by the governmental unit.

)

We believ~ that there are at least four advantages in preparing a
notebook along these ·1ines: (1) having to r~cord reasons for decisions in
writing helps to assure that those ~easons will be cle~rly conceived; (2)
as time passes and the details of previous decisions become muddy, the
notebook would help to ensure consistency in decision making through its
use foF quick recall of precedents; (3) it would provide a record for
"policy makers for periodic review of the significance threshold levels
actually being established in decision making; and (4) it would provide a
record for.use by private applicants .. It is our understanding that some
dev~lopers in other states are now preparing environmental impact statement~ as a matter of course for development propos~1·s, probably partially
in order to avoid del~ys later in the process in the event that an EIS
is required and partially because b~nks (and: other financing institutions)
are now very hesitant to provide financing on projects that might cause
environmental problems before those problems are thoroughly examined and
laid to rest. Providing increasing clarification on what will and what
. ·will not require an environmental impact statement would be a genuine
.service to private applicants.
1It should be noted in passing ·that one thing that should surely not
be taken as showing conclusively that a proposed project has the potential
to result in significant environmental effects is the existence of 500 siqnatures on a petition .. We have heard it argued that a petition should
automaticallj require the preparation of an erivironmental impact statement.
There are few claims with.which we disagree more thoroughly. The significance decision should be a judgmental decision on the part of governmental
agencies, not a field day for anyone with the organizational backing to come
up·with 500 signatures .. Granting the petition process such power as is contemplated here would leave the EIS process··wide open to anyone who wanted to
abuse it. What is needed is not providing the petition process with absolute
power, but rather an appellate mechanism providing ready access to those who
feel aggrieved by decisions made and actions taken. (See sub-section G of
this section.) ·
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(3) Significance Decision .Procedures
No specific formal organization of information preparatory to determining a project's environmental significartce ~hould be required by law.
While statistical and non-statistical matrices , formal environmental as-.~
sessments (written texts), checklists and simple data sheets may be of considerable help in some cases; none of these will be the appropriate tool
for the handling of the i nformati ona.l requirements of every project. In
addition, individuals will vary considerably with res~ect to the orgariizati ona 1 technique they can work ~ith most. effectively.
.
It is strongly recommended that the responsible agency undertake an
early systematic study of the environmental effects of any project not categorically exempt in order. to make a timeiy determination of the significance of that project's environmental impact. In all cases of private pro- jects, the responsible agency should be permitted to require from the private project proposer such factua 1 i nforma.tion _about the project i h question .
and the environment of the project·~ site as.is reasonably accessible to the
sponsor without extensive research. At his o~tion the: private project proposer would be allowed to supply any data in addition to that reauired by
the res Rons i b1e agency that he desires. In no case should the respons·i b1e
agency make its determination of significance based ·solely on an.environmental analysis submitted by a private project proposer (or an analysis prepared
for a private project proposer by a consult~nt). Since the legal responsibility for· a significance decision is .the responsible agency's and it will be
·solely liable for a bad decision, it must be in a position to vouch for the
·
i nformati.on .on which that decision is based.
A brief written statement should be required to be issued by the responsible agency, ·for every non~exempt project, stating its significance decision.
· 1The use of mat~ices, particularly statistical matrices, for the ~aking
of significance decisions is a tricky business. See the example of a matrix
used inappropriately for this purpose in Appendix F to this report~ We be1ieve that the best use of matrices in the EIS process, insofar as they have
a good use, is ·the review of impact statements. (See Appendix E to th i.s report.)
2For several reasons, however, we would like to call attention to a
specific fonn for obtaining and/or recording the information relating to
a project that is to be ·used in the making of the significance decision.
The Environ~ental Cl~arance Worksheet which constitutes pages C-6 to C-12
of Appendix C to this report has been carefully constructed to make clear
the rarige·of information which we think is needed for the making of a conscientious significance decision~ Further~ we suspect that it would be of
actual use to responsible agencies in a great many cases. It should be
made clear, however, that the Worksheet may request considerably more information than would be needed for significance decisions in many cases.
(See, for example, the information offered as adequate support for the sigriificance decision in the case of the example project processed through
the EIS system i~ Appendix F to this report, Page F-29.)
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It should be required, additiorially, to provide sufficient written support
for this declaration of significa~c2 or non-significance to make possible
effective review of its decision. '
Since ther~ i~ considerable danger of

\

y

1see Appendix C to thi~ report, Pages C-2.to C-12.
2Requiring written support for~ written statement of the significance
decision brings to a focus one of the key difficulties in implementing MEPA,
and the issue must be squarely faced. The danger, and it is a danger, is
that.requiring such written documentation will result in massive p_aperpushing sufficient to destroy the efficiency of governmental processes.·

)

This danger must be we·i ghed against the dange'rs inherent in not requiring
such written documentation. (1) There is· a strong tendency to ma~signif
icance decisions based upon·a general, intuitive feeling ab6ut the environmental impsct of actions, probably with the thought that those decisions
could be supported through detailed analysis if challenged. The tendency is
predictably presen_t regardless of the eagerness of agencies.and officials\to
comply with MEPA. Yet it is quite clearly of central import t6 MEPA that
specifiC environmental· considerations be worked into government decision
making at the earliest poss'ible moment and that the careful ·environmental study
be. undertaken before rather than after the fact. There can be little question
th~t significance decisions will be better made generally if support for those
decisfons is -r.equired in black and whi"te. (2) MEPA constitutes a strong policy
·statement to the effect ·that environmental disclosure is a worthwhile goal.
Without requi~ing written support for the significance decision, it is difficult
to devise an effective means of disclosing the environmental informatioh (rela~
tive to a given projett) on which the significance decision was based. Further,
without an effective means for systematic disclosure, effective review of the
. decision appears unattainable. (3) MEPA requires environmental ·impact state·ments·· ~nder certain conditions but requires no other written document. One
. potential result of the EIS requirement is to make the significance decision
.·an all-or-nothing plateau jump in tenns of documented environmental analysis.
If this were the intent of the law, it would put a premium on the environmental
study on which the all-important significance decision is based. But MEPA i"s
recognized by all to be a sweeping environmental statute mandating environ~
mental study wherever· feasible. What seems appropriate in response to ·this
. comprehensive legislation is envi~onmental an~lysis geared to the seriousness
of the environmental impact of a given project, rather than a complete analysis
if the effect is above ·the significance line and no analjsis if the effect is
below that line. The EQC-rules and regulations implementing MEPA acknowledge
the need for some written analysis for some types of actions which may not be
significant. ·The Environmental Assessment introduced in the rules and regulations to document and aid in the making of significance decisions is too much
to ask for analysis of every non-exempt project under decentralization, but
we concur with the idea of written support that .it represents.
There i~, unfortunately, no easy compromise. Truly effective implementation
of MEPA seems to dictate the requiring of written support for significance decisions, and any such requirement will obviously increase the paper-work undertaken
by governmental bodies. The best available solution appears to be to require
-written support for significance decisions and to make crystal clear that only
the information on .which the decision was actually based need be recorded.
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unnecessary paper-work resulting from this requirement, it must be made
extremely c1ear by the EQC just what kind of i nforma ti on wi 11 be adequate
to support a significanc~ decision.
The amount of requisite support should be expected to vary dramatically.
Consider four exemplary cas·es.: (1) a project which quite clearly has. no
significant environmental effect; ·(2) a project which is almost (though not
quite) of significant environmental ·effect; (3) a project the environmental
effect of which is just b~rely significant; and (4) a project of enormous and
obvious environmental significance. In case (1) a project description should
itself suffice to show that the project ~ill have no effect at all on several
aspects of the environment. Those mi nor .en vi ronmenta l effects that it wi 11
have should be adequately describable in a- brief summary. The whole supporting documentation for the significance decision should constitute a si~gle
page. In case (2) it may be assumed that the environmental effects of· the ·
project in question are noticeable and somew~at complicated~ Considerable
research is necessary simply for the purp·ose. of becoming clear on what those·
effects are. The supporting documentation ·in this case might be a 10- -or 15~
page analysts, a kind of mini-i~pact statement. Supporting documentation of
the same nature would be needed for case (3). Case (3) has been included as
a separate example, however, in.anticipation of the objection that whal we
are recommending would result. in the necessity of producing two more o·r less
detailed environmental analyses for a single project, since in this case an
EIS would be required as well as documentation for the significance decision.
It sh6uld be noted, though, that whatever information is presented in suppo~t
of the ·significance decision should be usable in the preparation of the EIS.
Whatever work has been done in the beginning will be saved in the end. A significance decision in case (4) should be extremely easy to document. Since
· any si·ngle significant impact on the environment will serve to support a. dec_lar~tion of .significant impact, the responsible agency need only note the
most easily accessible of the noteworthy environmental effects of the project
.in.question. (See pages F-25 to F-29 of Appendix F to this report.)
.The end~result of requiring
· written suppqrt for significance
· decisitins, coupled with the.EIS
requirement of Minn. Stat. Section
1160.04,. subdivision ·1, should be
as follows; there will be a fairly
direct correlation between the sig~
nificance (or, to avoid confusion,
the seriousness) of a project's environmental effects and the amount
of written information about and
analysis of those effects. While
the significance deciston remains
important, it is not all-important.

QUANTITY OF
ANALYSIS
DETERMINA.TION
OF SIGN_IFICANC

NON~

SIGNIFICANT SIGNIFICAN
SERIOUSNESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

The written statement recording the significance decision and the written
support. for the decision, which t6gether would constitute a ''Negative Declaration" or a "Positive Declaration" depending on the. decision, should be filed
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with other pertinent information relating to. the proje.ct in the files of the
responsible agency. A single standardized two-page form can be used to advantage for the written recording of the significance decision itself, to be
called a "declaration of ·significance" or a 11 declar·ation of non-significance"
as the case may be. (See pages C-4 to C-5 of Appendix C to this report.) He
recommend that the responsible agency for a given project be required to mail
a copy of the two-page declaration. of significance/non-significance relating
to that project to all public agencies in Minnesota which could reasonably be
expected to have jurisdiction over or so~e other interest in the propo~ed project. Copies of declarations of significance/non-significance should in any
case always be sent to the Environmental.Quality Council and the regi~nal
·
development commission in whose jurisdiction the project is proposed.
Copies
of declarations of significance and of tho~e declarations of non-significance
which help to illuminate the rationale used in sig.nificance decision making
should be included in the jurisdictional significance decision notebook described previously. Notice.of all declarations of significance should be
publfshed by the EQC staff in the MEPA Monitor described in sub'.""section A
of Section IV.
We recommend that public notification of significance decisions be made
opti.onal t.o the proposer ·of a given project. The advantage to the project
proposer (public or private) in ·giving ·notification would be the triggering
of a sixty-day statute of limitations on appea~ of the significance decision
and. the procedures leading up to the decisidn.
We believe it is important
to provide· for cutting off appeal at this point in the process. A project
·may requi~e a great many governmental approvals which could stretch over a
period.of years. The significance decision should be made before the first
approv~l is.given.
If there is not some delimitation on appeal of that decision, a developer could find his project challenged on the grounds of noncompliance with MEPA some two years after the decision was initially made.
If. the appeal were ~pheld, the EIS process would have to begin again with a
new sJgnificance decision and the two years of project development might be
'lrist. ·In the case.of a private project, if the proposer opts to give public
.riotice triggering the statute of limitations, the responsible agency should
·be responsibl~ for the giving of the notice and the cost should be billed to
the project proposer. Because of the optionality of this notice procedure
and the availability of a statute of limitations to ~ut off appeal, it is e~
sential that project proposers be made clearly aware of the possibility of
exercising the notice option. We recommend the public notification tri'ggering
the statut~ include: (a) a newspaper announcement publicizing the d~cision
made and the statute of limitations brought into effect; (b) notice of the
1upon notification of any significance decision made by a state agency,

the EQC staff should notify the State Planning Agency staff working on the
Critical Areas program. Any project identified as of statewide concern has
some potential for coverage under the Critical Areas Act and its implementing
rules and regulations. In the case of projects for which local governments
are the responsible agencies under MEPA, regional development commissions
should notify the Critical Areas staff of ·any significance decision relating
to a project which they feel is a candidate for designation under the Critical
Areas program.
see sub-section G of this s~ction and pages C-17 to C-19 of Appendix C
to this.report for discussfons of appeal of the significance decision.
2
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triggering of the statute to the EQC, the regional dev~lopment commissibn
in whose jurisdiction the project is proposed, and any other Minnesota
agency which may reasonably be expected to have jurisdiction over or other
interest in the proposed proj~ct; and (c) notice. of the triggering of the
statute to all owners of property abutting the property which is the site
of the proposed project. I.n the case ~f 2( b) and. (c), sending a copy of the
· .
newspaper announcement shou 1d suff.i ce. '
1see pages C-13 to C-16 of Appendix C to this report for further discussion on public notification for significance decisions and elsewhere
in the EIS process~ ·
2we are not recommendi.ng any time per.iod within which significance decisions should be required to be made. The current rules and .regulations
specify a 45-day decision period for the Council after an Environmental As·sessment has been prepared. Under decentralization, significance ,decisions
should almost always be made in le~s time th~n 45 days, though a shorter
time period cannot be required.· Requiring that the decision l:re made within
45 days might have the disadvantage of encouraging public officials to take
the whole period for a decision that could be made much more quickly. ·Further, under the system proposed ·here it would be difficult to identify· a
meaningful day from which to date such a ·period. ·On the whole, we believe
it.would be better to provide no such time period.
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Environmental Impact Statements

\~e recolllTlend that an EIS be required on every .proposed project which has
the potential to result in significant environmental effects. The implication
~f an impact statement requirement, of course, is that a quick overview of the
effects of such a project is not ·sufficient to satisfy the policies espoused
in MEPA. Ca refu 1 , in-depth, ·de ta i-1 ed analysis· must be undertaken, for the pur-pose of providing as clear a picture as· possible of what a given action will
do to the environment. O~e danger associated with an EIS requirement is that
environmental impact statements .might (and often have) become lengthy, tech~
ni cal vo 1umes, written for experts in envtronmenta 1 sciences an·d of very 1i ttl e
use to decision makers and interested citizens.
·
·

One of the central· problems in EIS preparation is how to produce a document
which is at the same time: (l)· a ~lear and simple presentation of an action's
environmental effects, easily understood by decision makers· and the layman with-.
out technical expertise; and (2) an in~depth.statement adequately trea~ing an
action's environmental impact in sufficient detail to provide a clear pictu~e
of the actual complex effect. Sub-section· (l) of this sub-section provides an
EIS format which responds to this dual need.
·
A second problem centers ori the difficulty of providing convenient avenues
for any. itidividual or group to contribute tq the preparation of EISs while ensuring at the s~me time that the job gets done in a timely fashion. The current
practice of providing a draft EIS -for-comment and review and, subsequently, a
fi-nal EIStaking into consideration the review comments on the draft appears to
respond very w~ll to this problem. For- this reason, the current practice is
highly recommended. What follows will assume the production of both a -draft
and a final EIS.
_).

As argued for in sub-section D of this section, we strongly recommend that
the respons-ibility for EIS preparation be lodged in the agency previously designated the responsible agency for the purpose of making the significance de~~isio~.
One 9f the most useful aspects of the EIS process is the learninq ex. ~eri~nce of those who put together and analyze the information needed, and the
responsible agency, which iS the primary decision maker on the project in
question, is the actor in the process which most clearly needs to learn about
the project for its subsequent decision making. This does not mean~ of course,
that the responsible agency must sin~le-handedly undertake the whole burden of
·the detailed analysis necessary for an EIS. Interagency cooperation should be
encouraged as much as possible. All agencies with jurisdiction by law over a
project should see themselves as under obligation to provide substantial input
into EIS preparation at the request of the respon$ible agency. Local governments responsible for EIS preparation can expect increasing assistance from
regional development commissions and should not hesitate to request technical
aid from state agencies.· Much or -all of the detailed analysis could be hired
out to private firms. Some of the information needed will be available from
the project proposer in the case of private projects. There are a variety of
possibilities for accomplishing the w~rk necessary in EIS preparation. But no
matter what combination is chosen in a given case~ it should be made clear that
the designated responsible agency is exclusively responsible for the document
itself. If substantial work on the EIS is done by some agency, group, or individual other than the responsibJe agency, the responsible agency must mai.n-,
tain close supervision over the work done in ordet that it may vouch for the
accuracy ·and completeness of the contents of the EIS.
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The primary cost of the preparation and. public notification of the availability of EISs should be borne by the project proposer as a part of project
costs. In the case of a project proposed by a public agency, the.proposing
agency would bear all costs. In the case of ~ pri~ate project, the responsible agency should be empowered to ·bill to the project proposer the costs incurred for: (1) the preparation and printing of ·the draft EIS; (2) the publication of notice of the av~ilability of the draft EIS for review; (3) the
printing of the final EIS; and (4) the P.ublication of notice of the availability of the final EIS. · In no case should a private project proposer be
finandally liable for any new research .or substantial revision of the draft
EIS deemed desirable by the res~onsible agency because of adverse comments
on the draft statement received through the review process. Nor should the.
private action proposer be financially Hap le for reworking of the final
statement necessitated by an.appeal finding of EIS inadequacy. When an EIS
is required on a private project~ who actually prepares the statement (wheth~
er the responsible agency itself, a private firm, or some other public body),
the .costs noted above and the timing of the preparation should all be negotiated between the project proposer, the responsible agency, and any other
parties involved .. · This negotiation session would result in a type of developer's conference between .the project proposer and the other main actors
in the process, a derivative of. the system which may well be a desirable
result.
·
·
·
It should be noted here, since the que~tion will surely arise, that we do
·not recor,nmend any time period within which an EIS would have to be completed.
It would be desirable, of course, if all EISs could be completed within a given
period of time (e.g., 120 days), but, because of th~ vast variation in projects
and their impacts., a strict time limitation.is impossible. An arbitrary time
period could be set, but the possibility of unspecifiable extensions would have
to be made available, which makes the setting of a time period somewhat ludiQ
crous. It might be argued that a time period (even if it is endlessly extendable). would place some fntangiblepressure on the responsible agency to complete
·the EIS in a timely way, but on the other side of the same coin is the danger ·
.that the responsible agency would use. the full time period to complete an EIS
even if it cotild be done more quickly. On the whole, we recommend no time limitation. If a pri·vate project propose.r feels aggrieved by unnecessary time delays on preparation of the EIS relating to his .project, he should sue for damages.
As mentioned i.n the previous paragraph, the timing of EIS preparation i.n the:
. case of private projects should-be set during.an early conference with the
private project proposer.
The primary purpose of the present· sub-section is to provide for a
simple and clear presentation of what is almost always a complex subject
matter. EISs will be good or bad depending on the accuracy bf the environmental analysis and the clarity of presentation of the results of the analysis
rather than on the length of the document Qr the sophistication of the technical verbiage or the aesthetic beauty of the product. No one wants to prepare or read an impact statement of 500 pages when it could have been done
adequately in 100 pages. For that matter, no one wants to read an impact
statement of 80 pages when it could have been done adequately in 20 pages.
The length of the documents prepared in response to what follows here should
be expected to vary drama ti ca lly, depending. on the project to be researched.
This point should be kept clearly. in mind through the discussions that follow.
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One further introductory comment is ne·cessa ry before turning to re com~
mendations on the preparatio~, re~iew, and disposition of EISs. Environ~ ·
mental impact statements are intended to be fairly ~idely distributed. They
are frequently copied and recopied. We strongly· recommend that EISs be
initially prepared with reproduction. in mind. They should be done entirely
in black and white and should contain no oversized pages or foldouts. Experience has shown that this ·point is. of greater importance than it a·ppears
to be.
(1) Draft EISs
(a) Recommended Subject Matter
EIS:

)

MEPA currently requires that the follbwing subjects be addressed in an
l. The environmental imp~ct of the.proposed action, including any
pollution, impairment, or destruction of the air, water, land, or
other natural. resources located within the state;
2. Any direct or indire6t adverse environmental, economic, and
employment effects that c;annot be avoided should the proposal b'e
implemented; .
3. Alternatives to the proposed a~tion;
4. The relationship between local short term uses of the environment arid the maintenance and enhancement of long term productivity,
including the environm~ntal impact of predictable increas~d future
development of .an area because of th~ .existance of a proposal, if
approved;
5. Any irreversible and· irretrievable commitments of resources
which would be involved in the proposed action should it be imple~
mented;
6. The impact on state government of any federal controls associated with proposed actions; and
7. Jhe multistate responsibilities associated with proposed actions. [See Minn. Stat. Secti.on 1160.04, subdivision l .]

The EQC rules and regulations require that draft EISs additionally include: (1) a description of the proposed action and its environmental setting'
and (2) a list of organizations and persons consulted in the preparation of
the document. [See Minn. Reg. MEQC 31.] While a description of the proposed
project and its environmental setting is clearly nec.essary for; detailed
analysis of the environmental effects of the project in question , we believe
that the vagueness of the.term 'consulted' renders the second EQC addition
r'elatively unhelpful. We recommend that this .requirement be dropped and replaced by the requirement of a listing of governmental approvals necessary on
1 Thoug~

it is not necessary for an analysis of a project's environmenta~
effects, we recommend the inclusion in the project description section of a
brief discussion of ·the purpose of the project as an aid in providing a balanced
view of the proposal. ·
)
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the proj~ct and an initial listing of recipients of the draft statement~
Any individual, group, or age·ncy receivtng the document would have an opportunity to input into the EIS, and fruitful consu.ltation in the preparation of the draft should'be credited in the text as appropriate. Unfruitful consultation is not worth noting i.n the EIS and may be highly misleading.
The inclusion of a listi'ng of. governmental approvals necessary on the
project should also go a long way toward. eliminating whatever need exists
for the sixth and seventh ·points required by MEPA itself. The listing
would serve to identify both feqeral con.trols a,sociated with the proposed
project and controls exercised by other states.
We recommend that the
sixth and seventh points as currently required by MEPA be eliminated.
The first five points for disc~ssion given in MEPA are ~ssentially
the same as those required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
and virtually every state environmental policy act modeled on NEPA. Although
few agencies in the State of Minnesota have ~ndergone the experience of preparing impact statements in response to these five points, there have been
a great many such ~xperiences around the nation. The result of that exper~
ience quite generally has been considerable displeasur~ with the legislative
conceptualization df what an EI~ should ~ook like.
What has become one of the most important parts of an EIS around the
nation is not ~pecifically mentioned amon~ the points listed in MEPA for
dlscus~ion: the detailing of measures.~hat could be taken to mitigate identified adverse effects of the project.
It is very .often the case that
some .of the ~ost seriqus adverse impacts could be substantially reduced or
even eliminated· if appropriate actions were taken during project implementatton. In· many cases,.environmentally sensitive project sponsors build such
measures into ·th·eir project ·plans. But in many other cases, for a variety
of reasons, they do not. It should be taken as one of the responsibilities
of the .responsible agency to detail all such mitigating measures in the EIS,
·whether they are proposed for implementation or not. At present, if mitigating measures are discussed in environmental impact statements at all, they
are usually found buried in the discu.ssion of alternatives to the project.
But the importance to decision makers of such a. discussion mandates that it
be provided as a separate section of the EIS. 3
1This listing would not, however, make ciear the relationship of the
project to the plans, programs, and policies of the jurisdictions affected by
the proj~ct. We feel that it is particularly important that an EIS address
the project's relationship to the plans, programs, and policies of affected
Toca 1 governments. ·
2Mitigating measur.es are mentioned in. Minn. Reg. MEQC 31 in an explanation of the second point for discussion that is required in MEPA.
3we further recommend that pro.iect approvals (e.g., permit issuance) be
allowed to incorporate mitigating measures identified in an EIS as conditions
on project approval. Many project approvals under present law may already be
made conditionally, and this conditionality may include mitigatinq measures to
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If an~ EIS identifies the impacts of a p~oject and ·the measures that
could be taken to mitigate the adverse effects, there should be no need
for another section identifying the effects {whether adverse or beneficial
or both) that cannot be avoided should the proposal be implemented. All
of the effects that cannot be eliminated through mitigating measures will
be unavoidable. We reco~m~nd the excision of the language directing special
attention to unavoidable ~ffects i·n the second point of the requirements
of MEPA. The point here is not mer~ly theoretical. Those who have prepared impact statements according to the standard formula espoused in MEPA
and those who have reviewed such statemeDts will appreciate the repetitious
uselessness of a section devoted to idetitification of unavoidable _effects.
EIS pre pa re rs and re vi ewers wil 1 a 1s.o appreciate similar prob 1ems
relating to the fourth and "fifth requirements of MEPA. Practically sp~aking,
the identification of the commitments of ·resources which the project represents .is undertaken as a matter ·of course in the EIS secti6ns presenting a
project description and an analysis of ·t~~ .project's impacts. The potential
irreversibility and irretrievability of those resource commitments are usually
obvious. The part of ari· EIS written according to the standard formula which
deals with irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources is almost
always a repetition of materi ar. presented previously. Further, it is ·.a requirement that is frequently confusing to EIS preparers.

)
!

Every environmentaly policy act modeled on NEPA requires discussion
of "the relationship between local short term uses of the environment and
the maintenance and enhancement of long term productivity." Such EIS discussions almost always tend to be either a series of guesses (an estimation
of alternative futures traded off for the project), outright repetition of
material discussed elsewhere (a combination of the project description section and the section on alternatives to the project), or uninterestingly obvious ·(a statement of some of the thing~ inconsistent with the proj~ct
·Which could not be done if the project were implemented)~ It is almost
always a confusing matter to EIS preparers to devise something to put into
·this discussi·ori and the results are almost never worth the mental anguish
it took to devise it. MEPA:is clearer than.most environmental policy acts
on what should be included here, addin~ to the standard phraseology that
the discussion should include "the en'l-1ronmental impact of predictable increased future develoi:>ment of an area because of the existence of a propo~
sa 1, if approved. 11 While the environmental impact of future deve 1opment
broug~t about by the project will usually be quite nebulous, the identification of growth inducements provided by the project is often fairly clearcut.
Though growth inducements-might properly be considered indirect impacts of
the project to be d~alt with in the discussion on project impacts, we believe
that it is an.important subject in an EIS deserving of special attention.
alleviate adverse environmental effects. We recommend that mitigating measures
used as conditions on project approvals be made explicit in writing at the
time of project approval and that approval may be withdrawn at any time if
required mitigating measures are not instituted as agreed, at the discretion
of the approving agency. The identification of measures that could be taken
to mitigate adverse impacts of a project will be a useless academic exercise
unless there is a mechanism to enforce the implementation of the measures
proposed.
·
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As menti-Oned previously, we fully conc~r with the legislative implica~
tion (in the second point fo~ EIS discussi9n) that environmental matters are
to be distinguished fnom economic matters.
We further agree that economic
considerations should be.dealt with in an environmental impact statement.
We would urge, however, that the treatment of a project's economic impact
include the beneficial effects as well as the adverse effects, in order that
decision makers and the genefal publit reading the document will be presented
with a balanced picture of the project .. Including a discussion of economic
impacts in an EIS, however, brings with it the danger that the EIS reader
will be flooded with a barrage of economic detai-1. (usually already available
in the form of an economic feasibility ·analysis). It must be made clear that
what is needed in an environmental impac~ statement is a summary analysis of
the ~conomic impact of the project.
Based on the preceding commentary on the points .for discussion in an
EIS that are currently required in Minnesota, we recommend that EISs under
MEPA address the following subjects:
Description and purpos~ ~f the project
Permits and other approvals required on the· project
Existing conditions ·.
.
4. Project impact ( environmental .and economic)
5. Measures to mitigate adverse imp~cts
6. Growth inducements resulting from the project
7 .. ·Relationship to plans, .programs, and policies of affected
j uri sdi cti ons
8. Alternatives to the project
9. Recipients of the draft -EIS
1.
2.
3.

(b) Recbmmended Format ·
The preparation of a draft EIS is frequently seen as essentially a twostep process·; (1) the raw data must be gathered relating to the project's
~impact on each aspect of the environment; and (2) the raw data must be analyzed.
·The difficulty with this process is that the analysis required is of a fairly
technical nature, and the r~sulting document will almost surely be complex
and filled with technical tenninology. While the detailed analysis is a neces. sary part of the EIS process, a third step should be added for the purpose of
providing a document of geniune use to decision makers and other interested
parties whbse time and expertise are limited: (3) the results of the analysis
shotild.be drawn together in non-technical language for a·coherent overview of
the environmental impact pf the project.
The notion of ·an impact summary is the key concept in the solution to
the problem of providing an EIS format w~ich is both a simple and clear pre1we do not believe it to be useful, however, to single out employment
effects as MEPA does. Such special treatment suggests the exclusion of tither
demog_raphic considerations. Our recommended definition of the term 'environment' (see sub-section E of this section) would include a variety of demographic characteristics in addition to employment.
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sentation and an in-depth analysis. If the· written product resulting from .
each of;the three steps in the process mentioned above is kept structur~lly
separate in the draft EIS from the product resulting from the other two
steps, the completed draft EIS should have a flexibility of use which most
EISs currently lack and which·will make the document of genuine value in
decision making.
In a nutshell, we recommend that the technical analyses currently found
running throughout the body of EISs be r'elegated to the position of an appendix to the document and that their p1ace in t.he body be taken by a common1ang uage summary of the analyses. The raw data that was originally gathered
should be kept on fi.le in the responsible agency as-technieal··appe-ndices to
the EIS. The summary alone (the body of ·the EIS) could be sent to those
without the technical capabilities or inte"rest to .follow the detailed analyses.
~Jhen the body is sent without the appendi.x, notification of the availability
of the appendix should be included.} Those with the technical capabilities
for performing or checking environmental analysis could be sent the summary
together with an appendix containing the analyses. Those with even deeper
interest could check the technical appendices on file as well. The advantage
of this general EIS format should ·be obvious: all. three steps described above
should be taken in EIS preparation in any case, and by coordinating the docu~·
ment's structure with the steps ·in its ·preparation, any interested party, regardless of his technical capabilities, ~ill be able to find out what he wants
to know about the prodect without sifting through a lot of information he is
not interested in.

)

The technical environmental analysis, which would constitute the EIS appendix, would in many ·respects remain the most important aspect of EIS _preparation. The original data is relatively useless if no one knows what it
means. The summary will be ·inadequate if based on a poor or unclear analysis.
It is strongly recommended that environmental analysis be undertaken by breaking down the environment into numerous environmental categories (see below)
·and tr~ating each as a separate subject for discussion. (The detailed treat_ment of economic effects would also be relegated to the appendix.) In this
way, every as·pect of the environment will receive due q;ms i deration or else
it wi 11 be obvious to both preparer and reviewer that something has been ignored or inadequately treated. Each section s~ou 1d inc 1ude a detailed dis- ·
cussion of existing conditions.relative to the category in question~ the anticipated impact of the project on those conditions, and any measures that
co~ld be t~ken to mitigate the adverse impacts identified.
The body of the EIS would include sections addressing all nine subjects
recommended on page 82, provided that the sections on exi~ti.ng conditions,
project impact, and· mitigating measures would consist of summaries of the
material included in the EIS appendix.
.

.

The detailed draft EIS format recommendation below has been designed to
increase substantially the readability of EISs without significantly increasing the time and effort required for t~eir preparation.
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Recommended Format for Draft Environmehtal Impact Statements
I.

Body of the

E~S

(impact summary)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F..
G.

Description and· purpose -0f the project
Permits and other approvals required on the project
Existing conditions ·{summary)
Project impact {summary) ·.
Measures to 'mit.igate adverse impacts (summary)
Growth inducements resulting from the project
Relationship to plahs, programs, and policies of affected
jurisdictions
H. Alternatives to the projeci
I. Recipient~ of the draft EIS ·

II.

Appendix to the EIS (categori£al impact analysis)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J·.

K.
L.

M.

N.
0.
P.

III.

Topography
Geology and soils
Hydrology
Water quality
Regional climate
Air quality
·
Noise pollution
Flora
Fauna
Land use
Demographic characteristics
Transportation and traffic congesti.on
·utiliti~s and ·public services
Economic characteristics
Historic, prehistoric, and archaeological features
Aesthetics
·

Technical appendices to the 'EIS (original data, research, and reports on file with the responsible official)

(c) Recoll1Tlended Scope of Coverage and.Contents
The n~ture of the contents arid the scope of coverage of a draft EIS
will be best explained· by a brief description of what each section of the
above EIS format is expected to include. It should be clearly noted that
~11 of the points mentioned in wh.at follows will not be appropriate concerns
for every EIS. We re-emphasize that the length and complexity of EISs prepared in accordance with the recommendations offered here should be expected
to vary dramatically ..
Body of the EIS {Impact Summary)
The primary purpose of the body of an EIS is to summarize the effects
of the proposed project. It is also intended to show the inter-relatedness
of the various environmental elements and what effect the proposed project
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will have on the total ecological interrelationships existing in and around
the project areas. The process.of categorical impact analysis (EIS appendix)
lends itself very well to establishing the information base to develop this
summary. If another process of environmental analysis is used, it should provide data in sufficient detail and form to discuss the total interactions and
relationships of the categories outli·ned in the EIS appendix section of the
format given above. The body. oft.he EIS should provide a basic understanding
of the project and its total effect on and relationship to the environment of
the project area. Discussion should cover the~interrelatedness of the project,
the existing environmental conditions, the anticipated impacts and any mitigating measures which might reduce or eliminate adverse impacts. Thi·s should
be done in a general summary type style, but with sufficient detail to provide a comprehensive understanding of the project and its impacts. The bulk
of the technical informatio.n and statistical data used to develop 'these asessments and evaluations relating to the proposed project should be consolidated in the appendix to the EIS. The key emphasis here is on the uniqueness
of the various categories.of environmental concern, the composite interactions
of those categories, and the cumulative environmental consequences that can be
expected from implementing the proposed project within the dynamics of those
categorical interactions. The discussion in this section should tie together
the variety of environmental concerns into a comprehensive, understand.able
package, summarizing the conclusions and findings of the specific categorical
impact analyses.

)
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Description and Purpose of the Project

)

The first section of an envi~onmental impact statement should consist
of a comprehensive description of the proposed project. It should include
the project name and sponsor, the principals involved {owner, developer, engineer, architect, etc.), the location (regional and local), and a general
descriptive statement of the project's physical, social, economic, and environmental characteristics and objectives. A discussion of the principal
·engineering proposals should be given special prominence. Attention should
be given to grading requirements, drainage, access to and within the project
·area, densiti·es, landscaping, amenities or special features, and building
heights, types an~ sizes. Official file or case numbers assigned to the project by any jurisdictions or agencies must also' be included for reference.
The precise location ~nd boundaries of the project must be shown on a detailed map. If a USGS Topographical Map is not used, the map used must
delineate topographical contours at meaningful intervals, and reference
must be made,. by name, to which USGS Topographical Map would cover the same
location. A legal description of the project lands should also be provided.
Also to be included in this initial discussion is a description of the phases
anticipated throughout the life of the project {planning, acquisition, construction, developmen~, ~nd operational phases) and the estimated time span
for each phase. Finally, a brief history of the project and/or project area
is appropriate here, including pertinent dates and previous decisions with
respect to the project.
Permits and Other Approvals· Required on the Project
This section need contain no complex verbiage. It should consist of a
simple listing of permits and other approvals required on the project including
local, state, and federal.

I
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Existing Conditions
In order to present a summary analysis of the project impacts, it is
first necessary to present a general picture of the existing environment.
It should be remembered that this is a summary of the categorical impact
analysis and should, therefore, contain much less detail than is to be
provided on existing conditions in the EIS appendix. Only that infonnation
necessary to understand the full implications of the impact presented in
the next section should be given here. Technital language should be avoided
insofar as possible since this part of the impact statement (the EIS proper)
is intended to be reviewed by persons with a wide variety of backgrounds.
The objectives of this section are to be brief, non-technical, easily understood, and to provide the necessary background for understanding the project
impacts.
Project Impact
The various impacts identified in the categorical impact analysis
should be summarized and tied together in this section. The complex
nature of the project impacts should be addressed as well as the categorical impacts resulting from the appendix analyses. The cumulative,
to.ta l effect of the project ·on the existing environment should be made
clear. Again it should be kept in mind that this is an impact summary
geared to individuals without sufficient time or technical expertise
to read the categorical impact analysis or +he individual reports and
data sources found in the technical appendix. This .sec ti on shou 1d be
brief, comprehensive, and to the point.
Measures to Mitigate Adverse Impacts
A sum111dry of any measures proposed by the project sponsor to mitigate
adverse impacts should be provided here. A detailed, technical analysis is
not necessary, since it is provided in the categorical impact analysis. Each
measure should be simply described and the range of impacts that it will reduce should be explained. An attempt should be made to present this discussion on a general, non-technical level while providing an adequate description. Where appropriate, mitigating measures not proposed by the proiect
sponsor but deemed necessary fo.r the protection of the environment must be
provided, along with a rough estimate of the cost of their implementation ..
The importance to decision makers of the presentation of mitigating measures
is often incal.culable. In fact, it is felt by many that the identification
of measures which could be introduced to minimize adverse impacts is one of
the most,useful parts of an EIS.
Growth Inducements Resulting from the Project
This section should describe any immediate or long-term' inducements of
population growth and/or expansion of development brought about by the oroposed project. ("Population growth" includes three dimensions: the d_i~t_rj
bution of the population, the rate of oopulation growth, and the size of thctt
population. J ls the project adjacent to existing urbanization or does it re-
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present the opening up of new, remote areas? Will it facilitate or induce
growth? Are additional facilities and services required to accommodate development? If-so~--have they been planned and programmed for implementation
within a tirrY frame compatible with the project? How do the densities pro..,
posed compare with the surrounding area? How do they compare with development on land of similar natural character? Included in this discussion
should be aspects of the project which would remove obstacles to population
growth. An example is the case where the project is the expansion of a
waste water· treatment plant or some development that requires that expansion with the result that a qreater development capacity is created. Increases in the population may further tax existing community service facilitites (such as schools, transportation facilities, etc.) so consideration
must be given to these impacts. Als.o to be d~scussed is the possi,bility
that a project may indirectly encourage and facfl itate other acti vi ti es
that could significantly affect the environment, either individually or
cumulatively. An important element that must be considered in this section
is time. The dynamics represented by growth-inducements are such that time
plays a very influential role. What may be inducing today may only be facilitating next week and may not even be a consideration next year. In preparing and evaluating the growth-inducement section of an EIS one must be
constantly aware of the project phases, the local and regional plans and
programs, affected value systems, and changing goals~ objectives, and values
of the local anrl regional are~.
Relationship to Plans, Programst and Policies

)

:This section shoU,ld describe how the project Hts in with the adopted
policies, standards, general plans, and, if applicable, the zoning of all
i-nvolved jurisdictions. Are there any trail systems, greenbelts, scenl'C
highways, open space concepts,· design standards, etc., existing or proposed
for the area? Federal, state, and regional agencies should be discussed,
. if applicable, in addition to the county, special district, and city policies,
programs and plans. Does the project represent a significant advance toward
the implement.ation of these policies, plans and programs? Does the project
conflict with other plans or does analysis and evaluation suggest that some
modification of the project·(or of the existing/proposed plans, policies,
programs) is needed? If applicable, any public controversy or comment regarding the proposed project should he included here.
Alternatives to the Project
There are four kinds of alternatives to consider relative to specific
projects: (1) major alternative project designs; (2) different projects on
the same site; {3) different sites for the same project; and (4) no project
at all. This section should include an identification Qf all feasible alternatives to the proposed project, especially those which might avoid some
or all of the adverse environmental effects resulting from the project as
proposed. It must be emphasized that the presentation of alternatives to
th~ proposed project shoul·d not be made dependent on the willingness of the
project proposer to undertake such alternatives or on the feasibility of immediate implementation of possible alternatives. Existing zoning regulations
and local comprehensive plans are likely to play a big role in this section.
It should also be emphasized that alternatives to the project might not be
mutually e~clusive; for example, 1t may turn out that the best course of
action environmentally is to have no project on the proposed site for a while,
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to sanction construction of the given project (including a major change in
design) on a new site. Every feasible alternative should be evaluated for
its environmental effect. ~Jhile project alternatives will consist, for the
most part, of gross project con~epts arid in-depth environmental analysis cannot be expected, care should be exercised to provide as much detail on anti·
cipated environmental effects of alternatives as possible.
Recipients of the Draft Stateme·nt .

...
A list should be provided here of all the agencies, groups, and indi~t
duals to whbm copies of the draft envitonmental impact statement are being
sent.

Appendix to the EIS (Categorical Impact Analysis)
The appendix to the EIS should include the detailed analysis of the raw
environmertal data. The technique of categorical impact analysis (breaking
down the environment into categories for analysis) is strongly recommended,
since it provides for a clear, straightforward presentation and a solid foundation for the summary. Each of the environmental categories listed in the EIS
format above should be treated i.n the following systematic way: (1) a."n evaluation of existing categorical conditions; (2) an analysis of expected project
impact; and (3) a presentation of measures that could be taken to mitigate
a~verse impacts.
A brief description of the subject to be analyzed under each
categorical heading follows here.
Topography
This section should address the physical surface features of the project
area and the affected peripheral area as it presently exists as well as the
expected change if the project were completed. Values to show general project
elevations should include at least the highest point and lowest depression.
The difference in elevation between highe~t and lowest points (total relief)
should accomp.any elevation figures. A descri.ption of slope characteristics
should include common or normal gradients in the project area as well as
critical (unstable) and steep slopes. Attention should be paid to past man~
made slope adjustments, especially if instabili-ty problems resulted. Dominant
or unique landforms should be described and possibly photographs included .
. ·This may be especially impoftant if the proposed project will subst~ntially
alter major landforms.· Where it is obvious that the project will impede o~
accelerate the activity of dominant land scu·lptur"ing agents, a complete description of these agents.and expected project effects should be given. This
might include accelerated erosion, mass movement {landslides, mudslides, soil
creep) and weathering, or impeded s'tream fl ow or wave action. Man as a surf ace
sculpturing agent should also be included here. Such features as open pit
min~s, landfills, road cuts or tailing deposits should be discussed.
Geology and Soils
A discussion of bedrock conditions and soil overburden should include
data pertinent to the project type. · The· composition of bedrock uni ts should

..
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be des. cri bed as we 11 as their depth under the surface and their s tabi 1ity
with respect to construction and operation of the project. Special geologic
con~iderations should include:
ore deposits; fossi.l fuel deposits (coal, oil,
natural gas); sand, gravel or rock deposits used for construction; and any
other extractable resources. Where it is deemed necessary, active faulting
zones or recent volcanism should be indicated. Relevant soil conditions
should be review~d including ·their classification under an acceptable. soil
classification system. This discussion should address soil composition and
p~rticie size, and how these relate to permeaoility {pore space size), compactabi 1i ty and ferti 1i ty. Wher.e .surface stabi 1i ty prob 1ems may occur as a
result of the proposed project such conditions should be explained in detail .
.Hydrology
The hydrologic cycle provides a continuous supply of fresh clean water·
for man and his environmenL Special care must be taken to ensure that abundant supplies of fresh water will be available in the future. To assess the
impact ·of any given project on the· water cycle it is necessary to examine
running sur_face water, ponded surface water, ground water and domestic water
supply. Stream networks and drainage basin characteristics should be described. Basin size, precipitaUon catch capacities, channel density and
bottom characteristics as well as stream flow rates and variatio.ns should be
included. In association with running water, all ponded surface waters should
be discussed, including all major ponds, lakes, reservoirs and oceanic expos·ures. Details of size, shape, vo 1ume, and i nfl ow-outflow systems should
be included. Evaluation of the ground water system .should show the height
of the water table, the porosity and water holding properties of aquifers,
subterranian ~ater movements and ground water recharge source areas. Since
domestic water supply can be drawn from either ground or surface water systems
and can be an important element in most projects, it must be a maj.or element
of this section. The discussion should center on water requirements, water
supply -and any conflicts therein. It is not necessary to discuss water quality
here., since it will be developed in the following section.

Water Quality
In light of the water systems analyzed in ·the hydrology section, the

be evaluated. Present and projected
concentration levels should consider organic materials, inorganic chemical
pollutants~ bacterial and viral counts, and dissolved salt or mineral content.
It should also include water temperature and dissolved oxygen concentration
as well as visual and odiferous aesthetic quality. A discussion of contamin.ant sources for each water system should inc 1ude types of po 11 utan ts, concentrations and dispersion patterns. In the area of special problems such things
as septic tank drainfields or agricu1tural pollution (pesticides, manure, etc.)
might be considered. Also under this heading, a discussion of potentially
hazardous compounds or products, such as radioactive waste or chemical weapon
manufacture waste, might be necessary. This_ would likely fall under the
heading of "accidents" and· all preventive or abatement measures should be outlined in detail under the section on mitigating measures.

wate.r quality in each· system should
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Regional Climate
The regional atmospheric conditions may affect the proposed p.roject to
It is important
to stress here that this section deals strictly with atmospheric conditions,
weather and climate, while ·ai.r quality and pollution wi 11 be discussed in
the following section. It should be noted, however, that this section shou1d
develop a working structure for later di·scussi,ons on air quality. Basic
climate considerations should be discussed for· the region surrounding the
project in general and if necessary for the internal project site (such would
be the case if specific micro~climatic conditions are significant). Extreme
maximum and minimum temperatures should be given as well as mean values, diurnal and seasonal variations. The amount and types of precipitation should
include rain, snow, fog, ice, thei.r intensity, duration and seasonal occurrence.
The regional humidity levels may be important and the seasonal variations,
maximum, and minimum levels.should be presented. One element that will be
important later but should be developed here is air flow or wind. Wind speed,
direction-, duration and seasonal changes· should be identified. Atmospheric
stability should be concerned with periods and intensity of unstable conditions as well as periods of extended temperature inversions.

a greater extent than the project affects the atmosphere.

Air Quality
This section will deal exclusively with air quality and pollution.
References should be made, however, to the information and data developed
in the reg-ional climate section as it pertains to influencing air quality
conditfons. Cross-references should be included throughout the impact
statement in order to facilitate its review and evaluation. The basic air
qua.lity and pollution considerations should be discussed, with attention
giv~n to the total airshed affected, the circulation system operating within
thaf ~irshed, the influences affecting the circulation system {i.e., climate,
topog·raphy, etc.) and the general function of the airshed and circulation
. system~ Air contami~ants and contaminant sources {those originating both
·an-site and external to the project) should be discussed in detail. The air
quality conditions plus the_pollution contaminants should not only be listed
and described, but a thorough evaluation should be done as to the effect
these contamin~nts have on the environment. The nature, amount (volume),
production rate, dispersion rate, chemical reacti~e properties, cumulative
properties, and effects on living orifanisms (plant and animal) must be discussed. The relationship of the air quality and pollution elements to es-.
tablished health standards or parameters should be discussed. Also the
eest.hetic qualities and any special, unique, or local problems should be
i.ncluded. A definitive statement s.hould be made as to the project'·s ultimate
effect on the air quality of the area. Particularly significant are those
·cases where the air quality will be degraded to levels beyond the ambient air
quality standards established by federal, state and local jurisdictions. Included here should be a statement of state policy as to whether current air
quality levels will be maintained or air degradation of non-polluted areas
will be allowed to reach standards set by the National Environmental Protection Agency.
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Noise Pollution

J

This section should ·cover in detail the projected and/or actual noise
levels that will be generated-from implementation of the proposed project,
as well as those levels tha:t will be ·itnposed on the project from existing
and/or proposed conditions. Evaluation of the noise impacts should be do.ne
keeping in mind the various land uses involved. Existing conditions plus
the altered conditions during construction and.at the completion of the project must be described. As noted, the impacts of both the noise g~nerated
~the project and the noise conditions imposed on the project need to be
discussed. Mitigating measures that reduce or eliminate the adverse noise
impacts must be included. These measures should include those that have
been incorporated intG the design and implementation of the project; those
that could be proposed as possible mitigating efforts but were not pursued
for some reason (incltJde the reason); and those that may become mitigating
measures b~sed on technological developments and/or improvements, or on
ch~nges in specifi·c plans or polici~s relating to the project area.
Flora
Of· primary importance in thls settion on flora ·is the role played by
plant life within ahd ar~und the proj~ct area. A long list of plants
with their genus and species names would be ·totally useless if no correlation is· provided between the existence of particular plants and thei~ ecological· role. In any place at ·anj.specific time there is a natural (eco-)
syste_m functioning. The plant life plays a significant role in that system·.and· will also indi'cate other aspects of the total system such as geology, soil types, climatic conditions, possible wildlife types, etc. n
is therefore extremely important that along with identification of the flora,
adequate analysis and evaluation of the functi ans of the flora be done. · What
plants are present? Which are native and which are exotic? Do they provide
·wndlife habitat and forage? . Which, if any, are providing a soil retention
role?· Are certain climatic conditions indicated by the variety (or lack of
variety) of plant life present? Could climatic conditions be altered if
signtficant areas of v~getation were ~ltered or removed? Does the vegetation assist in the quality of the airshed or in the functions of a groundwater recharge area? . It is impossible to 1 ist here all th.e questions that
need to be answered for every possible project in all possible locati.ons.
Each projec;:t and location will have its own unique set of questions that
need answers. What is important is that a thorough understanding of the
functions of the vegetative communities be presented, and that the analysis
and evaluation of proposed changes reflect the consequences of altering those
functions.
th~

\
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Fauna
Analogous to the previous section on flora, the importance of this section is to gain thorough understanding of the role wildlife plays in the
natural operation of the environment and to analyze that role in the light
of requirements imposed by the implementation of a project within that environment in order to evaluate and predict changes and consequences of pro-

posed alte~ations. It will be ·necessary to discuss not only the types of
wildlife present, but also the various habitats and conditions that influence wildlife behavior, unique, rare, endangered species, special problems, migration and breeding habits of that wildlife identified in the
project area. "t.aundry lists" of animals should be discouraged and attention given to the wildlife -r~le played within the functioning eco-system
of the area. Many of the main questions asked regarding flora are applicattie to fauna also.
Land Use
The analysis in this section must consider both existing and proposed
land uses on the project site and for the surrounding area.. The types of
land uses, densities involved, and proposed general/specific area plans
should be included in the discussion. The objective·of this section is to
describe the nature of man's activities in the project area~ the compatibility of those activities with.existing ·and proposed land uses, and the
interrelationships of the various land uses in the project area.
Demographic Characteristics
Central to the issue of ~nvironmental impact statements is the compatibility of man with nature. ·For this reason, in analyzing and evaluating a
project, some data concerning the numbers, location, migration patterns, and
growth trends of man should be developed. The purpose of this section is to
assemble the infonnation available with a view to gaining an understanding
of the demographic processes operating in the project area. This understanding
should assist in evaluating the interrelationships between the environment
and the. key variables in man's habitat selections. A discussion of population
characteristits such as age~ sex, family size, income levels, and location
should be included to give a picture of the population involved with and
around the project. Employment patterns, migration trends and growth rat~s
or patterns should also be noted. Housing types needed, preferred, and/or
proposed should be discussed as well as the general desirability of th~ local
env1ronment. Emphasis should.be placed on those elements that influence the
migration of people from one area to another or that influence particular
choices of activity in specific localities.
1

Transportation and Traffic Congestion
Most projects alter existing transportation systems to some degree.
The. amount of change is dependent upon the specific project type and should
~e reflected in this section.
Logically, the constructiori of d new shopping
center wi 11 mod.ify traffic to a greater extent than would construction of a
new fish hatchery. Since transportation is the process of moving from an
origin to a destination, extensive areas outside the project site may need
to be considered. Special attention should be paid if implementation of the
project wi!l act as a traffic generator by increasing the number of trips to,
from, or through the site, by changing the time of peak traffic flows, or by
altering transportation routes or modes. Other subjects that may need special
attention might be creating or adding to existing traffic congestion problems
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or necessftating the placement -0f additional traffi6 control systems. P~e-.
dictions of traffic genera ti o·n and fl ow should be based upon the most recent data available and should consider maximum and average conditfons.
Transportation and traffic lend themselves readily to quantitative presentation. All relevant data s.hould be included in table or graphic form if
possible. Any special prob.lems that may result from the project should be
discussed according to their magnitude.
Utilities

a~d

Public ·Services

Most projects that involve ·human use or occupation of the site will have
some impact on utilities and public .services. A "laundry list 11 of ·services
and utilities is not desired, and it is left to the judgment of the responsible ·
agency' to include in this discussion all util'ities. and public services that
..
may be impacted by the project. The manner in which .project i.mpacts usually·
occur on public servtces and utilities is in the area of consuming a portion
of planned.serv·ice or utility capacity or.. by requiring the extension of a
service or utility that fs already .operating at th~ designed capacity. For
example, a development may require sewage treatment for 5,000 people. The.
present sewage treatment fac!ii:lity is designed to accommodate 200,000 people,
but is pres.ently serving .. only 170, 000 peop 1e. Therefore, the project wi 11
not require expansion of the facility but wi 11 consume about 17% of the reserve capacity.. If, however,· the facility is already operating at capacity,
the add.ed requirements of the project would necessitate a 2.5% exp~nsion of
the facility. There are numerous .other ways in which a project can affect
p.ublic services or utilities. Completion of a project may mean the expansion ·
of a .utility service are.a .(a ·secondary grow.th-inducfng impact) or require
the re locati om of some faci li ti es (i.e. , power and te 1ephone transmi ss i.on 1i nes~,
sewage and wate·r mains, gas lines, etc.). There are a host of other impact
possibilities and each project will present a unique set of circumstances.
f~onomic

Characteristics·

.
There are two interlocking a·spects of this sec ti on analyzing economic
impacts: ecoriomic c6nsiderations of the project itself; and the general
economic climate of the immediate surrounding area. They are to some exten~
separable entities but should be considered as they relate· to one another.
Of particular importance are· the ·growth inducements that may be provid~d by
implementing the project. A full ecQJ1omic analysis of the project and its
surrounding area can become an immense discussion far exceeding the needs of
an EIS. Extra care, therefore, must be taken to concentrate on those areas
that are\particularly significant, deleting irrelevant data. Often, an economk feasibility or impact study is prepared for the project along with the
e·nvironmental impact sta,tement. It' might be advantageous to use such a study
as the primary reference for this section and cite it as such. It may also
be beneficial to include this study,either in summary or as a whole, in the
technical appendix to the EIS on file with.·the responsible agency along with
the other technical reports and raw data used for the various sections of the
impact statement. Perhaps one of the most difficult, and surely one of the
·most important, elements of this section i's the project's growth-inducing
characteristics. There is a strong link between economics and growth, and
if not given adequate consideration in the planning stages, uncontrollable
growth could be an unpredicted re~ult of a project.
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Historic, Prehistoric, and Archaeological Features
This section should describe those historic, archaeological and paleontological resources that exist in the project area, and what specific impacts
the project will have on those resources. Special emphasis should be placed
upon uniqueness or rarity, the value of preservation for the community or
state, and the facilities. and techniques available to accomplish preservation,
storage, or utilization of the resources involved .
•
Aesthetics
Aesthetic considerat~ons should be discussed here with a view to providing the greatest possible objectivity. This will allow for clarity in
the technical analysis and evaluation of the other impact categories, while
also providing for specific recognition of the total concept of aesthetics as it rel ates to the project and the ·surrounding area. Aes the ti cs is normally considered a subjective topic, and objectivity consistent with the informational nature of the EIS is very diffi'cult to attain. Each impact category has its own element of aesthetic consideration., and each is subject to
diverse eva·luation and judgment. It is, therefore, necessary to deal in
genert.l ·terms and broad, descriptive concepts that allow for this diversity
when discussing aesthetics. Discussions .should center around those elements
or characteristics that descrtbe aesthetic concepts but that do not ascribe
a value·to thos~ concepts. For example, a pro~ect may have an impact on the
re·lative sizes of buildings in the project area. The point should be made
that there wi 11 be created a proportional change in the sizes of buildings,
wit.h .those of the proposed project becoming quite noti ceab 1e within the
surrounding area. No effort should be made to tack on a value statement to
this, as that will manifest itself i"n the evaluations of and decisions on the
EIS and proJect as a whole. ·
·
I

(2~ Notifi.cation

of Availabiiity of Draft EISs

It is extremely important that every effort be made to notify pµb l i c
agencies and the general p~blic of the availab;lity of a draft EIS immediately upon its release to review ·agencies. ·It is at this point in the process that public participation can be-most valuable: ~ detailed description
of the proposed project and what it will do to the environment can now be put
in the public's hands for careful evaluation ~ind response!. Placing the draft
statement in the hands of the public should provide the opportunity t .·¥' careful, thoughtful, systematic evaluation of the proposed project before any
governmental action appr~ving the project in question has been taken. A copy
of the body of and/or the appendix to the draft, EIS should be made available
to any individual for the actual cost of reproduction.
In order to ensure that public notification of the availability of draft
EISs is undertaken adequately, two notification procedures should be required
of the responsible age-ncy. Both notices should be given at the same time as
or after the deli very or mailing of the draft EIS to draft review a gene ies .
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Public notification should be given by: {a)· the publication of notice of the
availability of the draft Eis· for review in a newspaper of general circulation
in the county, city, or general area where the prop.erty which is the site of
the project is located; and {b) the mailing of notice to all owners of property abutting the property which is t.he site of the proposed project. The
second requirement should be satisfiable by the mailfng of copies of the
newspaper notification. The ·opportunity should be provided to combine these
notifications with other public notkes .(e.g., hearing notices) given for the
same project. The information provided in pub"lic notices on the availability
of draft EISs should include:
(1) Project sponsor, locatio~ and description;
(2) Responsible ag~ncy and contaci person;
(3) Location and statement of the availability of the draft EIS for
review (office, address, and phone number);
(4) Approximate cost·of the draft EIS for ihdividuals desiring personal
copies;
(5) Where review comments on the draft EIS should be sent (name and
addre.ss);.and
(6) 'Final date for the receipt of comments usable in the preparation
-0f the final EIS.

/

There is one further notification procedure which we recommend. The
Environmental Quality Council will recei·ve a copy of every draft EIS. EQC
staff should include notification .of the availability of the\ statement in
its next issue of the MEPA Monitor. There may be individuals, groups, and
governmental agencies .interested in the project in question which would not
be. reached by the two-pronged public notification described above and which
would not automatically receive a copy of the draft EIS but which would be
reached by the MEPA Monitor. (See subsection E of this section.)
-Any other means by which the public which is to be affected by or which
is interested in the proposed project can be notified of the av1ilability of
a draft environmental impact statement are·strongly encouraged.

(3)

Review of Draft EISs

The review of draft EISs is one of the most important parts of the EIS
process. This point in the process provides one of the orimary foci for interdepartmental, interdisciplinary input into the evaluation of a project's
environmental impacts. It also provides one of the most crucial avenues for
citizen participation. In other states, regrettably, the review of draft EISs
by governmental agencies has tended to slip to a fairly low priority in terms
of agency expenditure of manpower. The EIS process will not reach its full
potential in Minnesota unless governmental agencies budget for and actively
participate in the review of draft EISs. EIS review is frequently a difficult
undertaking. Reviewers are often unsure of what they should expect to find
1see Appendix C to this report for a summary of public notification

in the EIS process.

in an EIS. We believe that sub-section (1) above may go a long way in assi"sting
reviewers on this matter, especially if the format recommendation comes into
widespread use. Because of a variety of idiosyncracies of EIS reviewers, it
is extremely difficult to provide hard tools for EIS review that are equally
valuable to all reviewers. Appendix E to this report contains a detailed
discussion of several specific tools that can be made available for use by
individual reviewers.
·
_
. One of the greatest potential values in r~viewing impact statements is
the opportunity to bring the results of the review to the ,attention of the
public, the agency responsible for EIS preparation, and other public decisi"on
makers. While there may b.e a variety of ways in which review comments can be
widely shared {e.g., in public hearings) the E1S process itself pr.ovides for
a systematic and effective public airing. Written comments submitted on the
draft EIS during the period designated for review by.the responsible official
will be reproduced in the final EIS, and the responsible official will respond
to. such comments as appropriate. It is strongly recommended that all EIS reviewers use this avenue of expressi.on of review comments.
There are several things to be kept in mind in preparing review comments.
First, it must be remembered th~t an .EIS is intended to be an informational
documen.t, in contrast to a st~tement supporting or attacking the project in
que~tion.
For this reason, review comments supporting or attacking the project on the basis -0f the information contained in the impact statement are
inapptopriate. Other avenues of argument for or against the project are
provided by law. Review comments on the EIS should be directed to the accuracy
and. ~ompleteness of the presentation of pertinent information .
. . Second, it will be Qf no help whatever to comment simply that a whole EIS·
o:r any parti ct.ilar part of an EIS is 11 bad 11 or "poorly done". If a given subject
·is not treated at all, has it simply been overlooked or is there reason to
think it is inappropriate in relation to the EIS being reviewed? If it is felt
that a given subject is treated inadequately what specifically is wrong with
·the treatment.? Are there grounds for thinking that the. data is inaccurate or
misrepres~nted?
Is there reason to think that coverage of the subject is insufficient, that additio~al:matters should be addressed or that the subject
should be treated in greater depth?
Most importantly, it should be remembered that the submission of review
comments is intended to be a participatory process. Reviewers should not view
themselves as in opposition to EIS preparers, scurrying to find fault with the
document before them. Reviewers can be of substantial help in the production
of an EIS by offering constructive criticism and, if possible, pertinent information and source references. There is no reason to divide into warring camps
on the issue of the presentation of information. Further5 it should b~ em~
phasized that complimentary review comments on aspects of an EIS that are particularly well handled are not at all out of place. If responsible aqencies
are apprised of what constitutes noteworthy l.·Jverage of given subjects, they
are likely to deal with similar subjects in much the same way in preparing
subsequent statements. A general upgrading of the quality of EISs is likely
to be the long-term result.
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We recommend that copies. of draft EISs (the body and/or the appendix
as apprbpriate) be sent for review to the EQC, the regional development commission in whose jurisdiction the project is proposed to take place, and to:
(1) all agencies with jurisdiction by law over the project; (2) all other
public agencies with special expertise with respect to the impacts involved;
(3) all appropriate federal, state, and local agencies which are authorized
to develop and enforce environment"al. standards; (4) all other public agencies
which might be expected to have an interest i~ the proposed proJect (including
any agency which requests a copy); and (5) all environmental or public interest
groups or organizations in the area to be affected by the project. Copies
should also be available for public inspection at the office which houses
the responsible agency and sent to the public library if one exists in the
immediate area of the project~ In the case of pri_vate projects, copies
should be given to the project sponsor. Individuals or groups not covered
in the listing above should_b.e able to purchase thei.r own copies for the cost
of reproduction. Comm~nts should be actively solicited from members of and
groups rep~esenting the public at large.

f
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-Experience has shown that responsible agencies are frequently unclear
on where draft EISs should be sent for review. On the one hand, statements
are fretjuently circulated in gr~at n~mber (and at considerable expense) to
every agency which might conceivably be "supposed" to receive a copy--most
such statements end up gathering dust on shelves. On the other hand, the
groups and individuals which are often most vitally interested in proposed
.
projects (like local citizen and environmental interest groups) are frequently.
unaware of the existence and avai 1ability of draft statements. For the purpose
of ~aking draft EISs most useful at the smallest cost, the list of recipients
of a draft EIS. for review should be carefully constructed. While each case
is unfque and no genera~ formula for distribution can be provided, the following
rules of thumb should be kept in mind. Draft EISs need not b~ circulated to
every agency in the state with some type of environmental expertise (a rather
·large number), but only to those which might be reasonably assumed to have an
expertise to contribute to the evaluation of the impacts of the project fn
question. Draft EISs need not be sent to all federal, state, and local agencies
which are authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards on the off
chane,e that they should be considered "appropriate" agencies, but only to those
which might be reasonably assumed to have an irite_rest in or a contribution
to make to the evaluation of the i!ll>a. .cts of the project in question. Most
importantly, emphasis should be given to providing for basically local review of local projects of primarily local significance and both state and
local review of projects of statewide significance.
EQC rules and regulations currently require that

'

[p]ublic meetings . . . be held by the Responsible Agency or
Responsible Person as part of the Draft EIS review ~rocess. This
requireme~t may be met by the incorporation of the discussion of
the Draft EIS into another public meeting or hearing (e.g., a permit hearing) that is already scheduled as-part of that action,
provided that notice is properly given of the incorporation.
[Minn. Reg. MEQC 26]
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We believe this requirement to be necessary and would only point out that
other hearings will almost always be necessary on projects for which EISs
are prep·ared. Every effort should be made to incorporate the discussion
on the EIS draft as described above.
The current review period for draft EISs that is provided in the EQC
rules and regulations is anywhere from 45 to 90 days at the discretion of
the responsible agency. We strongly recommend that this period be shortened.
One of the primary complaints about the EIS prbcess everywhere is the horrendous delay it introduces. We believe that the present review period introduces a delay that is safely eliminable. The longer an agency has to rev1ew
an EIS, the longer that EIS will sit on a desk unattended. We recommend
that the review period for draft EISs be made. 30 days with the po~sibility
of a 15-day extension if an· agency submits a written request to the responsible agency for such an extension. The review period should be initiated
as of the date of newspaper publication of the notice of availability of the
draft EIS or the date of the mailing of n·atice to owners of property abutting
the property which is the site of the proposed project, whichever is later.
Receipt of no written comment within the specified period from any agency,
group·, or i ndi v-i dua 1 would result in the forfeiture of the right of that agency,
group o.r indi vi dual to expect a .response to such comment.

( 4) Fi na l EIS s
~At or before the·end of the review period, the responsible agency shoul~
begin preparation of the final enviironmental impact statement. If the draft
statement was carefully and adequ~tely done, preparation of the final statement should be a simple matter requiring relatively little time. In the case
of impact statements on private projects, the responsible agency should be required to produce the final statement within 30 days of the date which ends
the review period, unless the Environmental Management Hearings Board grants
a written request from the responsible agency for an extension. Such request
must show material need for an extension to be heard.

The final EIS shpuld include (a) the draft EIS, updated, corrected, and
expanded as necessary in view of the review comments (including an update of
the list of recipients of the draft),'(b) all comments submitted in review of
the draft, and (c) responses to all reasonable comments submitted in review
of the draft to which a response is appropriate. Review comments making the
same point(s) may be grouped together for a single response. The point is
not to provide an individual response to every comment, but rather to be sure
that all comments are responded to in some way. The best w~y to respond to
review comments will depend on the nature of the comments received.
If evaluation of the review comments reveals that the draft statement
requires little revision, the fi'nal statement may consist of the draft EIS
as originally produced, together with a Supplement to the Draft EIS detailing
corrections and changes and including the review comments and responses to
the· review comments. In this case, the Supplement alone may be sent to
agencies and individuals who received the draft statement, thereby completing
the final EIS package. There is no reason to send a second copy of the draft
if it is used as a part of the final statement. If the draft statement re-
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quires substantial rev1s1on and/or expansion., a single new document should ·be
prepared containing a cover l~tter explaining how this statement relates to
the draft EIS and summarizing the major changes. It should be made clear in
either case in just what·ways the draft EIS has been updated, in order to
facilitate evaluation of the final EIS.

(5) Notific~_tion of Avai.lability of Final-~

We believe it to be of con~iderable·importance that the EIS process have
a definite end-point. For this reason, we recommend that a statute of limitati~ns be placed upon appeal of EIS adetjuacy and procedural compliance with ·
MEPA which is automatically triggered by a required step in the 'proces5. The
triggering mechanism should be a. public notification.of the availability of ·
the final EIS. Such notification is desirable whether or not it triggers a
statute of limitations. The public notffi.cation should be required to be given
at the same time as or after the delivery or mailing.of the final EIS to the
appropriate agencies. It should include: (a) the publication of notice of
the availability of the final ElS ·(and the triggering of the statute) in a
newspaper of general circulation in the county, city, or general area ·where
the property which is the site of the proposed project is located; and (b)
th.e mailing of notice to all owners of property abutting the property which
is the site of the proposed project~ The s~cond requirement should be satisfiable by the mailing of copies of the newspaper notification. The opportunity should be provided to combtne these notifications with other public
notice·s (e.g., permit hearing notices) given for the same project. The information provided in public notices on the availability of final EISs shou·ld
include:
·
(1) Project sponsor, location, and description;

(2) Responsible agency and contact person;
(3) Location and statement of the availability of the final EiS
(office, address, and phone number);
(4) Approximate cost of the final EIS for individuals desiring
p~rsonal copies;'.and
(5) Final date for foitiating appeal of the adequacy of the EIS
or of sati·sfaction of the procedural requirements lea.ding to
the EIS.
.
We also recommend· that notification of the availability of final EISs be
included by EQC staff in the MEPA Monitor.
Any other means by, which the· public which is to be affected by or whfrh
is interested in the proposed .proje-ct can be notified of the av,ilability of
a draft environmental impact statement are strongly encouraged.
1See sub-section G of the ;present section.

2see Appendix C to this report for a summary of public notification
in the EIS process.
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(6) Disposition of Final EISs
Final EISs (or Supplements to Drafts, if appropriate) should be sent as
a matter of course to th~ Environmental Quality Council, the regional development commission in wh~se jurisdiction the project is proposed to occur, the
State Planning Agency , all public agencies with jurisdiction by law over the
proposed project, all other public agencies which submitted review comments
on the draft statement and/or which req~est a copy of the final EIS, all environmental or public interest groups active i-r1 the area to be affected by
the proposed project, the projec;:t proposer (in the case of a private project},
and any private group or individual who submitted review comments on the draft
statement. Copies of the final statement should be available for public inspec~ion at the office which houses the responsible agency and pl~ced tn the
public library (if one exists in the area of the project). Copies of the
final statement should be avail~ble for the cost of reproduction to any other
individual or group.
Production df the final £IS is not the end of th~ evaluation of environmental information relative to the action it addresses. In an important sense,
it is only the beginning~ Once the information has been collected, analyzed,
and publicized, it is to be· used by decision makers in judging whether or not
the p·roject in question should be approved or disapproved. The final ·environmental impact statemeni should accompany th~ proposal through the existing
agency review process.
The existing statutory authority of state agencies and local governments ·
in M·i nnesota provides.. for a wide variety of. regulatory uses of the i nformati on contained in impact statements, both in terms of the grounds for project
approval and disapproval and in terms of the scope of conditions that may be
attached to project approval. We have recommended that conditionalization
authority be expanded if and as necessary to give all agencies {including local
governments) the power to attach mitigating measures identified in EISs as pro. Ject conditions. MEPA itself provides two further regulatory controls for ·
· putt.ing EIS informaUon to use which we heartily recommend be retai.ned:
No state action significantly a.ffecti.ng the quality of the
environment shall be allowed, nor shall any permit for natural
resources management and development be granted, where such ac-.
tion or permit has caused or ts likely· to cause pollution, impairment, or destruction of the air, water, land or other natural
resources located within the state, so long_as there is a feasible
a,nd prudent alternative consistent with the reasonable requirements
of the public health, safety, and welfare and the state's paramount
concern for the protection· df its air, water, land and other natural
resources from pollution, impairment, or destruction. Economic
considerations alone shall not justify such conduct. [Minn. Stat.
Section 1160.04, subdivision 6 (Supp. 1973)]
1see sub-section (7) below.

2In the case of an EIS done on a project proposed in a critical area, this
recommendation would require that' the EIS accompany any permit applications relating to the project which are reviPwed by the EQC.
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Prior to the final decision upon any state project or action
significantly affecting the environment or for which an ~nviron
mental impact statement is required, or within ten days thereafter,
the [environmental quality] council may delay implementation of the
action or project by notice to the agency or department and to interested parties. Thereafter, within 45 day-s of such notice~ the
council may reverse or modify the decisions or proposal where it
finds, upon notice and hearirig, that the action or project is inconsistent with the policy and standards of sections 1 through 6 .
. . . [Minn. Stat. Sectiqn 1160.04, subdivision 9 {Supp. l973)]
The provision of such regulatory teeth in MEPA gives the EIS process in
Minnesota a significan·ce which it does not have in other states.

(7) The Long-term Use of EIS )nfonnation

j

One of ·the great tragedies of environmental impact statement processes
wherever they are in use around the nation is that there is no systematic
provision made for the long-tern:i use of the information contained in EISs.
A great deal of time, money, and basic research are involved in the analysis
of ·the environmental impacts of proposed prqjects, but once a project is
finally. either approved or disapproved the EIS becomes dead paper gathering
dust on shelves. As me-ntfoned previously, one of the main reasons for the
need for an impact statement process in the first pl.ace is that existing information on the envir.onment is inadequate for sound decision making and
long range planning. There i~ something absurd about requiring impact statements because existing information i's inadequate and then not incorporating
the foformation provided with the previously existing information.
The State Planning Agency is currently attempting to provide a comprehensive overview of Minnesota's natural resource information, pulling together
a variety of sources. The developing system is called the Minnesota Land
Management Information System (MLMIS).. We strongly encourage this effort and
urge that adequate continued funding be made available. Further. the need
for incorporating EIS information into the system when it has matured can
hardly be over-emphasized. In ordet for those working with the MLMIS td have
EISs available for the eventual inclugion of the information they contatn,
they will need to receive copies of all EISs produced in the state {hence,
the inclusion of the State Planning Agency as a final EIS recipient above)
and they will have to hav~ some kind of simple filing system for keeping them
s.traight.
If copies of ElSs a re centrally located and sorted out i·n this way, very
little additional work would be necessary .to provide a simple environmental
data library, which we believe would fulfill what will be an increasinq need.
The information contained in EISs is not only useful with respect to the longterm goal of providing a comprehensive statewide information system; it is also
useful as data sources for new EISs and other environmental analyses. If a
responsible agency charged with the production of an EIS could obtain copies
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of previously prepared EISs dealing with the same location and/or the same
type of· project, a great deal of "original research'·' on the part of the new
impact statement preparer could be eliminated. Nor is the preparation of a
new impact statement the.only reason for needing· the information contained
in previously completed EISs. Nor are EISs the only documents that could
be usefully stored in such ·a .library.
The need for an interim environmental data library should be obvious.
Ideally, such a facility would receive, ca ta log, store, and retrieve a11
erivtronmental impact statements.and other analyse~ studies, reports, theses,
and dissertations produced in the state. It could be set up and operated at
a minimal cost and, by establishing a minimal user charge, part of the operation cost could be recovered. It could act as a depository for information
producers in the state and could in turn be used by all.
The key to the success·of a system like this is the cataloging structure.
It must be simple enough to allow data in'put without complication and quick
retrieval upon request. There should be a location index to recall documents
dealing with s~ecific sites and there should also be a. project index to o~tain
information on similar types of projects. They should be cross-referenced to
allow the user to obtain the greatest number of relevant information documents
while·referring to only one of the index.systems.
Since the MLMIS geo-grid system is based on the U.S. Land Office Survey,
the environmental document library location index should also be keyed to thiS,
system. A much larger grid cell is likely to be necessary for library use,
however--perhaps the· six mile square township would be appropriate. Each
geographical township in the state would have an index number, and as document~
were received by the library they would receive a location number according
to the township in which the project was located. A location index file would
be maintained with file cards for all documents, arranged by township number~
Recall of any do,cument in the library could be accomplished by referring to
the location number.
A second document index should be provided in order to obtain material
deali.ng with project types similar to those of a new proposal. A project category qist should be developed with a numerical coding system, and as documents
are received by the library, a project number could be assigned. Another index
file would be maintained with the file card for each document in the library,
organized according to the project category 1is t. Any person requiring i nformati on on the common impacts of a particular type of project could request
9ocuments from the library by specifying the project type involved.
The library staff would compile and maintain a catalog for use by persons
in the state to identify documents stored in the library. The catalog would
consist of summaries or actual copies of the index cards of both data orgdnization systems. This catalog would be distributed to all potential users and
periodically updated by issuing catalog supplements. The catalog updating pnocedure could be tied to the MEPA Monitor.
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Initially, the library would operate as described above, with users
obtaining copies of whole documents using one or both of the index systems .
As this system matured and the MLMIS also became mqre advanced, the data stored
in the library could be abstracted from the documents and fed into the data
6
banks of the MLMIS, using the coding manuals presently being developed. Thi~
would enable a wealth of data that would normally be lost to accelerate the
development of a much needed ·central state data system with complex analysis
capabilities. Not only would this provide a mass of detailed natural resource
data for use in preparing·environmental impact statements now and in the future,
but as the MLMIS begins full sp~ed operation it would also provide a natural
resource input into the planning processes of the state and local governments.

I
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G.

Appeal

(1) An Administrative Appeal Process

There is currently no administrative appeals process which can be used
to handle various appealable decisions made and actions taken under MEPA.
A handful of appeals have been made of actions taken by the EQC, and all
such appeals have been ma~e directly· to the courts. We strongly recommend
as an important adjunct to decentralization that an administrative appeals
body be established to hear appeals of decisions made and actions taken
under MEPA. If the Environmental Quality Council is to be freed from project-by-project decisions, allowing it to. direct its attention to the subjects recommended in sub-section B of Section IV, the Council canriot be
saddled with an administrative appellate function. We recommend that a new
body, to be called the Environmental Management Heari"ngs Board, be created
to perform the appellate function. (See sub-section A of Section IV for
recommendations on the structure and general functioning of the Board.)
The advisability of creating a special appeals process for MEPA is not
clearcut. At least three major objections might be raised against such an
undertaking: {a) we are, in effect, simply adding another step in the EIS
process before appeals are taken up in court, and the time delay is unacceptable; (b) such a Board could not maintain the image of objectivity that is
attributed to the courts; and (c) a special appeals process would be expensive. While none of these points ·may ·be taken lightly, we feel that arguments on the other side are somewhat stronger.
In response to {a), it should be pointed out that, currently, in cases
where applicants actually do get a case to court, there is frequently a long
delay because of present court overloads. This situation will become worse
if numerous appeals relating to the decentralized EIS process are added to
court dockets. 1under existing administrative environmental appeals processes
in other states , there is a significant "washout" of cases--that is, a sig·nificant percentage of cases appealed· administratively never get taken to
court. Experience elsewhere indicates that a full-time administrative appeals
body is able to decide on cases brought before it far quicker than issues can
be settled in court. Though more appeals may be filed with the Board than
would be filed in court, the quickness of administrative action and the washout effect make it very unclear whether or not an administrative appeals process would result in time delays overall. In response to (b) in the preceding
paragraph, while it may be true that an image of objectivity is less likely
forahearings board than it is for the courts, it is likely, on the other hand,
that courts will not have the.environmental expertise attainable by a board
hearing only appeals on environmental issues. In response to (c). it should
be pointed out that it is not at all obvious that a new administrative appeals
system will be more expensive overall than court appeal. Ideally, MEPA appeals
would be heard on the record only and no expensive personal appearance (or
1The two administrative appeals board with which we are most familiar

are the Pollution Control Hearings Board and the Shorelines Hearinq Board
in Washington State. Both boards are effective and provide positive test
cases for statewide appellate mechanisms for the handl1ny of environmental
issues.
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hiring of attorneys) should be ·necessary. From the point of view of the
private citizen, then, appear to the Environmental Manaqement Hearings
Board would be much theaper than appeal in court. from the point of view
of public expenditure, the issue is not clear. The existence of the Board
is very likely to reduce the number of cases that would otherwise be taken
to court (the "washout" effect mentioned above), and the money spent on
the one side is likely to be ~aved on the other. For these reasons, and
because we feel that an administrative appeals process would provide far
mQre equitable access to aggrieved citizens th&n is available at present 1 ,
we recommend the creation ·of an Environmental Management Hearings Board
and an administrative appeals process.
(2) Appealing Decisions Made and Actions Taken under MEPA
Appeal of decisions made· and actions taken under MEPA to ·the Environmental Management Heari-ngs Board should constitute the only·administrative
recourse for these decisions and·actions.· Appeal should be allowed to be
i ni ti ated by the project proposer, -any governmenta 1 agency, and any private
individual, corporation or organization in the area to be affected by the.
project in question. The point at issue should be decided on the record.
to_gether with su-ch supporting documents, briefs, affidavits, and oral arg.uments as the Board may in its.discretion .require.

/
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Appeal would be heard on declarations of exemption, significance decisions, environmental impact statement adequacy, and a 11 forms of procedural compliance with MEPA. If public notification is given as described
in sub-section E of this Section for an exemption or significance decision,
an appeal of the decision or of the fulfillment of procedural requirements
leading to the decision would not be valid unless filed with the Board
within sixty days of the date of newspaper notification or within sixty
days of the date of the mailing of notice to interested governmental agencies
and owners of property abutting the property which is the site of the proposed
project, whichever date is later. Exemption and significance decisions should
be appealable on the g~ounds that an incorrect decision was made as shown by
the material submitted in support of that decision or on the grounds that the
support material was inadequate fo.r the making ·of the decision. The Board
should be empowered to reverse or declare null and void a decision made or
an action taken, and/or remand the decision or action to the responsible agency
for further study.
If an environmental impact statement is required on a project, an anpea·l
of the adequacy of the statement or the ful fi 11 ment of the procedural requirem.ents leading to the statement should not be valid unl .Jss filed with the Board
within sixty days of the date of newspaper notification of the availability
of the final environmental impact statement or within sixty days of the date
of the mailing of notice to owners of property abutting the _property which
is the site of the proposed project, whichever date is later. A finding by
the Board that an EIS is inadequate would require the responsible agency to
revise the document as specified by the Board .
.1As argued in sub-section A of Section III, the petition process currently
available does not appear to provide adequate access for aggrieved individuals.
Nor does the Citizens Advisory Committee provide the appropriate channel.
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The Board should also be empowered to {a) select a local government
to fulfill the role of resp.on·sible- agency with respect to a projed for
which the local governm~nts involved are unable to choose a responsible
agency by mutual agreement, and (b) decide on requests from responsible
agencies for a time extension on the preparation of final EISs in the case
of private projects. The Board should not be empowered to hear any appeal
of a decision made or an actfon ta,ken by the Environmental Quality .Council.
(3) Court Review
We strongly recommend that court review of the'decisions rendered by the
En vi ronmenta 1 Management Hearings Board ~e strictly limited. The ·poss i bi 1i ty
of an action going through an endless appeals.process, potentially. causing
time delays, should be avoided to whatever extent ·possible. For this reason,
we suggest that the decisions of the Hearings Board be final, ·except that
within thirty days after the final decision on an appeal, the aggrieved party
to the appeal should be allowed to appeal ·to the district court. But such
appeal to court should be allowed s-olely on the grounds that the Hearings
Board's disposition of the appeal was either (a) arbitrary or capricious,
without a ~asis in fact, or {b) illegal because it was.based o'n an unlawful
procedure. To further speed the process, if an appeal of a Hearings Board
decision is heard and a decision is rendered in court, we recommend that the
prevailing party in the appeai be en~itled to recover reasonable costs and
attorney fees from the losing party. This combination of controls should
ensure the timely use of the administrative appeals process as embodied in
the Env,ironmenta 1 Management Hearings Board without causing undue de 1ays resul Ung from unnecessary and ill-founded appeals of decisions to the courts.
1It is c1ear that the courts reserve the inherent power of review of
decis.ions and that any legislative limitation of appeal from administrative
decisions concerning compliance with MEPA can go no further than to limit
appeal to the conditions under which the courts have reserved the right
to hear appea,ls. Some careful lega 1 research wou 1d be necessary in the State
of Minnesota to determine precisely what power Minnesota courts have reserved
for themselves. The limitations mentioned in the text may not be allowable.
2The requirement that a losing party in a court appeal pay the reasonable
court costs and attorney fees of the prevailing party is suggested to help
limit court review to the most significant cases. It is important to note
here, though, that although this may significantly limit court appeals, it
would not affect anyone's right t~ administrative appeal.
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VI.

NON-PROJECT ACTIONS

In sub-section B of Section V of this report; it was suggested that activities can be conveniently divided into two classes. The first class includes those activities which themselves constitute manipulation of the environment, which were referred to as· pr.ojects
The second class includes
those activities which do ·not constitute such rflani pul ation, and are referred
to as "non-project actions". The propos_ed environmental impact statement
process presented in Section V was made applicable to projects only. Through
actual experience, it has.been found that an EIS process works relatively
well for projects. However, for other actions which do not have as a direct
end the establishment of some type of project, the EIS process has been less
satisfactory.
11
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Non-project actions generally include the following types of actions:
legislative p~oposals; the adoption of rules and regulations and local ordinances and r~solutions; the establishment of special purpose governments
and rates and tariffs; the adoption of plans and programs; sales, leases
·and rentals of pub 1i c property; 1eases, renta 1s and .purchases of prope·rty
for public use or control; the adoption of budgets; and governmental approval
pertaining to applications submitted by private parties, including authorizations for land use and land use changes. In some of these non-project
action situations, the implementation of an action approval or disapproval
may be the only governmental decision or action before a specific project
is actually undertaken. In these instances~ it is required (under the proposed system)'that the action be treated as a project and undergo the ~ormal
environmental review procedures as necessary. This application of the process to governmental approva·ls pertains especially to private applications
governed by land use controls. The EIS process would also be triggered by
.the sale, lease, or rental of land when the transaction includes approval
of a specific use of the property in question. A third non-project action
-.which may spe.cify the implementation \.J a specific project for a specific
location is a legislative proposal. However, we believe that legislative
proposals carinot be adequately- handled by the EIS process because of the
nature of the legislative system and the problems associated with it.
Since the passage of NEPA, thereJhave been numerous attempts to
grapple with the question of· how to handle non-project actions. It is recognized that non-project actions may well end up having a significant effect
on the environment. However, at the time they are implemented, they usually
represent a commitment only to a general course of action, which may or may
not relate to any given project or for that matter to any given site location
or set of site locations. Since the EIS tool is very much oriented to the
analysis of individual projects occurring on a given site or sites, how can
it be made to apply to an action which is so vaguely related to a specific
site(s) as are most non-project actions. After struggling with this question
fo~ more than two years, we have come to the conclusion that the projecttype of EIS process cannot adequately accomplish an effective non-project
action environmental analysis. At best, EISs prepared for these cases result

)
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in an expenditure of money for rhetoric ~hich tends to be totally useless~
Monies potentially earmarked for this project-type analysis would be much
more effectively spent if they were allocated to strengthening the planning
process rather than doing unhelpful impact statements. However, this does
not obviate the need for some type of tool for environmental analysis which
can be utilized for non-project actions potentially affecting the environment.
·
The present section is devoted to the presentation of a simple means
of establishing a workable and meaningful process of environmental analysis
for non-project actions. Generally, the procedure which we are suggesting
involves the use of an "environmental note", the concept of which will be
developed for the non-project action category of legislative propo3als.
One of the most prevalent types of non-project actions is the legislative proposal. At the state level, this takes the form of proposed bills
in the state senate and house. At the local level~ it usually takes the
form of proposed ordinances. Whatever form it takes, though, legislative
proposals are one of the most difficult of non-project action types to handle
under the auspices of an environmental policy act. Legislative proposals
at the local governmental level may nwnber into the hundreds over the course
of a year. State legislative proposals may well number into the thousands
for one legislative session. By limiting the environmental analysis of legislative proposal to those bills which have the potential to affect the environment, the affected number of proposals can be cut substantially. However,
even if the number of legislative proposals needing some analysis is cut in
half, ·or to one-third the total, or less, there will still be a large number
to contend with.
Not only does the large· number of legislative proposals cause problems
to an environmental analysis system, but so also does the way in which they
are proposed, processed and amended. In many instances, legislative measures
are proposed on the very day on which they ~re passed. This is particularly
true irl the fi.nal few days of the state legislative session. This rapidity
of action would pragmatically preclude any type of environmental analy~is except something that is only purfunctory. The processing of large numbers of
legislative proposals practically eliminates the possibility for including
a lengthy environmental analysis, even if there was sufficient time to complete it. Quite often legislators, cou·ncilmen and commissioners have little
time to read the legislation itself, let alone read and study an extensive
environmental analysis. Finally, legislative proposals rarely make it through
the full process in the fonn in which it is proposed. Our own experience with
an amendment to the State Environmental Policy Act in the State of Washington
points dramatically to this fact. The amendment which was first proposed,
well thought out and researched, including extensive background infonnation
was amended some twenty-seven times in comm.i ttees and on the house and senate
floors before it was finally adopted and signed into law. It wou1d be almo~t
impossible to update the typical type of impact statement analysis each time
a legislative proposal is amended.
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Due to such basic problems as these, the State of Minne·sota, when it
developed its present rules and regulations for the implementation of MEPA,
excluded legislative proposals for consideratior Jnder the Act. Exclusion
because of problems relating to how to provide the means for environmental
analysis for legislative proposals should not be taken to suggest that legislative proposals will not have an effect on the environment, potentially a
very significant effect. Quite the contrary. It is merely a recognition
of the fact that the typical environmental impact statement process, including
the time-consuming review process, which is necessary, is totally inapplicable
to these actions. If there is a desire to provide some type of environmental
analysis of proposed legislation.so that decision makers considering the legislation will be potentially better informed, a much simpler tool than the en.
vironmental impact statement must be developed and used.
In our attempts over the past years to come up with an adequate solution
to this perplexing situation, we ~ame upon a method utilized in some states
to provide a fi~ca] impact analysis of those legislative proposals which have
the potential to require the appropriation of monies in their implementation.
In the Stat~ of Washington, this tool is referred to as a "fiscal note". The
note is a short, two page form which provides space for the basic description
of the proposed legislative action and then a brief summary of what and how
much money lt will take to implement the proposal if it is passed. It became
app~rent that this type of mechanism might also be useful in providinq a summary envi-ronmental :analysis for those .legislative proposals which have the
potential to affect the environment.
The proposed forn:i for this type of brief en vi rdnmenta 1 analysis is
approprla tely ea 11 ed the "en vi ronmenta l note" . I ts purpose is to s umma ril y
describe the legislative proposal· and state the purpose of it, and then to
bfiefly address five baste questions which should be answered in order to provide some indication as to what effect th~t legislative proposal might have
on the. envi-ronment. A proposed form for this environmental note is included
on the following two pages. It should be emphasized that this environmental
note form is the absolute minimum which we would recommend for inclusion in
legislative proposals pqtentially affecting the environment. In certain cases
where the proposed legislative proposal will result in a specific project which
will significantly affect the environment, we would strongly recommend a more
detailed analysis than is called for in the environmental note.
The environmental note, whether it be the very short form presented in
this section or include expanded documentation of the proposed legislation's
effect on the environment, would not undergo the same procedural steps as .tne
environmental impact statement. The responsibility for preparing the environme·ntal note would belong to the proposer of that legislation. Once the legislation is available for committee (or council or commission) review, and/or
for citizen review, the environmental note would be attached to the proposed
legislation and subsequently be av~ilable for review in the same package with
the legislative proposal. The "note" should take very little time or effort
to complete, and it should be kept as short and as simple as possible so that
busy legislators or other decision makers can effectively use it. If the legislation is amended or changed in a way which substantially alters the accuraLy
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ENVIRONMENTAL NOTE
Concerning

Responding Agency Title

-=-=sF=--:-N-o-.---H-F-No-.-

.

Original . . . . . . . . . . .
House Committee Amendment., . .
Senate Committee Amendment . .
Engrossed House Bill ..
Engrossed Senate Bil1. _ .
Substitute . . . . , . . .

Requesting Agency

Bill Requested By:

Executive

New Program or Activity
Title of Bill:

Department

Legislative Committee Title____

Change in Existing Program or Activity

An Act Relating to

PROJECTED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION
Description and Purpose of the Proposed

leg~slation:
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Existing Conditions to be Affected:

Environmental Impact of the Proposed Legislation:

Measures to Mitigate Adverse

Impacts~

Growth Inducements Resulting from the

Propo~ed

Alternatives to the Proposed Legislation:

/
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Legislation:

of the note s statement of the projected environmental effect of the legislation, and if there is adequate time, it should be changed to reflect the
altered environmental effects.
1

If the concept of the enivornmental note is accepted as a potentially
useful tool for legislative proposal analysis, it may be a vehicle which
can be used to provide enviro·nmental analysis of other non-project actions
which do not specifically authorize a given project for a given site location as well. The environmental note may be qoite useful when attached
to the following types of non-project actions: the adoption of rules and
regulations; the adoption of budgets; the establishment of special purpose
governments and rates and tariffs; the adoption of plans and programs;
sales, leases and rentals of public property for non-specified uses; and the
purchase, 1ease or renta 1 o.f property for non-specified pub 1i c use or
control. If the environmental note concept is used for these ·other nonproject actions, the format·would have to be somewhat altered from that
presented previously for use with legislative proposals. It is hoped that
the environmental note form presented here will be of assistance in providing a form type which can be altered for use with these other non-project
categories.
Many rules and regulations ·which are adopted daily fall into the cate·
gory of non-project actions affecting people in a unon-environmentalu way.
These rules and regulations should not be considered for MEPA analysis,
even by means of the environmental note. There are some rules and regulations·
however, which do affect the environment. An example of such would be the
adoption by rule and ~egulation of certain measures ~or implementinq a siting
program for power transmission lines. In this case since the rules and regulations would not relate to any specific transmission Hne routing, an environmental note should be attached to the proposed rules and regulations as
these rules and regulations go through the normal review and hearings process
for official adoption. Also, in many cases, the adoption of local governmental
ordinances resembles the adoption of state rules and regulations much more
closely than it does the process for legislative proposal adoption. Again,
in this case, an environmental note would be the minimum analysis which should
accompany the proposed ordiriance.
When the adoption cif budgets is considered for potential environmental
review, the environmental note should.in all cases be attached to budget items
relating to individual capital improvement projects and especially to capital
improvement items that are programmatic in nature. The EIS process would be
triggered in relation to the individual projects budgeted for at some point
before project implementation (see sub-section B of Section V), but it would
not be triggered by the budget proposal itself.
The establishment of a special purpose government is usually or·iented
to the desire to provide a single, specific service for a given jurisdictiunal
area. Quite often the mere act of establishing the governmental agency does
not constitute the authorization for and/or implementation of specific proiects,
but rather it establishes the potential for the development of a soecific
service for yet unidentified areas. In this case, it would be appropriate to
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attach .an environmental note to the legislative or initiative proposal which,
when voted upon, would result in the formation of this special purpose governmental unit.
I

Generally speaking, a ·rate or tariff deals in the regulation of the
movement of goods, people· and/or power. Whenever the regulations governing rates and tariffs change, there may be a change in the frequency or
p~ttern of these movements, and the consequent'change may have an effect
on the environment. Also, if a .change o.ccurs or a new rate or tariff is
established, it will generally affect an area of wide geographical and
physical diversity and it-would be imposs_ible to provide specific commentary on specific environmental effects. A general statement of the potential effects included in an· environmental note should be considered sufficient pragmatically to meet the needs of MEPA compliance.
Another set of non-project actions for which the use of the environmental note should be considered in some form are plans and programs. Although
quite often plans and programs are presented as separate documents, they
tend to be inextricably tied together, with one predicating and helping to
implement the other. For example, the adoption of a program by a city council may call for the adoption of a comprehensive plan for the city. In this
cas·e, an environmental note would most likely not be needed for the adoption of. the program, but it should be inquded with the comprehensiv.e plan
when the plan is considered for adoption. Other programs, such as the adop- .
tion of a community development program in a local a.rea, may include specifics such as housing relocation criteria, and consequently should minimally be covered with the environmental note as well. The note should suffice for the type of en vi ronmenta l disclosure necessary at this point in
the decision-making process. Extensive time and/or monies should not be
wasted on meaningless environmental review or disclosure, but rather those
mo.nies .and efforts should be expended on strengthening the envi ronmenta 1
integrity of the plan or program which will be developed.
The sale, lease or rental of gov.ernmental property frequently contains
conditions identifying speci'fic uses as being the only allowable uses for
the property in question .. In these instances, particularly if the sale,
lease or rental is the only governmental control action associated with
the property and ·its potential use, we recommend that the full environmental impact statement process be utilized. However, if the sale, lease,
or rental is merely a general transaction, without specific uses or conditions attached, which is a frequent occurrence, an environmental note
s~o~ld be completed if the transaction will have the potential to affect
1An environmental note would not even be necessary at t.h is stage if
the adoption of a comprehensive plan also meant that the environment was
being adequately considered as an integral part of that plan. However.
this has not been the general case to the present time, so the environmental note must be considered a minimum for environmental analysis and disclosure concerning that plan. (See Section VII of this report.)
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the environment. The same would hold true in the case of the purchase,
lease, or rental of property by a governmental agency.
One final point should be addressed here. Obviously, all or some of
the above-mentioned non-proj e·ct actions could be considered for total
exemption from the MEPA process, including exemption from the use of the
environmental note. However, we do not recommend this move since the
non-project actions dealt with here sometimes result in substantial impacts on the environment of the State of Minnesota. We feel quite strongly
that at least a minimal effort must be made to analyze and disclose the
potential environmental impacts resulting from any activity which ·has the
potential to affect the env·ironment. Consequently, the minimal level of
analysis whkh we would recommend for the non-project actions described
herein is the en vi ronmenta 1 note or a similar type of brief analysis.
The key to.any approach to non-project actions, though~_ is to keep it
simple and short so that it becomes a tool of actual use in the decisiormaking process.
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VII.
A.

AN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING PROGRAM

Introductory Remarks
The environmental i~pact statement is ~n attempt to inject
environmental sensitivity into the decision-making machinery.
-It is, however, a tactica.l approach rather than a strategic
one. It suggests that environmental quality as a public policy
has not been institutionalized into the decision-making framework, and, until it is, proposals will have to be reviewed for
their effect on the envir-0nment. An effective environmental
management program would have no need for impact statem·e·nts.
Environmental concerris, just like economic, social, and polittcal concerns, would be an integral part of the total decision-making1effort. The environment would no longer be an
afterthought.

The above statement all too accurately focuses on one of the most important probl~ms facing an environmental policy act, which, by its nature,
must rely on that document referred to as the envirbnmental impact statement as the tool for injecting a detailed environmental awareness into the
deCision-making process. An impact statement tends to be a reactionary
response to a proposed project.· Quite often, informal decision has already
been made to implement a project before the EIS relating to that project is
begun. The EIS becomes merely paperwork, a stumbling block in the path
of pro.gress '
11

1

•

This is not true in every case, of course. The impact statement as
a tool has become very important for a number of reasons. It has provided
a public disclosure of projects which has not occurred before. It has, over
time, developed an environmental awareness in those bodies or individuals
proposing projects. It has given a much broader and more complete view of
what a proposed project might do to the environment. And, without question,
it has helped bring to the more staid and traditional planning processes an
environmental orientation that was seldom found in previous years.
~

The environmental impact statement process nationwide seems to be in
G·overnmental officials, the generi1l citizenry, and
a "holding pattern
private developers alike are now used to its presence, and, given a properly
devised and operating system, find that it can be a useful decision-making
tool, even though sometimes quite a nuisance for everyone. As both the
national and state environmental policy acts are maturing, sci too are the
EIS systems which help implement them. Legitimate efforts are made increasingly
to do ·environmental impact statements on plans in the hope of making planning
and the decision-making based on planning more env;ronmentally sensitive.
EISs are now being prepared on programs in an attempt to deal conscientious'v
1
'.

1American Society of Planning Officials, statement found in a project
narrative of a proposal submitted by ASPO to the Environmental Protection
Agency.
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with the cumulative impact of a multitude of projects and non-project actions.
Such efforts are a very good sign of an increasing environmental awareness,
but, as argued in sub-section B of Section V, we believe that they are misdirected. If the EIS process is applied to plans and programs, it tacks a
detailed environmental review onto the end 0f the planning and programming
processes. It does not, however, inject environmental considerations into
the processes themselves. It does not provide for environmentally sensitive
planning and programming ~t a time when altern9tive uses are truly meaningful, when most substantive decisions are made, before monies are allocated.
The relationship between planning and the EIS process is freq.uently
argued from a different perspective as we.11. If a local governmental jurisdiction has a comprehensive plan,- is that not sufficient to ensur~ environmental protection? Fortunately, it is increasingly widely recognized that
the answer to this question is a resounding no. Current planning processes
(together with existing permit processes) provide only a beginning on the
task of collecting, analyzing, and using the site-specific environmental
information that is necessary for environmentally sound decision making.
We concur with the Minnesota Legislature in believing that MEPA (and its
EIS process) is necessary at this time and that existing planning and permit
structufes are not adequate to provide the environmental protection and enhancement that are needed.
The overriding goal of both MEPA and the state's planning enabling
statutes is to develop a better.decision-making process. The tools offered
to attain this goal are not the same, but they have .one very important
point tn common. For either the EIS process or the planning process to be
effective, the data on which both are based (''existing conditions" in an
EIS) must be carefully collected and analyzed. In an EIS the analysis of
existing conditions includes an exhaustive study of the pre-proJect environment, including geology, soils, flora, fauna, hydrology, etc. In the comprehens·ive planning process, the same kind of data, usually on a larger
scale, is res~arched and mapped in order that the policies and goals of the
munici.pality, county, or state can be properly related to the physical makeup of the jurisdiction.
It is this common need for envtronmental information that provides the
base for a transitional tie between the EIS process and a comprehensive environmental planning process. We belfeve that a comprehensive planning program that i·s strongly oriented to the collocation of environmental information on a relatively small scale would go a long way toward fulfilling
the overriding goal of MEPA: to ensure environmentally sound decision making.
If such a planning program were implemented, the EIS as currently known
should not be needed. Establishing such a program could not be easily or
quickly accomplished, but we believe that it would provide an invaluable input into t~e decision-making process.
The mechanism which we recommend for developing this transitional program is the optional modification of local and state agency planning programs. This modification would result in the adoption of an ''environmental
element 11 in the planning program of the jurisdictions opting to implement
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such a program, and the subsequent requirement that al1 planning irnple-·
mentation tools, such as zoning ordinances and subdivision controls, be
in consonance with.the adopted comprehensive plan, of which the environmental
element would constitute a major part. It is antic1pated that by adopting
such an "environmental element" in a planning program, much information which
is presently included in an. EIS concerning a specific project site or alternati·ve sites can be adequately covered in the planning process itself~ This
would not obviate the need for a project. report of some type to enable the
appropriate planning officials to correlate a proposed project with a given
site (or sites) for the identification of potential problems. (This project
report will be described in grea.ter detai-1 in sub-section B of this section.)
Before attempting to set forth specific procedural and substantive
detail for this proposed planning program,·a number of basic assumptions
should. be noted. First, it is assumed that the decentralized environmental
impact statement program recommended in Section V will be adopted by Minne-·.
sota and that it will be applicable to all agencies of the State of Minnesota.
in one form or another.
Second, it can be ass~med that certain agencies, tities and counties
may well. be confronted with numerous projects which will require some type
of en vi ronmenta 1 review on a project-by-project basis. Such governmental
bodies will most likely be th6se most interested in implementing an alternative program which would alleviate the need for massive and time consuming
project-by-project impact statements .. Local governmental agencies confronted
with this type of situation will for the most part .be those which are presently relatively well. developed and ~ndergoing chan~e or continued development or those which are beginning to undergo deyelopment pressure of either
a residential, commercial, or industrial nature.
Third, the planning program to be presented assumes that there should
be a desire in those governmental agencies which have already attempted to
·11t should be noted that project-by-project environmental analysis may
be far more realistic, l!ess ·costly and more practical to implement for small
cities and counties, basically in rural outlying areas, than would the undertaking of a massive jurisdiction-wide environmental _planning effort. r,,iven
the extremely large number of very small political jurisdictions in Minnesota,
both munictpalities and counties (as well as townships), it can be assumed
that their ability to undertake a planning program as will be described be1ow will be minimal. Further, they can expect to have few, if any, projects
occurring within their jurisdictions that would ever require large-scale
environmental review through a massive EIS undertaking. It is probably much
more practical for these units of government to continue to operate under
a project-oriented impact statement proced~re than it would be to develop
and implement an environmentally sensitive comprehensive plan. Their capabilities to develop an adequate comprehensive plan in terms of alleviating
the impact statement requirements, and an RDC's or state agency's capability
of assisting them in carrying out this task, do not make such a task appear
realistic at the present time or in the near future.
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develop strong planning program~ to further.~trengthen those programs with.
a mechanism which would give them a proper alternative to a project-oriented
impact ~tatement program. It assumes .that these jurisdictions, by their
recognition of the importance of the role of planning iri their decisionmaking process, will be amenable to strengthening that process to get away
from that EIS syndrom which nobody rea·11y likes .and to which everyone would
like to find an alternative~ .· ·
Fourth, since we are .attempting. to· present an integrated program to
the State of Minnesota, we must assume that the roles recommended previously
for. various agencies,· particularly the Environmental Quality Council, the
State Planning Agency, and the Envirotrtmental Management Hearings Board, are·
the roles such agencies will actually have.
Finally, a purplexing dilemma shoul~ be prese~ted and br~ught to the
forefront in the very beginning. As a·lmost everyone ·recognizes, the EIS
process which is usually oriented to specjfic sites ·on a small scale, re- ·
quires the ·development of environmental information on a scale that is sometimes quite minute. 'For example, it may be relatively easy to identify
soils of a given area in close detail if the area under examination is only
a single acre. On the other hand, a city or county planning jurisdiction,
not to ~ention the potential geographical jurisdiction of a state agency,
will be many hundreds or thousands 6r tens of thousands of acres in size.
The information co 11 ected on a j uri sdi cti on-wide basis cannot, practically
speaking, be of such minute proportions as can potentially be obtained when
analyzing·a specific project site.· However, there are important trade-offs
relating to the question of data scale. First, an environmental analysis
for a given project usually lacks the data for the surrounding 'areas to
show that project's locational interrelationship with surrounding envir6n~
ments. Second, on a larger scale, areas of potential problems can still. be
identified, and instead of doing a broad-based, small-scale analysis for a
number of environmental categories, it should be possible to zero in on and
·research a specific problem or problems in greater detail if it is found
necessary to do so, without going through a full environmental impact state. ment process.· Finally, through a strengthening of the planning process as
described below the overall -ability of the decision-m~ker to become environmentally aware of the entire jurisdiction should be increased. Even though ·
a certain amount of specific detail .may be given up, the environmental planning program should develop a more environmentally balanced decision-making
process on :the whole.
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B.

The Environmental Planning Program.for Local Governments 1

Under present planning enabling laws in the State of Minnesota, neither
cities nor counties are required to adopt comprehensive planning programs or
plan implementation mechanisms such a?.zoning and subdivision controls. The
present law merely empowers·t~e local communities to undertake this type of
planning. The environmental planning program proposed here does not purport
to change this policy. Although it may· be desirable from a pure planning
standpoint to require all 1ocal units of government to plan and implement
those plans with various control. mechanisms,· it is not needed to ensure immediately necessary environmental protection and is impracticable in any case.
The environment should still be afforded adequate immediate protection through
MEPA and the EIS process previously recommended.
However, if a local government does exercise its· option to establish an·
environmental planning program to replace the EIS process, there should most
assuredly be clearly specified procedures.which it should undertake to accomplish it and minimum standards for the completed program. Consequently,.
the remainder of this section will be presented in three parts: (1) pro- ·
cedures for developing an environmental planning program; (2) identification
and specification of the hard to.ols whi.ch should be found in this planning
process; and (3) operation-of .the environmental planning program once it is
adopted and certified.
(1) Procedures for Developing ~'Environmental Planning Program

A city or county must first make. the po 1icy deci s iOn to undertake the
comprehensive planning program (or program update and amendment if it already
has a comprehensive plan) which includes the elements necessary for moving
from project-bj-project impact statements to reliance on the overall planning
program as its replacement. Once the decision has been made to move ahead,
the planning agency for the jurisdiction should be required to file its intent to begin this environmental planning program with the Environmental
·Quality Council and the appropriate regional development commission. This
"letter of intent" should be an outline of the steps the jurisdiction will
undertake to accomplish the ~nvironmental planning program, including but
not limited to the following points:
1. Development of statements on goals and policies relating to
ecoriomic, social and environmental priorities and proqrams within the jurisdiction, involving the following group·s in the formulation of such statements: (a) local citizens and citizen rep1The basic system description will be presented in terms of municipali-

ties and counties in Minnesota. Political.townships which exercise comprehensive planning authority should be able to implement the program in much
the same manner as that which is described here for a city or county. A
discussion of state agency implementation of an environmental planning program will be found in sub-section C of this section. State agencies may
be fo~ced to look at an environmental planning process in a different manner
than will a general purpose local government.
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resentative organizations, professional groups, educational
institutions~ and other active civic groups; (b) representatives of industry and commerce within the affected jurisdiction; (c) the appropriate regional development commission;
(d) the State Planning Agency, if deemed desirable and appropriate; and (e) other interested public officials and
agencies of jurisdictions abutting or overlapping the jurisdiction undertaking the program ..
2. Identification of the specific planning elements and subelements .to be de~eloped in the_c?mpryhensive planning process, which must include as a minimum·:
·
(a)
(b)
(c)
(.d)
(e)

Transportation element
Community facilities element (including· public utilities)
Environmental ·element
An inventory of current land use and water use
Geographical identification of environmentally sensitive areas

3. A statement to the effect that during comprehensive planning
program development, the·governmental unit will undertake the
development of a "proj~ct reportin.9 11 system which will replace
the project-by-project environmental .impact statement process.
This system should include a listing of all projects which
would not need any project reporting. The basis for the list
should be the exemption list in the EQC rules and regulations
governing the E.IS process or a similar list which has b~en
adopted by local ordinance and approved by the EQC for use in
that governmental jurisdiction for the EIS process. Further,
indication should be given that it is the intent of the jurisdiction to develop a short project report form to be used by
the jurisdiction as part of the planning agency (staff) report
to the Planning Commission, Board of Adjustment, or the local
legislative body, and to state·agencies as may be appropriate
(The project report is discussed in greater detail in subsection ( 2) be 1ow. ) ·
4. The agency should identify its intent to implement the planning program, once formulated, with specific implementation
tools (e.g., zoning and subdivision controls, performance
standards, etc.} which will be consistent with and· recognize
the parameters dev~loped by the comprehensive plan and its
individual elements.
1rtems {a) and (b) are already described in the planninq enabling
legislation for municipalities and counties. Items (c) and (d) will be
described in the next portion of this sub-section, and item (e) would
be completed by taking. the information developed in the environmental
element and relating the physical data ·to the general statements of
goals and policies and to the general parameters for environmental sensitivity which will be in the rules and regulations implementing amended
MEPA. (See sub-section C of Section V.)
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5. An estimate of (a) the timing of the program to be undertaken,
with an indication of (b) how the governmental unit will accomplish
the work elements {i.e., in-house staff, university assistance,
consultants, RDC, ·etc.), and (c) what sources of funds it intends
to utilize for developing the program, including local, state,
and federal funding programs.

\
I
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After filing the letter of intent . to begin the program, the appropriate
RDC and the Environmental Quality Council will ·comment on the general orientation of the proposed progr~m indicating that the intent does or does not
meet the requirements for such a program as established by EQC in rules and
regulations for purposes of environmental planning. If it does not meet the
intent of the EQC, the EQC will.identify those items which have been left
out or which need expansion·. If the agency wishes to continue the development of the environme~tal.planning program, and if the original letter of
intent was found to be lacking by the· EQC for whatever reason, the agency
must reformulate the program and then resubmit the letter of intent. Acceptance of the letter of intent by. the EQC indicates that if the intentions are carried out by the jurisdiction which is undertaking the program
the program should meet future certification by the EQC. With acceptance
of the letter by the EQC, the l~cal jurisdiction may then begin its environmental planning program or its update ~nd amendment process relating to an
existing comprehensive planning program.

\

t

It should be emphasized at this stage that for the most benefit to
be :achieved in this type of environmen"':al planning program, the agency
should itself be respo.nsible for doing the majority or all of the work~
including background data accumulation, analysis, and integration into
the comprehensive plan. However, it is recognized that this will not be
possible in all cases. The ~ituation may arise where the agency does not
have or cannot obtain the necessary in-house expertise to carry out many
_of the·.necessary technical analysis functions. In recognition of this
fact, local jurisdictions should be allowed to utilize outside assistance
·from RDC, state agencies, educational institutions, or consultants to help
develop specific elements or sub-elements of the plan. The function of
actually integrating the various elements into the comprehensive plan for
the affected jurisdiction, however, should be completed by that jurisdiction if it is at all possible. The process of developing an environmentally sensitive comprehensive plan ·may be as important in developing
environmentally accountabl~ decision-making in a jurisdiction as actually
having the planning documents and process once they are completed. Further, a comprehensive planning process is a dynamic proqram, with elements
and interpretation of the plan constantly undergoing change, and the responsibility for adequately keeping up with the change will belong to the
local jurisdictions, not some outside agency or consultant.
It is assumed that the development of the environmentally sensitive
comprehensive plan or plan update will potentially take a considerable
length of time and much intensive effort to complete. The agency undertaktng the program should be able to seek and receive advice and assistance
from the EQC or the State Planning Agency for proqram direction to as~ure
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proper development. This type of contact should be encouraqed by these
latter agencies, whenever possible. Numerous technical questions concerning
various aspects of the environmental sub-elements will undoubtedly arise,
potentially requiring the assistance of other state agencies. Those agencies should also provide assistance to the jurisdictions undertaking such
a program which have reasonable requests for data and/or assistance in
interpreting and using the data.
Both the present munidpal and the present county planning legislation allow for the preparation and adoption of a comprehensive plan. The
municipality requirements for the preparation, adoption and amendment of
a comprehensive municipal plan are given in Minn. Stat. Section 462.355
and the county requirements are covered fn Sections 394.23 ("Comp~ehensive
Plan") and 394.26 ("Public Hearing Required"). Under both statutes, adoption of a new comprehensive plan and amendment of an existing ~lan require
a public hearing. We strongly urge that these procedures be followed for
the adoption of the environmental planning program.
Once the plan and a detailed description of the planning process, as
outlined in the accepted letter of intent to the EQC, have been completed,
they should be transmitted to the appropriate regional development commission for comment. The region·a1 body should utilize the established A-95
review mechanism to solicit review and comments on the proposed planning
program. After review the documents will be returned to the local government. If needed changes in the plan are identified in the review process,
the local agency would be responsible for making the appropriate changes
or explaining why the recommended changes identified in the review process
are not made. After the review and comment procedures by the regional body
are completed, the next step would be the actual adoption of the comprehensive plan, usi·ng the existing statutory mechanisms cited above.
The local governmental agency, after officially adopting the comprehensive plan, wou~d forward the plan, with the comments resulting from the
RDC and A-95 review process attached, to the Environmental Quality Council
for certification. The EQC would review both the adopted plan and the attached comments for compliance with the items outlined to be undertaken
in the letter of intent and, f~rther, for the details of the plan and olan
implementation mechanisms to determine whether or not the plan is an appropriate substantive vehicle to replace.the normal environmental impact statement system of project-by-project environmental review. The EQC would officially certify all such plans which came before them at their regular
meetings. If the EQC found any procedural or substantive problems which
would make certification impossible, they would comment to that effect,
detailing the areas where problems exist, and return it to the local agency
for revision. After appropriate revision to alleviate the problems identified by the EQC, the local governmental agency w9uld officially ame:nd the
plan and resubmit it to the EQC for certification.
1
A graphic display of the procedural steps recommended for establish-

ment of local environmental planning
page.
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After certification, the local agency should immediately replace the
MEPA impact statement procedures with the planning process procedures. It
would no longer be required to go through the EIS process as detailed in
Section V. Any subsequent substantial amendment to or revision or modification of the comprehensive plan by the local agency would require EQC review to detennine whether or not certification within sixty days of being
presented with the comprehensive plan revision, modification, or amendment,
the plan, as modified, would automatically be considered to be accepted by
the EQC. If the EQC revokes certification, it·should detail the reasons
why and return the plan to the local governmental agency. At the time of
revocation, the adopted MEPA procedures would automatically be in effect
for that jurisdiction once again, until such time as t~e local government
EQC certification,
reapplies for and receives certification from the EQC.
revocation of certification~ and recertification should be appealable only
to the courts. Any appeal should be limited to withi·n sixty days of the
EQC action.
(2) Environmental Planning Program Tools
In the development of the ~nvironmental planning process and the comprehensive plan by a local governmental agency, two specific tools must be
constructed to ensure implementation of the completed program. Specifically,
these tools are; (a) the environmentally sensitive comprehensive plan, including a number of new items such as the environmental element, the geographic identification of environmentally sensitive areas, and an inventory
of current land and water uses in the jurisdiction; and (b) the project report, utilized in those instances when a proposed project is not spe(ifically
exempted from review under the planning process.
(a) Thfl Environmentally Sensitive Comprehensive Plat'!.
Currently, both the municipal and the county planning legislation allow
the development of a transportation element ("plan" to use the exact terminology) and a community facilities element (or plan as part of the comprehensive planning process if a municipality or county opts to undertake
comprehensive planning. For an environmentally sensitive comprehensive
plan, we see these two elements as mandatory, due to the fact that one of
the purposes of the plan will be to identify potential or future growth areas.
Such facili.ties as roads, other transportation modes, sewers, water supply
systems, schools, etc., are very important in facilitating or retarding such
growth. In an environmen~ally sensitive planning program these elements
clearly cannot be developed totally apart from input relating to such con~
sideratiqns as existing land and water use, ownership patterns, and environmental factors identified in an environmental element".
11

11

)

11

One of the new elements which is an absolute requisite ·to the development of a responsive and res~onsible environmental planning program is the
1once certification has been given by the EQC, an amendment to the comprehensive plan should usually not require the EOC to revoke certification.
Once adopted, any cmendment will rnost likely strenqthen the environmental
considerations in the plan according to changing conditions in the jurisdiction.
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"environmental element" of the .comprehensive. plan. we· believe that this
element.should consist of eight mandatory sections and three optional sections. The recommended mandatory sections of the element and a brief ex·
planation of each are presented below:
(a) Topographical Features: Th~ jurisdiction should be mapped
for slope, with particular attention given to critical (unstable)
and steep slope conditions as well as normal gradients. Also
included should be ·a description rif any previous and significant
man-made slope adjustments. Special attention should be focused
on dominant and/or uniqu~ landfor~s within the jurisdiction.
(b) Soils: Relevant soil conditidns should be identified and
mapped, including theif classification unde.r an acceptable soil.
classification system. Analysis .s~ould foclude comment on those
soil types subject to erosion and slippage, with direct data
developed on soil composition and particle size, and how these
relate to soil permeability,. compactability, and potential or
existent agricultural fertility.
·
(c) Geological Substructure: A presentation of bedrock types and
conditions to a depth of "400 feet .should be the main emphasis of
this sub-element. The·substructure composition, depth of the composition and stability with respect to the soil overburden and potential for future construction should be indicated. Special geological considerations should be identified.and include, but not
be limited to, metallic and non-metallic min~ral deposits, fuel
deposits (coal; oil, natural gas), sand, gravel and other extractable resources.

1

(d) Hydrology: Basic to this sub-element is the identification of
all water and water-affected lands. Included should be the identification of running surface water; intermittent flow stream
channels where the flow is greater than 100 cfs; ponded surface
water,· including wetlands, major ponds, lakes and reservoirs;
ground water recharge areas, ~nd major aquifers in the jurisdiction. Specific attention should be given to any area with
flood potential, and the lOO·year flood plains should be deline~
ated.
(e) Vegetative Cover~: This sub-element should consist of the
identification·of major vegetative types with a minimum breakdown
including forested:areas, brushland cover, natural grasses, agri1The issue of the .utilization of common classification/nomenclature
systems for data development will be discussed below~ Suffice it here to
mention that we recommend that it be the duty of the State Planning Agency,
in consultation with other appropriate state agencies, to develop classification systems to be utilized for all data accumulation and analysis in
the State of Minnesota. Obviously, there should be close interaction with
the Minnesota Land Management Information System program in the establishment of a common classification/nomenclature.
/
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cultural areas (by type of agricultural activity), and·
major man-influenced vegetative covers within urbanized
areas. Particul~r attention should be paid to the identification and location of any species of· flora which is
considered "endangered" and any, vegetative cover which
provides the habitat· for an endangered sp·ecies of fauna·
or provides the habitat for· a substantial community of
wildlife (excluding the human type). Also, identification
and mapped lricatiori of endangered species of fauna, if
known, should be included in this.analysis of vegetative
cover. If further inventories of ·fauna located within
the jurisdiction are available, they should be correlated
with this analysis of the vegetation. ·
·
(f) Climatic Factors: Analysis and mapping should inc~ude
the identification of maximum and minimum temperatures
within the jurisdiction and any variations of such according to location; the amount and type·s of precipitation including rain, .snow, fog, ic.e, their intensity, duration and
seasonal occurrence; humidity levels according ·to maximum
and minimum and seasonal ·variation; wind speed, direction
and duration; and atmo~pheric st'ab.ility, including periods
and intensity of uns tab 1e air conditi.ons as we 11 as the
identification of areas where temperature inversions occur
or are likely to occur~
(g) Historic and Archaeological Features: This should include the identification of natural and man-made structures
or areas which may be of a unique, rare, and/or speiial significance to the culture and/or history.qf the local jurisdiction, state, or nation.
·
{h) Unique Natural and Scenic Areas: Delineation should
include those areas~oth private and public) or transportation corridors which include views or vistas of landscape which is gener~lly referred to by the local residents
and tourists as having unique. beauty.
The following sub-elements can be considered.desirable in the development of the: environmental element, but they should be made optional dependent on the needs and capabilities of the jurisdiction undertaking the
planning .program:
(a) Water Quality and Pollution: In light of the water systems
which are identified in t~e hydrology section'of the environmental
element, this section would serve to. identify the quality of
those systems, particularly the surface ponds, lakes, and streams,
and the subsurface ground water. Quality should be determined
in terms of organic materials, inorganic chemical pollutants,
bacterial and viral counts, dissolved salt or mineral content,
dissolved oxygen concentration, mean temperature, and odiferous
aesthetic quality. Also, all industrial sources of pollution
of a hydrologic system should be mapped, identifying the type
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of pollutants associated with the so~rce. Mapping of major
residential areas or subdivisi-~ns utilizing septic tank drainfield systems would be useful.
\

}

(b) Air QualitX and Pollution: . If information.is available,
the airshed (or airshedsJ showing the basic'circulatibn systems should be identified. ·Existing air quality problems
such as particulate levels, c~rbon monoxide~ ozone, nitrogen
oxides~ hydrocarbon concentrations, etc., should be identified,
and if data is available~ isoplethed. Site-specific industrial
and commercial sources of air contamination should be mapped,
i denti fyi ng the type of poll utan ts. associated with each source.
The volume and dispersion rate of these site-specific 1pollutant
s·ources would be·useful information to include, also.
·
(c) Noise: If this sub-element is undertaken, it should be
developed in two sections. First,- -a quantitative analysis
of present noise levels associated w·ith highway, railway,
and airport transportation systems should be developed and
presented in terms of noise contours expressed in any standard
acoustical scale which includes both the magnitude of noise
and the· frequency of its 'occurrence. Noise ·1eve 1 contours
should be shown in minimum increments of five decibels and
should use 50 db(A) as a lower limit.· Second, the jurisdic. tion should project noise contours based on transportation
expectations as presented in the transportation element for
two five-year intervals dated from the present.

\.
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It is recognized that the development of the above elements will be
a time-consumi"ng, .di.fficult process. In many municipalities or counties,
the data necessary wfll already have been developed for the production
.of ·such elements to a degree meeting the outlined requirements with little
· or no updating necessary. In other jur.isdictions, the majority if not all
-of th~ data resear~h must start ftom point zero. In any case, certain stan. dard.parameters should be followed by all jurisdictions in the development
or updating of their transportation and public community facilities elements.
and in the development of the new_ environmental element.
First, as noted above, a common system of classification and/or nomen~
clature should·be established and utilized by all agencies undertaking this
type of planning effort and by those bodies involved in doing specific area
or program studies which Gould provide information to a jurisdiction wishing
to undertake such a planning program. It is anticipated that the State
Planning Agency will provide the common classification system to be utilized
in the preparation of data for each of .the planning elements required in this
program.
1This sub-element, if developed, should be related to existing land
use, and, if a specific land use element is developed as allowed by law,
should relate to projected areas of residential, commercial and industrial
·use as well as to existing and future transportation corridors.

)
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Second, some type of standardization of· the size of data ·unit utilized·
by the various jurisdictions needs to be set. On the one hand, enough detail
has to be presented tri allow the planning process to be site-sensitive, but
on the other, the size c~nnot be so-small as to pragmatically preclude the
development of necessary data ·for a jurisdiction. Because of the different
basic geographical sizes of· cities and counties, -we believe that one data
unit size should be used by municipalities (and urban townships which' undertake planning) and a larger unit size should be used by counties (and the
other townships). The recommended data unit scale for municipalities and
urban townships is one inch equallying two hundred feet (l 11=200
The
recommended data unit for counties and m>~-urban. townships is one inch .
.
equallying two thousand feet {l11 =2,000'). This larger data unit size wi 11 ·
most assuredly not be sufficient for relatively small projects. However,
it should provide suffiCient informational parameters for those projects
which would otherwise be found to be environmentally ·significa-nt under an
EIS system, such as large.,..scale residential subdivisions, commercial developments, and ·industrial activities. It is ~ecognized, though, that even small
developments in areas identified as· environmentally sensitive may have ad- ·
verse environmental· effects. For this reason, it is strongly urged that as
a county ~hich opts to undertake this environmental planning program geographically designates environme.ntally .sensitive areas, it also produces
da.ta information for the~e ar~as at a sea-le of 1 11 =200'. This should provide
sufficient detail On existing conditions for the analysis of even small ·
projects which are proposed for these sensitive are~s.
1

)-.

Another major element of the comprehensive plan which needs to be developed by local juris.dictions is the identification and mapping of environmentally sensitive areas. It is suggested that the criterial parameters for
environmentally sensitive areas established for the EIS process be utilized
by local juris.dictions to give them directional assistance in delineatin·g
these areas. (See sub-section C of Secti-On V of ·this re~ort.) We strongly
.urge that the specifics of what is to be -included as "environmentally sensitive'' be developed by the local jurisdictions, reflecting their own de·terminations ·as to ·those resources or· land areas to which they wish to give
·the strongest protection. Because of the wide variation of environments
found in Minnesota, what may be considered environmentally sensitive i'n one·
county may be a. con di t fon that is not considered sensitive in another. We
strongly recommend some consistency ·in the application of criteria. Oe.lineation (or non-delineation) of environmental sensitivity should be closely
·monitored by the EQC in order to determine whether or not a local jurisdiction is implementing the intent of the environmental sensitivity pa~ameters
outlined in rules and regulations for the EIS process. Determination of envjronmentally sensitive areas which.can be geographically mapped for a given
jurisdiction should.obviously occur in the latter stages of the environmental
planning program development. The information outlined for development in
the environmental element should be invaluable for this planning function.
1counties may find it desirable to supplement their basic data based
on the 1:24,000 scale with data developed ~n the same scale as the municipalities. This would be particularly useful for (1) those unincorporated
areas of a county essentially identified as urban or those areas under immediate pressure for future development or some other type of use not consistent with its present use; and (2) areas the county may designate as
being environmentally sensitive.
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The final major element of the comprehensive plan.which needs to be
developed is an inventory of current land and water uses in the jurisdiction .. Most local governmental agencies which have attempted to develop a comprehensive planning process have at some· point inventoried
land and/or water uses in their· jurisdictions. This type of inventory
is imperative to an environmental planhing program because it will point
out any existing uses which may have a strong influence on future growth
and development patterns. Existing uses may or may not be the optimal.
uses for any given area after a comprehehsive environmental element is
developed. However, most uses, until abandoned or changed, cannot be
affected unless a specific effort is made by either the private or public
sector to alleviate existing conditions which may be detrimental to thecommunity. It is recommended that an inventory of all existing us~s,
utilizing some type of standard classification system, be developed as part of the comprehensive environmental planning program. Further, one
part of this inventory should include the ioentification of .whether the
·land and/or water is of public or private- ownership. If it is of public
ownership, the body of government which is the owner should be indicated.
It has been found that many general purpose governments do not know which
properties in the jurisdictions are owned or used by public agencies,
including themselves. Identification of public lands may well result in
different (perhaps more stri~gent) mechanisms for the implementation of
the environmental plan than can be used with respect to private lands, since
there would be no question of the infringeme·nt on private property rights
in .these areas .
.(b) The Project R~port in the Planning .Process. "

-One aspect of the environmental· impact itatement process which it
seems· quite desirable to retain, hopefully in a much simpler form than the
obtrusive environmental impact statement, is the mechanism for relating
the details of proposed projects which may significantly affect the en-.
·vitonmerit to their pr6posed site location (or alternative locations).
The impact statement system accomplishes this goal quite laudably, even
though the process and the document itself tend to be laborious. However,
the present planning processes o~ local governments which have planning
processes and which have professional staff to assist in implementing
planning and zoning programs also already have a mechanism to assist here.
_Usually, when a p·roject proposer comes.r to a 1oca l government for a penni t
or a va ri an:ce of some type (e.g. a zone change) , which requires author.i zing
action by the planning commission, board of adjustment, or the jurisdiction's
legislative body, the professional staff presents a written and/or verbal
staff.report to whichever ·body will be passing judgment on that project
on the details of the project and what the project might mean to the jurisdiction. It is anticipated that with an adopted environmental planning
process, the best elements of both of these systems (the EIS-type of detailed
analysis and the planning-type of staff report) can be melded together in
an extremely useful document that is of manageable proportions and which
will have much more meaning to decision makers than will a complex, hard-tofollow and lengthy impact analysis, without sacrificing environmental disclo~ure or protection, since these latter elements will be integrated into
the system.

)
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The key document involveq ·in the environmental planning program,
once it·has reached the stage of implementation, is the "project report."
Briefly,· the project repqrt might be similar to the. Env.ironmental Clearance
Worksheet (ECW) presented in Appendix C to this report. The first two
pages of the ECW, which dea 1 specifically with the details of the project
(i.e. basic description, location, and description of operating characteristics) would .most likely remain the same. ·However, the last four pages
of the ECW, which deal wi~h the desc~iption ofJthe project area and a
summary of anticipated impacts, can be substantially shortened and modified
to reflect the fact that thts information should now be available in the
planning agency and already a matter of public record. Aproposed. format
for a ·"project report" form is included as· the following four pages to ·
give a general indicati()n pf the type of document we would recomme'nd as
being useful in the environmental planning progra~ and the decision~aking process which it is ~esigned to as~ist.
·
As will be discussed in detail in th~ following sub-section, the project
report form would only be utilized when a project is found not to be exempt
from the specific analysis required in a project report. The exemption
procedure should be similar to, and possibly the same as, the exemptio~
system recommended for the envir.onmenta.l impact statement process in Section V
of this report. In the exemption system recommended there, the exemptions
relate to determining environmental significance. If a project is exempted,
in ·the.EIS process, it is automatically assumed that it will have no signifi~ani env1ronmental effect. The same criterion should hold true for a
planning process~ Emphasis and more specific analysis should be given to
. those: projects, which have the potential for ·Significant effects and
certainly not given to every proposed project which comes under the purview
of a -governmen:ta l j u.ri sdi cti on.
·
The most impottant s~bstantive element of the project report form is
.found· o·n the the third page of the model (page 133). That is, information
is reques~ed on whether or not.the proposed project is in consonance with·
·the adopted comprehensive plan, the various elements of that plan, and the
i:mplementing ordinances and tools utilized by the jurisdiction. If it is
not, any and all variations ·are to be described·and the problems caused
by those variations are to be identified. An example might serve to emphasize
this point. In many instances, a project .will. have only one particular
·environmentally significant problem a~sociated with it.
The only mechanism
for address·ing such a problem in an EIS system is a full-scale environmental
analysis in an impact statement, quite often involving a humber of categorized analysis areas that are found not to be of any consequence after
the. analysis is completed. There.is no good mechanism at the present time
for weeding out the real problem areas from those that aren't problems
until after a total.analysis of the project is completed. Further, it is
likely that the one problem area that does ·exist, say, for example, the
capability of the soils to· handle septic tank drainage, will not be given
the ·level of ~nalysis that is really necessary to solve it. The problem
. 1A good.example of this kind of case is the Dayton School proposal

brought before the EQC. See·a brief summary of this case (#P-043-74) on
~age A-10 of Appendix A to this report.
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PROJECT · REPORT

")

FORM

This form provides the basic information necessary for an evaluation
of a project which has been found to be non-exempt in the Comprehensive
Planning Program. The Planning Agency and other responsible officials
will utilize the information ~rovided here in their decision making relative to the proposed project.
Name of Project Sponsor

~~~------~---~---~---~--~-

Address of Project Sponsor
Phone of Project Sponsor
·Project
I.

Re~ort

-----~~----__....~~~--------~

_......___~-------

Identificatinn Number

or

-----

---'--~---------------~

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A. ·Project Location (a l6cational map of the project site should be
attached):

B.

Brief Project Description:

t

)I

c·. . Amount

D.

of Land Involved in the Project:

Operating
l.

Characteristics~

Residential projects (not.rincluding transient accommodations)
a.

size, number, nature, and address of structures

b.

anticipated number of occupants at normal full occupancy

c.

anticipated number of autos and parking spaces

d.

proposed access to major roads and transportation facilities

\

}
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2.

Non-residential projects
a.

size and number of structures

b.

number of people to be employed

· c.

types of equipment and/or· inachi nes to be emp 1oyed

d.

number of parking spaces required and traffic generated

e.

types of mat.erials processed, packaged or stored

f.

prepared access to major roads, rail,water or air facilities

g.

transportation modes to be used by employees and customers

h.

transportation modes used for raw materials and products

i.

transportation or.disposal of water products (solids, liquids,
gases)
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II.

Will the project result in the emission. of discharge of air and/or
water pollutants? If yes, detail the type, quantity, and frequency
of occurrence.

!

I

III •. Will the project produce objectiona~le noise, vtbration, light, or
odor? If yes, give specific details, quantifying projections of
intensity if possible.

)
/

IV.

Are any variances from the comprehensive plan or plan implementation
controls (e.g., zoning ordinance, subdivision ordinance) needed for
project approval? If yes, cite the variances necessary and· the reasons
why they are needed and detail any mitigating measures which could be
implemented to offset any adverse effects which could occur because
of the granting of the variances.

V.

Are there any other problems associated with the project which are
not addressed in either the comprehens·i ve pl an or this project report?
If yes, give details.

(If additional space is needed for answering any of the above questions or
for providing more detail about the project, additional paqes should be attached.)

VI.

Other agencies of the State of Minnesota which can reasonably be
expected to have jurisdiction over or other interest in the proposed
project and to whom this Project Report is bei~g sent:
l.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6,.
7..

Vl I.

0th.er pertinent comments concerning the proposed project:

Acting official _ _ _ __;____ _ _ ___,,;,_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Agency ~--~--------------~-----~-----~

Address ------~-------..,.--------------~

Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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tends to be alluded to and then lost in the·environmental shuffle. Under
the environmental planning program which utilizes a project report, this
situation would not arise.
~

)

If clarification is needed with respect to a certain problem or
problems raised because of a request for a·variance from the comprehensive
plan or its implementing ordihances, or if a project is found to cause
substantial problems for one of more of the sub-elements included in the
comprehensive plan, this clarification should be expanded in an attachment
to the project report. It may well be the case that certain design or
implementing measures included as part of the proposed project will mitigate
any adverse effect resulting from variations to the planning program. In
any case, no more information than is act"ua lly necessary to answer. questions
about the implementation of. the proposed project should be included in
the project report .
. It is .assumed that the project report can be filled out by officials
in the planning agency with assistance from the project proposer (in the
case of a private project). Certain items relating to project details and
operating characteristics will, of course, have to be provided by the
project ·proposer. However, any questions raised due to variations from
th(:! comprehensive plan or implementing ·to.ols should be jointly addressed
by the planning agency and the project proposer. In all cases, the final
project report should be prepared by the planning agency, since it is that
agency's responsibility to provide the evaluation of the proposed project
to the decision-making bodies. The project report would thus be utilized
as part (or potentially all) of the planning staff ·report" to the planning
commission, board of adjustment, municipal or township council, or county
board.
.
11

{c) Operation of the Environmental Planning Prag.ram
Up to this point the measures which need to be taken to develop an
environmental· planning program at the. local level have been identified and
a description has been given of specific tools that are necessary to implement the program in addition to the present planning legislation and
requirements presently established for local jurisdictions in Minnesota.
The present sub-section will outline and discuss the operating steps which
need to be taken once the planning program has been developed and certified as a replacement for the impact statement process. The general
details of the operating system for the environmental planning program
are outlined in a diagrammatic flow chart on the followinq paoe.
The first step in the operating program is triggered when a project
is first proposed by a department of the local governmental jurisdiction
or when a project proposed by another agency (state or federal) or by a
private party first comes to the municipality. township, or county for
l oca 1 approva 1 or di sapprova 1 (i.e. , a permit, 1i cense, zone change, subdi vision approval, etc.). If it is a project proposed by the jurisdiction
itself or a department of that jurisdiction, the :ocal official who proposes
that project will examine it to see if it is exempt or non-exempt. If
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OPERATION OF THE
ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANNING PROGRAIVI
PROCESSING AND/OR .
PROPOSING DEPARTMENT
REVIEWS PROJECT

Exempt

Non-exempt·.

-

I PLANNING AGENCY I
I REVIEWS PROJECT I
I RELATIVE TO PLAN I
1_ - - - - - _I

PLANNING AGENCY
REVIEWS PROJECT
RELATIVE TO PLAN
Variance Required

PROJECT
REPORT
FILED

No Variance·Required

MANDATORY
STATE REVIEW

I
I

PROJECT
. REPORT
FILED

I

I
I

PLANNING AGENCY
COMMENTS TO
PROCESS I NG OR
PROPOSING
DEPARTMENT

APPROPRIATE
STATE AGENCY .
AND/OR EQC
REVIEW/ ACT ION

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
PROJECT APPROVAL
OR DISAPPROVAL

·PUBLIC NOTICE
OF DECI'SION
r--

-~--1

ADMIN ISTRAT I.VE
1
APPEAL

1

L

- -· - - - . -

1

r
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I
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KEY

I
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-

I

-
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1

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

~------1
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT
VARlANCE .APPROVAL .
OR DISAPPROVAL

- - -

-

-,

I

OPTIONAL
REQUIRED

it is a project proposed· by a private party or another governmental juris_dictioti, the department which is first confronted with it will determine
whether or not it is exe~pt.
~

)

The exemption classes wo~ld be prima facie the same as the exemption
classes adopted for statewide application by the EQC for the EIS process.
(See sub-section C of Section·v of· this report.) A local jurisdiction
may have adjusted those exemptions to meet its,own needs if it adopted·
an ordinance providing foi local implementation of the EIS process. Further,
modifications of those exemption classes.may have been proposed for certification in the development of the compr~hensive planning program. If
the jurisdiction made no changes by ordinance or comprehensive plan adoption
in the statewide exemption classes established for the EIS process', the
statewide exemptions for the EIS process would automatically apply to the
environmental planning program.
The exemption program would, however, be different from the EIS
exemption program in one important respect. While the "environmentally
sensitive area" rider on the EIS exemption system woulq be retained for
the planning program, a second ri~er would have to be added as well. No
project ·should be exempted if it. requires any type o.f variance from the
comprehensive plan or any tool used in ·implementing the comprehensive plan.
A project report should be required on every. project for which such a
variance is ~equired, and the report should specifically address the
issue of the variance(s) involved.

\

j

If a proj~ct is exempt, the planning agency should be allowed (but
not required) to review and comment on the exempted activity as it relates
to the comprehe~sive planning program. The planning agency could exercise
this option for review and comment on its own initiative, or it could be
asked to review and comment on the project by the department proposing the
_project or the department which must decide on or advise a decision on the
project. In any case, when a project is exempt, review and comment by the
planning agency with respect to the comprehensive planning program should
be optional. If such review is undertaken, it should be required to occur
within the normal time limits specified for the local governmental approval
or disapproval of the exempted project. The planning agency review should
not be allowed to unreasonably delay a project beyond the normal period
established for a decision on the proJect.
If a project is not exempt, it is automatically forwarded to the
planning agency for review relative to the comprehensive plan and plan
i~plementation tools.
Determination should be made at that time if a
variance from the comprehensive plan, or a variance from any officially
adopted tool designed to implement the comprehensive plan, is necessary
for project approval. If no variance is required, the planning agency,
with the assistance of the project proposer, would complete the normal
project report form. If no variance is required but the project presents
min6r problems or questions with respect to its fit with the comprehensive
plan and its implementing tools, such questions and/or problems should be
specifically addressed in the project report. A maximum of thirty days
should be allocated to the preparation of a project report if no variance
is required,. unless specific problems are uncovered and additional time
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becomes necessary to address those problems. In no case should preparati.on·
of the project report be held up by the planning 9gency if no problems are ·
found relative to the environmental planning program in general and the comprehensive plan specifically .. The project report would then be attached
as a planning agency document to accompany the project through whatever
decision-making process is neGessary.
If the project is de~ermined to" require af)Y type of variance from·
the comprehensive plan and/or implementing tools or controls for that plan,
a project report, including all .above considerations should be developed
for the proposed project. Included in this project report, however, would
be an additional section specifically addressing the variance or variances
that are required to implement the project, the reasons why· the variance
is necessary in order to accomplish the project at the proposed site location,
and a delineation of measures which may mitigate any adverse effects which
could occur if that varianc~ (or variances) were granted to allow for the
implementation of the proposed project. This project report would then
be attached as ~ planning agency document to accompany the project through
the decision-making process. When any body representing the jurisdiction
approves or disapproves that project, substantial consideration must be
given to the identified mitigati:ng meas.ures as potential conditions for
project approval, particularly if those measures are identified as being
nece.ssary to protect the integrity of the comprehensive plan and the environme~tal planning process.
Concurrent with the time the planning agency reviews the project and
begins develop~ent of the project report, regardless of whether it requires
a variance or not, a determination should be made as to whether or not
'Statewide concern' has
the p-roposed ·project is of statewide concern
the same meanfog for .the planning program that it has for the EIS process,
inditating that the project is one of those listed in sub-section D of
.Section V for close state agency supervision. This mandatory state revi·ew
process encompasses eleven categories of projects, and whenever a local
·governmental unit is confronted with one of these types of projects, it
must notify the state agencies most likely to have an interest in the
project and file its project report with those state agencies when it
has completed the document. If a local government determines that there
are problems which need to be addressed in the project report for projects
of statewioe concern, it may request a·ssistance from the state agencies
involved wfth the proposed project in the development of the project
report. It sha 11 be the duty of any state agency which has action to
take relative to that project, to assist the local governmental entity
to the best of its abi 1ity and resou.rces in the deve 1opment of the project
report. Once the project report is completed, the local governmental
unit may continue with its approval/disapproval process as per its
established procedures.
1
'.

11

In all cases for which a variance is requested, public notice of the
decision on the variance should be required to be given by the local
governmental body. Public notice here would be in the same manner as that
described for public notice given for final environmental impact state-
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ments, described in sub-section F{5) of Section V. Public notice should
be requ1.red within seven days of the approval or disapproval of a variance.
The date of the public notice should constitute th~ beginning date fof a
sixty day statute of limitations on any type of administrative appeal of
the decision on the variance, which th~ public noti_ce would be required to
state. (See page C-15 of Appendix C to this report.) If an appeal is not
registered within the sixty day peri.od, the decision on the variance made
by the local government would stand. It·would~not be appealable at any
future time, regardless .of future authorizations which must occur. concerning
the proposed project. Appeal of the decision on any variance could be filed
with the Environmental Management Hearings Board by any public agency, the
project proposer, or any citizen in the area to be affected by th~ project
in question .
The Environmental Management Hearings Board should be authorized to
hold a formal hearing on any variance dec.ision referred to it. The Board
should have the power to reverse or modify the decision and cause action
to be instigated by the local government which made the decision. Any
such orders by the Hearings Board would be binding upon all parties involved
(barring subsequent reversal in.court). The Board's refusal to hear an
appea 1 should a1so constitute a ·fina 1 order tantamount to approva 1 of the
local decision made. Individual Board members should also be empowered
to hold hearings (and the Board should be able to hire hearings examiners)
for the purpose of fact-finding. The findings of fact resulting from such
would be presented to the full Board for a decision. (See sub-section G
of Section V of this report for further detail on r~commended Appeal Board
proc~dures.) Court appeal of a Board decision should be required to be
filed in district court within thirty days of the rendering of the final
Board decision.
In the process of the operation of the environmental planning program
·iti·any ·1ocal jurisdiction, any infonnation that is developed in conjunction
with a project report, or through the preparation an environmental impact
statement or other research program undertaken by a state of federal agency
which has bearing on the comprehensive plan of that jurisdiction (particularly the environmental element of that comprehensive plan), should be
automatically incorporated. If that information substantially changes the
nature.of direction of the plan or brjngs to light new environmental
data whi'ch substantially modify or affect the carrying out of the comprehensive pl~n program or its implement~ng tools, it should be included in
the planning program by amendment to the plan. It is anticipated that a
constant.up-dating will be necessary as projects occur and conditions change
in ·the local jurisdiction. However, minor adjustments in the comprehensive
plan or individual elements should not trigger a complex system of plan
1If there are existing "appeal" mechanisms within a local government
-(e.g., appeal to the board of county commissioners), a final decisi?n from
the local appellate b.ody would be required as the final local decision !°H:lf?re
a variance decision could be appealed to the Environmental Management Ht-arings
Board as described below. In such cases, appeal to the local appeal body
would be governed by existing local statutes of limita~ions, and the sixty
day period mentioned in the text for appeal to the Environmental Ma~aqement
Hearings Board would date from public notice of the final local dec1s1on
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amendment. Only when a substantial number of "minor" adjustments have taken
place or. a substantial new body of data has been develoned which significantly affects the comprehensive plan should a systema · :-_: up-date and amendment occur.
·
Finally, it should be stressed ag~in that the above-described system
is designed to operate as an optional process for local governmental
jurisdictions desiring to ensure environmental protection and enhancement
which are looking for a di'fferent and more meaningful decision-making process
than that which is afforded by project-by-project environmental impact
statements. This type of planning program appears to us not to require
changes in the present local government planning enabling acts, although
it will require some type of legislative authorization.
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C. The

\\

I

Enviro~mental

Planning Process and

~tate ~~nci~

The· role of Minnesota state agencies in the environmental planning
process should essentially take two directions. First is interaction with
the local governmental jurisdictions which decide to implement a local environmental planning program. And second, state agencies will be concerned
with agency capabilities to undertake an environmental planninq program
similar to that which has been outlined for local implementat1on. The present
sub-section will focus on ·these two points as well as try to delineate more
specifically the ro 1e of the Sta.te Planning Agency and the Environmental
Quality Council in the environmental planning program proposed here for
Minnesota.
{.1) State Agency Interaction 'Iii th Loca 1 Governments

As described in sub-section D of Section V, there are certain types
and classes of projects which should automatically call for state agency
supervision. These have been refer.red to previously as projects of statewide concern. This system would not change under the environmental planning
program. Projects of statewide concern would continue to be directed to the
·appropri·ate state agency{s). However, there is one derivation from the EIS
system which becomes exceedingly important. That is, if a project of statewide concern occurs in a jurisdiction which .has an adopted and certified
environmental planning program, a state agency's involvement with that proj~ct may not need an EIS even if the project is environmentally significant.
As noted above, the local unit of government must su.bmit its "project report" ·
.on such a proposed project to the state agency(s) involved. If there are
no, .or only a very few, specific problems delineat~d in the project report,
the :involved state agency(s) may be able to assist the local government in
spe~ifically handling those identified problems without the extensive analy.sis necessary in an EIS. In fact, those problems may well be controlled by
.the· various permit or licensing activities of the state agencies which have
authority over the project. If the permit authority of the state agencies
·does in fact adequately address the problems which are identified in the
project report or if those problems can be solved in some other way, there
should be no need for an environmental impact statement. If the basic sitespecific environmental questions, including delineation of existinq condi·tions data, are essentially address~d through the local comprehensive planning program, there should be no need for state agency involvement beyond
that which is specifically mandated for those agencies in their oermit or
licensing authority supplemented with very specific studi~s as necessary.
In jurisdictions where an envi~onmental planning program has not been established, the normal procedures detailed in Section V should still be
followed.
·
A second major aspect of state agency interaction with local governments is providing local jurisdictions with information (a)' to be used in
the development of the comprehensive plan, and (b) which may be necessary
to adequately address specific problems related to proiects which are not
of statewide concern. In both instances, it would be difficult, if not
impossible, to require state agencies to provide necessary data and information to local units of government every time a request came in. However,
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it is important to urge that state agencies, to the very best of their
ability, assist those local governments which are undertaking an environmental planning program or which have actually implemente~ the program.
Although it is desirable to develop as much self-sufficiency on the part
of the local jurisdiction as possible, there are numerous technical
questions on which state agencies can and should provide assistance to
local governments. Further, state· agencies should not wait for requests
from local governments for assistance, but rat9er offer generally to
assist those jurisdictions which are attempting to implement a planning
prog.ram, or To assist on spe.cifk projec~s which may cause problems for
1oca1 units .
(2) State Agency Implementation of an Environmental Plann_ing Program
Before discussing the possibility of state agencies actually undertaking and ·implementing and environmental planning program (or programs)
patterned after that which has been recommended for local governments,
two specific problems unique to state agencies must be mentioned. First,
.the question of state agency geographic jurisdiction presents a major
stumblirig block. The environmental planning program outlined for loca1
governments requires an actual physical plan, mapped and recorded, which
would provide site specific information for .project-by-project evaluation.
The smallest scale which we recommend for this type of analysis is 1:24,000,
wh1ch is suggested for use by counties in basically non-urban areas. Most
state agencies have as a practical jurisdiction the ·entire state of Minnesota. Developing detailed information on a l :24,000 scale for the entire state is not a realizable goal within the foreseeable future.
The second major problem is that most state agencies are not "general''
governmental bodies. That is, they usually do not exercise overa 11 authority
.for project imple~entation, but rather exercise control over parts of projects .via their permit {and other approval) systems. When they do exercise
· ~ontrol over the entirety of a project, they are usually the project proposer. Such public projects are frequently associated with a specific type
of program under their administration (e.g., the state parks program, under·
the Department of Natural Resources}. It may be the case that aqencies
which administer programs of this type could develop an environmental planning program very similar to that proposed for local governments if they
also have capability of developing the necessary environmental informational
·base on the lands where the programm~d projects (like parks) may be situated.
There are a number of circumstances.under which a state agency might
fruitfully undertake an environmental plannin9 program, particularly for
s~ecific program activities
under its jurisdiction. First, if an agency
has review authority or control over a program which is somewhat limited in

1with respect to information availability, it is to be hoped that the
Mfonesota Land Management Information System will eventually at the very
least provide general data to jurisdictions requesting information, and
more hopefully, specific small-scale data for areas of special study which
may be undertaken by the statewide information program.
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its geographical coverage, the agency might.find it quite desirable to be-·
gin an environmental planning· process for that particular program implementation. Secondly, if an agency administers proJects or has authority
over private projects which substantially occur in local jurisdictions
which have exercised their ow~ environmental planning programs, the agency
could utilize and build upon that local planning base. And thirdly, if
at some time in the future the statewide information system.is developed
in detail which will allow project evaluation anywhere in the state, or
within a given regional area, it may behoove an agency to begin to undertake a comprehensive planning pr6graril at. that time.
ln any case, it appears that at the present time an environmental
planning program which can be effectively undertaken and implemented by
state agencies is probably ·impracticable. This is· not intended to dis~
courage any agency from attempting to do so. If the ·en~ironmental planning program alternative is·legislated.as an option for local governments
to undertake in order to replace the EIS ~rocess, we whole heartedly recommend that the same option be made available to state agencies. However,
·
since trying to detail here a general program which all state agencies
could develop which would be responsive to all program~ and program jurisdictions would be a fruitless e~ercise, we further recommend that state
agencies be given relatively broad latitud~ in the structuring of the ~n
virorimehtal planning program they wish to undertake. It may even be the
case that two or more state agencies would find it prudent to undertake
an environmental planning program together. State agencies should be
directed to uti 1i ze the sys tern recommended to the lo.ca 1 uni ts of government
as a ·criterial model from which they should.attempt to develop their
own system responding to either a specific program or project authorizing
activity in whith they may be involved. If a state agency undertakes the
development of such ·a plannirig mechanism, it should follow the general procedure of filing a "letter of intent" with the Environm~ntal Quality Council
.indicating its intentions and outlining the environmental planninq program
it wishes to undertake. Upon completion of the planning program, EQC ~er
·tification would be necessary before it could be considered an adequate
· · replacement o.f the impact.s~atement p.rocess.
(3) The Role of the Environmental Quality· Council
The function of the EQC is anticipated to be much the same as that
which has been outlined for it in Section IV of this report. Obviously,
the Council would have some additional duties if and when local and/or
s~ate agencies atte~pted to implement an environmental planning program.
First, the EQC would be the recipients of "letters of intent" to undertake such planning programs. It would be necessary for the EQC staff to
comment on and critique all letters of intent to assure that the governmental agency undertaking the planning program does not have any mistaken
or misdirected steps in its planning program. Second, the Council would
have the sole authority over the certification of a completed program with
respect to its replacement of the environ~ental impact statement process.
Third, its role of coordination between state agencies would become even
more critical as state agencies attempt to develop environmentally sensitive

)
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program plans which will remove them from the EIS requirements, at least
for certain specific programs·. Finally, they may become involved, probably rarely, in cert~in individual project questions. This involvement
would occur only in relation to projects identified as being of statewide
concern which were located in·a local governmental jurisdiction or other
area which is geographically part of~ certified environmental planning
program. In this case, if the project report, coupled with the planning
process, is felt to be environmentally adequate for state agency project
approval (or disapproval)," the state agency or agencies which have to
approve the project should be able to petition the EQC not to require an
environmental impact statement, even though the project may be found to
be environmentally siqnificant.
If no ~uch petitioning occurs, the Council.
should deal with an individual project which occurs in local jurisdictions
with an adopted and c~rtified planning program if and only if that project
raises an issue of statewide policy or an issue relating to interagericy
coordination. All other questions relating to individual projects ~hould
be handled ·by the appropriate local jurisdictions and state agencies, the
Environmental Management Hearings Board and/or the courts.
(4) _The Role of the State Planning Agency

I.n addition to providing ·staff for the .Envi ronmenta 1 Quality Counci 1 ,
as recommended in Section IV~ the main function of the SPA should be the
provision of techni~al and financial assistance (if state funding is ·available) to local governments whfch undertake an environmental planning program. A particularly .important function would be the provision of environmental information derived from the MLMIS program as it progresses. Also·,
if the SPA is the depository for all impact statements and other environmental documents which are filed for projects occurring throughout the ·
state, and if it undertakes to utilize the environmental data from these
.documents in the statewide information system program, ·as suqgested previously, the site and/or area specific foformation which is developed in
·this ~rogram may be of specific use to a local jurisdiction. Fihally,
the SPA may be saddled at some future. tirne with developing a "statewide
plan" using as a basis the various planning programs and information col··
lected from other governmental agencies as well as the data that will be
accumulated in programs such as the "MLMIS and Critical Areas Planning P.rogram, which are presently housed in the State·Planning Agency.
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D.

Concluding Remarks

As ·the present section has progressed, it should have become apparent
that the development of an environmentally sensitiv~ planning program, designed to replace an impact statement system, will be no small undertaking.
It is not intended to be. As pointed out in the introduction, environmen~
tal impact stat~ments may provide review as~istance for decision-makers
on individual projects as a tactical measure. but they do little to stre.ngthen the overall strategic machinery for institutionalizing environmental
concerns in the day-to-day total decision-making effort. An environmenta:
planning program which becomes part of that everyday decision-makinq system should provide a far more adequate strategic approach.
'
A number of potential discussion areas have either been ignored
or
have been brushed by in sunmary fashion. Perhaps brief comment on some of
the most important of these is called for at this time. First, no mention
was made of the Critical Areas Planning Process. This is not to say that
the Critical Areas program was not considered in the formulation of the
planning program presented in this report. In fact, it was a primary consideration. The Critical Areas program, though, has a somewhat different
purpose from the program suggested here. The environmental planning program is designed to complement existing· planning in the State of Minnesota,
par.ticularly that planning designed for implementation in municipalities,_
counties and townships. It is designed to strengthen those planninq programs environmentally so that a viable alternative to project-by-project
impact statements can become a reality rather than just a nice point for
futuristic discussion. At the same time, this progr·am is also quite complementary to the Critical Area process, in tenns of both the content o_f
the final planning product and the basic procedures in achieving that product. The chief difference is that the environmental plarining program can
be, and at some point hopefully wtll be, implemented by any and all general
governmental jurisdictions in Minnesota, whereas the Critical Areas program
·is designed for limited use and not oriented to existing political juris_dictions but rather to areas designated by very specific criteria. In any
c~se~ the two programs should be able to work hand in hand, and in fact, if
they are being undertaken concurrently in an_y' given jurisdiction, should
make the basic planning work in terms of the actual development of the plans
a much easier task for both programs .
...

A second area which was only briefly examined is the role of the
regional development commissions. It is anticipated that the RDCs would
take on a support role with respect to local governments which attempt to
develop this type of planning process. They should provide technical and
i"nformational assistance insofar as they have the capability. They should
attempt to coordinate the planning efforts between and among the jurisdictfons within their boundaries. Finally. they may find it desirab1e to undertake a more broadly based environmental planning oroqram for their entire
region in order to help provide the proper policy direction to the local
units within their jurisdictions for future development and/or preservation
activities.
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Another potential concern of reviewers of this study who are acquainted
with the. positive attributes of the environmental impact statement program
are the fact that EISs facilitate public disclosure of projects and other
activities that would not otherwise.occur and the fear that the proposed environmental planning program recommended here would not provide for the
same type of project-by-project public disclosure. Though this fear may be
well~grounded to some degree,' there is a good deal· to be said in response.
First, it is expected that all project reports.will be a matter of public
record and should be made ·available to any member of the public who wants
a copy for a cost not to exceed .the actua 1 cost of reproduction .. Secondly,_
the whole environmental planning process ·is oriented to making project deci s i ans based on a pre-existing, env i.ronm_enta 11 y accountab 1e pl ann'ing process. If decision makers do utilize this typ~ of accountable pro~ess, the
need for immediate public d·isclosure in the case of every project should be
minimized. In any case, when a project decision is to be made which involves
any variance from the adopted comprehensive plan or from adopted plan implementation tools, which will have been certified by the EQC, a public notice
of that decision is required. If citizens with legitimate compl~ints about
the decision made feel that those ~omplaints were not adequately handled
.in hearings or meetings leading to that decision, they would have the right
to challenge the decision makers. before the Environmental Management Hearings
Board, and ultimately in the courts. The citizens may be giving up a detafled document (i.e., the EIS) which has b~en effective for public discl9sure purposes, but they should be receiving in return a far better and
more environmentally balanced decision-making system .
.Finally, the point should be made once again that the environmental
planning process, just like the environmental impact statement process.
is only intended to provide an input into existing decision-making processes.
Neither guarantees that "good" decisions will be made. We can only hope
that the environmentally sensitive comprehensive planning program recommended
_here would be the beginning of a strategic process which will institutionalize
a more environmentally accountable decision system than is currently available.
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. APPENDIX A

~\

The Disposition of Cases Brought Before the EQC under MEPA
The present appendix consists of a .brief case by case summary of the
cases submitted to the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council under MEPA
from the Council's inception through Nov~mber 12, 1974. The summary focuses.
on the question of whether or not an environmental impact statement is to be
required on the action in question, though brief commentary is provided on
other interesting aspects of the cases as well.
The decision date referred to is the date on which the EQC decided
whether or not an EIS would be required. The numerical code used to identify·
action proposals b~o~ght to. the attention of the Council is the code that is
used by the Council itself. The·first digit of each identification num9er
serves to -tdentify the manner in which the action in question came to ·be
presented to the EQC, as follqws:
11

11

P = Petition (of five hundred signatures or more)
M = Mandatory assessment
X = Other.
·

A-1
I

P-001-74

Oakdale - Hadley Avenue (decided January 8, 1974)

The project was a.proposed ten-block extension of a street in a suburban/
rural area, involving some wetlands. The TRC r~commended that it be declared
not significant, but the EQC was unable to reach agreement and took no action.
DNR resolved the case by p~rsuading Oakdale to develop a new route plan. The
petition was withdrawn on January·2?, 1974.
P-002-74

Ri dgeda le Peri phe.ry (dee i de.d April 9, 1974)

The action petition-ed was the future commercial develo~ment on the periphery of Ridgedale shopping center (under.construction). The peripheral development plans were already proposed. The TRC set up negotiations be.tween.the
petitioners and the develop.er vi a the city task force. The EQC took no action
as the petition was withdrawn pending th~ outcome of the task force report on
development goals for the peripheral areas~ Two of the four parcels involved· in
the petit~on we·re found ~o be exempt.
·P-003-74

George Huston Subd·ivision. in

N~W.

Angle (dectded July 9, · 1974) ·

Th~ proposed actiori was a subdivision· of 38 lots on a creek in the northwest angle. The TRC recommended that the action be declared exempt and the EQC
so declared, .sine~ all lots were sold. and some construction had begun prior to
January l; 1974. The policy was set on this case that subdivision projects are
to be examiried as a whole· project rath~r than on a lot by lot basis. Construction on one or two lots would thus exempt an entire subdivision.

P-004-74

Nordic Square - Apple Valley (decided Aprp 9, 1974)

The project in question was a proposed gravel pit of 640 acres, including
landS'caping and development after the gravel is removed. The TRC recommended
that the action be declare4 exempt and the EQC decJared it exempt as an existing
action, since all necessary permits and approvals were obtained prior to January
l°, 1974.
P-005-74

Maplewood (not yet decided)

The development petHioned was a proposed shopping center and mall in
.Maplewood. The petition attempted to address the question of high density development in ~ majdr portion of Maplewood, but the TRC found that insufficient
material evi.de.nce was provided by the petitioners to focus the issue in an adequate way. The EQC has not yet heard the ·case.
P-006-74

Hyland Lake - Green Beyer (never decided)

The project was a p~tiposed residential development of 950 units adjacent
to county-owned parkland. Before the TRC could discuss the matter for a recom~
mendation, the City of Bloomington denied a rezone request from the project
proposer, the project was halted ~nd the petition was withdrawn.
·
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P-007-74

Northern States

Pow~r

- Henderson (decided January l, 1974)

The proposed action was the construction of a 1600 mgw coal-fired power
plant on the Minnesota River. The TRC recommended that the project be considered
a major action with the potential for significant environmental effect, and the
EQC concurred. An EIS was required and PCA was designated the responsible
agency. PCA is currently awaiting the submission of design plctns by NSP. The
site for this power plant was selected by an earlier EQC and was not automatically subjected to the EIS process. Normally,- power plant siting is voluntarily
submitted to the process, not petitioned.

P-008-74

North Park - Fridley (decided May 14, 1974)

The proposal was for a municipal golf course to be sited· on a natural
area with sections of undisturbed virgin prairie, wetlands, and diverse flora/
fauna. Some rare or endangered flora may ·be i nvo 1ved. The TRC recommended that
the project be declared a major action with the potential for significant environmental effect, and the EQC agreed. An EIS was required. DNR was particularly
outspoken on the need for, an EIS because of the wetlands and unique vegetation/
·wildlife involved. It appeared.at the time of the EQC s decision that a fai·rly
large percentage of citizens would rather see a nature center than a golf course
on·the proposed site. In a referendum on November 5, voters voted two to one
against the go-lf cou'rse. On November 18 the City Council reversed its previous
decision and decided that the area will be developed as a nature center, so n6.
EIS will be prepared on the golf course.
·
1

P-009-74

Cedar-River~id~

DeveJopment (decided August 21, 1974)

The project was the development of high-rise apartment complexes very near
the Mississippi River. It was part of an urban renewal project being done in
stages. The first stage was already complete, and the petition addressed the
··second stage. The TRC found that an assessment was mandatory and reconmended
that the project be declared a major action with the potential for significant
environmental effect. The EQC ordered an EIS, designating HRA the lead agency.
The assessment recommended the requirement of an EIS and suggested that the EIS
prepared by HUD under NEPA be used for that purpose. The EQC con.curred, and
the HUD sta.tement has been submitted ·e.s a draft EIS under MEPA.
P-010-74

Lake Ida - W.illiams Investment Company (decided October 8, 1974)

Th~ proposed development consisted of 49 units near Lake Ida, one lot of
which was the shore zone. The development would use septic tank systems, and
it was noted that water quality is already a problem in the area due to overdevelopment. The TRC recommended that the action be declared exempt, since the
land was purchased and a preliminary plat was already approved and a cond:tional
use permit issued prior to January l, 1974. But the EQC ruled that the act1on
was not exempt, since final plat approval was still outstanding at thP time. It
was to be made after January 1, 1974. The EQC ordered an environmental assessment on the a·ction and on the basis of the assessment subsequently submitted,
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determined {October 8) that no EIS would be required. (The apparent import of
this case is that the EQC considers any land use approval to be a "zone change",
which is the wording of the regulations.)
P-011-74

Birch Lake - 19th Street Extension (heard June 11, 1974)

The project wa~ a col:Jnty road extension near Birch Lake, which would pass
through a sma 11 port or branch of the 1ake. Members of the TRC could not reach ·
agreement on a recommendation. The DNR representative favored the requirement
of an EIS and the Health and Sanitation and State Planning representatives did
not. Nor could the EQC reach agreement on the issue. The review.period expired
and the EQC could no longer require an EIS, so no EIS was ordered~
X-01?-74

Opus II (decided May 14,

19~4)

The project was a high density commercial, residential and industrial
development of about 450 acres on old abandoned farm land. The TRC recommended
. that an EIS be requdred, and the EQC ordered the preparation of an EIS, apparently
on the basis of the sheer magnitude 0f the project. The assessment that was voluntarily submitted was large and nearly complete enough to be considered an EIS.
The EQC recommended minor improvements and stated that when the improvements
wete made the assessment could be used as the draft EIS. Minnetonka {the desig~
nated·responsible agency) is still working on the draft EIS.
·
P-013-74

Crow River Reservoir Bridge - Hutchinson (heard August 21; 1974) .

The proposal was the construction of a bridge to connect the newer develop~
ment on the opposite bank of the Crow Ri~er Reservoir which has come about be. cause of the growth of Hutchinson. The TRC could not reach consensus on a recommendation, nor could the EQC reach a decision. The review period lapsed and the
·recommendation of the assessment that no EIS be prepared was automatically acce~ted.
{A lot of EQC time. was spent on this primarily local issue.)
P-014- 74

Freeborn County Road Spraying Practices (decided August 21 , 1974)

The action petitioned was the use of 2-40 and 2-4-5T in pheasant habitats,
it being alleged that such pesticides kill 90% o~ the btoadleaf and some rare
and endangered plant species. The TRC recommended that no EIS be required but
that a task force should be put together to consider the pesticide question. The
EQC required no EIS of Freeborn County, deciding that a piecemeal approach requiring EISs of ev~ry local government proposing to use such pesticides was not
the most effective way of attacking the issue. The EQC reqµired that a statewide analysis be undertaken and charged the CAC and EQC staff with the responsibility of determining the best approach to take.
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MP-015-74

"')

Knopp Valley Project (decided July 9, 1974)

The project was a 600+ unit residential and small commercial center
on old abandoned farm land. On the basis of the mandatory assessment the TRC
recommended that the project be considered of no more than local significance
and that an EIS not be required. The EQC· did not require an EIS although a
non-degradation rider was attached. The project's effects on a small trout
stream might have made the development ·of more than local significance, but
the non-degradation rider.was felt to be sufficient for the stream's protection.
P-016-74

Washington County Highway #4 (decided September 10, 1974)

The proposal was the rerouting of a county highway through a swamp about
a mile square in order to straighten the road. The highway presently jogs
around the· swamp. The TRC recommended on the basis of the assessment that the
project be declared not to be a major action, claiming further that no significant environmental effects were likely. The EQC heard the case on August 21
but took no·action at that time. Before the next EQC meeting the EQC staff met
with the Washington County Board and the petitioners. The road was vfrtual ly
complete at that· time,· and the Washington County Board stated that it is pre ...
paring a resolution to designate the swamp as a park site. The petitioners
will look for state and federal aid that may be available for funding to ac- .
qu·ire·that property. At the September EQC meeting no Council action was deemed
necess.ary and no EIS was required.

)

M-017-74

Inland Steel Taconite Plant (decided November 11, 1974)

The EQC judged the construction of a new taconite mine and processing plant
. to be a major action with the potential for significant environmental effects
·and required that an EIS be prepared~ The Council also attached permit riders
·for pre-monitoring and reclamation as determined necessary by DNR and PCA. This
proposal was introduced at an EQC meeting without going through the TRC. The
draft EIS was completed and~circulated and the final EIS was subsequently prepared. The EQC decided not to invoke its power to review the final EIS.
X-018-74

Minnesota Zoological Garden (decided November 12, 1974)

The proposed action was the construction of a new state zoo in Apple ·!alley,
for which the legislature authorized bonding and state board designing. ~he zoo
would be one square mile and would cost $22 million. An assessment was prepared
voluntarily. This proposed action was later grouped with EQC case number P-030~74,
dealing with the zoo's fringe. (See P-030-74 f0r the EQC's action.)
M-019-74

Pig's Eye Coal Handling Facility (not yet decided)

The project was a new coal handling facility and barge terminal on Pig's
Eye Lake (connected to th~ Mississippi River). The project area is an aban-

)
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doned land fill site, which is· at present a metropolitan sewage treatment pldnt
site with a long and complicated legal history. The project was introduced at
an EQC ~eeting without going through the TRC, but no EQC decision was reached.
PCA held a lengthy hearing on an outs tandi hg permit and wil 1 shortly dee i de on
whether or not to grant it. If they refuse the permit, no decision will be re~
quired by the EQC. If they decide to grant it the EQC will decide on whether ·
or not an EIS wi 11 -be requ·i red.
...

M-020-74

Bohman Marina,_Rainy Lake (decided November 12, 1974)

A marina was proposed for Rainy Lake. The project would require some
dredging and presents a potential commercial/residential conflict.. The TRC
recommended tha.t the project be considered exempt·because of prior construction.
The EQC determined that no EIS would be required.
·

·M-021- 74

Hanna Mining, Keewatin Tac6nite Plant Expansion (decided May
14, 1974)

°The p.roject proposal was an expansion of an existing taconite plant, cha.nging
the p.rocess and doubling the output with very little additional particulate
·
erni ss ion. No new 1and or exterior construction was i nvo 1ved. The TRC recommended
that the project be declared exempt as an existing action, and the EQC so deter-·
mined with the provision that EQC·review the outstanding PCA permit.
M... Q.22-74

'Ottertail County Highway #8 Realignment (decided October 8, 1974)

The act ion proposa 1 was the rea 1i gnment of a county highway near a 5lma 11
lake, involving some wetland and moving the road a little closer to the lake .
. The EQC did not require the preparation of an EIS but did request that the county
hold _a p.ublic hearing on the realignment.

M-023-74

American Crystal Sugar Beet - Renville ( decided May 14, 1974)

The proposal was the construction of a new sugar beet refinery. Since
construction began in early 1973, the TRC recommended and the EQC ruled that
an EIS not be required.

M...024-74

American Crystal Sugar Beet - East Grand Forks (decided October
8, 1974)

The project was an internal sugar beet plant exoansion adding a second production line but involving no external cha~ges. There was potential for a water
appropriation problem. The EQC voted not to require an EIS on the exoan~ion.
ii'

M-·025-74

Cenex Tank Farm Expansion {decided June 11, 1974)

Two new 500,000 gallon tanks were proposed to be added to the ex1st~ng
facility. The tanks were placed on order in November, 1973. The TRC recom-
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mended that the action be declared exempt, and the EQC s.ubsequently declared ·it
exempt as an existing action.

)

P-026-74

Lakeridge

Estates~ Lakevill~

(decJded August 21, 1974)

The project was a subdivision-of 88 sirigl~-family houses on 63 acres adjacent to a lake (one-third of the units to be on shoreline property of Lake
Marion). The TRC recommended that the action be dec.lared exempt as an existing
action. But the EQC decid~d that the acti6n was .hot exem~t, since final· ~lat
approval was still· outstanding (again interpreting any land use control _approval
as a "zone change"--see case P•Ol0-74 above). An assessment was required, but
no EIS was ordered on the basis of the assessment. Non-degradation and erosion
cont.rel riders were attached to the proposal. It·w·as decided -that it would be
more detrimental to the land to leave ;t· uncove.red while an EIS was being prepared than to proceed with the project.

P-027-74

Penn

Avenue

Bridge~

Minneapolis

.{detide~

July 9, 1974)

The act10.n proposal was the widenjng and reconditioning of ·an old bridge,
involving the·r.emoval of nine. trees. The TRC recommended that no EIS ·be required
since the action was not major and did not·have the potential for significant
environmental effects. The EQC concurred and did.not require an· EIS.
M-028-74

Loring Park Planned Unit Development · (not yet decided)

The project was an urban renewal project, a. comb.i ned effort by the City of
Minneapolis an·d a development team, involving eleven ~quare blocks of residential
property. The proJect involved legislati;ve approval .for a funding procedure.
Since regulation MEQC 23(b)(2) provides that ~n action is e~empt if it is a legislative proposal or .enactment of the State Legislature, the question of whether
:·or not the actfon in question is exempted on these grounds· was submitted for a
legal opinion to the Special Assistant Atto-rney General assigned to the EQC. T:he
resulting opinion was·that the action is not exempt.as a legislative proposal
or an ena·ctment of the State Legi,shture.' :rhe -EQC could not r~ach a majority
· decision on the action~ the review period 1apsed," ·and the a.ssessment' s ·recommendation ~hat no EIS- be required was automatically accepted. The EQC and the
City of Minneapolis were sue:d for not havlng fulfilled their responsibilities,
and the case ·is s ti 1l i'n court.
P-029-74

Bryant Avenue S. - Apartment Comp.lex (dec.ided July 9, 1974)

The proposal was for a two-story apartment complex on the east side of
Bryant Avenue S. in a residential area in Mi_nneapolis·. ·since construction was
a 1ready underway, the TRC recommended that :the acti.on be dee 1ared exempt as an
existing action, and the EQC so ruled.
·
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P-030-74

Zoo 1og i ca 1 Gardens (fringe) (decided November 12, 197 4) ·

The action in question was the commercial development on the south fringe
of the new zoo (see case X-01.8-74). The land ;.s· private and undeveloped, but a
zone change was required~ . The EQC grouped this case with the zoological garden.
itself (case X-018-74) and ·required that information on commercial development
of the periphery and on the access road be added to the original assessment.
An EIS was subsequently r~quired with the Minnesota Zoological Board designated
the responsible agency. Construction of the Zoological Garden and Zoo road was
allowed to proceed. The Council also endorsed the inter-agency effort to coordinate a Development Guide Plan for the peripheral area and indicated that it
may consider critical area- designation at its February 1975 meeting.
P-031-74

WAPPA - Rutzic_k and Associates (decided· November 12, 1974)

This project was a high density resi.dential development consisting of two
apartment buildings about five blocks apart with a small pond midway between.·
A zone change was required. The TRC recommended to th.e petiti one·rs that the
petition be rewritten to address specific issues and recommended to the EQC
that both apartment buildings be declared exempt. The TRC felt that fhe pond
area. was que.stionable. The· EQC exempted· both apartments and the pond but or-·
dered an e.nvironmental asse.ssment on the St-. Paul zoning ordinance. Subsequently,
no EIS was ordered on the rezone.
·
M-032-74

Ellerbe Architects - Bloomington (not

y~t

decided)

The TRC recommended,that thfs planned unit developme.nt be declared exempt
as an existing action, on the grounds that the first development phase is already
completed. The EQC has not yet heard the case.
. M-033-74

M, P & L Transmission Line (decided June 11, 1974)

The project cons i s.ted of running an approximately 370 KV 1i ne about 200
miles from Manitoba Hydro to a mining district·to serve taconite plant expansion. A power plant 'siting procedure emergency ~as requested. The TRC found
an environmental assessment mandatory under EQC rules and regulations and recommended that an EIS be required. The EQC declared the action to be a major action
with the potential for· significant environmental effects and required that an EIS
be prepared. The .draft EIS was prepared and circulated, and the EQC has just
received the final EIS.
·
M-034-74

Froning's Elevator and Shipping (not yet decided)

The project consists of the dredging of 1,750,000 cubic yards from the
Mississippi to fill a slough to form a 60-acre site in a conmercial harbor
at Winona. A grain elevator and service buildings are to be built on the site.
The proposal was withdrawn before either the TRC or·the EQC heard the case.
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X-035-74

)

General Mills Groundwater - Golden Valley (never decided)

The proposal was to drill a new well for air conditioning water for a new
office building. The TRC recommended that an envi~onmental assessment was not
even necessary in this case, and the EQC dismissed the case without requiring
an assessment. (The project may even ·have· been.exempt.)
MX-036-74

Shepherd Park - Stuart

Cor~oration.(not

yet decided)

This proposal for a housin~ development i·n St. Paul was withdrawn for·
additional design work before either the TRC or the EQC heard the ·case~ It·
may be resubmitted at a later date.
M-037-74

Northern Border ·Pipeline (not yet decided)

This project is the ·part of a.forty-eight inch natural gas pipeline from
Saskatchewan to the.east coast of the U~ited States wh~ch passes through six
counties in southwestern Minnesota. A federal assessment was prepared on the
entire pipeline, but it does not address ~pecific impacts in Minnesota. The
State has unofficially advised that a mo~e adequate Minnesota-oriented assessment be. prepared. The case has not yet bee~ heard by either the TRC or the EQC.
M-.038-74

)

Eveleth

Taconit~

Company Expansion

(d~cided

July 9, 1974}

Th~ project is a·fairly sizable expansion of an existing taconite.operation.
The TRc··recommended that it be declared exempt, though the exemption evidence was
not conclusive. The EQC exempted the proposal .

. p.. QJ9-74

Judicial Ditch #15 (not yet decided)

The action in question :here is the construction of a drainage ditch through
Delano DBD, channelizing Sucker Creek. Over 100 acres of types 3, 4, and 5 wet.land are· involved. T~e project has a long and complicated history in and out of
court. The judicial district in charge of administering such drainage ditches
is not capable of preparing an assessment or an EIS. On September 10, 1974, the
EQC ordered Wright County to prepare an environmental assessment. On ·November 12,.
1974, the EQC reviewed the assessment but came to no decfsion on whether or not
an EIS was to be required·or on whether or not a public hearing was necessary.
The EQC review period ends on December 2, 1974, before another EQC meeting is
scheduled. Barring some special action before that date, the recommendation
of the assessment that no EIS be required will automatically be accepted.
P-040-74

White Be'r Rod and Gun Club - Hugo (not yet decided)

Thts proposed shooting facility near Hugo abuts Rice Lake and the Rice
Creek dtainage ditch. The petitioners alleged that the project would cause
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noise and lead shot water pollution problems·. The TRC recommended that an
assessment be ·required but made no recommendation on whether or not an EIS
should be required~ An assessment was ordered on August 21, 1974. The EQC
heard the case on November 12, 1974, but reached no decision on whether or not
to require an EIS. The EQC review period ends December 16, 1974, which will
give the EQC another chance to decide on the matter. The recommendation of the
assessment is that no EIS be required, and that recommendation will automatically
be accepted if the EQC ma~es no decision at its December meeting~ The EQC went
to court on this proposed action to force the developer to stop work until a
decision had been made on whether or not· an EIS is to be required, but the legal
action wai·not really decided on since.the developer agreed voluntarily to
·
stop work until after the November EQC meeting.
P-041-74

Lyndale Avenue_and Minnehaha Apartments· (not yet· decided)

The project was an eight to sixtee.n ·story high-rise apartment to be
constructed in a single-family residential ·area close to Minnehaha Parkway.
The TRC recommended that an assessment be prepared and. an assessment was ordered
on August 21, 1974. The whole case has been postponed for the moment pending
the fir~ing up of site plans by, the developer.
·
X-042-74

Kampers Resort Inc. (decided August 21, 1974)

The proposed development of multiple dwellings.on an existing campground
near· Elk River would consist of 400 apartments to be done in stages. The TRC
recommended that an EIS not be required provided that the developers comply
with certain stipulations and non~degradation riders. The EQC required that
an EIS be prepared but stated that the decision will be reversed when design
plans are approved by DNR for aesthetic compatibility with potential recreation
. river designation. The EQC also attached a non-degradation rider .
P-043-74

. Proposed Schoo.l Site - Vil 1age of Dayton (dee i ded November 12, 197 4)

The proposed new grade school would serve·two communities and would use
a septic type system 'for waste water treatment in this undeveloped area. The
school is ~nticipated to be a growth stimulus. The TRC recommended that an
assessment; be prepared by the school district, and the EQC so ordered· on August
21, 1974. Based on th~ assessment, the EQC decided that an EIS would not be
necessary.
P-044-74

Broadview Development (not yet decided)

The project consisted of twenty-two single-family houses on septic tanks
which are anticipated to drain into a trout stream. Septic tank problems are
alleged since the site is underlain in close proximity to bedrock. The TRC
recommended that an environmental assessment be required, and the·EQC subsequently ordered an assessment. The case has not yet come before the EQC for
a decision on whether or not an EIS is to be required.
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M-045-74

Kerfoot Condominium - Saganaga Lake (not yet decided)

This condominium project would consist of zs+·units on a site surrounded
by the Boundary Water Canoe Area, thou·g h the project itself wou 1d be on private
property. Sewerage problems are anticipated, since the site is underlain at a··
sha 11 ow depth by bedrock. An environmenta 1 assessment was mandatory ·and was
ordered on September 10, 1974, with .Cook County designated the agency responsible
for the preparation of the assessment~ The case has not yet come befo~e the
EQC for a decision on whether or not an EIS is to be required.

)

P-046-74

AMAX Copper/Nickel.

E~ploration

(decided November 12, 1974)

The project consists of ah exploration by AMAX for copper/nickel in the
mining region of northern Minnesota. The proposal contains. a detailed program
for monitoring the environmental effects .of the exploration and . the s~bsequent
mining should the exploration prove fruitful~ The monitoring would provide
valuable data for a region-wide copper/nickel EIS on the whole question of.
copper/ni eke 1 mining· in Minnesota. An assessment was ordered on August 21 ,
1974,· and the monitoring program was explained to the EQC in considerable detail
at a subsequent EQC meeting. The TRC could reach no consensus for a recommendation on. whether or not to require an EIS.on the AMAX exploration but did recommend that the EQC~ddress the whole questioh of copper/nickel mining in Minnesota. The EQC decided not to require an EIS on the exploratory action on the
grounds that this exploration would not constitute. a major action with the
potential for significant environmental: effects. The EQC did require that DNR
and PCA report to the· EQC. in December on the acceptability of AMAX s environmenta l monitori-ng program .
1

M-047..; 74
.

. Potlatch Corporation N.W. Paper Division (never decided)

This.67% expansion of an existing facility did not exceed the mandatory
assessment thresholds, although water quality might have been a problem. Air
pollution control equipment'.was to b~ installed. The TRC recommended that ~n
assessment be prepared, but the proposal was withdrawn before the case went
before the EQC.
P-048-74

Lutsen - Spraying Toxic Chemicals (not yet decided)

The action in questibn i~ the use of 2-40 and 2-4~5T in Lutsen, which raises
the whole question of pesticide use in Minnesota. Though this specific case has
not yet.been decided by the EQC, the Council has ordered a statewide program
review of pesticide use.
X-049-74
Paul.

Spac~

Center Industrial Park - Oakdale (decided October 8, 1974)

The proposed project was a 50-acre industrial park in a suburb of St.
The EQC ruled that an EIS was ~ot required on the action.

\
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MX-050-74

Arden Hills Tennis Court (deci'ded September 10, 1974)

The project proposal was the construction of a tennis court, involving
the fi 11 i ng of more th an five acres of wetlands.. ihe TRC recommended that no
EIS be required because state waters were not involved and the scope df the
proposal was not sufficient to justify considering it to be·a major action.
The EQC concurred and no EIS·was required.
P-051-74

Masonic Temple,

St~

Paul

(~ecided

September 10, 1974)

The proposed action was the demolition of an abandoned Masonic Temple
made necessary by the need for connector.roads leading to I-94. Petitioners
claimed that the building has potential for cultural significance and contended
that alternatives to demolition had not been adequately explored. The EQC -invoked subdivision 9 of section 4 of MEPA to stay demoliti-0n pending a substantive decision on the part of the EQC;.- I~vestigation led the EQC to the
conclusion that the demolition would have no impact on the physical environ- ment and that the building has only marginal historical and architectural.
significance. The Temple was det~rmined to be of purely local cultural significa.nce., for these reasons the .EQC ruled that an EIS would not be required ..
P-052-74

Beltline Interception - Lake. Phalen (not yet decided)

The project is a 72-inch sewage iriterception pf considerable length with
a gravity-fl-ow to replace a smaller inadequate pressure flow sewer. It would
be located adjacent t6 Lake Phalen, and th~ petitioners fear in-seepage and
drainage into the lake. Ari assessm~nt was ordered on September 10, 1974, to
be prepared by the Metropolitan Sewer Board. The case has not yet been ·heard
by the EQC for a determination on whether or not an EIS is to be required.
. M... 053"-74

West Publishing Company -- St. Paul (decided November 12, 1974)

The proposed action is- the expansion of an industrial facility by 600,000
square feet, which is beyond the mandatory threshold for an environmental assessment. The EQC decided on the basis of the assessment prepared by ~he City
of St. Paul that an EIS would not be required.
M-054-74

UPA-CPA

(no~

yet decided)

The project is·the running df a 450 KV DC transmission line from North
Dakota through western Minnesota farm land to the Twin Cities. An assessment
was mandatory and was ordered on September 10, 1974, to be prepared by the Department of Agriculture. The case has not· yet come before the EQC for a decision on whether or not an EIS is to be required.
M-055-74

INco· - Superior National Forest (not yet decided)

_- The proposed action is for an open pit copper/nickel mine in northern
Minnesota, the exploration havintj been completed previously. An environmental
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assessment was mandatory and has been completed. The assessment recommends
that an EIS be required, but the case has not come before the EQC for a decision
on the m~tt~r. A federal .EIS is being prepared on the project under the National
Environmental Policy Act·.
.P-0$6'."74

Lake Nicollet Development - Minneapolis (decided November 12, 1974)

The actjon is a small urban renewal proj@ct in downtown Minneaoolis. An
e·nvi.ronmental assessment was voluntarily submitted by the City of Minneapolis.
The TRC recommended that no EIS be required, since the pro;iect is not of more
than local significance and fits well with the development district and comprehensive plans. The EQC concurred and ruled that an EIS would not. be required.

x-os1 .. 14

U.S. Highway #·10 - Morrison Company (decided November 12, 1974)

This new two-lane connector highway of about lOmiles in length involves
considerable wetland. A low traffic volume is expected. The TRC recommended
that·DNR and the Department of Highways work out the problems on an inter-agency
basis but that no EIS be required. The EQC determined not to require an EIS.
p;,.Q58-74

\

}

MTC Garage/Humbolt

~eights

School (not yet decided)

The old Humbolt Herights School is proposed to. be remodeled to become a
bus garage for the Metropolitan Transit Commission. An assessment was ordered
on October 8, 1974, whi.ch will become due when the federal environmental assessment_ is fintshed on the same projett.

M-059-74

NSP 500 KV Line (decided August 21, 1974)

-A 500 KV line is to be run by Northern States Power from Manitoba to
Sherborn County. The proposal is going through the power plant c;iting process.
The EQC requested more info·rmation and designated itself as the responsible
agency.

M-060-74

Aitkin Company - International Realty (not yet decided)

The TRC found the voluntarily submitted environmental assessment inadequate,
and the EQC concurred. Aitkin County was named the agency responsible for the
~xpansion and rewriting of the a~se~sment, with direction from PCA, the Departm~nt of Health, and DNR.
M·061-74

Lotus Lake Development (not yet decided)

An assessment was ordered on this proposed lake development on October 8,
1974, but the case has not yet come before the EQC for a decision on whether or
not an EIS wil 1 be required.
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X-062 ... 74

St. Mary's College Academics Facility

(decided October 8, 1974)

The project is a proposed new building for _school activities.

Based on

.the environmental assessment,. the EQC decided that an EIS would not be necessary.

X-063-74

Pioneer Gateway {deci d~d October 8, 197 4)
,.

Based on the infonnation contained in the voluntari.ly submitted assessment,
the EQC ruled that an EIS would· not be required on thi.s residential development.·

M-064-74

Ditch #17 -

K~ndiyohi

County (not yet decided)

Prbposed ditch #17 would eliminate 43 acres of wetlands ~nd affect 31
additional acres. The case has not yet come before either the TRC or the EQC
for a d~ci~ion on whether or not an EIS will be required.
.M-O(i5-7f!t

Ditch #17 -

LeSue~

County (not yet decided)

Proposed ditch #17 would eliminate 160 acres of wetlands and affect 225
· additidnal acres. The case has not yet come before either the TRC or the EQC
to:r a decision on whether or not an EIS will be required.
M-066 ... 74

Ditch

#18~

Lateral C-Kandiyohi, Meeker Counties (not yet decided)

·Proposed.ditch #18 would eliminate 300 acres of wetlands. The case has
· riot~ye·t come before either the TRC or the EQC for a decision on whether or not
an, EJ.S wil 1 be required.
_:. M-067-74

Dttch #1, Meeker, Kandiyohi and Renville Counties (not yet decided)

.
Proposed ditch #1 would e-liminate 57 acres. of wetlands and affect 4
additional acres. Si.nee the proposal was originally submitted, the proposed
length of the ditch was decreased, and an environmental assessment is ho longer
mandatory .on the modified proposal. No EQC action has been taken.

M-068-74

Lower St. Croix {no decision made)

The Lower St. Croix' was the first area in the state to be designated a
critical area under the critical areas program. Because of federal requirements
pettaining to the same area, a federal EIS-was prepared under NEPA. DNR volunt~rily submitted the federal EIS to the EQC as an EIS fulfilling the requirements
·of MEPA. The final MEPA EIS is currently bei~g prepared. The case was never
qctually brought before the EQC for a decision on whether or not an EIS was to
be required~
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Credjt River Tciwnship Race Track (not yet decided)

P-069-74

An assessment was ordered on this medium speed auto race track on October
8, 1974, with Scott County designated the agency r~sponsible for the preparation
·of the assessment. The case has not yet come before the EQC for a decision on
whether or not.an EIS will be required.
·

\
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. American Shield Corporatiori (not yet decided)

M-070-74

.
This coppe~/nickel mining ~roposal ·has· not yet come before the TRC or the
EQC for a decision on whether· or not an EIS is to be required. The American
Shield Corporation has expressed concern.in a letter to the federal district
forest ranger that the federal EIS being prepared.on the INCO mining proposal
(see case M-055-74) be regional in nature in order tp provide. information on
other mining proposa 1s irl . Minnesota.
Hines-~pur

P-071-74

Landfill, Beltram County (not jet decided)

An. assessment was ordered .on this landfill project on November 12, 1974,
with Beltram County designated as the responsible agency. The case has not yet
come before the EQC for a decision on wh~ther or not an EIS will be required.
P~072-74

.

Union Gospel Mission (not yet decided)

The proposed action is the demolition ·of the Union Gospel Mission facility
in downtown St. Paul and the construction of a new facility in an older residential/commercfal -area. An assessment was ordered on November 12, 1974, with
the City of St. Paul ~esignated the responsible agency.

}

)

. X-073--74

Minnesota .River Bridge

~

·Highway 36 (not yet decided)

The proposed.project consists of an improvement to highway 36. The
assessment was voluntarily submitted by the Department of Highways, and the
case has not yet come before the EQC for a dee is ion on whether or not ?n EIS
will be required.
. M-074- 74

Timbers Development, Edina (not yet decided)

An assessment was voluntarily submitted on this deve.lopment by the developer. The TRC could not reach consensus on whether or not to recommend
that an EIS be required, and the matter has not yet come before the EQC for
an EIS decision.
·
X,M-075-74

·.

Arcturus and Parcel #4 Mines, Marble, Minnesota (decided November
12, 197_4)
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The proposed project is a mine dewateririg operation by U.S. Steel. Based
on the ~ssessment, the TRC recommended that an EIS not be required, and the EQC
concurred.
McGowan Barge Fl.eetin.g Slip {not yet decided)

M-076-74

An envi r;onmenta l assessment was· ordered on this project on November 12,
1974, with the Lower Minnesota River Watershed District designated as the
responsible agency.
Jones & Laughlin, Welton & Ma.ry
1974)
.

X-077-74

Elle~

Pits {decided November 12,

·Based on the environme~tal asse~sme~t on this mine dewaterin~ project, the
EQC decided that an EIS would not be required.
La Crescent Quarry (not yet decided)

P-078- 74

This proposed quarrying project in Houston County has not yet come before
the TRC or the EQC.
P-079~ 74

Pesticides in Itasca County (not yet decided)

The.action petitioned is the usage of 2-4D and 2-4-5T along publit roadsi.des of'Itasca County. No .decision has been reached by the EQC on the ·specific
action, but a statewide program review of the use of pe~ticides in Minnesota is
underway~

. M-080-74

·Graham Land Development," Maple Grove {not yet decided)
.

.

The proposed project is a residential dev~lopment within l ,000 feet of~
the shoreline. The T~C recommended.that an EIS not be required, though an
NPDES permit would be necessary from PCA. The case has not yet come before
the EQC fof a decision on whether or not an EIS will be required.
X-081- 74·

Pittsburg Pacific Knox Mine (not yet decided)

This mine dewatering project has not yet come before either the TRC or
the EQC for a decision bn whether or not an EIS will be required. An assessment on the project was voluntarily submitted.

APPENDIX B

)

Budget Estimates for the Implementation of MEPA
"Introductton
The budget estimates presented in the present appendix assume that
the recommendations presented in Sections IV, V, and VI of this report
are implemented .as proposed. Section VB detailing an optional environl
mental planning program has not been considered in the budget analysis.
Central to the budget ana ly.si s presented here are ·a ;:number of assumpti ans
which need to be detailed prior to the presentation of specific details.
First, .and probably most important, it is assumed that the environmental
protection program established under MEPA and its implementing rules and regulations will be altered to allpw for a functional decentralization of basic
environmental analysis and decisi6n-making to all gove~nmental agencies in
Minnesota, ..particularly general .purpose local governments and state agencies.
Second, we wil·l assume that the present Environmental Quality Council
staff function, independent of any agency at ·the present time, wi 11 be lodged
in the State Planning Agency. It is assumed that the staff functions will
. be to advise EQC on state environmental policy issu~s, to provide advice to
governmental units implementing MEPA, and to aid in the coordination between
and among other state agencies.

)

Thi-rd, it ·is assumed that the legi s 1ati ve adoption of any amendments· to
implement the proposed MEPA program will occur on or abo~t March 1, 1975, and
that the drafting of implementing rules and regulations designed to clarify
·the new system will be undertaken as soon as a draft bill detailing the legis·lative program is submitted. Official proceedings for the adoption of these
·rules and regulations should occur immediately after the adoption of any
legislative amendment. It is anticipated that new EQC-MEPA implementinq rules
and regulations could be adopted by July l, 1975. Consequently, all budget
estimates are presented to begin as of July 1, 1975, which corresponds. to
Fiscal Year 1976 and the beginning of a new biennium budget period for Min. nesota.
11t is·anticipated that if a· local unit of government wished to implement.such a progr~m, part of the local government planning assistance
funds which will probably be introduced for legislative consideration under
the titl~ of a Land Use Planning Grant P~o~ram could be utilized for this
type of activi.ty. If the environmental planning program alternative to the
environmental impact statement system is authorized by the Legislature, as is
proposed in sub-section C of Section IV, it is our hope that local governmental agencies opting to implement such a program would be given priority
consideration in their application for these planning assistance funds.

)
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Fourth, we assume that all direct costs for the preparation of draft and
final environmental impact statements will be charged to the project for
which the EIS is being prepared. If the project. is· proposed by a private
party, the responsible agency would have the authority to charge draft EIS
preparation to that private party. If the project is proposed by a publi~
agency, the public agency, which becomes the responsible agency for the project, should consider the EIS as a cost. of undertaking the project, and
consequently a direct proj~ct cost.
Fifth, this appendix assumes that '.the preparation cost of Environmental
Notes for certain non-project actions potentially affecting the environment ..
(see Section VI) wi 11 be quite nominal an·d. will be internalized in the development of the non-project action rroposal, as appropriate.
Sixth, there are three·items which are presently budgeted for and
administered by the EQC which are not incl-uded in the budget figures presented in this section. First, the. function of power plant sitinq has not
been included. We have recommended that the duties in the power plant siting
. program be moved from the EQC to the Energy Agency and have given a breakdown.
·below· for the power plant siting program (as it relates to MEPA) for the
Energy Agency. Second, the critical areas planning process which is administered at the state l~vel by the EQC has also not been included. As is
the case with power plant siting, this is a ·continuing program, but a budget figure· for critical areas should be· considered separately from this proposed program. Finally, we are assuming that the Citizen's Advisory Council,
for reasons indicated .in the body of this report, wi.11 no longer be functioning after July l, 1975, and there will thus be no need for specific EQC
funding for this program.
Seventh, three types of budget breakdowns are provided. For selective
state agencies, a proposed budget for Fiscal 1976 is presented. In some
'instances, such as for the EQC-SPA program and the Environnental Management
-Hearings Board, Fiscal 1976 will be considered a start-up year for the new
program, with activities and duties changing for Fiscal 1977, which moves into the 11 on-going operations 11 year. Consequently, a biennium budget figure
for these agencies will include different amounts for each of the two years.
In other agencies, the Fiscal Year 1976 budget can be assumed to reflect an
on-going program, and the biennium budget figure would simply reflect a
doubling of the Fiscal 1976 dollar amount. A third type of budget breakdown
is the one presented for local governmental assistance in implementing the
MEPA program. It is not individual-agency oriented, but rather proqram
oriented for potential use by any applying and qualified local governmental
a·gency. Specific budget details as to how a 1oca1 governmental unit may
utilize the funds, or how they may utilize locally provided funds, have not
been included due to the potential for very wide variations in local program
implementation.
11

11

Eighth, state agency and local governmental budgets, particularly the
agency budgets specifically detailed in this study, may well be effectively
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reduced in dollar amounts if staff people are utilized· who are generally
budgeted for under the MEPA program but who work on private project impact
statement preparation where the primary costs can be charged to the private
project and not to the MEPA budget. At the present time, the impact of
this eventuality is totally unpredictable,· although it would be most significant if H: occurs for the Department of Natural Resources, the Energy Agency
(if they have power plant siting a·_nd related EIS functions), and local governmental units. ·
Finally, it should be stressed that the budget er,timates presented herein
are-just that: estimates.· They are based on our knowledge of what it takes
to implement a decentralized environmental policy act program such- as this
and our pragmatic experience of deve l opi n·g a budget prog.ram for the State of
Washington for a similar program. Also, extensive experience with the preparation of ·all ranges of impact statements, ranging frqm small locally signif--·
,~cant projects tp major .nationally significant projects,_ has provided us
. with a, good ,9ea) of Pr~c~tical knowledge of. how. the impact statement preparatio,n :and proce~sing program itsel.f ,._works. , ,Hqwever, e.verLthe most ext~nsive
past experienc(wn l _not. replace the. ac~~a'.1 dperatfor:i i~f the sy:stem itself.
for
"fu.~ure. projections ··:·.·;Cons~q4en,tly,, .the Q_uciget _shou,l? b"e cbn~tan~ly,·te1
. viewed;1 i"n,· order to make. ~dJu.strrien~S _as neqes~~ry t()" qdeq.u&_tely ii:npl ~tn.en,t the.
prppO~ed program.
·
· · ... , : . ·
·
··

\~

)

Th;ls budget :report .. ha~. _bee.n org,anized: .into :+-our :major sub~s'ed:i9n{~ ::.
First, presenf state agerici~s· are addressed, giviri~ p~~tic~larly -clos~ ·
a,ttention ·~to the EQC~State Planning Agency :budget. Second, a proposed
., budget :for,~he En vi r~nmen.tal ·Manag:~rnen,t. He:ar.ing,~, ~J>.a:rd J's' ,pre;sented, .. Third,
.. .a ·.bask budget progr<;lrri for regional 'develqplil~nt, commissions ·(includ.ing .Metro)
''.·is ..set forth .. T.hi:s program i~·.,es~entiall.Y '?,rten·.ted 1tq the pY.ovision:'.o:f tech, nical assist.ance Jn. ElS program ,impJementa,tiJ>n and. operati()D. ,tol9~:al,gov_ern
ments. Finally; a des cri pti on of program, implementa.t'i cfr1 for" state-funded
local governmental assistance monies is provided·~· ·
·
' ·

.
.•,
I,

A.

State Agencies

(1) Environmental Quality Council - State Planning Agency
At the present time, the Environmental Quality Council staff is housed
in the State Planning Agency, but it is identified as a separate staff from
the State Planning Agency stafL We have recommended that the staff func- ·
tion for EQC actually be handled as a dir~ct SPA staff function, with the
identification of specific positions foi EQC work. It is anticipated that
the EQC part of the State Plahning staff would then also be the SPA people
who would handle any other ·sPA functions·related to implementing the MEPA
program.
As can be seen below in the presentation of the detailed budget, the
EQC-SPA work h~s been divided into six a~eas. ·First, General .Administration·
would include the EQC Coordinator functioning as staff director for the entire MEPA program for the State of Minhesota~ This position would be equiv.alent to the one currently held by John Mohr. We are suggesting that
General Administration also include an assistant to··the Coordinator. Not
only would these two individuals be responsible for overall administration,
but they would also be the people working most closely with the Counci·l
itself, as well as providing th~ direct liai~on with other state agencies.
Other duties would include working with assigned task forces and the staff
environmental coordinators of the agencies ~epresented on the EQC.
EIS System Operations would be headed by an executive assistant ·(to
the EQC Coordinator) and would be responsible for the direct implementation
·.and operation of the ~IS program in Mi~nesota. In most cases, this wil.l be
a coordinative and infonnational program and could involve running workshops,
direct work with local governments, some negative and positive declaration
work, and EIS analysis and review.
The proposed MEPA Monitor program, as described in Section IV and V
~will need essentially two people for successful implementation.
First,
the director of the program will have to have some technical backgrounding
in impact statements and MEPA-type situations which could cause problems fo~
agency implementation. The actual duties would consist primarily of notification, but there is a need for some analysis and interpretation of ~nique
and/or problem situations which are addressed.by either the courts or the
Environmental Management Hearings Board. These individuals would also be
. responsible for reporting on activities in other states which may be relevant
to Minnesota governmental agencies involved in implementing the program. In
addition· to the technically oriented director, it is suggested that another
individual with a journalistic or·writing background be considered, since
much of the work w~uld be drafting synopses and putting together the weekly
newsletter itself.
·
1As was mentioned in Section IV, the MEPA Monitor may well be part of
an overall "Minnesota Register". If this is the case, the basic work for
the MEPA Monitor will still have to be done, but it would be incorporated
into another document. At the moment it is anticipated that the MtPA Monitor would be a free-standing document put out by the EQC.
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A fourth program involves needed coordination with the National
Environmental Policy Act program. It is assumed that at the present time
that one technical analyst could act as the clearinghouse coordinator for
the State of Minnesota for NEPA impact statements a~d negative declarations,
review those statements for the EQC, an·d assist other agencies wh·i ch have
any type of NEPA/MEPA coord.ination problem. Thi-s person would also be
assisting on other aspects of the MEPA program~ since the exposure this
position will provide to NEPA procedures. and problems would certainly
assist the state. Finally, this person may well be able to assist local
communities which become involved with t_he new HUD environmental .regulations for impact statement preparation .. ·(See sub-section B of Section III
for an explanation of the HUD program.)
Fifth, in Fiscal 1976. there will be a need for a full-time Assistant
Attorney General. This is due to the fact that there will be .at least 50
local ordinances implementing MEPA and potentially a dozen state agency
rules and regulations implementing the program that are presented to the
EQC for certification. Theseordin.ances and rules and regulations will
have to be reviewed for legal problems and consistency with MEPA and the
statewide rules and regulations. This duty, along with the disposition of
p~evious EQC cases which aris~ ~nder the curr~nf operating procedures,· will
probably take the full attention of one person:.
.
·

)

And sixth, we: have recommended both an impact statement system and a
potential planning program which would require extensive contact and coordination with local governmental units. In most instances, whether it be
the: i.mpact sta.tement program or the envi ronmenta 1 planning program, or both,
the agency at the l oca 1 1eve1 actually doing the work of imp 1ementati on. and
operation wilr be the planning agency. It is suggested that the State Planning Agency di·vision specifically given the tas.k of coordination with locals,
the Office o~Local and·Urban Affairs, be funded for one full-time person to
assist.local .planning agencies involved in the above tasks. This position
·w6uld become increasingly important as more and more local units of govern.ment get involved in environmental planning programs. In any case, the need
·seems evident· for a person in the SPA office who is specifically assigned
the duties of working with the locals on these environmental programs.
Fiscal Year 1975-76
General Administration (includes internal
(SPA-~EPA activities)
Personnel: EQC Executive Coordinator
Administrative Assistant
Cl er·; ca 1
Budget Sub-total: $44,250

PERSONNEL

MAN-YEARS

1

1.0
1.0

1
1
3

.5
2.5

1The full-time Assistant Attorney General identified here would be in
addition to legal staffing needed by the State Planning Agency for non-MEPA
functions.
)
)
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EIS System Operations
Pe~sonnel:
Executive EQC Assist~nt
EIS Operations Planners
Clerical
Budget Sub-total: $57-,100
MEPA Monitor
Personnel:

Technical Analyst
Administrative Assistant
Clerical
·
Budget Sub-total: $31,750

NEPA Coordination and Review
Personnel: Technical Analyst
Budget Sub-total: $14,800

1
2 .

1.0

. 4

2.0
1'0
4.0

1
.l
l

1.0
1.0
.5.

3

2.5

1

1.0

l

1.0

1
l

1.0
1.0

2

2.0

1
1

1.0

l

Legal Assistance
Pe~sohnel:

Assistant Attorney General
Clerical
Budget Sub-total: $24,500
. OLUA Local Governmental Aid - Environment
·Personne 1: En vi ronmenta 1 Planner
Clerical
Budget Sub~total: $20,250
I

TOTAL
· Budget Tota 1s:
Estimated Salary Budget
(Average Man-Ye1r Cost: $14,270)
Goods and· Services
Travel .(staff) 2
EQC R~muneration .
Travel (Board Members) 3
Equipment
Employee Benefits 4
TOTAL FISCAL 1976

2

.5
1. 5

15

13.5

$ 192,650
36,000
15 ,600
9,600
4,800
3,500
28,898
.$ 291 ,048

NOTES:
1This includes outside consulting fees and other EQC activities such

as the provision of special funds to any agency task force which is designated by the EQC. (See sub-section B of Section IV.)
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2we recommend that each of the eight. citizen board members of .EQC
be.given $50 per day for duties officially performed for the EQC. We
estimate that this will average out to two qays per month per ·citizen
member: one day in an official EQC meeting and one other day on mis·
·
cellaneous business.
3soard member travel .is de.signated in this budget for the eight
citizen members as well as the ~Qc· Chairman. It has further been·
estimated that there will be four out-state EQC meetings per year
and that some of the citizen Council members will have to travel to
atl EQC meetings, since they may well live in the out-state a.reas.·
Per di em is included in this trave 1 ·budg.et as we 11 as for a11 other
traye l budgets present.ed in this appe·ndi x.
. 4Employee Benefits incl·ude all applica~le ta~es and. irisurance and
are figured at an across-the-board r.ate of 15 percent of basic salary
for all employees. This. 15 percent fi.g.ure is used for all salary
budgets presented in this app~ndix.

\

J

Fiscal
- - -Year
· - 1976-77
For the second year of the biennium; there are two recommended personnel
changes. These changes both occur in the legal department~ It is estimated
that most ordinance and rules and regulations adoption and certification work
will have been completed by the beginning of this new fiscal year. We recom. mend cutting the Assistant Attorney General position and the related clerical
assistance position to one half-time each. ·Also included should be a reduction in the Goo~s and Services amounts by $12,000 since it is anticipated
that any problems ·in the first year of operation which may have ca~sed the
need for consulting serv·ices will have been solved: Finally, equipment
costs have. been reduced by $2,000. The budget summary for the 1976-77 fis· cal year is presen_.ted below, assuming only the changes indicated above.
..

)

·sudget. Totals
Estimated Salary Budget
{Average Man-Year Cost: $,14,432)
Good~ and Services
Trave 1 (staff)
EQC Remuneration
Travel (Board Members)
Equ.ipment
Employee Benefits
TOTAL FISCAL 1977
TOTAL:

1976-77 BIENNIUM

)
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'--.

$ .180 ,400

24,000
15 '600
9,600
4,800
l ,500
272060
$ 262,960

$ 554,008

(2) Department of Natural Resources

1

This agency, because of the multifarinus activities in which it is
involved, is expected to need the largest single.agency staff on an ongoing basis for MEPA program implementation. In addition to doing the
normal review of impact statements and· EQC advis.ory work, DNR wi 11 also
be potentially saddled with. actually preparing a number of EISs on projects
over which they have jurisdiction or; which they propose. Also, due to the
many areas of environmental expertise which DNR represents in Minnesota, it
is expected that it will be called upon by other state and local agencies
when they are attempting to gather information for the determination of environmental significance and/or develop a~ environmental impact statement
with a particularly thorny problem which DNR would be capable of handling.
Also, it should be noted that the budget presented. below is divided into
two sections. The ftrst de~ls directly with EQC-EIS coordination. It is · -·
suggested that a spectfk division or office be established in DNR with
the assigned duties of handling or toordirating all EQC activities required
of DNR and.coordinating all DNR impact statement preparations and reviews.
The impact statement preparation wo"uld actually be handled by two technical
writers who would be· in this office. Actual technical .research to be in- ·
cluded·in these documents would be developed in those sections or divisions
of DNR ~here that technical expertise is available.
The second part of the budget breakdown does not relate to an actual
contemplated position or personnel classification, but rather to the type
of expertise.that staff individuals will have to have in order for DNR to
carry out its EIS responsibilities. It is hoped that each area of technical
expe~tise can be represented by a single individual, full-time whose only
responsibility is to the DNR EQC~EIS program, even though that individual's
actual physical location may be in the division where his technical expertise
is usually needed. The technical expertise/aid people are expected to have
three basic. duties: (1) to provide technical advice and research for the
·prepa~~tion of EISs for which DNR is responsible; (2) to provide technical
expertise in the review of EISs for.their areas of responsibility; and (3)
.·ta provide assistance, when possible,· to other state and local ag~ncies which
have environmental questions concerning their areas of expertise.~
Finally, a basic.assumption has been made for DNR which is not made for
any other state agency. That is., DNR will be.assumed to have six to ei'ght
environmental impact statements per year to prepare. These impact statements
will be fa~ their own projects (initiated by DNR, the Legislature o~ the executive office) for which the cost of the .EIS cannot be considered a part of the
1All state agency budgets for the remainder of this subsection are presented. for th~ 1975-76 Fiscal Year only. 1976-77 budgets are estimated to
be the same as 1975-76. A biennium budget·.total is projected for each agency.
2Particular attention should be given to the position entitled 11 Soils
Specialist''. Many environmental question~ in Minnesota relate specifically
to the capability of the soils to handle wastes or runoffs from proposed projects. There should be a minimum of one person assigned to working on this
. extremely critical problem full-tjme.
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project and paid for by direct funding for the project~ For the purposes ·
of budget estimates, no other state agency budget is assumed to require such
special assistance.
Fiscal Year 1975-76
PERSONNEL
EQC-EIS Coordination (includes internal EISMEPA activities)
Personnel: EQC Coordinator
l
Technical Writers
.2
Governmental Agency . ·
Assistance Coordinator 1.
l
Clerical
l
5·
Budget Sub-total: $6&,000
Professional/Technical Aid 2 ·
Personnel:

Fores try
Mining Engineering
Wetlands Specialist
Parks and Recreation
Soils Specialist
Game/Wildlife
Fisheries
Clerical
Budget Sub-total: $123,000
TOTAL

)

Budget Totals
Estimated Salary Budget
. (Average Man-Ye~r Cost: $13,536)
.Goods ~nd Services
Travel . 3
Equipment
Employee Benefits 4
TOTAL FISCAL 1976
TOTAL· 1975-77 BIENNIUM

l
l
l
l

MAN-YEARS

1.0
2.0
l.O·

1.0
5.0

9

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
9.0

14

14. 0

1

l
l
2

$ 191,000
1,500
6,350
500
28~650

$ 228,500
$ A57 ,000

NOTES:
11t is estimated that one full~time individual will need to coordinate and respond to the requests from other agencies to DNR for spe~
cific technical expertise. This person would also be responsible for
any multi-expertise information reque~ts and for coordinating the DNR
·response.
2Professional/Technical Aid people are indicated by their areas
of expertise, not necessarily by job or occupation t.itl e. They would
most likely be located in appropriate divisions relating to their expertise. Clerical assistanc~ would be distributed by need.

)
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3The budget amounts indicated for· these items are for use by
the 5-member EQC-EIS Coordination staff only. Expense estimates
for the Professional/Technical Aid people have not been included.
4Employee Benefit estimates are given for all 14 staff positions
listed above.
{3} Pollution Control Agency
The budget for this agency, like that presented for DNR, is divided
into two parts. The first is an EQC-Ers·.coordination division, with the
s~me functions as the DNR equivalent with the exception of the DNR· tech~
nical writers. It is expected that PCA Will not have an~ impact statements to prepare which will. not be covered· by di re.ct a 11 ocati on to either
a private or a public project. Therefore, while it was antici.pated that
DNR may have as many as 6 or 8 impact statements to prepare that are not
covered by.monies from some other source,. it is anticipated that PCA will
not. In the case of PCA, though, the person assigned the position of
Governmental Agency Assistance Coordinator should have a technical background in at least air and water quality areas.
The second budget division ·is, like for DNR, for professional/technical aid in the preparation and review of impact statements and for the.
provision of technical assistance to other governmental agencies. The
pbsition of economist/planner has been included here in addition to the
pollution control positions specifically identified for air, water and
solid waste. It is expected that the Economist/Planner will be able to
address issues of envfronmental and economiC cost/benefits of pollution
problems associated with or caused by various projects coming within the
purview of PCA.
Fiscal Year 1975-76
Coordination
Personnel: EQC Coordinator
Governmental Agency
Assistance Coordinator
.Clerical
Budget Sub-iotal: $36,250

PERSONNEL

MAN-YEARS

1

1.0

1

1.0
0.5
-2.5

~EQC~EIS

Aid
Personnel: Air Quality Specialist
Water Quality Specialist
Solid Waste Specialist
Economist/Planner
Clerical
Budget 5ub-total: $60,500

"1

3

~rofessional/Techn.ical

TOTAL:
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1
1

1
1
l

1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0

5

1.0
4.5

8

7.0

\

)

Budget Jotals
Estimated Salary Budget
(Average Man-Year Costs:
Goods and Services
Travel
Equipment
Employee Benefits 1

NOTES:

l

$ 96,750
$13,821)

TOTAL FISCAL 1976

2,500
3,800
l,500
14,513
$119,063

TOTAL 1975-77 BIENNIUM

$238,126

.

.

Employee Benefits are .given for all .8 staff positio.ns listed

above.
(4) Department of Agriculture 1
Fiscal Year 1975-76
EQC-EIS toordihation
Pe~sonnel:
EQc·coordinator
Soils Specialist
. Clerical
~udget

)

Sub-total:

PERSONNEL
l
1
l
3

$32,625

Budget.Totals
Estima:ted Salary Budget
(Average Man-Year Costs: $14,500)
·Goods and Services
Travel
Equipment
Employee Benefits
TOTAL 1975-76
TOTAL 1975-77 BIENNIUM

MAN-YEARS
1.0
0.75
0.5
2.25

$ 32,625

1,000
1,450
500
4,894
$ 40,469
$ 80,938

NOTES:
1All agency budgets hereafter should need no special explanation.
The staff positions and man-year assignments should be sufficient to
indicate _the ty~e and level of work-expected from each agency.
(5) Department of Health
Fiscal Year 1975~76
EQC-EIS Coordination
Personnel: EQC Coordinator
Sanitation Specialist
Clerical
Budget Sub-total: $30,250
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PERSONNEL
1
1
1
3

MAN-YEARS
1.0
0.5
0.5
2.0

Budget Totals
Estimated Salary. Budget
(Average Man-Year Cost: $15,125)
Goods and Services·
Travel
Equipment
Employee Benefits
TOTAL '1975-76
TOTAL 1975-77·BIENNIUM

$ 30,250

1,000
.1 ,450
500
4,538
$ 37,738
$ 75,476

(6) Energy Agency .
I•

The budget presented below assumes that our recommendation for moving
the power pl ant siting function from the E.QC to the Energy Agency is impl emented. The power plant siti.ng funotions budgeted for below include all
items which might come under the pu.rview of the proposed MEPA-EIS system.
If power p'lant siting ·is not moved to the Energy Agency, we.estimate that
the agency Fiscal 1976 budget should be $15,694, and the 1975-77 Bienn.ium
Total should be $31,388. This lower budget level assumes· a one-half time
EQC Environmental Coordtnatori a one-quarter time clerical assistant, $1 ,450
in travel and per diem expens~s, $300 i~ equipment expenses, and employe~s
benefits as per the salary levels.
· Fiscal Year 1975-76
PERSONNEL
EQC~EIS Coordination
1
·Personnel: EQC Coordinator
EIS Technical Specialist
(on power plants, transmission lines)
·
l
Research Assistant
1
l
Clerical
4·
Budget Sub-total: $57~500
Budget Totals
Estimated Salary Budget
(Average Man-Year Cost: $14,375)
Goods and Services
Travel
Equipment
.
Employee Benefits
TOTAL 1975-76.
TOTAL 1975-77 BIENNIUM
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$ 57,500

1,000
2,450
1,200
8,625
$ 70, 775
$141,550

MAN-YEARS
1.0

1.0
l. 5
Qd_

4.0

(7) Department of Economic_Development·.
)
/

Fiscal Year 1975~76
EQC-EIS Coordination
Personnel:
EQC Coordinator
Clerical
Budget Sub-total: ·$ .10,875

PERSONNEL
. 1
l.
2

Budget Tota 1s
Estimated Salary Budget
(Average Man-Year Cost: $14,500).
G.oods and Services
Travel
Equipment·
Employee Benefits
TOTAL 1975-76
TOTAL 1975-77 BIENNIUM

MAN-YEARS
0.5
0.25

0.75

$ 10,875
-01,450

300
1 ,631
$. 14 ,256

$ 28,512

{8) Department of Highwavs 1

)
J

Fiscal Year 1975-76
EQC-EIS Coordination
Personnel: EQC toordinator
MEPA-EIS Assistant
Clerical
Budget Sub-total: $34,750
Budget Totals
Estimated Salary Budget
(Average Man-Year Cbst: $13,900)
Goods and Services
Travel
Equipment
Employee Benefits
TOTAL 1975-75
TOTAL 1975~77 BIENNIUM

PERSONN-EL
l
l
l.
3

MAN-YEARS
1.0
1.0
0.5
2.5

$ 34,750
. -01-,850

500
5,213
$ 42,313
$ 84,626

NOTES:

is

1No NEPA-related work
covered here. The budget is established
for the MEPA process and MEPA-EQC related work only.

)
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(9) Governor's Office
Fiscal Year 1975-76
EQC-EIS Coordination
Personnel: EQC-State Agency Environmental Coordinator
Clerical
Budget Sub-total:

$10,875

Budget Totals
Estimated Salary Budget
· (Average Man-Ye~r Costs: $14,500)
Goods and Services
Travel
Equipment
Employee Benefits
TOTAL 1975-76
TOTAL 1975-77 BIENNIUM
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PERSONNEL

MAN-YEARS

l
l

0.5
0.25

2

0.75

$ 10,875
-0- .

l ,'-450
300
. 1 '631

$ 14,256
$ 28,512

B.
)

\

)

The Environmental Management Hearings Board

The duties of the proposed Environmental Management Hearings Board
are extensively outlined in Sections IV and V. However, one additional
point needs to be made that has a direct effect on the proposed budget
for the upcoming biennium. ·That is, we expect the Board to go through a
build-up period over at least the first year of operation. During the
first year, appealed MEPA .cases shou·ld come in very slowly at first and
then pick up as people become. used to having the administrative appellate
body around. Also, it will probably take some time before users of the
MEPA system become sufficiently at eas~ ~ith the system to have the know1edge and/ or confide nee to appeal a ma tte.r under this new program.· Because of this, even though we are recommending a three member Hearings
Board, during the first year of operation we are further recommendfog that ____
only one of the three members be full-time with the other two ·operating
on essentially a half-time basis. However, after the first.year of operation, the Hearings Board should be con~·idered to be in an on-going
operative position, an~ at this time, all three members should become
full-time members of-the board. The Board's case load for the first year
or any year thereafter is totally unspecifiable at this time.
Finally, before the details of the budg~t are presented, one additional point needs to be stressed. The functions of the Board, as envisioned in Sections IV and V of this study, relate- QDJy to the MEPA
impact statement system. As an ap·pellate body, the Board might at some
future time take on additional duties, if the Legislature desires, which
could include environmental appeals of local governmental comprehensive
plan variances as outlined in Section VII, or administ~ative appeals of
various types .of permit applications ~.as the State of Washington's Pollution
Control Hearings Board does for various water quality and air quality permits). If this occurs, we do not recommend an automatic increase in the
.full-ttme membe~ship of the Board, but rather the more extensive use of
hearings officers as may be appropriate.
· Fiscal Year 1975~76
Board.Officers
PERSONNEL
Personnel: .Board Members with various
expertise as selected by
the Governor
3
Budget Sub-total: $55,000
3
Research Assistants
Personnel: Assistant (e.g., Law Clerk)
l
Budget Sub-total: · $15,500
Clerical
Personnel: Clerk-typist
l
1
Bodget Sub-total: $7,500
5
TOTAL

\

/
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MAN-YEARS
3.0
3.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

5.0

Budget Totals
Estimated Salary Budget
(Average Man-Ye1r Costs: $19,500)
Goods ~nd Services
.
Travel
Equipment 3
Employee Benefits
TOTAL .FISCAL YEAR 1976

$ 78,000
18,000
18,350
·7 '500
11'700
$133,550

NOTES:

1This includes personal services: contracts as may be ne~ded for
hearings officers and .other consultation acti.viti es.
2This travel figure anticipates that.the B6ard memb~rs and/or
hearings officers, or both, will be traveling to the areas o~ jurisdictions where the. appeals occur. Considerable out-state travel may
occur. If all cases are heard in St. Paul, it can be expected that
this figure of $18,350 can be reduced to approximately $6,350. Per
diem is included in the travel figures.
·
3This anticipates the need to set up an entir~ new office; equipment,

supplies and furniture leasing are included. Office space rent is not
included in these figures. Initially, a 1,000 square foot office should
suffice for the Board, increasing to approximately 1 ,800 square feet
.in the second year. Office space with the possibility of expansion
should be chosen ·when initially locating the Board.
Fiscal Year 1977
All basic salaries and positions remain the same, except that the two
.. one-h:a lf time Board Members are now working on a full -time basis. Sa 1ary
tota·1.~ and employee benefits are adjusted accordingly.
Budget Totals
Estimated Salary Budget
(Average Man-Year Costs: $21,000)
Goods and Services
Travel
Equipment
Employee Benefits
TOTAL FISCAL YEAR 1977
TOTAL 1975-77 BIENNIUM
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$ 105,500

18,000
18,350
2,000
15' 825
$ 159,675
$ 293,225

C.

Regional Development Commissions ano the Metropolitan Council

The Regional Development Commissions in Minnesota, of which there are
currently twe 1ve (excluding the Metropolitan Counci"l), could provide very
strong support to the EQC-MEPA program recommended in this report. However, few of the RDCs are adequately staffed at the present time to provide
the technical assistance that the local governmental units in their jurisdictions could be requesting. There appear to be at best three RDCs which
could actually provide substanti~e staff' assistance to locals if they had
the funding to do so. In the future, the other RDCs will most assuredly
develop staff expertise and capability,_ but it will probably be a relatively
. 1engthy deve 1opmen_t process.
The Metropolitan Council is currently. capabla of providing substantial
assistance to its constituents in the seven-county Metro area .. It is a
well-funded, well-staffed organization, and clearly h·as the capability of
providing services in the MEPA-EIS prograITT, which would range from coordinative assistance and technical help to actually preparing impact statements
for jurisdictions requesting such h~lp. It surely will be involved in the
review of locally developed impact statements, .and wi 11 have not only an ·
interes~ in but also a legal responsibility to review projects of regional
~and statewide significance occurring within its boundaries.
We a~e projecting that if Metro (or any RDC, for that matter) actually
gets involved in the preparation of a" impact statement, it would be
directly remunerated for that ·involvement by the party requesting its
servi _ces. It may be feasible for M7tro (or an RDC) to have a 11 traveling 11
impact statement prepa~ation group.
If .suth a group comes into existence
it should be self-sufficient from the funds received from whichever jurisdiction br private organization retained Metro to do work.
We recommend that some amounts of money be ear-marked initially for both
·RDC and Metro Council use in the MEPA-EIS system program. Basically, these
monies should be utilized for the hiring of staff to assist local governments in implementing the EIS program, provide technical assistance in
the preparation of EISs, and be resptinsible for the substantive review of
impact statements prepared for projects occurring within their jurisdiction~.
We are specific~lly suggesting that the Metropolitan Council be funded
for three staff positions. The first would be an.EIS-Systems Coordinator,·
specifically assigned the duties of assisting the local governmental ~nits
and inputting into the _preparation of EISs where possible. The second
individual would be an assistant to this person and would have the basic
responsibility for Metro Council impact statement reviews. The third would
be a full-time clerical person. In addition to monies for actual staff
positions~ we are fu.rther recommending a very nominal amount to offset
travel ·Costs and goods and services which may be used by Metro.

1A major goal of an EIS system is to ~evelop better decision-making
capabilities in the jurisdictions where the decisions are being made. Any
outside group doing the work, whether it be Metro, a consultant, or whoever,
~ill take away part of the process which is important in developing the
.
·backgrounding necessary for making better decisions in that jurisdictio~.
It ·is fully recognized, however, that it might not be practical for all local
governments to actually prepare impact statements, and iri these cases, a
Metro preparation group should be at least as adequate as an outside consulting finn.
B-17
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For the RDCs, we are recommending that one full-time EIS-Systems
Coordinator be funded for three RDCs in Fiscal 1976 and expanded to include
two additional RDCs for .fiscal 1977. In addition to the full-time coordinator,
.we are recommending that the funding also include one-quarter time for
clerical assistance and employee benefits for those positions. Travel and
other costs should be absorbed by_ the RDCs through other funding mechanisms.
We are fully cognizant that the role of the RDCs in the MEPA-EIS proc~ss
should expand as RDC capabilities expand. Each year there will have to be
a review of their role and their needs in order to accurately assess what
their input into the program should be and how it should be accomplished.
The funding suggested below is simply a basis from which to begin. ·
Metropolitan Council
Fiscal Year 1975-76.
Persor:me l: EIS-Sys terns Coordinator ..
EIS Assistant (assigned
to EIS reviews)"
Cleri ca 1
Budget Sub-total: ·s40,ooo·.
Budget Totals
Estimated Salary Budget
(Average Man-Year Costs: $13,333)
Goods arid Services
Travel ·
·
Employee Benefits
TOTAL FISCAL 1976
TOTAL 1975-77/BIENNIUM
Regional Development Commissions
Fiscal Year 1975-76. (Per RDC)
Personnel: EIS-Systems Coordinator
(Local government
technical advice and
.EIS review)
Clerical
Budget Sub-total: $17,375
Budget Totals
Estimated Salary Budget
(Average Man-Year Costs: $13,900)
Employee Benefits
TOTAL FISCAL 1976
TOTAL FISCAL 1976 for FUNDING 3 RDCs
TOTAL FISCAL 1977 for FUNDING 5 RDCs
TOTAL 1975-77 BIENNIUM
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PERSONNEL
l

MAN-YEARS
1.0

l
l

1.0
1.0

3

3.0

$ 40,000
1,500
2,500
6,000
$ 50,000
$100,000

MAN-YEARS

PERSONNEL

1.0

l
1

0.25

2

1.25

$ 17,325

2,606
$ 19i931

(per RDC)

$ 59,943
$ 99,905
$159,848

D.

\

j

II

Local Governments

At the present time, it is extremely difficult to project the manner
in which all the local units of government wi 11 actually implement the
proposed MEPA program (although all units will be required to do so in
one way or another) and even more difficult to identify the number of.
significance decisions and impact statements in which they may be involved.
With respect to the latter point, we· can. only postulate that if and when
they find a project significant, the cost of preparing the impact statement will be borne by the project itself, regardless of whether it is
public or private in nature. Consequently, the out-of-pocket expense to
local ·governmental units will most likely be in setting up the MEPA system
under wh.ich they will operate and getting .the system internalized in
their decision-making processes in some type of on·-going fashion. Since we
are strongly recorrmending that the State 'Of Minnesota require ·1ocal govern ...
mental i~plementation· of MEPA for all municipalities and counties over
25,000 population, ind since we feel that· some governmental jurisdictions
under that population breakpoint will find ·it desirable to have their own
implementing ordinances (which should be strongly encouraqed by the state)~
we are recommending that some of ·the funds programmed in the proposed
Local Governmental Assistance Grant prqgram be allocated to these juri~
dictions implementing MEPA, particularly to be used to offset first an~
some second year costs. We further recommend that this grant program for
the EIS· systems work by local governmental units be only a one-time program,
since we strongly urge local governments to integrate the MEPA-EIS system
into their existing day-to-day decision-making processes. After the EIS
process has been adequately integrated into a local system, the ongoing cost
(except.for the cost of preparing draft impact statements) should be no
more than the present cost for administering an adequate local governmental
· jurisdiction. ·
We are recommending that $400,000 be set aside for local governmental
use in implementing the MEPA program for the 1975-77 biennium. The distri·bution of this money should be through the State Planning Agency Office
·of Local and Urban Affairs, with advice and counsel of the EQC. It should
automatically· be made available to those 50 units of local government which·
will be required to implement MEPA and the EQC rules and regulations through
local ordina~ce adoption within 180 days of the adoption of the rules and
regulations. The following criteria should be used to allocate the qrant
·
monies:
Within 180 days after the EQC has adopted rules and regulations implementing amended.MEPA, municipalities and counties
which are required to implement MEPA by local ordinance may
.submit an application for grant funds of up to $5,000 with
their submission of their local ordinances for EQC certification. This money must be utilized for a staff individual
(time estimate to be 1/4 to 1/2 of a man-year) to work with
the local EIS process. This staff person may be used in one

)'
)

1Ramsey and Hennepin Counties should be excluded from the requirement
to pass a local ordinance implemertting MEPA since they are presently ex~
c-luded· :from the County Planning Enabling legislation.
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or all of the following areas: tl) work on EIS program administration; (2) work on the development of one or more draft
and/or final ElSs for which that unit of government will be
responsible; and (3) work on the processing ~nd review of EISs.
If the maximum amount of $5,000 is requested by a local governrl
ment, it shall be granted by EQC if the appropriate documentation for its need has accompanied the request for local ordinance
certification.
A maximum of $250,000 of the total $400,000 may be used for the above
described program. It is expected that some units of local government
under the 25,000 population figure will also implement the MEPA program
through local ordinances. If they decide· to pass an ordinance within 180
days of the adoption of the. EQC rules and regulations, they should be
eligible for funding on the same basis as. described above. The remaining
$150,000 would be made available, on a grant basis not to exceed $5,000
per jurisdiction. Obviously, these units.of government would also have
to have ordinance certi fi ca ti on by .the EQC .· ·
After the 180 day period for adoption of local implementing ordinances 1 ,
any remaining monies would be available to any local government which
·
applies to the EQC for the speci.fic applicati.on of funds to EIS preparation. The amount of this money should no·t cumulatively exceed $10,000 per
jurisdi~tion.
Guidelines for application for initial monies and EIS
preparation monies should be issued jointly by OLUA and the EQC with the
adoption of the statewide rules and regulations.
11mplementing ordinance~, or course, may be adopted after this time
for any other ·unit of government desiring to do so. However, they will not
be automatically eligible for grant funds, although if money remains,
.any request they have will be considered.
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·. APPEND lX C ·
Forms

~

The major formal document required .unde~ MEPA is, of course, the environmental impact statement. ·An EIS is a 11 form to be filled out 11 in only the most
abs tract way. · There is no specific format requi.rement. under present 1aw, and
we_ are not recommending-that any specific fonnat be required. We are, however,
recommending a basic EIS format for consic;leration by responsible agencies ii1
Minnesota. The whole point of an EIS is ·to provide an adequat~ detailed analysis
of the environmental. effects of a given prtijectin ·a clear way. Though the~e
may be a variety of.ways in which that analysis can appear on·paper, we believe
that the format recommendations contained· in the body of th'is report would be
most 1ikely to lead to documents easily :readable by technical reviewers, de- ·
cision makerst and the lay public alike.
·
.

.

.·

.

There are many additi ona 1 written requi.rements .that could be tied to the
MEPA process. _ We have attempted studiously to.avoid recommending required p.aperwork whenever it could be dispensed with.without destroying the effectiveness
of MEPA. 1 s· implementation. As: a result. there are only four forms to· which we
wish to~draw attention here~ (See~ iri ~ddition, Appendix E, which sets forth
some suggestion~ on formal tools for ·use in reviewing draft EISs.)
.·A .. Declaration of Exemption
As stated in the body of this report, we recommend that every exemption of
· projects pursuant to amended MEPA and rules and regulations be recorded in writing.
The point· i.s to make this recording as painless as possible· .

\.1.

. For the most part, there will be some form already required for exemptable
"projects: a permit form, a lease or sale agreement, a contract, etc. With slight
·re-arrangement of prese.nt format,· a sma 11 section declaring an exemption under
MEPA could easily be added to such forms; or if it is easier, a paragraph could
be added on an attached page. We feel that it is important to record both the
~exemption and the exemption class to ensure awareriess of MEPA's mandates and to
provide a writteri record for possible subsequent challenge and such record is
most approp~iately kept on file with other written documents relating.to the
proiect in question. · If no form is currently in use for a- qi ven project, a brief
project description wi 11 be necessary in addition to the declaration of exemption
and exemption class. The· wording that we recommend for the declaration of exemption is as follows:
·

',.

I

.

·The projectdescr.ibed herein is declared exempt from the environmental impact statement requirement.of Minnesota Statutes, Section
1160.04, in accordance with regulation MEQC
or local
ordinance
[or state agency regulation _ _ _ ___..
Exemption class:
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B.

Positive/Negative Declaration on Environmental Significance

we· are recommending that every significance decision and support suffi~
Cient for review of each. such decision be recorded ·in writing. All public
agencies in Minnesota with an interest in a given project should be notified
of the significance decision on that proje~t. further, we recommend that each
governmental jurisdiction keep an open notebook available to the public which
records in summary form all of the ~nteresting significance decisions of that
jurisdiction as they are made. The notebook should include summaries ·of all
significance decisions indicating that a project has the potential for significant environmental effects. It should ·also include summaries of all decisions
that a project does not have that potential when such decisioris help to illuminate the rationale used in significance decision making.
·
A single standardized ·two-page form can be used to advantage for: (1) the written recording of th~ significance decision itself; (2) notification

of agendes in Minnesota with an interest in the project; and (3) summarizing
the significance decision and its rationale.· We recorrrnend the form which con.stitutes pages C- 4 and C-5 of thiS appendix for this three-fold purpose.
The completed form would be filed·i~ the responsible agency's project file·
with ot~er information on the P.roject {including written support suffi.ci~nt
·for re·view of the significance decision). Copies would be.:. (1) sent to the
EQC, the regional development· commission·in whose jurisdiction the project
is proposed, and any other Minnesota agency· which could reasonably be ex.pected to hav~ jurisdiction over or other interest in the proposed project;
·and (2) included fo the jurisdictional significance decision notebook. It is
.important to note that the "reason(s.) for the decision" should be made as
specific as possible to avoid setting the wrong precedent for !uture c~ses .
. The· agency responsible -for the significance decision would also be. required to send a topy of the written su~port for the significance decision
to any governmental agency upon the request of that agency. ~le feel strongly,
. ·however, that no standard fonn wi 11 fit every action in terms of the informa• ·.
· .tion. sufficient fo·r review ·to be provided in-· support of the significance de. ·.cision. On ·the other hand, we would like for a .variety of reasons to draw
·attention to a particular fonn, to be called an 'Environmental Clearance
Worksheet• (pages C-6 to C-12).
·
The Environmenta~ ~learance Worksheet will, first of all, serve to outline
our recommendation on· the range of information potentially needed for the ma.king
of an adequately supported significance decisibn. If th~ Works~ee~ .~s filled
out correctly, it should constitute adequate support for many s1gn1f1cance de-.
ci~ions,· granting the pos~ibility of the need for additional pages of explanat1~n
as indicated jn the. form.
For this rea.son, it may be of actual use to responsible officials in a large number of cases.

1see the information offered as adequate support for a significance dedsion
in the lengthy example which constitutes Appendix F to this report (page F-29).

Any ·form which required information beyond that presented there would lead to
superfluous paperwork in that particular case.
2To stress the point again, it may also be requesting considerably more
information than js needed in many cases.
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For private projects the, respopsible official could give· it to th~ project
propose.r, requesting that he ·supply the information available. to him without extensive research. It is important to note at this point that information provided to the responsible· official in this way does.not excuse the official in
question from the responsibility for the accuracy of the information on which his·
significance decision is based. If the responsible official checks off in the
"official use only" columns on the information provided by the applicant, the.
Worksheet should be usable as offici-al written support for the responsible official's significance decision. For government-proposed projects the ·responsible
official could fill out the Worksheet himself and attach it as written support
for his significance decision. ·Regardl~ss of the source of the information appearing as support fa~ that decision, the responsible official must be_in aposi ti on to vouch for the accuracy of the itiformation presented. ·
The term 'Negative Declaration' has.become popular among officials across
the nation who are working with envi ronmenta 1 policy acts .. We recommend that the
term be retained in Minnesota and given a standardized meaning, being defined as
the two-page oeclaration of non-signif1cance" together with written support sufficient for review of the significance decision. Correspondingly, we suggest
the introduction of the term 'Positive Declaration' to refer to the two-page
declaration of significance together with written support sufficient for re~ ·
view of the significance decision.
·
·
To reiterate, we recommend that the form which constitutes the following
two pages be standardized and that the Environmental Clearance Worksheet be
· examin~d with care for possible distr~bution as an. aid to responsible officials.

)

l
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Project title

DECLARATION ON ENVlRONMENTAL SIGN I Fl CANCE

-----------------------------

MEPA identification number

---"-"-----..-------------'------

Project sponsor - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Type( s) of environment affected-------------~---
Governmental· agencies which can reasonably be· expected to have jurisdiction over
or other interest in the pfoposed.projec~ and ~o ~horn this sheet is being sent:
Minnesota Envi ronmenta·l Qua 1i ty Courw.il

Description ·of environmental setting:

Project description:

\
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The project described on ·th~ prev.~ious page is hereby declared _ _ _ __
[to have/not to haveJ the potential for a significant effect on the envitonment.
Therefore, an environmental impact statement
[is/is not] required under
Minnesota Statutes~ Section 1160~·04, Subdivision 1. This decision is based on
the i nforma ti on presented .on the fo 11 qwi ng page (s) , which I hereby dee 1a re to
be correct and sufficient for a decision on the·potential significance of the
·environmental effects of the:p~oposed project.
Reason.(s) for. the decision:

I

;

Acting official " ' - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Agency - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - Address
---------------~------------~

Phone

Date·

----~---~------------------------~

~-------------------------~--~

Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE WORKSHEET
This form provides the basis for the initial evaluation and dete~mination of
environmental s i gni fi cance .for public ·and private proposed projects except those
that are exempt in accordance with state law. The responsible official will
evaluate the proposed project with the aid of the following infonnation and make
a determination as to whether or not an ·environmental impact statement will be
required.
Name of Project Sponsor

~--~~--------~~------~------~--~~~

Address of Project Sponsor
Phone of

~roject

Sponsor

----~~--~~---------'-~----~------~--~

~--~----~~~~-

or

--------------------

Name of Project
MEPA Identification Number
I.

----------~~--~------------~----------

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A.

Project Location:

B.

Brief Project Description:

C~

Operating Characteristics:
l. Residentia.l projects (not including transient

accommodation~)

-.a. size, number, nature, and address of structures

b. anticipated number of occupants at normal full occupancy

c. anticipated number of autos and parking spaces
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d. access and proximity to major ·roads and transportation facilities

2. Non-residential projects
a. size and number of structures

b. number of people to be employed

c. types of equipmen_t and/or machines to be employed

d. number of parking spaces required and·traffic generated

e. types of materials processed, packaqed or stored

f. access to major roads, rail, water or air facilities

g. transp·ortation modes to be used by employees and customers

h. transportation modes used for raw materials and products
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i. transportation or disposal of· waste products (solids, liquids,
gases)

D.

Description of the Project Area:.
1. Amount of land involved in the project and current use of such land

2. Consistency of project with zoning and planning policies

3. Uses of adjacent parcels

4. Natural hazards in the project area; e.g., drainage problems,
high water table, flooding

5. Proximity to public facilities; e.g.,schools, hospitals, churches.,
parks, fire stations

6~

Availability of utilities; e.g., water, sewer, electricity, gas,
telephone

7. Natural and man-made aspects of the site and adjacent parcels
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11.

ANTJCIPATED ITEMS OF IMPACT
A.

YES OR No·

The Natural Environment:
l. Will the project have an effect on the topographic expression, r~l_ief, or elevation of
the project area?
2. Will the project produce any changes in sub~
surface geology or surface soils, or would
geologital or soil instability affect project construction?
··
3. Will the project have an effect on the location, condition, quality or quantity of
the area's surface (running or.ponded)
waters or ground waters~
4. Wil 1 the project affect natura 1 drainage
characteristics?
5. Will the projett ~reate any change~ in
the regional climate (temperature, rainfa 11 , humidity, etc. ) qr the qua 1i ty of
the air?
·6. Will the project result in the emission
or discharge of air or water pollutants?

)

- 7. Will the project produce objectionable
·noise, vibration, light, or odor?
8. Will the project result in the discharge
of waste heat or water vapor or interfere
with the ab.ility of sunlight to reach the
earth's surface?
9. Will the project displace, destroy. or
·.otherwise interfere with the nonna 1 growth
of any plants (trees, shrubs, grasses,
weeds)?
10. Will the project displace~ destroy or
otherwise interfere with the normal lives
of any land, water or flying animals, especially rar~ or endangered sp~cies?
ll. Could the project affect any natural systems
or process (including, but not limited to, ecosystems, plant communities, animal habitation, and lakes and streams)?
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YES OR NO
12. Are any of the natural features in the
project area unique; that is, not found
in other parts of the region?
13. Will the project use or produce any
hazardous materials such as pesticides
or radioactive wastes?
14.: Will the project result in a tjrain on any
natural resource, particularly in terms of
energy consumption?
15. If any of the above questions concerning
.the11 natural
environment were answered with
a yes 11 (indicating some impacts are anticipated), describe those impacts using the
best available data, and indicate whether
or not they are believed significant. Use
additional pages, if .necessary, to·provide
complete answers. ·
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B.
)
I

The Human

Environment~

YES OR NO

1. Will the project impact any existing transportation system or create additional· traffic
congestion?
2. Will the project ca~se ·the relocation of
human beings, ~ither dirsctly or indirectly?
3. Will the project create the need, or add to
the need, for expanded utilities or public
·
services?
4. Will the project affect land use in adjacent areas?
5. ·Will the proj~ct involve any l~nds that may
have a particular historic, pre~historic, or
archaeological significance?
·5; Will the project tend to induce grqwth in
nearby areas?
7. Will the project add to or detract from
the aesthetic qualities of·the area?
8. Will the project add to or detract from
recreational opportunities in the project
area?

\/

9. _If any of the above questions concerning
the human environment were answered with
a yes {indicating some impacts are antici.pated), describe those impacts using the
best available data, and indicate whether
or not they are believed significant. Use
additional pages, if necessary, to p.rovide
complete answers .
11

.

11

/

i

/
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C.

Will the project have any environmental effects which have not be~n
·discussed under A or 'B above?
. If so, describe be low and
indicate whether or not they are believed s.ignificant. Use additional
pages, if necessary, t,o provide a comp 1ete answer.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY.

III.

I hereby certify that the information f~rnished in this environmental
clearance worksheet is true and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

Name of Applicant
Title

Signatur~

of Applicant

Date filed

Received by

Position

Agency
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Pub~ic

Notification

We are recommending that public notification of exemption decisions and
significance d~cisions be made optional to the proposer of a given project.
The giving of public notice in these cases would trigger a statute of limitations on appeal of actions ·taken and decisions made on the grounds of non. compliance with MEPA through ·the exemption decision or the significance decision in the EIS process. Because·of ·the optionality of this notice procedure and the availability· of a statute of limitations to cut off appeal, it
is essential that project proposers be made clearly aware of the possibility
of exercising the notice option. To trigger the statute, we recommend: (l)
a· newspaper announcement publicizing the.decision made and the statute of ·
limitations brought into effect; (2) notice of the triggering of the statute
to the EQC, the regional development commission in whose jurisdiction the pro-.
ject is proposed, and any other Minnesota agency which may reasonably be ex-·
pected to have jurisdiction- over or other interest in the proposed project;
and (3) notice of the triggering of the statute to all owners of property .
abutting the property which is the-site of the proposed project. In the.case
of (2) and (3), sending a copy of the newspaper announ~ement should suffice.
)nithe case of projects for which environmental impact statements are required, we recommend that public notif1cation- be made mandatory for: '(l ).
announcing the availability of the draft EIS; and (2) announcing the availabi_lity of the final EIS; including an explanation of the statute of limitations
which this notice triggers. ~le recommend that these notifications take place
immediately after the deliv·erY or mailing of the draft or final EIS to the
appropriate governmental agencies. Such notification should include: (1)
a newspaper. announcement publicizing the availability of the EIS; and (2)
notice of the availability of the EIS to al 1 owners of property abutting the
property which is the site of the proposed proJect (a copy of the news.paper
announcement should suffice).
Whenever notice i~ given as described in the two preceding paragraphs,
·we recommend that the· responsible governmental agency be charged with the
giving of the notification and that the project proposer be charged with the
cost -0f such notification.
The form in. which press releases are to be submitted will vary with individual newspaper requirements. It is urged that MEPA newspaper notifications
be grouped: together in a given newspaper whenever such arra~gements can be made.
In order to ensure that MEPA press releases are handled properly and that
the requisite information is alw~ys included, we recommend that the followin~
three pages be circulated to all potential respon~ible agencies in the state.
The first should be handed out as a matter of course (with the Environmental
·Clearance Worksheet when it is used) to all private project proposers whose·
projects require a significance decision. ·(An example of the content of all
three press releases will be found in Appendix F .to this report.)

j

I
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
Notice that a project·is exempted from the.environmental impact statement
(EIS) requirement of the Minnesota Environmental Policy (MEPA) or that a project has been.declared not to have th~ potential for significant environmental
effects (and therefore does not require an EIS) will be give·n by the responsi~
ble agency at the request of the project proposer. · The cost of such notice·.
shall be paid by the project proposer. The giving of notice as set forth in
law will trigger a statute of limitations ·providing a time limit 6n the appeal
of governmental decisions made and action~ taken on the project propos~l up to
that time on the grounds of noncompliance with MEPA. If an EIS is not required,
the project would receive no further consideration under MEPA;unless eitherthe project proposal or the· environment to be affected changed in such a way
as to significantly change the environmental. effects of the project as originally evaluated.
·
·
To trigger the statute, the following steps must be completed: (1) notice.
must be· published in a newspaper of general circulation in the county~ city; or
general area where the proper.ty which 1s the site of the project is located; (2)
notice must be sent to the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council, the reqional
development.conmission in whose jurisdiction the project is proposed, and any
other Minriesota·agency which may reasonably be expected to. have jurisdiction over
or other interest in the proposed project; and (3) n6tice must be sent to all
owners of property abutting the property wh.ich i .s the site of the proposed project; The second and third notifications may be satisfactorily completed by .
the mailing of copies of the new~paper notification, which may be combined with
·other public riotices given for the same projec~. The close of the appeal period
will be sixty days after the date of newspaper notification or sixty days after
. the date of the mailing of notifications to agencies and individual property
owners, whichever date .is later .. The information provided in a newspaper noti. fication of exemptions or significance decisions shall include:
Project sponsor," location, and description;
(.2) Responsible age.ncy and· contact person; . ,
(3) Statement and explanaticin of· exemption or significance.decision
(whether or not an EIS ts required);
(4)" Location and statement ·of the availability of information supporting
·
the decision (office, address, and phone number); and
(5) ~inal date for initiating appeal of the decision or of f~lfillment
of the procedura 1 req u.i rements 1ea ding to the .decision.
(1)

·In the case of a project for which an EIS is required, public notification
is req.ui red at two points in the process: . ( 1) an announcement of the availability
of the draft EIS to trigger the thirty-day.draft EIS review period; and (2) an
announcement of the availability of the final EIS to trigger the sixty-day statute of limitations on appeal. In both cases, notification shall be given by:
(1) the publication .of notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the cou,nty,
city, or general area where the property which is the site of the project is lo-
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cated; and (2) the mailing of notice to all -owners of· property abutting the
property which is the site of the proposed project. The second requirement
may be satisfied by the mailing of copies of the n~wspaper notific~tion. For
both draft and final EISs, public notification must take place at the same
time as or after the delivery or mailing of copies of the impact statement
to the appropriate governmental agencies. Public notification shall be given
by the responsible agency and paid for by the ·project proposer. Public notices of the availability of draft or final EISs may be combined with .other
public notices given for the same·project. The information provided in public
notices on the availability of ~raft EI$s shall .include:
(1) Project sponsor., location and description;
(2) Responsible agency and contact· person; ·
(3) Location and statement of the availability of the draft EIS·
for review (office, address, and phone number);
(4) Approximate cost of the draft EIS for individuals desiring personal
.copies;
(5) Where review comments on the droft EIS .should be sent (name and
address);_ and
(6) Final date for the rec~ipt of comments usable in the preparatiori
of the final EIS.

The information
EISs shall include:

provid~d

in public

not~ces

on the availability of ffnal

.(1) Project~ponsor, location, and descripti0t:1;
. (2) Responsibl~ agency and contact person;
(3) Location and statement of the availability of the final EIS.
(office, address, and.phone number);
(4) Approximate cost.of the final EIS for individuals desiring personal
·copies; and
. (5) ·Final date for initiating appeal of the adequacy of the EIS or of
satisfaction of the procedural requirements leadin~ to the EIS.

\

/
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MEPA ·PRESS

NEWS RELEASE FOR:

~ELEASE

_____________ ____
.........___,

SUBJECT OF RELEASE:· ___...__,________________...----_ _ _ __

CONTENT OF RELEASE:

MEDIA RELEASED TO:
Authorized b y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Position

-~-----~------'-----------~

Agency. _ _ ___..;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---:--_
Date

~----------.,.---~-----------~

Signature _ _ _ _____;__ _ _ _ _ __._.;_______-----'_ __
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As expl~ined in detail in the text, several decisions under MEPA should
be appealable to an administrative appeals body~ We ha~e recommended spectfi~
cally that a board be created whith we have called the Environmental Management
Hearings Board. Appeal tQ the Board should constitute the only administrative
recourse for MEPA decisions .. Because of the strict limitations recommended on
court review, it is essential that procedures for appeal to the Environmental
Management Hearings Board be made extremely clear to both responsi.ble officials
and potential appellants.
·
Recognizing that the Board will want to design an appeal form of their own,
we recommend that something very like the following ·two pages be circulated
to all potential responsibl~ ·officials in the state for subsequent distribution
to potential appellants~

J

'
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INITIATION OF APPEAL
Appeal .to the Environmenta·l Management Hearings Board shall constitute
the only administrativ~ reco~rse for decisions made under the Minnes6ta Environmental Policy Act (MEPA). The·point at issue will be decided on .the
record, to~ether with such s~pporting documents, briefs, affidavits, and
oral arguments as the Board may: in its discretion require.
Appeal w~ll be heard on declaration~_of exemption, significance decisions, environmental impact statement adequacy, and all forms of procedural
compliance with MEPA. Appeal may be initiated by· the attion proposer, any
public official, and any citizen in the area to be affected by .the project
in question.
·
If public notification has been given· as set forth in l~w for an exem~- ·
tion or significance decision, an appeal of the decision or.the fulfillment
of procedural requirements leading to the decision wi1·1 not be valid unless
filed with the Environmental Management Hearings Bo~rd within sixty days of.
the date of newspaper notification or within sixty ·days of the date of the
mai 1ing ·of notice to i nteres fed governmenta.l agencies and o~ners of property
abutting the property which is the site of the proposed project, whichever
. date is later. Exemption and significance decisions may be appealed on the
grounds that an incorrect deCi s ion was rnade as shown by the materi a1 submi tted in support of that decision or on the grounds that the support material was inadequate for the making of the decision~
If an environmental im~act statement is required on a project, an ~ppeal
of the adequacy of the statement or -the fulfillment of procedural requirements
. 1ea ding to· the statement wi 11 not be va 1id un 1es s fi 1ed with the En vi ronmenta 1
Management Hearings Board within sixty.days of the date of newspaper notifica. ti on 'of the availability of the final environmental impact statement or within
sixty days of the date of the mailing of notice to owners of property abutting
the property which is the s·ite of the proposed .project, whichever date is later.
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AN APPEAL TO.THE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT HEARINGS BOARD
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\,.

Project title

-------___...;,--'----------------~

MEPA identification number

--------------------

Res pons i b1e agency --------------~----------------_...;.,~
Decision appea 1ed --..,.....---------,-------------,----Date initiating the appeal period _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,_
Appellant~--~-~~----~-------------__,---~

Ground~'for

appeal: ..

/

Date of a p p e a l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $i

gnature of appe 11 ant _ _ _ _ _ _ __:.___-------~------

/

.\

./
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The Scenario Method- of Providing Criteria for Environmental Significance
It is strongly recolllll!ended in the body of this report that a proposed pro.iect's
potential for significant environmental effects be used in Minnesota as the sole
criterion to determine whether or not an- environmental impact statement is to be
required. Limelighting significance decisions in this way makes the soundness
of such decisions extremely important. As explained in detail in the text, while
local governments and state agencies would be responsible for the making of significance decisions under decentralization, 1tJe believe it to be a primary responsibility of the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council to provide strong guidelines of statewide application on what co~nts as environmentally significant.
The present appendix is devoted to the presentation of a detailed partial
model of our recommendation on the format of guidelines for significance decisions.
We have termed the recorrmended method of providin~ significance guidelines "the
scenarid method since it consists of .the presentation of a tightly o~ganized
set of s·cenarios. The following pages include thirty-two scenarios, including
eight imaginary project pr-oposa ls in each of. four very different en vi ronmenta l
settings. All thirty-two project proposals· are geared to impact primarily (in
varying ways and magnitudes) on the water resources of their respective proposed
locations. A similar set of scenarios would be needed to deal with each of the
·Other major aspects of. the environment. The basic organizational structure of
the scenario notebook would be according to a typology of environmental settings.
We estimate that about eight such setting types would be adequate to represent
the fundamental variations in Minnesota's environment. The four represented here
are: (1) an environmentally sensitive natural location; (2) a rural/agricultural
.area; (3) a suburban environment; and (4) an urban location.
11

,

The point of doing scenarios., of· course, is to convey criteria on what
counts as environmentally significant. Each of the proposed projects representing
a cert~in kind and magnitude of impact on a certain kind of location would be
judged by the EQC with·respect to whether or not it constitutes a project with
the potential for sigriificant environmental effect. Further, and perhaps most
important, .the EQC would provide reasons in as much detail as possible for each
significance decision. Recording the reasoning would go a long way toward making
clear the meaning of the policy tacitly conveyed in the decisions themselves.
The thirty-two scenarios included here are essentially the same as the
.
scenario test.set that was gone through in detai1 by the technical representatives committee on September 20, 1974, in an effort to evaluate the scenario
method itself. Locational maps have been added and minor hits and pieces of
information have been supplied here in response to requests by the technical
representatives. For a scenario by scenario report of the tech reps' siqnificance
decisions, see Appendix B to our second report to the State of Minnesota.

"
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The scenario evaluation session represented the first application of this
new technique and brought to the surface a few minor problems relating to the
scenario test set·itself. Probably the most important was that our lack of
knowledge of Minnesota's· broad spectrum of laws ·led to the proposal of several
scenario projects which would not be allowed to proceed because of some specific
legal control. A legal review of proposed scenarios will be necessary to ensure
that they provide meaningful ·choices to environmental policy makers. It was
also pointed out at the test session that some of the scenarios may not provide
enough information for the making of a solid significance decision. But it is
hoped that the scenario set presented on the following pages, expanded and
modified as. necessary, will be seen as· the exemplary base of systematic scenarios
prepared by the State of Minnesota.
·
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LOCATION I

i

I

Location I is a natural area in the easter~ half of Smoke-in-the-Lake
County (northern Minnesota), ·in the vicinity of Treefrog Lake. The lake itself has about 10,000 feet of shoreline .and a surface area just over 178 acres
with about 205 acres of a~sociated wetlands (types 3, 4, and 7) called Forest
of Night Songs. The lake is the site of a heron rookery with a population .of
about 35 birds. The transition zone between the lake and the wetland area is
the location of continuing studies by the ·students an<tf faculty of the University
of Minnesota Biology Department. Bluerind Creek enters Treefrog Lake from the
northwest and exits through the University' study area on the south. The stream
is considered an excellent local trout stream and supports a large sport fishery.
The majority of the land around both the lake and wetland is publicly owned
(both state and county lands). Less thari·half of the lake shoreline is privately
owned with three seasonal Tecreation homes and a small marina existent. There
is no other development in the area, and both the air ~nd water quality are
considered excellent. Smoke-in-the-Lake County has a zoning administrator but
does not have a sophisticated planning.process.
·
CASE A:
Bladderfat Lakeside Marina will expand its pre~ent facilities by approximately 50%. The facility presently involves 15,000 square feet of water surface,
but will measure 22,500 square feet after expansion. No new onland expansion
will be undertaken at this time although a new 1 ,300 square foot boat service
building is planned for the near future. 300 additional feet of shoreline will
be i nvo 1ved in the expansion, a1ong with 1 . 5 acres of type 4 wetland. It is
. likely·that some dredging will be necessary to accommodate the facility expansion .
. EQC significance decision:
Reasons for decision:

CASE B:
Roundtree Development, Ltd., intends to construct a recreation/resort complex on private land on the north end of Treefrog Lake. The complex will consist
of 55 rental-type summer cabins, an indoor.recreation facility, a general-store
type commercial center, and an automotive/marina service facility. The shoreline
facilities include a small 75-boat marina, some limited bulkheading, two 85-foot

\
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long piers, and one floating dock approximately 200 feet off shore. The length
of the shoreline involved is approximately 2,320 feet. Individual septic tank
sewage systems will be employed and the septic tank capabilities of the soils
are considered moderate to poor.
·

IQf significance decision:
Reasons for decision;

CASE C:
The Smoke-in-the-Lake County Park Department is.planning.to build 23.2
miles of paved bicycle trail around the lake/wetland and through the natural
area surrounding the lake. Construction ·of the bicycle trail will affect about
17 acres of wetland (all types present). In addition,- a county park facility
will be located at the southern end of the lake, adjacent to the University of
Minnesota Study area, and will cover 4.75 acres. Facilities will incl_ude overnight a~d picnicking areas, flu~h-type.toilets on a septic tank system, and·
cold running water. The park. and bicycle trails will involve 3,350 feet of
shoreline in various segments around the lake.
EQC significance decision:
·Reasons for decision:
\

/

. CASE 0:
A special studies task force from the University of Minnesota proposes to
establish a study site on the eastern end of the lake near other University
study areas. The new site will locate permanent instruments for monitoring·
air and water quality and collecting meteorol-0gical data. The instrument site
will be located on a ~arcel of state-owned land measuring less than 0.5 acres.
An unimproved service access road measuring a·.85 miles will also be necessary
connecting the site with county highway 71. The service road and instrument
site combined affect j~st over 500 feet of shoreline.
·
EQC significance decision:
Reasons for decision:

\
)
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CASE E:
The North American Federation of Weight Reducers and Health Freaks
{NAFWRHF) will be locating a reducing farm/exercise camp near Bluerind Creek,
the major inflow stream for Treefrog Lake. The camp will cover nearly 23 acres
of land with about 250 feet of lake shoreline and 7 acres of stream flood plain.
The facility will include several .large sauna baths and steam rooms. Water for
use in these units will be withdrawn from Bluerind Creek and hot waste water
will be returned to the stream. Water ~ithdrawn may periodically amount to
1/3 of the stream's summer average discharge. Returning waste water will be well
over l00°F under normal operatiOn. Sanftary waste water generated at the facility will be disposed of using a septic tank system with drainfields to b~ located
on or near the Bluerind Creek floodplain;
EQC significance decision:
Reasons for decision:

CASE F:
A 17-unit recreation home development has been proposed by the Portrock
Investment Company for the near northern shore of Treefrog Lake. Seventeen
private, seasonal recreation cottages will be placed on large lots on the lowland .area just north of the Forest of Night Songs w~tland. Over 3400 feet of
lake shoreline will be involved in the 17-unit development. No other facilities
are planned at th~s time although the Portrock Investment Company does own an
additional 47·acres of land ·with 2100 feet of shoreline in the same area. Altogether the 5500 feet of· shoreline owned by Portrock is about half of the area's
available lake shore. Individual septic tank type sewerage systems will be em. ployed by each of the 17 residential units although the soil capabilities in
.this respect are only considered marginal. The larger than normal lot size,
allowing more extensive drainfields, will partially offset the soil. conditions,
A seasonally high water table may still result .in system failures, however.
EQC significance. decision:
Reasons.for decision:

CASE G:
A 240-acre parcel of land on the eastern edge of Treefrog Lake is owned by
Mr. Sod Buster. The parcel, which shares about 2,200 feet of its boundary with
the lake and wetland ass0ciations, will be converted from its present natural
grassland condition to ·use for production of soybeans. About 2 acres of wetland,
set back a considerable distance from the lake itself, will be drained and put
into soybean production. Mr. Buster indctcated that a program of intensive fertilizer and pesticide use would be undertaken to insure profitable production
in this area. All or most of this parcel slopes toward the lake, and both
surface and ground water drainage would be toward the lake.
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EQC significance decision:
/

Reasons for decision:

CASE H:
The Urban Recreation Resriurces Club, a group of urban dwellers banded together to organize various outd6or recreation activities, has just purchased
21 acres of forest land on the shore of Treefrog Lake. They intend to construct
a private park facility on the newly purchased property for the restricted use
of their members. The faci.lity will involve a 4.5 acre decentralized campground
with running water, flush toilets (on a s~ptic· tank system), a boat launching
ramp, and three short nature hiking trails of 0.75 to 1.5 miles in length. A
· 2.5 mile surfaced access road will ·enter the_ private campground from county
highway #71. The remainder of the .Club's property will be left in a natural
state with possibl_e .facility ·expansion in the distant future.
EQC significance decision:·.
Reasons for decision:
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LOCATION I I
The setting of Location .II is the northern part of White River County.
This is a rural agricultural area ~ith light residential development encroaching from the metropolitan area around Klikit. The county's primary public facilities are some state arid interstate highways. Nearly all of the land is
privately owned, mostly agricultural. Some of the farm land has been abandoned,
but the majority is still productive turning a moderate pr9fit considering today's
market. There is low-density residential dev_elopment appearing mostly in the
southern portion. Two lakes are located in the area: one of 23 acres surface
area, and the other 170 acres. An additional 62 acres of wetland types 3, 4,
5, and 7 are scattered throughout the area of Location II. Both of the lakes
and most of the wetland appear to be fed by ground water springs. Surface drainage of both lakes and some wetlands becomes a part of the White River drainage
system, with White River flowing between the two lakes.. The quality of both
surface and ground water reflects .the use of fertilizer on the farmland fields.
CASE A:
The Olympis Red Riders Company, a development association, has announced
plans to construct a new planned community on the western shore of Eagle Lake,
-the larger of the two area lakes. The new community will consist of low through
high ·density residential units, various cooimercial establishments and some
light industrial/transportation facilities. It will be located on presently
vacant farm land and will include a municipal recreation area with 6,200 feet
of shoreline on Eagle Lake.· Additionally, 9.7 acres of type 5 wetland will be
drained and filled. Sewage treatment facilities will be constructed to provide
. secondary treatment of the municipal effluent (which wil 1 then pass into Eagle
Lake). Storm-water runoff will be trapped in retention basins for about 80%
~of the land area and, for the remainder, it will pass directly into the lake.
EQC significance decision:
Reasons for decision:

C.ASE B:
A new connector highway is. being proposed by the Hhite River County Highway Department. Plans call for a four-lan~ 1imited access roadway approximately
21 miles in length. It is designed to connect the expressway (state highway #291)
with U.S. Route 101. This will allow better access to the expanding residential
development in the southern part of Location II .. The route of the new county
highway will pass through or affect about 10 acres of wetland, types 3, 5, and
7. In addition, it will travel the edge of Eagle Lake, impacting over 250 feet
of lake shoreline.
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~significance

decision:-

Reasons for decision:

CASE C:
Golden Harvest Farms, owneq by J.K. Tong,. will erect two additional grain
silos adjacent to existing grain storage·facilities. Golden Harvest Farms comprises the largest single collection of productive agricultural land in the area.
Several other grain storage facili~ies are scattered throughout the farm. Construction of the silos will require the draining and filling of 1.75 acres of
type 3 wetland. It will also require the expansion of a private service road
1.50 miles, which in itself· involves filling another 0.66 acres of type 3 wetland. The.project will further require the re-routing of a 600 foot stretch
of Satin Lake s outlet stream, which is small and intermittent.
1

EQC significance decision:
Reasons for decision:

CASE .D: .
The Loggar Brothers intend to construct a small 27-unit single family
residential development that will include a 4.5 acre private park on the north
bank of the smaller Satin Lake (involves 2,100 feet of shoreline). A small
commercial center is also included in the development plans. Slightly less
·than six acres of type 7 wetland will be drained and filled to realize the
·development in the area of the park.· Septic-tank type individual sewerage
systems will be employed and the soil capabilities are considered adequate
except under the lots at the lake s edge, where. high water problems may be a
limiting factor. Small stonn water retaining basins will be employed throughout
the development to minimize discharge into the lake.
1

~significance

decision:

Reasons for decision:

CASE E:
Twiddley Brothers, Ltd., meat producers, with beef and pork feedlots,
breeding farms and packing houses throughout·ttte state, announced plans to install
a small self-contained beef feed lot three miles north of Eagle Lake. The lot
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will measure between 300 and 350 acres with. an avP.rage steer population qf ·about
250 head. Facilities will include cropland devoted to corn and alfalfa. A five
acre wetland basin lricated on the property will be .used as an animal waste disposal to be filled with ~ntreated solid and semi~solid wastes. There is no surface inflow or discharge points for this wetland area although it is likely to
be hydrologically connected ~o the White River ground water system. Some use of
fertilizers and pesticides on the ·corn fields is to be expected although this
will only involve a coupl~ hundred acres.
IQf. significance decision:

Reasons for decision:

CASE F:

)

The Deerborne gravels, a glacial outwash deposit of uniform pea sized·
gravel is located generally in the southern portion of Location II. The Metropo 1i tan Construction Company has pur_ch~sed nearly 250 acres of 1and on· the Deerborne formation for the purpo~e of removing the gravel for their construction
operations .. The gravel pit operation will be carried out in two phases, with
about 100 acres involved in the initial stage. Plans to remove gravel from the
additional 150 acres are not yet complete. The open pit will extend well below
the water table and considerable pumping will be required during mining operations.
After gravel removal is completed, a rather large, man-made lake will be left
and Metropolitan Construction. representatives have suggested they may ·be willing
to sel 1 the property to· th·e County Park Department for a minimal cost at that ·
time.
· ·
·
EQC significance decision:
Reasons .for decision:

CASE G:
The increasing residential development in the southern portion of Location
The new residents are complaining of the
round-about route they must travel to their jobs in Klikit to the south. The
White River County Highway Department, therefore, is proposing that Underwater
Drive (county highway #79) be extended northward approximately 2.25 miles and
an additional road of 0.5 miles connect this with state highway #291. The Underwater Drive extension would involve filling of approximately 4.5 acres of types
3 and 4 wetland, part of a wetland complex that drains directly into White River.
Construction of the smaller connector will involve no additional wetland although
it does bisect the patch of the Great Pumpkin.
·
II has been creating an access problem.

/

\
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significance decision:

Reasons for decision:

CASE H:
The Suburban Electric and Gas Society, a public utilities cooperative, has
been asked by the residents of southern Location II to provide natural gas service to the area. This would require the placement of an 18u gas line from the
existing transmission main north, slightly more than 12 miles. It would further
require laying over 25 miles of 611 line to.distribute the gas. The proposed
lines would pass under 15 acres of type 7 wetland and.2 acres of type 4 wetland.
Suburban Electric and Gas has further indicated their desire to extend this
line all the way to Satin Lake, which would r~quire crossing the White River.
EQC significanc.e. decision:
Reasons for decision:
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LO CAT ION II I
Location III is charac.terized by high density residential, heavy commercial
and light industrial development. There is some heavy industrial development on
the western periphery. This area is .considered to be the older city center for
the City of Klikit. The existing sewerag·e facilities (collector system and treat ..
ment plants) are operating very near capacity. This system is considered antiquated and much in need of repair/replacement. Additionally, occasionally severe
air quality problems have been noted. A medium sized urban park surrounds a
14-acre lake near the center of Location III covering an area of 48 acres (including the lake). The lake tends to act as a storm water collecting basin and
severe water quality problems are present. In the late summer.season, objec-tionable odors result in the.area around the lake.
CASE

A:

The old U.S. Flour Company mill, on the corner of 127th S.W. and Anderson
Avenue, has been purchased by Gotham City, Ltd.· The developer plans to create
a unique service complex consisting of small specialty shops, office space, a
variety of restaurants, and entertainment centers. The eight-floor structure,
with planned lateral expansion of 50,000 square feet to the ground floor, will
provide 450,000 square feet of· floor space in the complex. Adjacent property,
also part of the development, will be landscaped to become a patio-garden that
opens to Margove Urban ·Park and Fowl Lake. The cooling water used in the complex's air conditioning system will pass into a small landscaped stream and travel
1,400 feet, through the patio-garden, to the lake .
.EQC significance decision:

Reasons for decision:

· CASE B:
The Klikit First Federal Savings, Mortgage and High .Risk Insurance Corporation proposes to build a new bank and office building to house their Northwest dist~ict offi~es. Th~ new structure will be 12-stories high and cover the
double city block in the present location of the Creepy Casket Company warehouse
and topless bar. On the adjacent block, where Klikit First Federal 's existing
district office is located, a ~50-car open parking lot will be built that will
be used by new office employees. The Klikft Sewer and Solid Waste Authority
contends that present systems will just barely handle the sanitary waste of the
building occupants if some other provision for storm water runoff can be made .
. Plans to pipe runoff from the structure and adjacent parking lot to Fowl Lake
have cautiously been proposed.

/

\
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IQ.£ significance deci s fon :·

l

Reasons -for decision:
.

CASE C:
The City Park Department intends to remove the condemned industrial
structures once owned and operated by Northwest Chicken Gizzard Canning Company.
These structures now occupy the lowland area adjacent to Fowl Lake and Margove
Park and are subject to frequent flooding and seepage through the earth fill retaining Fowl Lake. The park department proposes to remove the earth fill, allowing the lowland area to flood and become part of the existing 1ake. The new
lake will be more than double the size of the present Fowl Lake, measuring nearly
30 acres. The remaining industrial land wHl.be designated as city park, almost
tripling the size of the original park complex. Development of new park facilities, however, must be delayed until further funding be~omes available.
EQC significance deCision:·.
Reasons for decision:

)

CASE D:
The Klikit URA (Urban Renewal Authority) is involved in a small urban
renewal project immediately to the east of Margove Urban Park. Three existing
structures ·will have to be removed prior to construction, including one old
abandoned warehouse, an~ two old but occupied apartment buildings. Three new
buildings will replace those removed and include twin, 18-story, 250 large-unit
condominiums and a small, multi-shop commercial center. No immediate improvements in the sewerage system·· are planned to accommodate the new development .. It
is· felt that existing f~cilities have the capacity to handle the additional load
under normal condition5. However, during over~capacity use, raw effluent may
be leaking into Fowl Lake ..
~significance

decision:

Reasons for decision:

CASE E:
Farrot Rickety III, of the Olde and Rickety Railroad Company, announced
plans to build an equipment maintenance, repair and cleaning facility in the
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abandoned portion of the Olde and Rickety switching yard adjacent to Margove
Urban Park. Double-story open-ended work barns·will cover approximately 10
acres of the site, while an equipment wash-down yard will cover an additional
7 acres. A 1500 square foot triple-story material storage building is also
planned. Waste water from the· maintenance facility will enter the municipal
sewer system. It will likely carry fairly large ·amounts of petroleum waste
products (oils, lubricants, srilvents) from the work barns to the sewage system
for disposal. All waste water from the wash-down yard will flow, untreated,
into Fowl Lake, or perco-late into the ground water.
EQC significance decision:
Reasons for decision:

CASE F:
The Klikit Sewer and Solid Waste Authority is considering plans to
replace the antiquated and inadequate sewerage facilities in the area of Loca·tion III. These plans .will in~lude larger high capacity collector networks
for the entire area and a new supplementary treatment plant to increase the
capacity of the city's treatment facilities. The project will be completed
in three phases, the first to start immediately. Phase One consists of placement
of the new 60 11 interceptor lines and the construction of the new treatment
plant ·(outside Location III, intended to take loads from other parts of the
city as well). Phase Two wil 1 consist of placement of collector and transmission mains in the major residential/commercial areas of Location III. Phase·
Three involves ·the location rif collector and transmission mains in the predominantly industrial sector. One section of the 60 11 interceptor line will pass
under Fowl Lake and Margove Park .
. EQC significance decision:. ·
Reasons for decision:

CASE G:
.
A Klikit Sewer and Solid Waste Authority petition to the federal district
court resulted in a· permanent injunction against the practice of the Below
Zero Thermometer Manufacture Company of allowing large amounts of mercury waste
to be ·passed to the Authority s treatment .pl ants. The Sewer and Solid Waste
Authority maintains that its facilities are not equipped to handle such wastes.,
and discharges by Below Zero were never approved by the Authority's Proper Poop
Committee. As a result of the injunction, Below Zero intends to construct two
large 145,000 square feet settling basins on thefr property behind the plant.
The thermometer company officials say that the majority of the mercury will be
filtered out by the specially designed grave 1 bottom filter 1ayers of the set ..
tling ponds. The excess waste water will then pass into ground and surface water
systems. Periodically, the special gravel filters will be replaced and the trapped
mercu.ry: recaptured.
1
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EQC significance decision:

)

Reasons for decision:

CASE H:
Mid-city Apartment Owners Cooperative, a private association of urban.
developers and landlords, has publicly announced its plans to construct a
plann~d cluster of six highrise apartment buildings on a ten block area. owned
by members of the cooperative, just west of Margove Urban Park. The complex
will consist of two 20-story, 300-unit structures; three 22-story, 440-unit
structures; one 17-story, 425-unit structure; and one 16-story, 2400 automobile
cap~ci ty parking garage.
Each structure wi 11 be owned and operated by i ndivvdua l cooperative members or partnerships thereof, while the concept and design planning is being done by the.Apartment Owners Cooperative. Sewerage demands made·by this development and present inadequacies in the system remain in
conflict although the cooperative contends that minor modification of the system
would allow acceptance of Mid-cjty's waste water. No provisions for storm water
runoff have been made except ~o allow direct drainage into Fowl Lake.
EQC significance decision:
Reasons for decision:

)

/

'!

•

LOCATION IV
Location IV represents a suburbari residential environment typical of those
surrounding urban areas. The smal.l suburban community of Old Rockford Beach is
located to the southeast of the City. of Klikit. The metropolitan area contains
37,000 people. Most of those residing fo Old Rockford Beach travel daily to the
Klikit CBD for work. Some, however, are employed at the aluminum reduction plant
and ro.ll i ng mill further to the· south or· at the pharmaceuti ca 1 production and
warehousing facilities to the west. The Beatlebite River meanders through the
community generally south to north with ~ ~ean annual discharge of 5,oon cubic
feet per s~cond. The Beatlebite River is dammed north of Old Rockford Beach
with the reservoir (called Spealbauch Lake) just barely extending into the com ...
munity. No other major lakes exist in the area although there are many small
ponds, potholes, and various wetlands. An 85-acre parcel of land with extensive
wetland is owned by the state and i.s not presently designated for any particular
use. Several small .community parks are scattered about, ranging in size from
three to seven acres, with some kind of pond or pothole on or adjacent to each
park. The county does have one large park on the west bank of the Beatlebite
River about two miles upstream 6f Spealbauch Lake. The county's comprehensive
plan covers the metropoli.tan area and includes a transportation element, a land
use element, and a public utilities, elemenL Sewage collection facilities exist
throughout the area for sanitary waste and the system capacity was designed for
predominantly single-family residential use. Storm water does not join the
existing sanitary sewer system but flows directly into existing ponds, potholes,
and the Beatlebite River.
CASE A:
The presently vacant property near Spealbauch Lake has been purchased by
Concepts Unlimited, an Atlanta based development company. The firm proposes
to construct a regional shopping center on that site with a floor space of
approximately 300,000 square feet. The complex will contain various retail establishments including a supermarket, three local department stores, two drug
stores, a commercial ·laundry, a major restaurant and two quick service.food
outlets, plus many other small shop establishments. Construction of the shoppfog center will require filling two acres of type 3 wetland with a small portion of the wetland area retained to serve as a storm water retaining basin.
This will provide a buffer between the shopping center's impervious surface and
Spealbauch Lake. Howevei, during construction, fairly large discharges of sediment-laden runoff are expected to reach the lake.

IQf significance decision:
Reasons for decision:
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CASE B:
Sunnyside Village Mobile Home Park, a facility occupied primarily by retired people, located in the northeastern sectoi of Old Rockford Beach, intends .
to expand its present facilities. The mobile home park is located on just over
five acres of land with 55 ·fully occupied lots.· Expansion plans call for the
addition of 20 new 1ots ori two a ere s of land adj acent .to the park. The new
land was formerly the site of the old Grant Grad~ School, abandoned in· 1971
and demolished last spring. There is no wetland area involved in either the
existing facility or the new addition. The Sunnyside Village is situated at
the end of one of Old Rockford Beach's sewage collector lines and capacity is
fixed at a rather low level (the old Grant School was not connect~d to this
system). The expansion of the mobile home park may well represent maximum ,
capacity demand for this section of the system_.
·
EQC significance decision:·
Reasons for decision:

CASE C:
The Quickie Service and Auto·Repair chain of Substandard Oil will be
locating a new service station just off the interchange of 1-312 and state
highway #9 in southern Old Rockford Beach. The new station will be located
on the east siding road of 1-312. However, this will require the realignment
of approximately Z.5 miles of the· siding road in order to avoid placinq the
service station in the middle of 12 acres of a type 7 wetland area. Instead,
the station will be located to the right of the wetland and the siding road will
. be rerouted to accommodate the facility.· The municipal sewerage system does
not presently have~collector l.ines in this area~ E~tension of lines to serve
·this. station, a quite costly undertaking, wi 11 occur even though the operational
efficiency of the lines may . be .interfered. with by ~he relatively high water table.
~significance.

Reasons for

decisfon:..

decision~

CASE D:
Perfect Concept De~elopment, division.of the ~lobal Development Company,
is bargaining with the representative of the state land office for the purchase
of the 85 acre parcel of land presently owned by the state. Perfect Concept
already owns over 40 acres· of land in various parcels adjacent to the present
state property. If an agreement 1s reached and the development company does
in fact purchase the ad di tiona 1 1and, a new p1anne.d community wi 11 be 1oca te d
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on the site. Preliminary design plans call .for 600 sfogle-family housing units,
300 multiple-family housing units and one small convenience shopping facility
called Flash Centers. Construction of this development will require the draining
and filling of nearly 47·acres of wetlands, types j, 4, and 5, and in addition,
an upgrading of existing sewage colleGtion facilities will be necessary. In
fact, expansion -0f Old Rockford Beach's sewage treatment plant may be required
to handle the additional load of Perfect Concept's development, since both
storm and sanitary waste will be includ~d.
~

significance decision:.

Reasons for decision:

CASE E:

A neighborhood shopping facility is slated for the west central portion of
Old Rockford Beach on the west bank of the Beatlebite River. Rosegarden Super
Stores have recently announced plans to construct a new store at 1621 ·Parkview
Place. Rosegarden Super Stores.are combined supermarket and drygood/drug stores.
Also locating at the same center, but under separate.management, will be a coin
operated laundry, an ·ice cream parlor and a·real estate office. The designed
floor space for all shops is about 40,000 square feet and a parking lot of 250
spaces ~ill be constructed. Storm water runoff fro~ the buildings and parking
lot will flow directly into the BeatlebiteRiver si~ce a suitable site for a
settling basin could not be found.
·
),

EQC significance decision:·
Reasons for decision:

CASE F:
After the tornado that touched down in Old Rockford Beach in 1972, all
the structures in the 28 acre impact area were condemned. Since that time~
all remaining portions-of the structures were leveled and cleared for safety
and fire hazard reasons. The Old Rockford Beach Redevelopment Committee is
now prep.ared to take cons.truction ·bids on the planned single-family residential
·development that wil-1 replace the lost homes. At least 235 new sing_le-family
residential units (townhouse style) are planned for the new development. Also,
the municipal sewer system will have to b~ reconstructed to repair damages incurred during structure demolition, and to accommodate the plan of the new development. Two small potholes in the redevelopment area will be retained as
storm water settling basins.
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EQC significance decisio_n:·
Reasons for decision:

CASE G:
Mr. Gotu R. Fudinit has just purchased a one acre lot on the eastern
shore of Spealbauch Lake from the Take the Money and Run Real Estate Company.
Mr. F~dinit has contracted the C and B Building contractors to construct a
single-story triplex on the lot. Mr. Fudinit himself will occupy one of the
units, while his sister and his.great aunt will occupy the other two units.
The remainder of the 1and wi 11 become a common· 1awn with a putting green in ·
the back yard. It is anticipated.that fertilizers will be used intensively,
especially· in the back yard on the putting green. Since this property is located on the slope of Spealbauch Lake, relatively large amounts of fertilizer
residue will pass into the lake.
EQC significance decision:·;
Reasons for decision:·

CASE H:
The Pr.irna Vista Apartment Union pl ans to con~aruct a new 1uxury apartment
complex on the. bank of the Beatlebite River. The four-story apartment building
.will be built on the bluff overlooking the river near the intersection of 17th ·
Street and Highway #64. The complex will consist of 55 high-rent units, each
·with an exce 11 ent view of the river and the botani ca 1 gardens on the oppos i tel,'·
bank. There will also be a two-story parking garage with an 85-car capacity
included in the development~ There will be a miniature golf course on the property for the exclusive. use of the development's residents. Storm water runoff
will join sanitary waste water and be disposed of through the municipal sewerage
syste~.
·
~significance

decision:

Reasons for decision:
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Tools .for the Review of EISs .
A.

Introduction:

Review Variables

It must be emphasized at trie outset· that the best general aid that can
be offered to an EIS. reviewer is a detailed discussion of what an ·EIS should
include~
For this reason, the reader is 'referred to ·Section V·of the
body.of this report for a reasonably detailed account of the recommended content
of an EIS. The present appendix is devoted to· a discussion of further, special
aids that mi g.h t prove va 1uab le in review. Such too 1s are offered for the personal use of individual reviewers and would play no direct role in the EIS
process detailed in the body of thi.s report. However, we believe that their use
might well .lead to better EIS review and the submission of sounder written. commentary in response to draft EISs than might otherwise· be expected.
The usefulness of special techniques for ·reviewing EISs is compli'cated
by a number of variables relating to such r~view: the technical competence.
and general capabilities of the reviewer; the nature of the action and the
specific EIS to be reviewed; the time.available for review; the purpose of the
review; and the reviewer's idiosyncracies.
EIS reviewers may vary dramatically with respect to their technical competence and general capabilities. A single EIS, for example, might be reviewed
by: an air quality spedaHst who knows next to nothing about demography,
economics, and fauna; a planner specializing in land use and demography, but
. with barely' a passing acquaintance with air quality, water quality, and flora;
a biologist who knows nothing about noise pollution and utilities and· public
·services; a group 6f citizens with a strong general educational background, but
without special expertise with respect to any· environmental category; a group
of citizens to be directly affected by the action in question who lack a high
school education; etc. ·The point is obvious: no review technique(s) will be.
equally useful to reviewers with ·an endless variety of technical competences
and general capabilities ..
The vast differences amongpr6jects, and consequently among EISs,· similarly
helps to render useful review aids difficult to provide. One project might have
a very significant effect· on air quality and regional climate and hardly any
impact at all on other aspects of the environment; while a second will have
noticeable impact only on transportation, traffic congestion, and noise pollution;
and a third will significantly impact only water quality and hydrology. In each
case it is very specific review guideposts.that are needed, and the review aids
of greatest use in one case would be practically useless in the others.
The availability of time for EIS review will also play a significant part
in the appropriateness of review techniques. It might be argued theoretically
that completely adequate, detailed review demands the same amount of time as the
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preparation of the statement .itself. While this is a~most always a practi~al
impossibility, the variation in time that is ·available for review might wel 1
dictate a variation in the.tools that are appropriate for review.
One of the most important variables determining the usefulness of given
review techniques is the ptirpose of undertaking the review. An agency required ,
by law to review an EIS may be inte~ested in the ~dequacy of the whole document
(its completeness and accuracy). A specialist might be asked to review the
methods used to obtain and the accuracy of the air quality data. A private
citizen might be interested in knowing _generally how theproject will affect his
neighborhood without caring too much about the accuracy of the details. Another
citizen might want to know only whether or not the action wi 11 affect the
fishing in the Waterhole River. Different techniques might be appropriate depending upon the purpose of' the review.· ·
1

The fin~l complication.provides the ~rowning touch: two EIS reviewers
reviewing th~ same statement, with the sa~e amount of time, with equal technical competence and general capabilities, and with the same purpose in mind
might nonetheless use the same review technique with unequal success. People
simply differ in the styles of _their approaches. One might find one technique
most suitable and another a second.
·
The immense complexity of reviewer needs represented
variables discussed above dictates the need for a variety
from very· simple to very complex.· A number of EIS review
for general use, but the review variables discuss.ed ·above
further pre limi nary remarks and some gen era l assumptions.

by the combination of
of review tools ranqing
tools can be offered
necessitate a few

First, it must be assumed that the reviewer has more than enough time to
read the EIS. Even the simplest review tool requires some small amount o"f time
for its application. Hopefully the reviewer will have enough time to give
·careful thought to the (draft) statement and prepare a written commentary on the
results of his deliberation. Generally speaking, the more complicated the review
tool·,· the more time is required for its use.
Second, it will be assumed here that the ptirpose of the review is a general
evaluation of the ·adequacy of the impact statement. More specifically, the
question is: is everything covered that shouJd be covered? Specialists performing in~depth review of specific parts of an EIS should not be surprised to
find no general review.tool to be of use in their undertaking since evaluating
the data sources for accuracy and checking the environmental analysis of such
data will depend entirely· upon the specific source{s) used, the availability of
additional specific data, and the· analysis based upon such data; fortunately,
revi~w aids for specialists should not be needed.
On the other hand, any
person. interested enough in an action to read the EIS prepared on its behalf for
the information it contains should be quite interested in whether or not the
statement addresses everything it should address.
Third, no particular technical competence.will be assumed in what follows,
though it should be obvious that technical abilities are of great value in EIS
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review. The comments relating ·to specialists in the previous paragraph are
applicable here. On .the other hand, it must be assumed that the reviewer has
the general capability to effectively perform the review--no technical aid can
create the ability.
Fourth, while projects·v~ry greatly with respect to the nature of their
environmental effects, possibly affecting a few environmental categories very
significantly and others r:iot at all," and while EISs will vary correspondingly,
adequate EISs should address all the subjects EISs are normally expected to
cover if for no other purpose than showing that the action will not affect
certain categories. Consequently, EIS review techniques should provide for the
evaluation of the treatment of the full ra~ge of EIS subjects. Ori the other
hand, a good EIS review will be sensitive to the fact that a very brief treatment of some categori~al tdpics does not necessarily indicate that the.treatment is bad or inadequate.
·
·
Fifth~ while nothing can be done to ·respond perfectly to the stylistic
idiosyncracies of EIS reviewers, it is hoped that the range of tools provided
below will respond td a comparab~e range of reviewer needs.

Ona further point should b~ made before turning to the tools the~selves.
An environmental impact statement is an infonnational document. Its fundamental
purpose is to give a detailed account of the environmental impact of a p~oposed
project. It is intended to be a neutral statement, neither for nor against the
project. The review of impact statements to which the present section is directed
is correspondingly to be free of bias either for or.against the projectin question~
While bias in the preparation of the. EIS may well be cited as a point of
criticism, the point of review of the EIS (particularly the submission·of written
.review comments) is not wh&ther the project is good or bad, destructive, creative, or neutral, but rather whether or not the infonnation relating to its environmental impact is adequately presented.
B.

The Use of Check 1is ts.

One of the central problems in EIS review is simply becoming clear on what
it deals with adequately and what it does not contain at all and what it addresses only inadequately. It is all too easy to find oneself immersed immediately
in a complicated array of confusing facts. It is easy to ride along with a wellwritten, attractive document without realizing that some major environmental
topics are not addr~ssed at all and that others that should receive.lengthy discussion are dismissed in a sentence or two. The most basic· need of an EIS reviewer is simply the knowledge of the major subjects he should expect to find
addressed in an EIS. The most basic technique for EIS review is the use of a
simple checklist listing the basic topics for discussion in an EIS. Whenever
the reviewer is satisfied with the adequacy of the treatment of a given topic,
he checks it off his list. The technique ·can be used most effectively if the
reviewer records the page number{s) each time he encounters a topic that is
dealt with but not completely adequately, since it may be that a given topic is
treated in more than one place in the EIS and the cumulative treatment is adequate.
The end result of the use of this simple technique should be that in very little
more time than it takes to read an impact statement, the reviewer has a clear
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record before him of what has been treated adequately ·in the EIS and page ·
references for the topics with the treatment of which he is not satisfied.
The simple topical checklist is presented on page ~-5. It will probably prove
most valuable.when used in evaluating EISs with relatively confusing formats.
If the EIS format provided in the body of this report comes into general use,
much of the reviewer's problem of discovering what the document contains and
what it does not con.tatn will be s.olved before review begins.
·
A major inadequacy of the simple topical checklist discussed above is
that it provides no guidance ~n what su~jects should be treated under each
topical heading. An experiehced reviewer cognizant of what constitutes an
adequ~te treatment of each topic or an inexperienced reviewer wi.th time. onlY
for a fairly quick overview of the EIS cciuld use it to advantage. For the
most part, however, those undertakinq EIS review will find additional guidance
on what the document s.hould contain of considerable value.
The simple topical checklist can be ·exp~nded to include a variety of
levels of detail on what should be .addressed under each major topic. The
trick is to provide a checklist which gives enough rletail to be instructive
without at the same time being unmanageable. With this in mind, the checklist
on pages E.-6 to E-12- i's recommended for consideration. If reviewers opt to use
such a detailed checklist, they.are well advised to.note' that many of the sub. topics listed will be inappropriate for tre~tment in many EISs. ·
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SIMPLE TOPICAL CHECKLIST FOR REVIEW OF EISs
)

Is each of the following.topics covered adequately ('Yes') or not ('No')
in the EIS? (A third column ('Pp.') is provided for page references for
seemingly inadequate topical treatment.)
Yes

No

Pp.
Description and Purpose of the Project
Permits arid Other Approv~ls Requir~d on the _Project
Existing Conditions
Project Impact
Measures to Mitigate Adverse Impacts
Growth Inducements Resulting from the Project
Relationship to Plans, .Programs, and Policies
Alternatives to the Project
Recipients of the Draft EIS
Topography
Geology- and Soils
Hydrology
Water Quality
Regional Climate
- - - -Ai r Qua 1i ty
Noise. Pollution
Flora
Fauna
Land Use
Demographic Characteristics
Transportation and Traffic Congestion
Utilities and Public Services
Economic Characteristics
Histori~, Prehistoric, and Arch~eological Features
Aesthetics
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EXPANDED CHECKL1ST FOR REVIEW OF EISs
Is each of the following ·considerations covered adequately ('Yes') or not
('No'), or is it inappropriate with respect to the project in question ('NA')?
(A fourth column ('Pp.') is provided for page references for seemingly inadequate topical treatmen~.)
Yes

No

NA

Pp.

IMPACT SUMMARY

-·-

-·

DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT
Project name, sponsor, principals, and locatioD
Physical, social, economic, and environmental
cha~acteristics, purposes and objectives
·
Principal en~ineering requirements
Material and fuel resource requirements
Mapping of project loc~~ion and boundaries
Legal description of project lands
Project phases (i.e., planning, acquisition,
construction, development, and operation, etc.)
Brief history of project and project area
PERMITS AND OTHER APPROVALS REQUIRED ON THE PROJECT
EXISTING CONDITIONS
:Interrelationship of existing conditions
Topography
Geology and soils.
Hydrology
Water quality
Regional climate
Air quality
Noise po 11 uti on
Flora
Fauna
Land use
Demographic characteristics
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Yes

\

:

·~

No

NA

Pp.
Transportation and traffic congestion
Utilities and public services
Economic characteristics
Historic·, prehistoric, and archaeological ·
features
Aesthetics "
PROJECT IMPACT
. Interrelationship of specific impacts
Topography
Geology and soil~
Hydrology
Water quality
Reg i.ona l cl,imate
Air quality
Noise po 11 ution
Flora
Fauna
. Land use
Demographic characteristics
Transportation and traffic congestion
Utilities and public services
Economic cha ratteri st i cs
Historic, prehistoric, and archaeological
features
Aesthetics
MEASURES TO MITIGATE ADVERSE IMPACTS
Mitigating measures proposed by project sponsor
Possible mitigating measures not proposed by project
sponsor
Cost of mitigating measures
GROWTH INDUCEMENTS RESULTING FROM THE PROJECT
Population growth
Encouragement of further development
.
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.

.

Yes

No

NA

Pp.
. Addition or

of facilities or services
Encouragem~nt of other activities
·Indirect and/or long-term growth inducement
RELATIONSHIP TO. PLANS, PROGRAMS, AND.POLICIES.
Policies
Reg~lations and standards
Genera 1 p1ans.·
. Programs
Zoning and other regulatory laws
Pub 1i c respons.e to the project
ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROJECT
Alternative project designs
Project alternatives for the given site
Site alternativ~s for the project
No project as an alternative
RECIPIENTS OF THE DRAFT ElS
expansio~

CATEGORICAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
TOPOGRAPHY
Elevations
Total relief
Slope characteristics
Dominant landforms.
Land sculpturing agents
Man-made changes in topography
f,EOLOGY AND SOILS
Geologic formations--composition and bedrock
stabi 1ity
Geologic formations--mineral deposits
Crustal movements (faulting)
Soil classification and composition
Soil characteristics (permeability, compactability)
Soil stability
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Yes
)

\

~·

No

NA

Pp.
HYDROLOGY
. Running surface water
P6nded· surface water
. Ground water·
Domestic water supply
WATER QUALITY
Water systems affected
Contaminants .
·w~ter temperature levels
Aesthet~c quali.ties
Dissolved oxygen levels
Water contamination sources
BOD ·effect ·from contaminants
Special problems
REGIONAL CLIMATE .
Temperature_
Pr·eci pi ta ti on
Humidity
Wind patterns and conditions
Stability conditions
Inversion· probabilities
. AIR QUALITY .
Airshed affected
Existing ambient air quality
Circulation system·of airshed affected
Contaminant sources (both project and external)
Contaminants
Contaminant effects in relation to air quality
standards
Aesthetic qual{ties
Potential adverse health conditions
Special problems
NO.I SE POLL UT ION
Existing ambient noise quality
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Yes

No

-

~·

NA

Pp.
Effects upon residential areas, schools, hospitals,
rest homes. and their residents, employees, and users
·Effects upon commercial and industrial aneas~ their
employees and users
Effects upon· agricultural and recreational areas,
their employ~es, users and resident wildlife
Established ~nd/or proposed noise standards and.
guidelines
·
. Health standards and parameters
Speci a 1 problems arid community con·cerns
FLORA
Types
Habitats
Ecological role
Conditions oi elements that influence
Unique, rare and endangered species
Aquatic and terrestrial vegetation
FAUNA
Types.
Habitats
Ecological role
Conditions or elements that influence
Unique, rare, and endangered species
Migration and breeding habits
LAND USE'
Types
Densities
Area and specific plans
Special problems
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
Population characteristics
Location
Employment patterns
Migration trends
Growth rates and patterns
Housing types {existing, proposed and preferred)
E-10

Yes

No

NA

Pp.
AND TRAFFIC· CONGESTION
Tfafftc generators (origins and destinations)
Transportation routei
Modes of transportation
Volumes of flow and yariations
Areas and ~a~ses of congestion
Trafffc contro·l systems
·Special problems
. UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES
Water
Sewer
Electricity
Telephone
Fuel
Police
Fire
Schools
Hos pita ls
Governmental .ope rat ion centers
Irrigation and other special services
Planned expansion of public services and utilities
_Expansion. requirements of the project
Sources of funding for any required expansion
ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS·
Project employment .
Project funding (type and source)
Project costs/benefits
General area economic characteristics
Area tax base
Area per capita income
~RANSPORTATION

)

\
I,

·-

\

}
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Yes

No

NA

Pp.
'HISTORIC, PREHISTORIC, AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL FEATURES
Location·.'
Uniqueness or rarity
Cultural and/or educational value
Faci.l ities and/or techniques for preservation
Vandalism
Special problems

AESTHETICS
·Visual aspects of structures (view corridors, bulk,
shapes, color·,. d~sign, light and shadow patterns)
Odors and visual aspects of air quality
Noise ·
Visual aspects of water quality
Landforms
Flora and fauna
Historic, prehistoric, a.nd archaeological features
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C.

The Use of Matrices

One of the greatest advantages of checklists is the simplicity of their
use. But simplicity may also be viewed as one of their greatest dangers.
Generally speaking, EISs should b~ exp~cted to be rather complex documents
reflecting the complexity of the actions they analyze. Conscientious review
of such statements will not be a simple task. The difference between.the
expanded checklist on pages E-6 to E~l2.~nd the simple topical checkli$t on
page E-5 consists of the addition of criteria for determination of the adequacy
of topical treatment. While a variety of further criteria for review check
can be supplied in a vari•ty·of ~ays, the most fundamental addition necessitates
the m6ve from a checklist to a matrix.
A checklist approach demands an evaluation of. the treatment of the whole
of a~projett with respect to environmental topics (or subjects. under environ~
mental topics). Far more often than not, however, a project consists of a
series of sub-actions (construction and. operation for a start) each of which
has identifiable environmental effects. A· review technique which takes the
project as a whole encourages the oversight of potentially inadequate treatment of a multiplicity of categorical effects caused by consecutive sub-actions.
For example, it may turn out that a reviewer will be very satisfied with an
EIS's treatment of the effects of constru.ction on air quality and fail ·to notice
that the effects· of project operation an air quality are not mentioned at all.
What is needed is a breakdown of the project into sub-actions and an evaluation
of the treatment of each sub-action. A basic matrix framework for review can
be constructed by listing sub-actions horizontally and impact statement topics:
to be. addressed vertically. A large number of revie~ matrices can be generated
based on this basic matrix framework, but no complete standard matrix can be
provided along this line due to the fact that the breakdown of sub-actions will
depend upon the specific project analyzed in the EIS. A basic breakdown should
be constructible from the general project description.
Graphic Display Matrices. The simplest review matrix consists of the basic
matrix framework together with a simple three-part graphic system for recording the
· eyaluation of the EIS's treatment of each subject: one symbol to represent adequate treatment, a second to represent inadequate treatment, and a third to indicate that the subject is inappropriate with respect to the EIS in question. Most
EISs {especially those prepared as recommended in the text) will contain some
summary sections which are not appropriate with respect to any sub-actions since
they relate. specifically to the action as a whole. All such subjects .can be marked
out before review begins. As an example, a simple graphic display review matrix
is presented on pagi E-14 for an EIS on an imaginary magnesium and silicon plant
and mining project.
In addition to the breakdown of project sub-actions, a
summary column is pr-0vided for evaluation of the treatment of the whole project.
The subjects that can be seen to be inappropriate after matrix construction should
1For the purpose of clarifying the EIS process explained in detail in the
.. body of this report, we have invented a project consisting of a magnesium and

silicon processing plant and support mine facilities proposed by Magicon, Inc.,
allegedly a subsidiary of American Telescope and Telegraph. We have walked this
· project proposal step by step through the recommended EIS process in Appendfx F
to this report.
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BASIC GRAPHIC DISPLAY REVl~W MATRIX
FOR THE MAGICON, INC. EIS
·,

+ = Adequate
- = Inadequate
O = Inappropriate
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Descril)tion and Purpose of the Project
Penni ts and Other Approvals Required_
on the Project
Existing Conditions
Project Impact

I

Measure-s ·to Mitigate
Adverse Impacts

I-

u

~
!;

Growth Inducement Resulting from
.the Project

--·-

Relati.onship to Plans, Prof) rams,
and Policies
Alternatives to the Project
Recipients of the. Draft EIS
Topography
Geology and Soils
Hydrology
Water Quality
Regional Climate
Air Quality

Ill

Noise Pollution

•§
~

Flora
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Fau~a

~

Land Use

~
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pemographic Characteristics

u

Transportation and Traffic:
Congestion
Utilities and Public Services
Economic Characteristics
Historic, Prehistoric, and
Archaeological Features
Aesthetics
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be marked out before EIS review. One minor problem that affects the use of
any matrix for review surfaces here. The boxing of space effected in a matrix
makes it difficult to provide adequate space for th~ recording of page references for subjects that ~re mentioned in an EIS (perhaps in several places)
but are not treated adequately in any,single place.
All of the three major parts -of the basic graphic display matrix--the
listing of project sub-actions, the·listing of EIS topics to be addressed,
and the graphic symbols--can be elaborated to give considerably more detailed
matrices. The possibility of the elaboration of the listings of sub-actions
and EIS topics to be addressed is common· to both graphic display matrices
and their statistical counterparts as well and will be discussed below. But
the elaboration of the graphic symbolism requires brief comment here. While
graphic display matrices may be more complicated to use than the checklists
discussed above, one of their advantages is nonetheless simplicity. It is -·
obvious that the number of symbols used need n6t be limited to three. Reviewers may want to add further symbols to record more than the adequacy,
inadequacy, or inappropriateness of treatment of EIS subjects. It should
be noted in passing that it appears to be the case that more than four non~
numerical symbols are difficult to portray with consistent effectiveness.
If a ~ore,elaborate symbolism than the simple graphics discussed above is
desired, it is recommended that.numerital symbols be used. Matrices employing
numerical symbols will be called statistic~l matrices" here.
11

\

Basic Statistical Matrices. The-most obvious purpose in increasing the
number of symbols in a review matrix is the introduc;:tion of a grading system
more.complex than simply 11 adequate 11 or 11 inadequate 11 (or inappropriate). For
a variety of reasons a reviewer may be interested in identifying those parts
of an EIS that are handled particularly well, as opposed to those that are
handled satisfactorily or poorly. Theoretically, the introduction of numbers
for such evaluation should make possible the construction of grading scales
with as many evaluative gradations as are desired. There is no theoretical
·block to evaluations on a scale of 1 to 2, or 1 to 10, or 1 to 1 ,oon,ooo.
·There· are practical limits, however. For example, there is considerable
psychological evidence to indicate that people cannot consistently distinguish
among more than seven categories along a single judgmental axis. The following
1 to 7 grading scale with its rough English equivalents can be recommended as
presenting what there is reason to believe is a maximally fine set of distinctions along the single judgmental axis: general quality of treatment of matrix
subject:
7. = Excel lent
6 = Very good
5 = Good
·
4 = Average
3 = Fair
2 = Poor
1 = Very poor
Using this grading scale, 1 0 1 can be reserved to signify that the given subject·
is not addressed at all in the EIS, and 'X can be used to mark out those boxes
that are inappropriate. (Both judgments are of a nature different from the
evaluation of general quality of .treatment.)
1

)
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Since the only difference between qraphic display matrices and basic
statistical matrices is the symbolism of the matrix entries, the same range
of matrix frameworks (rrnAJs and columns) can be used for both. The same will
hold true for what may be called "complete statistical matricesu.
Complete Statistical Matrices. The factor that sets this group of matrices
apart from others is their provision for a numerical summary of individual review
evaluations. The introduction of n~meiical symbolism brings with it the temptation to juggle the numbered entries. There may appear to be some advantage,
for example, in adding the numbers in the EIS topic rows (e.g., air quality)
to come up· with an "average" rating of the treatment of that" topic. Similarly,
it may seem advantageous to sum the numbers for a particular project sub-action
for an "average" rating. Complete sunmati.on of all the number entries might
even give something like a ·total evaluation of. the EIS (more likely to be of
value if averaged per entry).
·
·
While· such numerical operations may have the advantage of averaging out
minor errors in judgment, they present several potential disadvantages as well,
and their use is not encouraged. ( l) They inadvertantly rate each category as
of equal importance, unless category weighting is provided. Because of this,
the very structuring of matrix parameters may draw attention away from questions
of crucial importance in an EIS. (2) They tend to obscure a small number of
significant inadequacies if most listings in a row or column are relatively
high. (3) They tend to obscure the primary point of EIS review, which is to
evaluate whether or not an EIS ha~ pe~formed its function of presenting adequately everything that it should present. It is of no help whatever to say
that.an EIS Which presents half of what it should deal with excellently (7)
and the other half only very poorly (1) and an EIS which deals in an average
way (4) with every subject are "equally adequate". A lengthy review cri.tique
may be appropriate in the first case, while no review comment may be appropriate
in. the second.
Additional Matri~ Elaborations. There are a great many additional pos.. sibilities for matrix elaboration equally applicable to graphic display matrices,
basic statistical matrices,:and complete statistic~l matrices.
The most obvious elaboration is the expansion of the entries on the vertical
axis to i~clude the m~jor subjects to be addressed under each EIS topical heading,
analogous to the expansion of the simple topi6al checklist as presented on pages
E-6 to E-12. Such a matrix can be constructed very simply by providing a breakdown of sub-actions on.the horizontal axis (in addition to a whole-project column) and listing all checklist entries on pages E-6 to E-12 along the vertital axis.
A further e 1abora ti on rel ates to the breakdown of a project into sub-actions.
Almost. any given breakdown may be seen to be arbitrary, and sub-actions which
seem to be the simplest.action units can almost always be broken down still further into sub-sub-actions. The sub-action breakdown may be as elaborate as a
reviewer pleases. The point is to provide units that are easily manageable.
All the review tools discussed up to this point treat the relation between
the·project (or a sub-action) ··and an environmental category (or subject under a
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category) as a single, simple unit to be eva·luated for adequate coverage~ ·For
example·, a matrix box might represent the relationship between plant construction and areas and causes of (traffic) congestion .. An EIS reviewer might be
satisfied with the EIS's presentation of the immediate impact of plant construc~ion on traffic congestion in the project area without realizing that there is
a strong possibility of a se~ondary effect at some distance from the project
site that is not treated at all. ·A matrix expansion providing a breakdown of
relations into primary, secondary, and tertiary can be accomplished in- several
ways. Since all sub-actiOns of a project are unlikely to have secondary or
tertiary relations with the environmental topics (or topical subjects), and for
the purpose of maintaining the manageability of the matrix, it is recommended
that those desiring to use a relational breakdown introduce it by ·adding several
columns for secondary and tertiary relations and reserving the breakdown of
the project into sub-actions for consideration of primary relations. The subactions that do have secondary or tertiary relations· can be filled in as appropriate as review proceeds. ·A further potentially useful matrix expansion along
the· same lines can be accomplished by the addition of columns for measures to
mitigate adverse impacts. While mitigatin~ measures will be inappropriate with
respect to many EIS topical subjects, their adequate presentation in an EIS may
be important enough to merit a place for checking their treatment in an expandsd
matrix.·

\

I

J

Since it is extremely difficult to present such matrix expansions clearly
in ·a descriptive discussion, an example of one page of a matrix, expanded as
described in the previous paragraph, ts provided on page E-18 for use in review
of the Magi con, Inc. EIS. The entire matrix can be ~onstructed readily by
simply listing along the vertical axis of the matrix the topics and subjects
to be addressed under each topic as they appear on the checklist on pages E-6 .
to E-12. Since the breakdown of an action into sub-actions will differ with
individual projects and since the methodology of matrix construction should be
obvtous from the single-page example, it does not.appear useful to construct
.the entire matrix here. The possibilities for the construction of review
matrices are effectively endless. A wide variety can be constructed readily
~according to individual taste from the suggestions in the ~resent section.
The
construction of a useful matrix will always amount to a compromise between
the simplicity of its use and the comprehensiveness of its guidance on what·
an EIS should be expected to include.
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ONE PAGE OF AN EXPANDED STATISTICAL REVIEW MATRIX
FOR THE MAGICON, INC. EIS
7 = Exce 11 ent
6

= Very

good

PRH1ARY

..,
-.....
OJ

RELATIONS

SECONDARY
RELAfIONS

M!TIGAtlNG
MEASURES

D.
!

,

Supplementary Review Aids

The effectiveness of EIS_review will depend on the time and attention
devoted to the task, the general capabilities of t~e reviewer, arid the technical competence of the reviewer. While little can be offered by way of aid
with respect to the first two factors, technical competence is a matter of
learning and a matter of degrees. While reviewers are not expected to be
experts for the most part, the layman c~n increase his expertise (and .consequently his review effectiveness) by application to the task.
petailed familiarity with ·section V of the body of this report
and sections B and C of the present appendix provides a good beginning for
the development of review expertise. They will not provide the reviewer
with the ability to identify ain quality or water·quality figures that are
ridiculous, however. Nor will they provide guidance.on what kinds of'effects
should be expected from common types of sub-acti.ons.
Deve 1oping. a fee 1 for the reasonabil ity of the data presented in the EIS
can be expedited to some degree. Specific methodologies for the production of
EIS data can be examined at the office of the responsible official for the EIS
in question. Comparing the data in a given EIS with that to be found ·in EISs
on similar types of actions or on actions in tpe same general area is 'likely
to be instructive. Some feel" for data reasonability will develop naturally
with experience at reviewing impact stateme~ts. Lay ·and professional reviewers
alike should make it a point to develop some expertise in the evaluation of environmental data. The task will be generally instr1:Jctive as well as helpful
in review.

)
I

Reviewers would find it extremely useful if they could be presented with
a detailed analysis of the effects that should generally be expected from a
wide range of common sub-actions. Though environmental specialists have been
attempting for quite some time to tie together the common denominators of the
·relations between action (and sub-action) types and their environmental impacts,
. such study is still pretty much in its infancy and no comprehensive source can
be provided. The best product on the subject to date appears to be the results
of Jens C. Sorenson in "A Framework for Identification and Control of Resource
Degradation and Conflict in the Multiple Use of the Coastal Zone" (Master's
thesis published by the Department of Landscape. Architecture, College of Environ ...
mental Design, University of California, Berkeley; June, 1971). As the title
suggests, Sorenson's work is directed to a fairly specific subject and is not
intended to be comprehensive. The document is lengthy and fairly technical
and cannot be dealt with in depth here. Briefly, Sorenson provides a breakdown
of several project (and o·ther action) types into sub-actions and identifies
expected primary, secondary, and tertiary effects (using a terminology different
from that used here). A place is also provided for common measures to mitigate
expected adverse impacts. Reviewers might find the Sorenson thesis instructive.
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APPENDIX F

,'
)

AN EXAMPLE OF PROCESSING fl PROJECT PROPOSAL UNDER THE
RECOMMENDED E~S SYSTEM
·Introduction
While every effort has been made to make clear the details of our· recommendation on an EIS system to be operated under MEPA in Section V of this report, we feel that an example of proces~ing a project proposal under the recom~
mended,system will provide a useful new perspective.
· ·
It.must be noted at the outset that the example project presented in the
pages· that follow is intended to have no.relation to,any existing or proposed
project~
It has been designed to provide a proposal which obviously has the
potential to result in significant environmental effects in order that it may
be .safely assumed that an environm~ntal impact ·statement would be required.
Details of the project and its environmental effects have been provided as
necessary to make the example complete_.

\

The nature of the project itself appears to us to dictate that either the
Department of Natural Resources or the Pollution Control Agency would be the
responsible agency under MEPA. While it is· necessary for the sake of the example to have the Environmental Quality Council select one of these agencies as
~,the responsible agency, we would like to emphasize that the EQC's selection of
DNR here should not be taken as a recommendation th~t DNR should be selected over
PCA in such cases. The matter is moot. It should be emphasized even more strongly
that DNR's processing of the example project as described· here is not intended,
to represent the actual decision making processes of DNR in any way. Specifically, while the proposed project will quite clearly have the potential to result in significant environmental effects, we have decided, for purposes of il. lustration, to include an appeal on one decision. The appeal that is easiest
. to handl~ by way of example is appeal of .the significance decision. For this
reason, we have built the case such that the initial significance decision finds
the project not to have the· potential to result in significant environmenta_l
effects. Having assumed an initial decision of non-significance, we built
several misunderstandings on the part of the project proposer's interpretive ·
comments in the E'.nvironmental Clearance Worksheet and DNR's written support for
its initial significance decision should not be taken as system models. They
have been included to show how mis.understandings might arise and to point out
why they are misunderstandings. The appeal of the initial siqnificance decision
and the ·results of the a~peal serve to get the whole process back on the right
track. Again, the whole presentation is for the purpose of exemplifying a variety of possibilities for the actual working of the recommended system, and
the initial declaration of non-significance is included only as a triggering
·mechanism for an example of the appeal process.
· The processing of the example project wi 11 be presented in t\-10 oarts. The
first will intlude descriptive text up through the decision on the appeal of the
declaration of non-significance and the forms relevant to the project up to that
point. The second will begin on p. F-25 with text describing a new significance
decision (a declaration of significance) and will include a discussion of the
rest of the process and the forms·relevant to environmentally significant projects.
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THE MAGICON MAGNESIUM AND SILICON
A.

PROCES~ING

FACILITY

fl Negative Declaration

Magicon, Inc., a subsidiary of Ameri.can Telescope and Telegraph, intends
to construct facilities to·engage in a mining and processing operation that
will produce magnesium and sil.icon. The proposed .location of the site is in
the Okee River Valley of Jerome County, Minnesota, about 1/2 mile west of the
small town of Moody between Sandusky and Y~llow Springs. Surface mining. of .
ore for the processing operation will be ~onducted on approximately the
northern two-thirds of the 1.500-acre site over a period of at least 45 years.
The processing facili·ties will be located.on the remaining southerly acreage~
The operation will produce about 2200 tons of magnesium and silicon per year.
After plant.and mine operation is completed, reclamation of the exhausted mining
sites will begin. Reclamation plans include backfilling the pits with waste
products and the original overburden, followed by replanting with natural vegetation or a retOrn to agricultural uses. The associated deep water well can
be used for irrigation in agriculture.
Project planning on the p~rt of Magicon, Inc. requires the drilling of
preliminary test wells to check the deep ground water supply ootential. Applications to drill these wells were filed with the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources. Concurrently, an application for a rezoning of the project
site wa$ filed with Jerome County. These concurrent.actions initiated the EIS
process. Since the pr6ject is clearly not e~empt, MEPA mandates that a decision
on the environmental significance of the project's impacts must be made by the
responsible agency. The first task, then, is the identification of the responsible agency.
·
In order to determine who the responsible agency under MEPA would be for
this project, DNR constructed an initial list of the major agencies that would.
become involved and the jurisdictional responsibilities of each~ The list of
permits and other approvals for the Magicon proj.ect·were determined to be a~
follows:
·
Department of Natural Resources
County Highway Construction Permit
Water Appropriation and Use - Ground
Water Appropriation and Use - Surface
Permit to Drain and 01vert Water t6 Facilitate Mining
Surface Mining Permit
Reclamation Permit
1Though there is no permit required for the mining of magnesium and silicon,
there probably would be if there were magnesium and silicon mining in the state.
We postulate such DNR responsibility here.
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Po 11 uti on Control Agency ·
Water Quality Permit·for Construction and Operation of a Disposal
System - Self-contained
~Jater Quality Permit. for Construction and Operation of a Liquid
Storage Facility
National Pollutiori Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit
Certification for Compli~n~e with PCA Regulations for the Issuance
·
·
of Federal Permits
Air Quality Installation Permit
Air Quality Operating Permit
Open Burning Permit
Solid Waste Permit for Construction .and Operation of a Solid W~ste
Disposal Syste~
Jerome County
Rezone
Building Permit
Health. and Sanitation Permit
Solid Waste Disposal Permit
Shoreland Management Special Use Permit
Floo9 Plain Manageme~t Enforcement
A brief check with the EQC rules and regulations governing the EIS process
had made it clear that the project was·of statewide concern since it belonged
to one of the classes·of projects declared there to be of ~tatewide concern:
"construction of a new .metallic mineral processing or metal extraction facility,
including, but not limited to, smelting and hydrometallurgical operations." Hence,
it was obvious that some state agency would be the responsible agency for this ·
project. DNR contacted PCA to notify the agency of· the project proposal .and
double-check permit and other approval responsibilities. While it is to be
noped that in most cases the agency which will act as the responsible agency under
MEPA can be mutually agreed upon by those legally responsible for the project,
it turned out .in the case at hand that the issue could not be decided in this
way. All parties agreed that the responsible agency should be either DNR or PCA,
but agreement could not be reached on which of these two agencies should be given
the responsibility. The case was submitted to the Environmental Quality Council
for a determination.
·
1

The EQC evaluated th~ various actions and responsibilities of the two
agencies involved and determined that the key regulatory respons i bil iti es with
respect to construction an~ operation of the project as a whole were DNR responsibilities relating to surface and ·ground water appropriation and use and the
surface mining permit, and PCA res.ponsibilities relating to air quality control.
Further, the reclamation permit control was judged to give DNR control over the
post-op~rational environment of the project site.
Because it was determined that
DNR had more comprehensive control over the.project than PCA, the EQC declared
DNR the responsible agency under MEPA and charged PCA with an active support role
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as necessary. 1
The ipepartment of Natural Resources assumed responsibility and immediately
requeste~ from Magicon, Inc. whatever information. on the proposed magnesium and
silicon processing facility was readily available. To provide a useful structure
for the information to be received, DNR decided to use the Environmental Clearance Worksheet and asked that .Magicon submit their infonmation in that form.
The Worksheet was completed by Harvey Occletree, the director of development for
Magicon, and returned 2to DNR 1 s Distr1ct 83 Supervisor, E. N. Virons, who was
handling the project.
Supervisor Vi rons was quite impressed with the care and
detail with which the form had been completed and decided that no further researc~ would be needed for the making of the si~nificance decision~
It should
be noted that the Supervisor was new to the State of Minnesota and had had no
previous experience working with an EIS process. Both he and Harvey Occletree
were suffering under some mfsunderstanding~ at thi~ point in the process, the
most serious being that recl~mation some 45 years away would. make the interim
effects non-significant.
Based upon. the information contained in the Worksheet, the Supervisor decided that the proposed project did not have the potential to result in significant environmental effects. He subsequently prepared a declaration of non-significanc~, and to support that d~claration, he had a·District 83 staff membef
(M. I. Conscientious) fill out the Environmental Evaluation Matrix the Supervisor had invented for the analysis of envi"ronmental impact. Supervisor Virons
sent copies of the two-page declaration of non-significance to other DNR supervisors for their critique and to the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council,
Regional Development Commission #14 {in whose jurisdiction the project was to
take place), Jerome County, Adelaide County,- PCA, the Department of Health, and
the Department of Highways, all of which he thought would probably have ·some
interest in the proposed project. A copy of the declaration of non-significance
was also included in the significance decision notebook in the central DNR office.
The original Negative Declaration (including the two-page declaration of nonsignificance and the mat§ix supporting it) remained on file with the Environmental
Clearance Worksheet.
· .
.
11

11

A couple of days after the filing of the Negative Decla~ation and at the
request of Magicon, Inc., Supervisor Virons published notice of the significance
decision in the Jerom~ Juggernaut in order to trigger the statute ·of limitations
1we emphasize again that this is offered as an example of the process only.
We are not recommending.that DNR s responsibilities in such cases should be judged
to bemorecomprehensive than PCA's, but only that the subject for discussion should
be the comprehensiveness of contro-1. We are forced to choose a responsible agency
between the two here for the purpose of completing the example.
2The completed Env~ronmental Clearance Worksheet appears as pages F-6 to
F-14 of the present appendix.
3The completed Negative Declaration appears as pages r-15 to F-22 of the
present appendix.
1

4The completed press release appears as page F-23 of the present appendix.
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on appeal of the decision. On the day of newspaper publication of the notice,
he completed the requirements for triggering the statute by sending a copy of
the notice to: (1) the EQC, Regional Development Commission #14, Jerome County,
Adelaide County, PCA, the·Department of Health, and ·the Department of Highways;
and (2) all owners o;f prope.rty· abutting. the property which was the site of the
proposed project.
The Jerome County Commissfoners .were horrified to receive notice that DNR
had declared the proposed project not to have the potential to result in significant environmental effects. They knew that the project was unquestionably the
most environmentally significant.proposal ·to be presented in the county in this
century. Receiving notice that the statute of limitations had been triggered by
public notification of the decision, the commissioners immediately requested from
DNR a ~opy of the written support for the decision .and notified DNR of their ·
intention to appeal the decision. DNR responded by sendin~ the commissioners· a
copy of the Environmental Evaluation Matrix. After careful study of the Matrix,
the commissioners were more than concerned. While they were sure that the project would affect the environment in a significant way, they felt that the Matrix
did not provide sufficient· factual information on which to base any significance
decision. They were also upset by some of the assumptions relating to environmental· significance which came through clearly in the language of the "·narrative
statement" which was part of the.Matrix: .Consequently, the Jerome County Commissioners filed an appeal of the decl,ration of non-significance with the Environmental Management Hearings Board.
·

)
)

The Environmental Management Hearings Board, upon receiving the appeal form,
requested that a copy .of the Negative Declaration be sent to them, together with
any additional sup~ort material then on file with the Department of Natural Resources.· DNR responded with a copy -0f both the Negative Declaration and the Environmental Clearance Worksheet prepared by Magicon, Inc. Three weeks later the
Board fdund in favor of the appellants. ·The significance decision was remanded to
DNR for further research, the Matrix being declared to be inadequate support for
·the original decision. The Board made tlear that neither economic and social
~benefits no~ long-term reclamation were directly relevant in d~termining whether
or not a proposed project has the potential to result in significant environmental
effects. It ·further recomm~nded that DNR review the significance guidelines circulated in scenario form by the EQC for statewide application and pursue ·some of
the i2formation contained in the Environmental Clearance Worksheet in greater detail.
.
1The completed ap~eaJ form appears as page F-24 of the present appendix.
2The textual explanation is ~esumed on page F-25, following the forms relating to the declaration of non-significance and its appeal.
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.ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE WORKSHEET
This form provides the basis for the initial evaluation and determination of
environmental significance f~r public and private proposed projects except those
that are exempt in accordance.with state law. The responsible official will
evaluate the proposed project with· the aid of the following information and make
a determination as to whet.her or not' an· environmental. impact statement·will be
required.
Magi con, Inc. .

Address of Project Sponsor · 1501 Magno Bui·lding, Crystal City, Minnesota 57003
Phone of

~roject

Sponsor 218-553-4545

Name of Project Magicon Magnesium and Silicon Processing Facility
MEPA Identification Number
I.

xxx-ooo

~~.,--~~~~~~~~------~~~~~~~--~~

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
· A.

Project Location:
~

mile due west of Moody, Minnesota, in the Okee River Valley in central
Jerome County.

B.

C~

Brief P1oject Description: The project consists of the construction of
facilities for the mining and processing of magnesium and silicon. The
site is a single.1500-acre parcel: 500 acres for the plant and 1000 acres
for the mining. The facility is expected to operate for 45 years and pro- .
·duce a total of about 2200 tons of magnesium and silicon annually. Mine
sites will be reclaimed by backfilling and revegetation after ore extraction.
Operating

Characteri~tics:

l. Residentia1 projects {not including transient accommodations)
a. size, number, nature, and address of structures
NA
b~

anticipated number of occupants at normal full occupancy
NA

c. anticipated number of autos and parking spaces
NA
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d. access and proximity to major roads and transportation facilities
NA

/

>

2. Non-residential

p~ojects

a. size and number· of structures
The plant site would contain 20 industrial and office buildings comprising
about 4.5 million square feet.

b. number of people to be emplo1ed·
During canst-ruction, 250 to 310 persons will be emplc:>yed nqrmc;illy with up to
460 during the.mid-1976 peak. During operation, phase I employment will peak
out at abo~t 250 persons and phase II emp+oyment will peak out at about 350.

c. types of equipment and/or machines to· be._ employed
Open pit mining equipment will :include. power shovels, trucks, rail cars, selfloading pans, drilling and blasting equipment, rock crushers, rail-truck hoppers,
pneumatic and belt conveyors,· and silicon and ferro-silicon furnaces.

d. number of parking spaces required and.traffic generated

\

300 to 400 carparks will be available during construction and after construction
for workers and visitors. Finished products will be shipped by rail and trucks.
The modal mixture is µnpredictable at present due to unknown rail scheduling of
other activities.

e. types of materials processed, packaged or stored
·Dolomite, quartzite, and silica will be mined, and anthracite, pitch and high-·
. grade· quartzite will be used in proce.ssing.

f. access to major roads, rail; water or air facilities

The major highway is U.S. 203 from Aro~'s Landing to Canada. The major state
highways include 641, 102, and 273. Rail service is provided by a BNRR branch
line from Crystal Creek to Elvendorf, which has no scheduled passenger service.
There are no commercial air facilities and no navigable water bodies in the immediate area. Adelaide County Airport is about two and a half hours away.

.

g. transpo_rtati on modes to be used by emp 1oyees and cus tamers

Automobiles will be predominant, although special bussing of workers may develop
from S~ndusky and Yellow Springs. Custom~rs most likely will rent autos from
Adelaide County Airport' (a two and a half .hour drive) or charter small planes
from the Airport. Magicon, Inc. may supply private air service direct from the
Airport to the plant.

h. transportation modes used for raw materials and products

By far the largest proportion of raw materials will be traded on-site. Additional raw materials will arrive by ~ail and truck. Finished products will
be shipped by truck to Aron's Landing for rail distribution or be moved directly
by rail.
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i. transportation or disposal of waste products (solids, liquids,
gases)
·
·
·
During construction, diking will contain surface W?ter on the site, and after
construction all water drainage will be transported via storm sewers to a containment reservoir for sedimentation treatment. Domestic sewage during construe-.
tion will be handled by self-contained units and septic tank systems. After construction, domestic sewage ·will ·be treated on site; sludge is to [co~t. on page F"""'.lJ]

D.

Description of the Project· Area:
l. Amount of land 'involved in the project and current use of such land

The project totals 1500 acres: .500 for the plant site and 1000 additional acres
for the mining operation. Present land use is as follows: pasture, 750 acres;
hay, 375 acres; light stand of timber, 2l0 acres; heavy stand of timber, 145 acres;
and roads and 12 farmsteads, 20 acres.

2. Consistency of project with zoning and planning pol·icies
The plans ~re currently inconsistent with.county zoning, which indicates agriculture. However, it is generally consistent with the economic policies of the
BICO Economic Development Distnlct ~

·3. Uses of adjacent

par~~ls

Immediately adjacent parcels are land uses ·in generally similar proportions to
those of the site itself.
Moody lies apprbxima~ely one-half mile east of the
site and contains approximately 7~ pe~sons, over 50% of whom are retired.

4. Natural hazards in the project area;
high water table, flooding

e.g.~

drainage problems,

Flooding occurs regularly to some extent, although this has not been serious
since some flood control work completed in 1959. There is a perennial shortage
of surface water, and ground water supplies are currently used to their limits
. unless.deep wells are used. Much of t4e soil has poor drainage quality.

5 .. Proximity to public facili.ties; e.g.,schools, hospitals, churches.,
parks, fire stations
·
Schools of Yellow Springs and Sandusky serve the area. The nearest churches
are in Yellow Springs (5 different kinds) and Sandusky (14 different k.inds) •
Hospitals are availab'le in Yellow Springs (10 ·miles) and Sandusky (14 miles) via
U.S. route 203. Both towns have a lot of fire fighting equipment, a~d limited
rural volunteer equipment exists in the area.

6. Availability of utilities; e.g., water, sewer,· electricity, gas,
telephone

r;xisting wells can handle the current peak loads in the area. However, the Moody
water supply is least strong. Water is impounded from Moody Creek, but it is
insufficient in dry periods and rationing is necessary. Moody has no sewer system
and is pushing the limits of individual systems. Currently supplies of electricity
and gas are in harmony with user demands. ·Telephone service is available in the area.

7. Natural and man-made aspects of the site and adjacent parcels
The site is typical of Okee Valley floor farm land. The Okee River flows through
the eastern portion of the site. Moody contains numerous houses, a gas station,
two taverns, and a post office"""'.store. The site contains 12 farmsteads occupied
by 42 persons. Eight farmsteads are owned and four are leased.
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II.

ANTICIPATED ITEMS OF IMPACT
A.

)

The Natural Environment:

YES OR NO

1. Will the project have an effect on the topo-

graphic expression~ relief, or elevation of
the project area?

2. Will the project produce any changes in subsurface geology or surface soils, or would
geological or soil instabilitj affect project construction?
3. Will the project.have an effect on the 1o~
cation, condition, quality or quandty of.·
the area's s urfac·e (running or ponded)
waters or ground waters?
·. ·

\

)

4. Will the project affect· natural drainage
characteristics?

Yes

5. Will the project create any changes in
the regional climate (temperature·, rainfall, humidity, etc.) or the quality of
·
the air?

Yes

6. Will the project result in the emission
or ~ischarge of air or water.pollutants?

Yes

7. Will the project produce objectionable
noise, vibration, light, or odor?

Yes

8. Will the·project result in the discharge
of waste heat or water vapor or interfere
with the ability·of sunlight to reach th~
earth's surface?
·

Yes

9. Will the project dis~lace, destroy 9r
otherwise interfere with the nonnal growth
6f any plant~ (trees, shrubs, grasses,
weeds)?

Yes

10. Will the project displace, destroy or

otherwise interfere with the normal lives
of any land, .water or flying animals, especially rare or endan.gered spec-i es?

Yes

11. Could the project affect any natural systems

or process (including, but not limited to, ecosystems, plant communities, animal habitation,
and lakes and streams)?
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Yes
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YES OR NO
12. Are any of the natural features in the
project area unique; that is, not fourid
in other parts of .the region?

_N_o~

13. Will the project use or.produce any
hazardous materials such as pesticides
or radioactive wastes?

No

14.· Will the project result in a d~ain on any
natural resource,· particularly.·in terms of
energy consumption?
'

Yes

15. If any of the above questions concerning
·the natural envir6nment were answered with
a "yes 11 ( i ndi ca ting some impacts. a·re anticipated), describe those·impacts using the
best available data, and indicate whether
or not they are beli~ved significant. Use
addi ti ona 1 pages, ~ f .necessary, to provide
complete answers.
1. It is anticipated that little.or no alteration of the topographic expression will result
from.construction of 'the plant. However, d~ring
operation of the adjacent surface mine, topography will be altered. It will be returned as
close as possible to the original condition
during reclamation, and this impact is not considered significant in the long run.
· 2. Bedrock geology must be altered by the sur~
face mining in order to extract the raw materialf •
For all intents and purposes, the soils covering
both the plant and mine. sites will be displaced,
altered, or covered during pr~ject construction
and operation. However, reclamation should.restore the soils over the surface mine site to
productive conditions, and no long-term significant adv.erse impact is an.ticipa ted.

3.

Storm runoff will be diverted to a storm lake
for storage. Two deep wells are expected to remc~e
about 2,000 gallons of·water per minute from dee~
ground supplies, without creating major problems.
4. No water courses will be altered. However,
limited effect on surface drainage will be evident as portions will be intercepted or rerouted
at the project site.
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[IL A. cont.]

)

.

5. Any changes in climatic conditions resulting from plant or mine operations
are presently unknown. It is expected, however,. that plant emissions will cause
minor periodic air ·pollution episod~s~
6. Particulate emissions, the gr~atest potential problem, will be controlled
by means of highly .efficient · baghouse .filters and radiant coolers. T.his, it
is felt, will effectively· mitigate any substantial impact.
Water pollutants
will be almost non-existent because of an on-sit;e domestic sewage plant and a
slag pond with re-use and recycling of the water. Slag will be re-used in
reclamation.
7. Plan~ and mine operatiqn, along with ore transportation, can be expected
to produce some additional noise in the valley.. Whe~her objectionable or not
is not known. In any case,. a ten-foot high dike surrounding the plant and mine
should gre~tly reduce operation noise levels. As for vibration, light, and odor,
no objectionable occurrence is exp~cted.
8. The plant site will interfere with the ability of sunlight to reach the
surface of the earth it covers,. but the highest building will be only 60 fe~t
high, and sunlight blockage will not aff~ct any vegetation.
9. All major plant life on the project site will be disrupted or destroyed.
However, reclamation procedures a~ter. ore extraction will re-establish natural
vegetation at the mine sites, rendering the ultimate impact non-significant.
10. All major ani~al.life will be forced to· relocate outside the project area.
Here too, it is anticipated that many species will return to the sites after
reclamation is completed.. No rare or endangered species frequent the site.
11. .~s described above, the plant and animal
· would be disturbed or displaced. Once again,
. stantial loss to the county-wide ecosystems.
merely be forced to find homes elsewhere, and
be restored. The relocation of animals might
balance of neighboring areas for a short time
·effected.

communities on the project lands
this does not represent a subThe animals, being mobile, would
the vegetation would eventually
substantially affect the ecosystemic
until the absorption is completely

14. It is~ anticipated that approximately 166.8 million tons of raw o~e will be
extracted, producing slightly less than 13 million tons of magnesium and silicon
during t.~I yea:s of opera.tion. In addition, thg following fuels w~ll be co~su~ed:
3. 5 X 10
cubic feet of natural gas, 1. 75 X 10 gallons of fuel 01 l, 2. 0 million
tons of coal, and 6.25 million me·gawatts of firmly connnitted electricity.

[I.C.2.i. cont.] be sold or used in reclamation; and liquid will recharge the
ground water system after adequate treatment. Solid waste of production will
be disposed of on site, sold, or re-used in the process. Domestic wastes will
be handled by a local commercial sanitary garbage system in the area. Heated
water µsed in cooling furnaces will be cooled by cooling towers. Slag quenching
water will be re-used af.ter "settling. out" occurs in a slag pond.

B.

The Human Environment:·

YES OR NO

l. Will the project impact any existing transportation system or create additional .traffic
congestion?

Yes

2. Will the project.cause ·the relocation of
human beings, ~ither direGtly or indirectly?

Yes

3. Will the prbject create the need, or add to
the need, for expanded utilitiss or public
services?·

Yes

4. Will the project.affect land use in adjacent areas?

Yes

5. Will the project involve any lands that may
have a particular historic·, pre~historic, or
archaeological significa~ce?
'

No

·p. Will the project tend to induce growth in
nearby areas?

· Yes

Will the project add to or detract from
the aestheti£ qualities of the area?

Yes

8. Will the project add to or detract from
recreational opportunities in th~ project
area?

Yes

7~

9. If any of the above questions concerning
the human environment were answered with
a yes {indicating some impacts are anticipated)~ describe those impacts.using the
be~t available data~ and indicate whether
or not they are believed significant~ Use
·additional pages, .if necessary, to p.rovide
complete ans~ers.
11

11

1. Some additional traffic congestion paten;-·
--~~~--~~~~~ti al can be expected from employee transit.
Added rail traffic will exist but should create
no significant impacts. Truck shipments of
refined products will cause minor inconveniences due to noise in communities nearby and
slowing of traffic on ~umerous long grade~· on
two-lane roads.
2. The 42 residents now living on 12 farmsteads will have to relocate. Numerous
management personnel will relocate to the area
to oversee operations of the plant. Some:per-
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[II. B. cont.]
sons may immigrate· to the area in anticipation of jobs. .Some 250 to 300
construction workers possessing .skills not available in the. local labor
market will relocate during construction. It is estimated that about onethird of such construction w~rkers will bring families with them.
3. Plant operation will require the extension of electrical, telephone, and
natural gas iransmission lin~s. Fuel oil supplies will also be greatly increased. Utility providers will have to respond to noteworthy increases in
supplies of fuels and energy, but adequa.te utilities can be provided.
4. Agriculture may well exist as an adjacent use for years. However, historically, such plants as this inspire supportive· facilities by other companies,
which may lead to long-range changes in adjacent land use. This can be discouraged, as desired, by the adoption of rigid policies to discourage such
peripheral· development.· The concept of f~rmlettes (2-5 acre homes) may become
popular for well-paid management persons. ·
6. The immigration of employees, their families and some necessary support
services will be a direct effect of pr~ject implementation. As mentioned
above, the project may tend t.o induce large-scale supportive facilities, which
might tend to induce further growth, but this may be controlled as desired by
local authorities~
7. The visual attractiveness of the project area's.natural character will be
·somewhat impacted by the addition of an industrial complex, but to soften such
an impact a ten-foot high flood protection dike surrounding the plant and mine.
sites will be planted with trees and grasses to reduce the visual intrusion.
8.; The location of an industrial facility in a natural rural area can be expected· to detract from the recreation potential. An existing nearby ski resort
may benefit from the increased revenues allowing for capital investments and
improvements, however. This resort is also a major area night attraction with
a full restaurant, cocktail. lounge, and condominiums. Solitary recreation
such as hiking, backpacking, cross country skiing, hunting, and fishing will be
impinged upon by any development, but considering the large amount of open space
in this part of the state, such an impact is minor.
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C.

Will the project have ·any environm~ntal effects which have not be~n
discussed under A oi B above?
No
If so, describe below and
indicate whether or not they are believed .significant. Use- additional
pages, if necessary, to provide a complete answer.
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III.

I hereby certify that the information furnished in this environmental
clearance worksheet is true and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

Harvey Occletree

Name of Applicant
Director of Development, Magicon, Inc.

Title

Signature of Applicant
October 10, 1975

Date filed
William F. Planter

Recefved by

Initials ·

Chief Filer·

Position
Department of Natural Resources

Agency
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NEGATIVE

(POSITIVE/NEGATIVE)

Project title

DECLARATION ON ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE
. .
.

Magicon Mclgnesium and Silicon Pro·cessing Facility,

MEPA identification number :xxx:~ooo

~~~--.,.~~~~~---'---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Project sponsor

Magicon, Inc.
~~~~~.,...__.,...__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Type(s) of environment affected .Pasture land, cultivated land, and timber land.
Governmental agencies which can reasonably be expected to have jurisdiction over
or other intere~t in the pr~posed project and to w~om. this sheet is being sent:
Minnesota Environmental. Quality Council
Regional Development Commission
Jerome.County
Adelaide County
Pollution Control Agency
Dep~rtment of Health
. Department of Highways

~14

Description of environmental setting:
The site of the proposed proj..ect is 1500 acres of primarily farm land, broken
down more specifically as follows: pasture land, 750 acres; hay, 375 ac.res~
light stand of· timber, 210 acres; heavy stand of timber, 145 acres~ and roads
and 12 farmsteads, 20 acres. ·The setting is about~ mile due west of Moody,
.Minnesota, in the Okee River Valley in central Jerome County. The Okee River
flows through the eastern portion of the site. Flooding occurs regularly to
. some extent, ,although this has not been a serious problem since flood work
was completed in 1959. ·Th~re is a perennial shortage of surface water, and
ground water supplies are clirrently used to their limits unless deep wells are
used. ·Much of the soil has .poor drainage quality. Neither air pollution nor
water pollution is currently a problem in the area.

Project description:
The. project consists of apout 500 acres of plant facilities for the processing
.o_f magnesium and silicon, and abo~t 1000 ·acres from which high grade dolomite
and silica is· to be surface mined. The plant is expected to operate for about
45 years, producing abo4t 2200 tons of magnesium and silicon per year. Mine
sites are to be reclaimed by backfilling a~d revegetation after ore extraction.
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The project described on the previous page is hereby declared not to have
[to have/not to havej the potential for a significant effect on the environment.
[is/is not] required under
Therefore, an environmental impact statement is not
Minnesota Statutes, Section 1160.04, Subdivision l. This decision is based on
the information presented on the following page(s), which I hereby declare to
be correct and sufficient for.a decision on the potential significance of the
environmental effects of the propo~e~ project.
·
Reason(s) for the decision:
The project will produce mostly minor impacts upon the environment.. There will
be a moderate detrimental impact on bedrock geology due to the extraction of
dolomite and silica. ijowever, the social ~nd economic benefits derived from
this ore is cons·idered to override such·
impact."

:an

Moderate detrimental impacts can also be .expected on land animals and hunting
due to the.displacement of a fairly large "number of wintering deer and other area
game animals. It is assumed, however, that these animals will be absorbed by
the surrounding habitat, thereby checking the potential severity of this impact.
Generaliy 'speaking, the biological conditions (flora and fauna) are the conditions
most seriously impacted by the proj.ect. Most of the impacts should be minor,
and both beneficial and detrimental. Reclamation of the surface mining site is
expected to eliminate all or most negative impacts caused by site preparation
(timber clear cutting and slash burning) and mine operation. The project as a
whole is therefore considered to be environmentally ·non-significant, having only
minor long-range impacts.

Acting official

E, N. Virons

421 West Dart, Sandusky, Minn.
490-5050
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ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION MATRIX .
In order to determine whether or not a proposed project has the potential
to result in significant environmental.effects, agency raters shall complete
this form as follows:

1. Break down the proposed project into the.major sub-actions which it
comprif:!es and list the sub-actions as column heading~ under "Proposed Actions".
2. Under each proposed action that ·has_ been identified, place a diagonal
slash in each square opposite each.existing characteristic or condition that
will be affected by that action.
3. Above every slash, place a'+' if the.effect is beneficial or a
'-' if the effect is detrimental.
4. Below the slash, place a 1, 2, or ~l to represent the magnitude of the
impact: 1 for a minor effect; 2 for a moderate effect; or 3 for a major effect.
Assignment of numerical weights to magnitude of impact should be based on f actual. data rather than. personal preference. It shouid be as nearly as possible
free from personal bias.
5. Upon· completion of the matrix, the rater(s) will make a narrative
statement commenting on the impacts of the project as identified. Any rating
of· -2 9r -3 should have a short discussion in the narrative.
Add additional
pages i f needed.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION MATRIX

XXX-000
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NARRATIVE STATEMENT
The clearing of Magicon lands and the preparation for operation of
surface mines will produce mostly-minor impacts upon the environment.'·
The evaluation matrix indicates a moderci.te detrimental impact (-2) on .
bedrock geology due to the extraction of dolomite and silica.
However,
the social and economic benefit~ derived from this ore is considered to
override such an impact.
Moderate detrimental (-2) impacts are also registered for land
animals and hunting due to-the displacement of a fairly large number
of deer and other area game animals. It-is assumed,. however,· that
these animals will be absorbed by the surrounding habitat, thereby
checking the potential severity of this impa~t.
Generally spea~ing, the biological conditions .(flora and fauna)
are the conditions most seriously impacted by the profect. The impacts
_registered are mostly minor, and both beneficial and detrimental. Re~
clamation of the surface.mining. site is expected to eliminate all or
most negative impacts caused by site prepar~tion (timber clear cutting
and slash burning) and mine operation. The project as a whole fa
therefore considered to be environmentally non-significant, having
only m_inor long-r·ange impacts. ·

Rater
Rater
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· MEPA PRESS RELEASE

NEWS RELEASE FOR:

October 25, 1975

Declaration of

SUBJECT OF RELEASE:

Non~significance--Magicon,

Inc. Magnesium

and Silicon Processing Fac.ility

CONTENT OF RELEASE:
The 1500-acre magnesium and silicon processing plant and support mine
facilities proposed by Magicoµ, Inc. in· the Okee River Valley near Moody, Jerome
County, Minnesota, has been assessed by E. N.• Virons, District 83 Supervisor,
Minnesota Department of Natural

Resour~es,

and was determined not to have the

potential to result in signifi"cant environmental

eff~cts.

Therefore, an en-

vironmental impact statement is not required· on this project.

The information

. on which this decision was based may ·be examined at the off ice of E. N, Virons,
421 West Dart, Sandusky, Minnesota 57002; 490-5050.

Any appeal of the decision

pr of ·the fulfillment of the procedural requirements leading to the decision
must be filed with the Environmental ~an~gement Hearings Board by December 24,
1975·

MEDIA RELEASED TO:
Jerome Juggernaut

Authorized by -~~~E~·~N~·~V_i_r_on_s~~~~~~~~~~~..._~~~
~osition

_________D_i_s_t_r_i_c_t__8_3_S_u~p_e_r_v_i_s_o_r_______________~--

Ag ency ----------'-M_i_n_n_e_s_o_t_a__D_e~p__a_r_t_m_e_n_t__o_f__N_a_t_u_r_a_l_R_e_s_o_u_r_c_e_s__
Date

October 23, 1975

-~---------------..::__----~-------------------------
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AN APPEAL TO.THE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT HEARINGS BOARD

Project title

Magicon Magnesium and Silicon Processing Facility
~~~~~-,-~~~~~~~~~~~-,--~~~~~~~~~~-,--.:.__~~-

ME PA identification number xxx-ooo ·

---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,---~~~-

Department

~f

Natural Resources

Declaration of

Decision appealed

Date initiating the appeal period

non-s~gnif icance

October 25, 1975
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Appellant. Jerome County Commissioners
Address

onb~half

of Jerome County

Jerome County. -courthouse, 862 S ~ Regal, San.dusky, Minnesota 5 7002

Grounds·for appeal:
The Environmental Evaluation Matrix submitted as support for the abovenamed decision is itself a seri.es of evaluative judgments. It cannot be determined from the inf o.rmation provided whether any '+' , ' - ' , '1' , or '2' is
a reasonable evaluation of the impact to which it refers. Essentially, the
Matrix provides no factual information useful in eva~uating the significance·
decision and the decision is inadequately supported.
Further, a brief review of the environmental impacts themselves would
make it abundantly clear ·that the project in question has the potential to result
in significant environmental effects. The language of the "Narrative Statement"
· indicates an obvious misunderstanding on the part of DNR with respect to what
.counts as an enviroI)Ill.entally significant impact. The statement points to "the
social· and economic 'benefits derived f·rom this ore" as "overriding" adverse environmental effects. Such benefits should play no mitigative role in the de. termination of environmental· significance. The .statement also points to re-.
clamation as ensuring only minor long-range impacts. While reclamation may produce this result in the end, the. forty-some-odd years before it begins 'will
witness a massive change in the existing enviromnent.

Date of. appeal

November 3, 1975

Signature of appellant
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B. The EIS Process
Supervisor Virons received word of the decision of the Environmental Management Hearings Board and immediat~ly set to work .inVestigating in greater detail
the information presented to him by Magicon, Inc. One of the potential problems
noted.on the Environmental .Clearance Worksheet was the short-term effect of the
processing facility on the area s fauna. The Supervisor went carefully through
the information on fauna on the proposed project site and in the adjacent areas
that was contained in DNR·files. He al~o contacted the federal distri~t forest
ranger for the region. It was discovered that there ~ere 600 to.800 wintering
deer which used the project area and that, contrary to the pr.ediction of Magicon,
Inc., the deer could _nbt be absorbed by the adjacent lands, which-were already·
supporting a wintering deer population at· near maximum capacity. It became apparent that most of these deer would be lost to the regional game population
during the first winter of project construction. Th~ Supervisor had also familiarized himself with the. significance guidelines put out by the EQC in scenario form~ and one of the scenarios presented a case declared significant
because of the loss of similar gam~ that was· numerically smaller than in the
Magicon case. Sup~rvisor Virons realized that the identification of this .
single significant i~pact on the environment was sufficient for a decision that
the projeGt had the potential to result in significant environmental effects.·
1

The Supervisor immediately drafted ~ Positive Declaration, including a
declaration of significance.and a bfief destription bf the project's effect on
wintering deer as support material . . The original of the Declaration was filed
in the Supervisor's project file, and copies of the two-page declaration of significance were sent to the EQC, Regional Development Commission #14, Jerome
County, Adelaide County, PCA, the Department of Health, and the Department of
Highways. A copy of the declaration of significance was also included in the ·
significance decision notebook in the central DNR office to replace the previous
·declaration of non-significance on the project. EQC staff included notice of the
declar~tion of significance in the next publication of the MEPA Monitor.
At this point the Supervisor cal.led Magicon, Inc. in for consultation.
Having heard ·the information discovered and having been apprised of the recommended decision of the EQC in the significance _guidelines scenario book, Magicon
agreed that the proj¢ct would have a significant environmental effect. Supervisor Virons investigated the DNR staff workload .for the following three or four
months and contacted PCA to retjuest technical. assistance. It was agre~d among
DNR, PCA, and Magicon, Inc. that DNR would prepare the EIS in-house w~th sub- ·
stantial aid from PCA. A cost was negotiated for the preparation of the draft
and final statement and a fee set for the publication of notice of the availability of the documents. · DNR and PCA staffs were set to work. Magi con opted
not to give public notice of the signifi~ance decision to put the statute of
limitations on appeal of the decision into effect, reasoninq that it was extremely
unlikely that anyone would appeal the declaration of significance and that any
such appeal would fail in any case in vie~·of the previous Appeals Board decision.
The draft EIS was prepared over the next three months. It was circulated
for review to the EQC, Regional Development Commission #14·, Jerome County
1The completed Positive Declaration appears as pages F.-27 to F-29 of the
present appendix.
\
I
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Adelaide County, PCA, the Department of Health, the Department of Highways~
all oth~r agencies with jurisdiction by law ~nd/or special expertise with respect
to the impacts involved, all appropriate federal, state, and local agencies which
are authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards, and all other public bodies which had requested a copy. Copies ~ere also sent to the Minnesota
Public Interest Research Group, the Sierra Club~ and other public interest groups.
Magtcon, Inc. received sev~ral copies and· others were placed in Supervisor Virons'
offtce to be available for public ·i~spection.
.
Immediately after the dis~rib~tion o! th~ ~raft statement, th~ Supervisor
issued a press release announcing its availability.
A copy of this release
was mailed to all owners of property abutting the property which w_as the site
of the proposed project on the same day the newspaper announcement appeared~
EQC staff included notice of the availability of the draft EIS in the next
issue of the MEPA Mani tor. ·
·
··
Since no agency reque~ted a fifteen~day extension tor comment on the draft
EIS, the review period closeq thirty days after the newspaper notice was published. As the review comments began to arrive, they were assembled, assessed,
and used to make specific corrections in the draft EIS~ Finally, after th~
review period closed, the Supervisor decided that no substantial revision of
the draft would be necessary. A Supplement to the Draft was prepared, including
all the re.view comments, a section indicating corrections to the draft where
necessary, and DNR's responses to the comments received in review. The draft
EIS and the Supplement to the Draft E~S constituted the final EIS.
Copies of the final statement were filed with the EQC, Regional Development
Commission #14, the State Planning Agency, and all other draft review agencies
and private groups which had requested a copy of the final statement. ·since
most of these.agencies and groups had already received a copy of the draft statement, the Supplement to the Dtaft EIS was all that.needed to be sent in most
cases. Copies wer.e also given to Magicon, Inc. and placed on file in Super. visor Virons' office for public inspection. A press release announcing the
. availability of the final EIS and initiating the sixty-day appeal period was
issued, and copies of the newspaper announc.ement were mailed on the date of
pub 1i cat.ion to a 11 owner2 of property abutting the .property which was the site
of the proposed project.
EQC staff included notice of the ava i 1ability of ·the
final EIS in the next. issue of the MEPA Monitor .. No appeal was filed in the
ensuing sixty days on the grounds of EIS inadequacy or procedural noncompliance
·with MEPA ..
While the EIS pro~ess came to an end at this point,.the final EIS was used
by a 11 agencies with j uri.sdi ct ion by law over the proposed oroject as an i nformati ona l tool for balanced decisi.on making.
1The completed press release appears ·as page F-30 of the present appendix.
2The completed press release appears as page F-31 of the present appendix.
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POSITIVE

(POSITIVE/NEGATIV[f
Project title

DECLARATION ON ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE
. . ·
·.
.

Magiton · Magne.sium and Silicon Processing Facility

~~~~~~---~--,-~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~_:__~~~~-

MEPA identification number

.xxx-ooo

~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~--~~~

Type ( s) of environment affected.-

Pasture land,, cultivated land, and timber land,

Go.vernmenta l agencies which tan reasonably be expected to have j uri sdi ct ion over
or other 1nterest· in th~ proposed project·~nd to whom this sheet is being sent:
Minnesota Envi ronmenta·l Quality Council
Regional Development Coinmission 1114
Jerome· County
Pollution Control Agency
Adelaide County
Department of Health
Department of Highways

Description of envirorimental

s~tting:

The site of the proposed project is 1500 acres of primarily farm land, ·broken
downmore specifically as follows: pasture land, 750 acres; hay, 375 acres;
light stand of timber, 210 acres; heavy stand of timber, 145 acres; and roads
and 12 farmsteads, 20 acres. The setting is about ~mile due west of Moody,
. Minnesota, in the Okee River Valley in central Jerome County. The Okee River
flows ·through the eastern portion of the site. Flooding occurs regularly to
some e~tent, although this has not been a serious problem since flood work
was completed .in 1959. ·There.is a perennial shortage of surface water, and
ground.water supplies are currently used to their·limits unless deep wells are
used. Much of the soil has poor drainage quality. ·Neither air pollution nor
water pollution is currently a problem in the area.

Project destription:
The project consists of about 500 acres of plant faci;lities for the processing
c:>f magnes.ium and silicon, and about 1000 acres from which high grade dolomite
a~d silica is to be surface mined..
The plant is expected to operate for about
45 years, producing about 2200 tons of magnesium and silicon per year. Mine
sites a~e to be reclaimep by backfilling and revegetation after ore extraction.
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The project described on the previous page is hereby declared to have
[to have/not to haveJ the potential for a sfgnificant effect on the environment.
Therefore, an environmental i~pact statement is
[is/is not] re~ui~ed under
Minnesota Statutes, Section 1160.04~ Subdivision 1:. This decision is b~sed on
the information presented on the following page("s), which I hereby declare to
be correct and sufficient for a decision on the potential significance of the
·
environmental effects of the ·proposed project.
Reason(s) for the decision:
The projett would result in the loss of 600-800 wintering deer from the region~l
game population. It is clear that this environmental impact is significant.
(Scenario I. D. 6 of the EQC significance .guidelines recommends that a loss of
similar game that is numerically smaller than .that anticipated here be declared
a significant environmental effect.)

Acting official
Position
Agency

E. N. Virons

----~----D_i_s_t_r_i_c_t__
B_3__
su_p_e_r_v_i_s_o_r_____________________________,__~~

~----~------D_e_p_a_r_t_m_e_n_t__o_f__N_a_t_u~·r_a_l__R_e_s_o_u_r_c_e_s____________________~---.

Address ______;_____4_2_l~W_e_s_t__D_a_r_t_,~s_a_n_d_u_s_k_y_,__M_i_n_n_e_s_o_t_a~-5-70_o_2__________-:--"--~

Date ______________o_c_t_o_b_e_r__21,_1_9_7_s
__
______________________~--~----------~
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)

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON WILDLIFE
After a careful review of the information on file with the Department of
Natural Resoruces and checking with the federal district forest ranger for the
general area, it was realized that

600~800

wintering deer would be displaced

by the Magicon project during the first winter of the· construction phase.

Fur-

ther research made it·clear that these animals would not be absorbed into the
land adjacent to the site,

~ince

lation at near maximum capacity.

it is already supporting a wintering deer popuThis me·ans. that all deer that depend entirely

or partially on this habitat would ·be lost to the regional game population •

. 4.
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~EPA

NEWS RELEASE FOR:

PRESS RELEASE

March 15, 1976

~~~~~----'--'-~~~~....,--~~~~~~~~~~~~

Availability of Draft EIS--Magicon; Inc. Magnesium

SUBJECT OF RELEASE:

·and Silicon Processing Facility

CONTENT OF RELEASE:
The draft environmental impact statement for the 1500-acre magnesium and
silicon processing plant and support mine facilities proposed by Magicon, Inc.
in the Okee River Valley near ·Moody, Jerome County, Minnesota, has been completed
by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources.

This statement is available

for public inspection at the office of E. N. Virons, DNR District 83 Supervisor,
421 West Dart, Sandusky, Minnesota 57002; 490-5050.
obtained at a cost of $4.75 ..

Personal copies may be

Specific comments of review, if sent to the above.

address before April. 14, 1976, will be considered during preparation of the
final environmental impact statement.

MEDIA RELEASED TO:
Jerome Juggernaut
Authorized by
~osition

E

District 83

N

v;rans

S~pervisor

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources

Date

March 13, 1976

Signature
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MEPA PRESS RELEASE

NEWS RELEASE FOR:

May 8; 1976
Availability of Final EIS--Magicon, Inc. Magnesium.

SUBJECT OF RELEASE:

and s·ilicon Processing Facility

CONTENT OF RELEASE:
The final environmental impact statement for the 1500-acre magnesium and·
silicon processing plant and support mine facilities proposed by Magicon, Inc.
in the Okee River Valley near Moody, Jerome County, Minnesota, has been completed
by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources.

This statement is available

for public inspection at the office of E. N. Virons, DNR District 83 Supervisor,
421 West Dart, Sandusky, Minnesota 57002; 490-5050.
obtained at a cost of $5.50.

)

Personal copies may be

Any appeal of the adequacy of the final statement

or of the fulfillment of the procedural requirements leading to the impact state. ment must be filed with the Environmental Management Hearings Board by July 7,
. 1976.· For further information, contact the office of the Supervisor.

MEDIA RELEASED TO:
Jerome Juggernaut

Authorized by
Position
Agency

E. N. Virons
Di~trict

83 Supervisor

~~~~~~~-M
__i_·n_n_e_s_o_t_a~D-epartment of Natural Resources

Date

May 6, 1976

Signature
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APPENDIX

G

Toward Implementation Of The EIS Process At The Local Government Level
\

}

. Int rodu cti on
As emphasized in the text, the recommended EIS process presented in
this report has been designed primarily for the guidance of interagency
coordination under MEPA. We have not made any recommendation on the inhouse functioning of any speciffc local MEPA system even though we are
strongly recommending the requirement of ordinances implementing MEPA in
all governmental jurisdictions above 25,000 population. In fact, the
recommended EQC certification process, allowing the possibility of variance
from the state guidelines, should leave substantial parts of l.ocal EIS
systems to the discretion of local government officials. The reason for
not recommending general in-house procedures is patently obvious~ the
variation in structure and sophisti.cation among state agencies and local
governments renders such general recommendations relatively useless.
At .the same time, we recognize that some kind of guidance would be
helpful to local officials. The present .appendix offers three examples of
local implementation and operation of an EIS system, each geared to a
particular kind of local situation. In these examples, we are not attempting
to put limits on what local governments may try to undertake but are rather
trying to present some varied models of how local governmental systems
might be put together .. ·
·

)

It should be noted that there are two very obvious local governmental
situations which have not been addressed in the examples presented. First,
all of the examples are given in terms of cities. It was our feeling that
the actual implementation of MEPA may be more closely akin to planning
·capability than to whether the governmental body implementing it is a
.city or a county (or a township for that matter). In addition to planning
capabilities, we felt the next most important parameter is probably the
location of the governmental body and its size relative to that location.
Consequentiy, we have attempted to present a medium-sized community located
in an out~state area,·a small municipality located in an out-state are~,
and moderately large, rapidly developing community located in the Twin
Cities metropolitan area. And second, no large city (or county which has
as a nucleus a large city) such as Minneapolis, St. Paul or Duluth, has been
dealt with in example form. It is our general feeling that·these communities
will most likely have the.knowledge and sophistication to quite e~sily grasp
the general details of the proposed MEPA system and will be able to apply
it to their own needs with relatively few problems. Also, the complexity
of these governmental units is such that a short, general example would
probably prove to be useless to them since ·their complex governmental systems
will require special implementing procedures reflecting specific complexities.
Finally, it is assumed in what follows that the details of the system
recommended in Section V accurately describe the EIS system to be put into
effect in new rules and regulations adopted by the EQC in mid-1975.

)
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A.
(1)

fl Medium-sized City 1Jl An Out-state Area
The Setting

This city contains approximately 41 ,000 persons with suburbs (both
incorporated and unincorporated) totalling about 11,000 additional persons.
The community serves as a reg.ional distribution center and is located. on
a major navigable waterway as well as at the intersection of two major
rail lines. Its hinterland is about 65%· open pasture or cultivated land,
about 25% forested area, and about 10% man-d~veloped. The governmental
structure is a weak mayor-council form w~th a planning commission set up
as an. advisory bod,y to the counc i 1 . The mayor has no more power t_han any
other council member.
The planning commissiori serves to ad~ise the ~ouncil on issues relating.
to land use and other common planning functions. There is an established
land use and comprehensive planning program,· supported by a zoning ordinance
and various subdivision regulations. Planning activities are coordinated
with two adjacent counties and are ·reported to the area's regional develop~ent
commission (RDC) which coordinates all planning activities of jurisdictions
in its re·gion. The planning commission's staff consists of a director,
a senio~ planner, an associate planner, an aid and two secretaries. Nrirmal
planning activities since 1973 have been ·further burdened with local
~
implementation of the Shoreland Management Program as applicable to the
river passing through the heart of the city.
The planning function is separate from the Public Works Department.
However, the Public Works Department houses the building division, which,
in addition to the traditional inspection enforcement functions, undertakes
zoning enforcement aorl a system of occupancy permits. Overall coordination
is achieved through established, informal communication procedures between
heads and at formal weekly luncheon meetings with the mayor and council
·members.
(2)

Establishment of the Local MEPA Management System

This particular city through the efforts of its Planning Department,
Public Works Department, Legal Department, and the City Council have put
together what they beiieve to be a workable EIS system for their government
and one which adequately implements the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act.
The system is substantially in accordance with the proposals outlined in
Section IV and V. They subsequently submitted their system to the Environmental Quality Council for certification. They also sought financial
aid and assistance in implementing their proposed MEPA-EIS system from the
EQC and the State Planning Agency under the Local Planning Grant Program.
They requested the maximum grant available, $5,000. Sixty days after the
submission of their local ordinance and EIS implementation program to EQC,
they received certification and a block grant of $5,000 to offset part of
the salary of the senior planner, the individual who will oversee implementation of the program at the local level ..
Their proposed program accepts the state's system of class exemptions
without adding any further exemptions immediately. They did structure into
their ordinance a mechanism which allows them to add exemptions in the
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future, however. They are cognizant that a~y exemption addition would .
have to· be approved by the EQC. This particular city feels that this.type
of mechanism allows them the flexibility to alter their program slightly as
they actually work with it without having to go through a total re.certification effort by the EQC.
For the purpose of admiriistering the day-to-day MEPA functions, the
City Council has designated the practical responsibility for handling MEPA
to its planning director.· The planning director has in turn hired a senior
planner whose qualificati-0ns encompass a background relating to·and a
knowledge of the impact statement program. Private projects which come
before the city which are not automati ca l.ly exempt would thus come to the
Planning Department at some point in time for a determination of significance
by the senior planner. The decision on the environmental significance·of
any public projects, particularly those which originate in the Public Works
Department, is made by the department in the city which is proposing
the project with the advice of the Planni'ng Department and particularly the
senior planner.
·
The work load produced by the local implementation of MEPA was not
enough to require the hiring of·;any additional planning staff people. ·The
senior planner found that he could- easily inc6rporate the normal day-tri~day
activities into his present work schedule. .The planning director gave the
senior planner the new title of Environmental Coordinator.

)

In setting up its MEPA system, the city decided to pass on the cost of
the preparation of the draft (and the pri~ting costs· of final) environmental
impact statements to the project proposer. If the project which requires
an EIS is a private project, the fe~ for preparation is negotiated between
the Environmental Coordinator representing the city and the project
proposer. The Environmental Coordinator·may elect to do the EIS with his
.own staff, request the RDC for assistance (in which case the· RDC would
receive pa~t of the monies for preparation), or contract it to a consultant
·or college group. If the project which requires the EIS is a public
project, the agency proposing the project either completes the EIS, pays
for the Environmental Coordinator to do the statement, or 'contracts with
an outside group to prepare the draft. In any case, whether the EIS be public
or private, the public agency responsible for the· EIS takes the responsibility
for preparing the final statement. The only other fee the city has set up
as chargeable either to the project or the project proposer is a "pu_blic
notification fee". This is a set fee of $40 which covers.the cost of
preparing any required notices and the cost of actual publication in the
local county newspaper. The city_ has opted to use the Environmental Clearance
Worksheet (ECW) but there is no fee associated with it. However, the ECW
is to be completed by the project proposer, and consequently the cost of
actually preparing it is paid for by the p~oject proposer.
(3)

Operation Under the MEPA Management System

Under the 1oca lly implemented MEPA program as adopted by the city
council, a private project proposal is received through the usual departmenta 1 c_hanne 1s for whatever perm.it action or regulatory measures must be ·
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taken. The department which receives the p·roject proposal checks it with
the adopted class exemption l~ist to see if the project is exempt'or n6nexempt. By far the largest percentage of the propqsals which -come before
the departments are found to be exempt. If exempt, the project progresses
through the normal approval/disapproval channels. If the project is not
exempt, the department which makes ~he judgment·gives the project proposer
an ECW tci fill out and returri to the Environmental Coordinator in the
planning depa~tment. The Environmental· .Coordinator, after receiving and
evaluating the ECW to determine that sufficient information is available
to make a determination of significance. consults with. the department where
the project is being processed and renders a significance decision. In
.
some instances, he may find the project to be of statewide concern and would.
immediately send whatever information he had to the approprtate state
·
agency (or agencies). If the p·roject is not of statewide concern and is
found to be non-significant, the regular·permit, variance, or·regulatory
process is resumed. If it is found to be a project having the potential to
significantly affect the environment, an "EIS. is required. At this point
the Environmental Coordinator collects the public notification fee of
$40.00 and. immediately sits down to negotiate the fee and method which will
be used 'for the preparation of the EIS. If· any outside body or agency is
irivolved in the prep~ration of the EIS, it will take part in the· fee ·
negoti~tion session.
If it is decided.to have a consultant prepare th~
draft statement, the city may' immediately s~lect a· consultant or it may
decide to put the ~ontract out to bid.
In the case of public projects the department.which is proposing the
project first determines if it is exempted from the EIS requirement. If
it is not exempt, the department contacts the Environmental Coordinator in
the Planning Department and notifies him that a project is being proposed
which is not exempt and for which an Environmental·Clearance Worksheet i~
being prepared. Once the ECW is completed, the department and the Environ-.
. menta.1 .Coordinator jointly determine whether or not the project has the
potential to result in significant environmental effects. If it is found
·to be.significant, the proposing department and the Environmental Coordinator determin~ who will complete the .EIS. In most cases, the proposing
department completes the draft EIS while the Environmental Coordinator
takes over the preparation of the final EIS with support from the proposing
department. All notices are handled through the proposing department as
per an instruction sheet on how to process public notices that was sent out
to all city departments by the Environmental Coordinator. It has be.en
determined that if a departmental project is ever appealed on the grounds
of noncompliance with MEP~, the proposing department along with the City
~rosecuting Attorney would handle. the appeal for the city.
(4)

The Production.and Processing of.. EISs

Whenever an EIS is undertaken, whether it is completed totally inhouse (by the Environmental Coordinator, planning staff, or another city
department), or with the RDC assisting, o~ farmed.out to a consultant or
college, the responsibility for the processing and contents of the EIS
remains that of the c.ity. Most of the draft impact statements are prodyced
within a~ne-to three-month.time schedule. After preparation, it is
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circulated to the various agencies and grou~s delineated on the review
1i st pre pa red by the En vi ronrrienta 1 Coo rd i na tor with the assistance of··
EQC staff. Included on ~he cityts review list is the State Planning Agency,
the EQC, the appropri.ate regional development commission {which is also the
A-95 review agency), state and federal agencies with jurisdiction· by law
or ::>peci~l expertise or whi-ch. may have a special interest in the proj~ct,
local and affected neighboring agencies and governments, special environmental interest groups in the city, ·and .the public library. Pub.lie
notification of draft EIS.availability is also given. At the end of an
established 30-day. review period, the fi.nal EIS ·is prepared with ·the
comments from review agencies and appropriate corrections included. The
final EIS, which is generally completed within two weeks of· the end of
the review period, is then fil~d with the ~hove-mentioned agencies which
received· a copy of the draft. Pub.lie notification is given as required
by 1aw.
An examp 1e case: A private project ·was. proposed in the city which
was a 200-acre land fill operatinn ·which first came before the local
building di rector in. the Public Works Department for a grading and surface·
preparation permit. It was found by the building di-rector to be nonexempt and to have the potential for significant environmental effect~.
The city Environmental Coordinator took on the task of preparing the EIS
and a negotiated fee of $2500 was charged .. Draft. preparation time was
five weeks. After undergoing the normal review procedures, a final impact
statement was filed which included the specification of several mitigating
measures to help control any potential adverse effects if the project were
to be implemented. The building director decided to issue the permit but
at the same time used his discretionary authority to make the permit
issuance conditional upon the private project sponsor's adoption and
inclusion of three mitigatirig measures~ including dust control, surface·
water runoff control during construction~ and reclamation measures after
. the project was complete. The project went ahead with the mitigating
measures completed as the proJe.ct was implemented.
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B. 8_ Sma 11 City
(1)

The Setting

This city contains approximately ·4200 persons, with an additional
900 living immediately beyond its corporate limits in a contiguous ''urban"
pattern. The city serves a·s .a limited distribution center for an area
extending approximately 6 miles nrir~h and south and about 15 miles east
and west. A major north-south highway p·asses immediately adjacent to the
town and a major railroad passes thr6ugh the town. The hinterland is
about 10% small lakes, 20% agricultural,.open arid pasture lands, with the
remainder amounting to forested lands which produce a high commercial crop
yield. The form of government is a part-time mayor-council arrangement.
The Council has so far not _opted to create a plan~ing commi~sion. Rather, ·
the Council members act in that capacity themselves, performing planning
corrmission duties and also ~cting as a board of adjustments arid appeals.
Located in a county without land use cont.rol mechanisms, the governing
body has elected to exercise. its option to .zone and implement subdivision
regulations for two miles beyond its corporate limits. The city clerk
acts as th·e zoning administrator and has heretofore expended very little
time in,that capacity. The co~unity has generally been in a "holding
pattern" for growth. Young people are.exiting.on a regular basis, but. just·
enough ·new forest-products-related industr,y has been developed fo the area
to offset this natural loss. More and more·of the younger people are
fi~ding work in the area due primarily to this expanding forest products
industry.
· ·
( 2)

Establishment of the Local MEPA Management Sys tern

The city has chosen to adopt by local ordinance (with little
variation) .the model ordinance and the state rules and regulations which
·were set forth by the Environmental Quali'ty Council {EQC). The city
. decided to apply to the EQC and the S_tate Planning Agency for financial
aid to offset the cost of establishing their local MEPA system when they
submitted the system to EQC:for certification. The grant application for
$5,000 was approved and the city immediately contracted with the RDC to
help set up their EIS. program. This city, along _with three other communities
in the jurf.sdiction of the RDC,, had decided to po.ol their monies· to pay
for one full-time person on the staff of the RDC to help each of them
implement its program.
A memorandum of agreement was signed between the city and the RDC by
which the RDC agreed to provide through the new employee technical assistance
relating to the implementation of MEPA in the city, specifically in the
evaluation of ECWs and.the preparation of EISs. When an EIS is required,
the RDC handles the si.tuation as a staff extension to the city but only
with the city's concurrence and participation as appropriate.
An EIS would be a very rare phenomenon for this city, and for the
purpose of responding daily to the MEPA ordinance the city decided to have
the clerk make the appropriate decisions, utilizing their RDC person for
practical and techn~cal advice in the process. In practice, the city
clerk and the RDC environmental coordinater consult on issues that are
not· cl~arly exempted and arrive at a mutually agreeable decision on the
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determination of significance for all private projects. In the case of
any project initiated by the ·city, the agency or department initiating
the project makes the determination of exemption or non-exemption and
consults with the city clerk and the RDC staff person if they are not
~lear as to the potential environmental significance of a propos~d project.
Due to the small size of the ·community and the general lack of
development activity, it is anticipated .that less than half a dozen
projects per year will ne~d attention beyond the cl·ass exemption level.
Of these, ·it is felt that it would be very rare for more than one project
a. year to have an EIS required. If a project is found to require an EIS,
and if it is a private project, the city.has taken the stand that ·the
project proposer must pay for any impact statement and that a negotiated
fee wi 11 be charged. ·This ·fee will generally be assessed by the city,·
which in turn will pass it on to the RDC;. the agency·which most likely
will handle the EIS production specifics. The only other fee charged
by the city will be a $25 fee for projects r.equiring public notice.
(3}

I

~

Operation Under the MEPA Management System

Under this particular local MEPA ~ystem operation, a private project
is necessarily received by either the municipal engineer or the city
clerk for, respectively, a permit issuance or a zone change or variance
ruling. Using the exemption system described above, the majority of projects will receive a perfunctory approval subject to appropriate regulations. Projects which cannot be immediately identified as exempt
wi 11 be required to have an ECW fi 11 ed ou~ and filed. Utilizing a cooperative decision ma.king process (previously described} between the RDC, .
the municipal ·engineer and the city clerk, a ruling is made on whether or
not the project has the potential to result in a significant environmental
. effect. lf such potential does not appear to exist, a negative declaration is prepared. This decision making process usually takes from 3 to
·5 days. If a positive finding is arrived at, then an EIS is prepared
and the.publiC noti.fication. fee relating to the EIS is collected by the
local government.
·
·
The environmenta·l specialist of the RDC and either the city's
engineer or clerk negotiate with the developer fo~ an EIS fee. The RDC
may then (1} choose to produce the EIS in-house, or (2} decide to contract
with a consultant to undertake the EIS. In either event; the city person,
the RDC environmental coordinator and the project sponsor would all be
party to the negotiation.

(4) The Production and Processing of_EISs
Regardless of the method arrived at to produce an EIS, the final
document is legally the product of the city as th~ responsible agency.
lhe production responsibility is that of the RDC .. However, any appeal
concerning the EIS requires the city to respond as: the responsible agency.
If an EIS is deemed necessary, the draft is prepared and subsequentlyci rcul a~.ed to the.agencies and groups on the review 1i st prepared by the
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RDC environmental coordinator.· Included o~ the list is the State PlanniDg·
Agency and the EQC. Others on the list include certain state·and federal
agencies, the local A-95 review agency (the RDC), neighboring jurisdittions,
special environmental interest ~roups, the publi'c library, etc. At the
end of the 30-day review period the· fi na 1 EIS is prepared by the R.DC
with comments, corrections -and responses included. The final EIS is
filed appropriately with the ·agencies or groups which received the dr.aft
EIS.
Under the general headin.g c;>f "processing EISs 11 falls the review of
EISs submitted officially to· the city.· The City Council has decided that
all EtSs submitted to the city for review will go to the engineer: ·Under
the agreement with the RDC, he may consult with their environmental coordinator on technical matters that he finds problematic. Relevant remarks are
prepared as necessary and his response represents the city's official
response~

An example case: A project for the construction of a wood processing
plant to make partic.le board core""."wood veneer-surfaced 4 x 8' x 3/4" panels
has been proposed for location in the city by XYZ Forest Industries. The
site is'l/2 mile beyond the corporate limits and is a forested locatidn.
A 2-mile rail spur is needed ~nd 200 acres will be cleared for constru·ction.
Building, grading, and burning permits are minimally required, as is a
zone change from Open Space Fore~t to Industrial.
1

The pfoject is not exempt and is found from its ECW to have a potential to result in a significant environmental effect. The RDC and city
have decided a consultant should prepare the EIS. The $25.00 public
notification fee is collected as described above and a contract price of
$13,000 is negotiated with a consultant. The sponsor pays the city this·
amount and it disperses the fee to the consultant upon written directives
. from the ROC as the EIS progresses. Various mitigating measures put forth
in the EIS are adopted as requirements necessary for the issuance of the
·perm.its and before the zone change is· approved, thereby creating the most
environmentally advantageou~ project.possible.
1A 15-day extens~on is po~sible upon writte~ request of an offici~l
reviewer, as per. the system proposed in this study.
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C.

A Medium-sized City in the Metro Area

(1) The Setting
/

11

This city contains approximately 56,000 persons and is located on
the expanding fringe of the. Twin City metropolitan area. It is essentially
a 11 bedroom 11 community with a ·substantial amount of land currently in agricultural use that is a prime candidate fpr future residential expansion.
Urban services can-be made readily available, as can some public utilities
and transportation facilities . . The fonn. of gove.rnment is an appointed
manager/weak mayor"."counci 1 systemo ·A line Planning Department serves as
the planning agency with a planning comnission advisory to it. The Planning
Department is advisory to the governing bqdy and the manage·r. A three
member cpmmittee of the planning conmission serves· as the Board of Appeals
and Adjustment.
·
There. is an established and aggres.sive ~omprehensive planning program
·and the Planning Department is a wi.lling and enthusiastic participant in
and supporter of the.Metropolitan Council as a regional .planning agency.
The planning.staff consists of a Director of Community.Development, a
senior a~d .an associate pl~nner- in the current planning divisioh and a·
senior and two as_sociate planners in the .long-range 'planning div_ision.·
Two planning ~ids and clerical help complete the planning staff. The
staff must also provide plan·ning services to. a small lake and a sizable
wetlarids area which fall under the defi~itions set forth in the Shoreland
·Management ,l\ct. . . ·

)

The planning function is, of course, separated from the Public Works
which-houses the building division. The building division is
the.key agency for development permits and zoning compliance,. and, although
not ultimately responsible for zoning enforcement, this division preliminarily
·checks .for ·zoni-ng compliance.· Overall co.ordination of government services ·
·is achieved through informal staff management level comnunicatiqn and
·.coor~ination .and through weekly department head/city manager conferences.
Departm~nt,

(2)

Establishment of the

Loca~

MEPA Management System

This par_ticular city, through the efforts of its Planning Department,
Public Works Department, legal department~ the City Council, and a consu 1ting firm knowl edgeab 1e in en vi ronmenta 1 management sys terns, prop·osed
to .the EQC what was felt to be a workable local MEPA management system.
The Metropolitan Council staff. also gave advice on and approval of the
system. The EQC issued its certification of approval to the system.
At the same time that the city applied for certification, it also
applied for and received an EIS impleme·ntirig grant under the Land Use
Planning Grant program of the Office of Local and Urban Affairs. The
,purpose of the grant was to help provide funds to hire an additional staff
1No official or binding authority exists on the part of the Metropo 1i tan Council but its member governments agreed to advisory i mput in order
to ensuf!e region-wide continuity.
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planner whose duties are to help implement the local

ns

system.
.

.

In setting up the local system, the city incorporated almost all of
the items presented in the EQC 1 s model local ordin~nce, but did significantly
change the system of class exemptions., They developed a new set of class
exemptions which were better tailored to the specific conditions found
in the city but which also maintained the integrity and iritent of the exemptions.
set forth by the EQC. For the purpose o.f day-to-day administration of. the
MEPA system in the city, it was decided to locate a Deve"lopment Coordinator
in the Building Department. This Development Coord'inator actually ended
u_p being the additional planner ·hired by·the city with the partial aid of
the EIS grant funds.
The City Council delegated the authority to make determinations of
environmental significance to the Development Coordinator and ·the Director --of Community Development. In cases where projects are not exempt, these
two individuals jointly decide whether .or· not there exists the potential for·
significant environmental effects. In the ·case of private projects, the
·
Development Coordinator handles all contact with the project proposer,
.
including the handling of EIS preparation and public notifications as necessary.
In the case of projects proposed by the city itself,_ an informal arrange!.
ment is made whereby the Director of Community Development handl_es the·
projects.
·
When the city established the position of Development Coordinator, it
a1so implemented a procedura 1 ·11 one-stop 11 permit -program. Consequently, at
some .point in time, al.l permits and other project approvals will pass
through the Development Coordinatorts hands. for his determination as to.
whether·or not the project is exempt. If the Development Coordinator finds
a project to be not exempt, the city automatically.requires an Environmental
Clearance Worksheet. After a satisfactory ECW has been submitted to the
Development Coordinator, he and the Director of Conmuni·ty Development determine
·whether or not an EIS is required.
(3) Operation Under the MEPA Management System
Unde·r the local MEPA management system as adopted by the City Council,
applications relating to private projects are received and coordinated by
the Development Coordinator. Using the class exemption system adopted
by the ordinance, the vast majority of projects are automatically exempted
by the Coordinator. When the 11 one-stop 11 pennit office was established,
all permit and variance request forms were standardized to include a line
which is used·for the statement of exemption or non-exemption, and if exempt,
the classification of exemption. Projects not exempted go through a signi.fi camce determination procedure, as previously presented. If the project
is found to be significant, the Development Coordiriator will establish a
Developer's Conference with the project proposer to jointly determine if
. modifications could be made to the project which would make it non-significant, or if that is not possib.le, then to negotiate a fee for the preparation of the draft and final EIS. · ·
On~e it is established that ~n impact statement is required, the
monies for impact. state~~nt preparation are oa id by the project propose.r
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to the Development Coordinator,- who has been· authorized· in the city charter
to collect such monies. He ~lso collects a $60 public notice fee which ·
will be necessary for the public notification of draft and final impact
statement availability. 'The city has decided that it will be its policy
to undertake the preparation of all impact statements using its own staff.
Occasionally technical assistance from either the Metropolitan Counci.l
staff or a state agency staff is n.ecessary, and very rarely a consultant
is hired to solve technical problems. They have estimated that since
they are under constant development pressures due to their location, they
will be undertaking approximately six impact statements per year~ At an
extimated average cost of $8,000 per statement, they have hired two pro.
fessionally qualified EIS technicians and a one ·half-time secretary to handle
the impact statement preparation load. These individuals work with the
Deve 1opment Coordinator ·but are actually located i'n the Department of
Cornnunity Development and work under the direction of the Director of
Co~~nity Development.
(4)

The .Production and Processing of EISs

After-completion of ~he draft impact statement, the Development
Coordinator utilizes a list of review agencies provided by the Metropolitan
Council staff. The review procedures are essentially the same as those
indicated for the other two example cities with the exception that this
city has a' standing policy for the Development Coordinator to actually sit
down with the Metropolitan Council staff to go over.the impact statement and
the project ·itself during the EIS review period. This review conference
·
with the Metro staff assists the city in evaluating whether the project
permit, variance, etc., should be approved or not, and it assists the
Metro staff iti helping to determine if the project· is of Metropolitan significance (as per their guidelines for· determining metropolitan significance).
The·oevelopment Coordinator plays one more important role in this
·city.1 s EIS process. All impact statements coming from other governmental
agencies for this city s review are sent to the Development Coordinator
who is responsible for con·sul ting with the appropriate city staff persons
and developing the relevant review comments for the city. In actual
practice,- the Development Coordinator works closely with the impact statement preparation team in the Department of Conununity Development in performing this function. Once review comments have been prepared, the
Development Coordinator submits them to the City Manager for his signature.
The City. Manager's signature then represents this city's official response
to any impact statement review they are to undertake.
1
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